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Editor's Preface 

The publication of the excavations made under 

the direction of Rodney S. Young takes another 

important step forward with the present study by Dr. 

Irene Bald Romano of the terracotta figurines and 

related plastic vessels found between 1950 and 1973. 

Ranging in date from the Bronze Age down into 

R o m a n times, the collection overall shows an 

impressive richness and diversity, as are characteristic 

of other significant categories of small finds awaiting 

publication (e.g., glass, seals and sealings, and 

lamps). 
The current importance and centrality of Gordion 

for the archaeology of west-central Anatolia, 

especially in the first millennium B.C., is as apparent 

with the terracottas as it is with other categories of 

finds. Without the evidence of Gordion, archaeology 

would have no real sense of the range of imported 

and local terracottas present in the region, par

ticularly from the sixth century B.C. on. By the same 

token, Gordion suffers in being a type site, in that 

comparative material within the region is sorely 

limited. It is thus impossible, given the present state 

of knowledge, to know whether Gordion was at all 

unusual in the level of imported Greek terracottas 

that reached the site. Similarly, the Anatolian pro

ducts often leave the question of whether they were 

made in or around Gordion or in other coroplastic 

centers that have so far gone undetected. As is true 

of the Gordion publication series in general, Dr. 

Romano's study looks to future discovery in Central 

Anatolia. 

The centerpiece of the study is the corpus of 

Hellenistic terracottas. As one important result of his 

very first season of excavation, Rodney Young iden

tified a level of abandoned, sometimes burned 

Hellenistic buildings with the deserted settlement 

that Manlius Vulso encountered when he came to 

Gordion in 189 B.C. Livy, in his account of Manlius' 

campaign, described the town as being "filled with an 

abundance of all things." That remark would appear 

to be supported in part by the coroplastic wealth of 

the once thriving town, both the imported Greek 

goods and those that were m a d e on the spot 

following Greek models, as the kilns and molds de

monstrate. Beyond their intrinsic worth, the 

terracottas from this historically dated level will make 

a major contribution to Hellenistic art and its chro

nology, a field that is notoriously reliant on stylistic 

criteria for dating. The corpus also gives insight into 

the human currents and influences that existed in 

one town of Hellenistic Anatolia. The terracottas re

flect the cultural presence of Phrygians, Greeks, 

Celts, and perhaps other elements as well, and in so 

doing they yield a microcosmic view of the 

Hellenized East. 
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cation, we express deep gratitude to the Turkish 
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Introduction 

The 171 terracotta figurines and related figural vessels 

included in this volume are all those which were exca

vated by The University Museum of the University of 

Pennsylvania in the Gordion campaigns between 1950 

and 1973. Included as a part of this study are all 

moldmade and handmade terracotta representations of 

humans, divinities, other supernatural creatures, and 

animals; models or non-vessel miniatures; masks; medal

lions; molds for figurines or vessels; objects other than 

vessels; and figural vessels either moldmade or hand-

modeled, but linked by technique to terracotta figurines. 

A group of handmade animal figurines which may be 

vessel attachments are included in the animal-vessel 

category. Other plastic attachments for vessels or spouts 

in the form of animal heads do not form a part of this 

corpus except as comparanda or when the function is 

uncertain. 

As is indicated in the Conclusions (p. 71), our view of 

the local coroplastic industry and the pattern of imported 

products is affected greatly by the history of archaeologi

cal excavation at Gordion. Although archaeologists from 

The University Museum excavated for sixteen seasons at 

Gordion between 1950 and 1973, the site is enormous 

and has been by no means exploited to its fullest potential 

for revealing the history of Gordion and Central Anato-

The large settlement mound at Gordion (ca. 500 x 

350 m. at its widest points and ca. 15 m. at its maximum 

height), called the City Mound (used throughout to 

indicate the settlement site), is encircled by fortification 

systems of the Early and Middle Phrygian periods which 

enclose a palatial area of these same periods comprising a 

series of free-standing megara and service areas to one 

side (see Figs. 2-3). T o the southwest of the City Mound is 

Despite the fact that some of the objects in this corpus 

are or will be published in other Gordion volumes—e.g., 

the Hittite-period animal figurines in a volume together 

with the Bronze Age pottery (Gunter 1991), or the 

archaic Greek plastic vessels in a volume on the pre-

Hellenistic Greek pottery (DeVries, forthcoming)—these 

have also been included in this study to allow as compre

hensive a picture as possible of the coroplastic objects 

used throughout the history of Gordion. 

All of the terracotta figurines excavated at Gordion are 
in Turkey. The majority are in a storage depot at 

Gordion, while a few are on display in the local museum 

at Gordion; others are on exhibit in the Museum of 

Anatolian Civilizations in Ankara and some, especially 

those excavated during the 1950 and 1951 seasons, are in 

a storage facility at the Archaeological Museum in An

kara. 

lia. The goals of those American excavations were largely 

focused on the Phrygians, specifically the Early and 

Middle Phrygian periods, and on revealing information 

about a culture and people otherwise relatively unknown 

in the archaeological record. Further excavations will fill 

out the stratigraphic picture especially of the Late Phryg

ian/Hellenistic and Roman periods and will shed more 

light on the coroplastic assemblage at Gordion. 

a smaller mound, known as the Kiiciik Hiiyuk, joined to 

the City Mound by low spur walls (Kiiciik Hiiyuk is used 

throughout). The Kiiciik Hiiyiik is actually a tumulus of 

clay heaped over a mudbrick fortification system of the 

7th century B.C. O n the spurs of the hills which run down 

to the floodplain of the Sangarius and in other low-lying 

areas of the plain are the cemeteries of Gordion, most 

notably clusters of large and small burial tumuli of the 

Excavation History 

Gordion: Setting, Brief History and General Chronology 
Fig. 1. 
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Early and Middle Phrygian periods (tumulus/tumuli is 

used throughout to designate burial mound[s]). Less 

elaborate burials of various periods, including a major 

Hittite-period cemetery, also occur along the ridges 

running to the floodplain. 

Gordion's history is largely known from the excava

tions conducted by the Austrian Korte brothers in 1900 

(Korte and Korte 1904) and from the extensive archaeo

logical work carried out by The University Museum of 

the University of Pennsylvania under the direction of 

Rodney S. Young from 1950 to 1973. Assyrian records 

and Greek and Roman literary accounts help to supple

ment Gordion's history from the later 8th century B.C. to 

the Roman period (for main references see ibid.: pp. 3-5). 

Gordion was inhabited from Early Bronze Age times 

(later 3d millennium), though as yet we don't know how 

continuous occupation was into the Middle Bronze Age. 

The Early Bronze Age settlement was a small mound 

which rises to a considerable height in the northeastern 

part of the City Mound and was partially leveled to 

accommodate the Phrygian settlement. On the outer 

slopes of this mound, Middle and Late Bronze Age levels 

can be detected. A substantial settlement of the Hittite 

period, recognized thus far from two deep soundings 

(Megs. 10 and 12) and scattered Hittite ceramics on the 

City Mound, existed at Gordion during the Hittite Old 

Kingdom and Empire periods, 1650-1200 B.C. (for sum

mary of information regarding Bronze Age settlements 

see especially Gunter 1991: 103-105). 

The heyday of Gordion, as the capital of the Phrygian 

Kingdom, is the 8th century B.C., and it is this period and 

the following ones of Lydian and Persian domination 

(7th-4th centuries B.C.) that are best known archaeologi-

cally. The Phrygians, who spoke an Indo-European 

language and wrote in an alphabet akin to that of the 

Greeks, arrived in Asia Minor sometime before the 8th 

century B.C., though how early we can only speculate. 

The identification of archaeological strata corresponding 

to the earliest Phrygian period is still limited, although 

buildings which might belong to this pre-8th-century 

phase have been tentatively identified (Sams 1994). See 

Fig. 2 for plan of Early Phrygian City Mound. 

The annals of Sargon II of Assyria (722-705 B.C.) 

record that a certain Mita of Mushki, now identified as 

King Midas of Gordion, came into conflict with and was 

defeated by the Assyrians. Midas was not the first king of 

the Phrygians but he was certainly the most famous, for it 

is he whose wealth and greed became the subject of 

Greek fables (see Roller 1983). Midas, according to 

ancient sources, committed suicide (Strabo 1,3,21 and 

Roller 1983: 301, n. 15 for myth) during the Kimmerian 

invasion of the early 7th century (see Mellink in R. S. 

Young 1981: 272 and Sams 1994). In the late 7th or early 

6th century B.C. the inhabitants of Gordion laid a two-and-

a-half- to four-meter-thick layer of clay over the burned 

Phrygian city in order to rebuild the settlement at a 

higher level along the lines of the earlier megara service 

areas and citadel walls. See Fig. 3 for Middle Phrygian 

City Mound. The Kiigiik Hiiyiik was built up in this same 

period with a fortification system which joined the City 

Mound. The building of this satellite citadel probably 

corresponded to the period of Lydian control of Gordion 

beginning under Alyattes (615-560 B.C.) or Kroisos (560-

546 B.C.), who we know from historical sources (Herodo-

tos I, 72-73) subjected Asia Minor as far east as the Halys 

River (modern Kizil Irmak). The burning of the massive 

fortification system of the Kiiciik Hiiyiik and the creation 

of a central tumulus of clay over it probably coincided 

with the advance of Persian forces under Cyrus through 

Asia Minor against the Lydians under King Kroisos in 

547-546 B.C. From this time Gordion and Asia Minor 

were under the control of the Persian Empire until 

Alexander the Great "freed" Asia Minor of the yoke of 

Persian rule in the late 4th century B.C. A major earth

quake of the early 4th century in which at least some of 

the Middle Phrygian buildings on the City Mound 

collapsed may mark the end of that phase in Gordion's 

history (Roller 1987b: 103-104, n. 3; DeVnes 1990: 

399-400). 

Alexander and part of his army may have wintered at 

Gordion in 334/3 B.C. After his death, Alexander's vast 

empire was split into kingdoms, with Asia Minor secured 

by the Seleucids. Powerful rival kingdoms grew up in 

Asia Minor at Pergamon, in the Pontus and in Bithynia. 

W e hear nothing about Gordion and little about Phrygia 

in this period until 278 B.C., when King Nikomedes of 

Bithynia imported Celtic tribes into Asia Minor to serve 

as mercenary soldiers in his war against his brother for 

control of Bithynia. Sometime afterwards (Moraux 1957: 

56-75) three of these Celtic tribes were granted permis

sion, probably by Mithradates II of Pontus (R. E. Allen 

1983: 138-141), to settle in Central Anatolia. These Celts 

were known to the Greeks as Keltoi or Galatai and the 

region in which they settled became known as Galatia 

(the name given to the Roman province established in 25 

B.C.). The three Celtic tribes distributed themselves over 

this newly acquired territory and staked out specific 

portions for themselves; the Tolistoagii held the Phryg

ian region around Gordion and Pessinus, while the 

Trocmi held the area further to the east around the old 

Hittite centers; the Tectosages settled in the central 

region around Ankara. (For sources see F. A. Winter 

1977:61-62). 

After a brief period (ca. 275-240 B.C.) following the 

influx of Celts, during which foreign contacts probably 

suffered and Gordion may have been depopulated (F. A. 

Winter 1984: 34, 254), the cultural life at Gordion 

became enriched by the presence of these Celts. There is 

little which can be identified in the way of specifically 

Celtic cultural material from this period of Celtic domina

tion at Gordion (F. A. Winter 1977: 62-66; 1988), but 

Celtic-type names written in Greek script provide testimo-

nia of the presence of these Celts at Gordion (Roller 
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1987b: 129, nos. 56, 57). The population mix of native 

Phrygians, Celts, Greeks (see Conclusions, p. 79) and 

possibly some lingering Persians (Cook 1983: 180) cre

ated a thriving community where trade and commerce 

with regions outside Phrygia can be documented. (For a 

summary of the evidence for the ethnic character of 

Gordion in this period see DeVries 1990: 402-405.) 

Gordion was using Greek pottery styles, speaking (in 

some degree) the Greek language, and by the mid-3d 

century B.C. writing in exclusively Greek script (Roller 

1987b: 106-108) and maintaining many cultural ways of 

the Greeks. One may say that the population of Gordion 

in this period was Hellenized to a great degree. It is also 

during this phase of Celtic domination of Gordion that 

we have evidence for substantial Attalid interest in 

Phrygia. The Attalids of Pergamon, in fact, made at

tempts to control or curb Celtic activities in Asia Minor 

both by mounting a series of military campaigns against 

them and by forming alliances with them (R. E. Allen 

1983: 136-144; see also Conclusions, p. 79). Pessinus, 

where an important shrine to Kybele is located just sixty 

kilometers from Gordion, was a focus of Attalid interest 

(Devreker and Waelkens 1984: 14-17). See Fig. 4 for plan 

of Late Phrygian/Hellenistic Gordion. 

The last event in Gordion's history as we know it from 

literary sources (Livy 38, 18) was the campaign launched 

by the Roman Senate in 189 B.C. commanded by Manlius 

Vulso and assisted by the Pergamene Attalos II, with the 

purpose of finally bringing the Celts under control. Livy 

says of this expedition that when Manlius Vulso arrived 

at Gordion the inhabitants had all fled to the nearby 

mountains, leaving Gordion deserted. Archaeological 

evidence has corroborated Livy's statement. The City 

Mound at Gordion was left largely abandoned until 

sometime in the Roman Imperial period, when resettle

ment in specific zones (especially on the southwest side of 

the City Mound) has been detected (see Fig. 4 for Late 

Phrygian/ Hellenistic plan). Further archaeological explo

ration of Gordion in Roman-period levels will allow us to 

evaluate the validity of Strabo's statement (12, 5, 3) that 

Gordion was in his day (64/3 B.c-A.D. 21) nothing more 

than a village; or Livy's remark (38, 18) that Gordion was 

an emporium in his day (59 B.C-A.D. 17). A substantial 

road, which is probably Roman but was identified as a 

portion of the Persian Royal Road (R. S. Young 1957: 

319), is evidence that Gordion was not isolated in this 

period but was no doubt linked to other nearby and 

important Roman centers such as Ankyra (modern An

kara). Finally, there is no stratigraphic evidence for 

medieval occupation of Gordion other than the occa

sional stray sherd or figurine. 

The terms Early Phrygian period, Middle Phrygian 

period and Late Phrygian/Hellenistic period are used 

throughout this volume to indicate the following: 

Early Phrygian (EP): the post-Hittite period from the 

arrival of the Phrygians (9th century B.C.?) to the destruc

tion of Gordion by the Kimmerians in the early 7th 

century B.C. (see Mellink in R. S. Young 1981: 272; Sams 

1994 for specific date for the Kimmerian invasion); see 

Fig. 2 for plan of site in this period; 

Middle Phrygian (MP): the phase after the Kimmerian 

destruction to the arrival of Alexander the Great and his 

army at Gordion in 334/3 B.C.; see Fig. 3 for plan of site 

in this period; 

Late Phrygian/Hellenistic (LP/H): the period after the 

arrival of Alexander (334/3 B.C.) to the abandonment of 

the site in 189 B.C.; see Fig. 4 for plan of site in this 

period. 

While there is no disagreement among Gordion schol

ars over the terminology and terminus of the Early 

Phrygian period, the later periods present a more compli

cated picture. In the course of a recent study of the 

Gordion stratigraphy, scholars have begun to point to an 

earthquake destruction of the early 4th century B.C. as 

the end of the M P period (most thoroughly explained by 

DeVries 1990: 399-400). The ensuing period, from the 

early 4th century to the arrival of Alexander in 334/3 

B.C., thus has been called the Late Phrygian period, a 

period marked architecturally on the City Mound by 

shabby buildings and small cellars dug into the floors of 

the Middle Phrygian buildings (see Roller 1987b: 103-4, 

n. 3; DeVries 1990: 400). The period from 334/3 B.C. to 

just after the coming of the Celts (ca. 275 B.C.) represents 

a phase of renewed architectural activity and significant 

contact with the Hellenized world (Roller 1987b: 107). 

This phase has been labeled the "Early Hellenistic" 

period by DeVries (1990: 400-401). The interruption in 

the pottery sequence at Gordion from 275 to 240 forms 

another phase in this complex period (F. A. Winter 1988: 

64, 70, n. 26). Lastly, the period from 240 to the 

abandonment of the site in 189 B.C. represents the final 

phase in this sequence and has been commonly called 

"the Desertion Level" (throughout R. S. Young's prelimi

nary reports) or the Final Hellenistic Period by DeVries 

(1990: 401-405). Thus, one could divide this author's 

simplified EP, MP, LP/H system into the following 

six-period system: 

EP: coming of Phrygians to early 7th century B.C. 

MP: early 7th century-early 4th century 

LP: early 4th century-334/3 B.C. 

Early Hellenistic: 334/3-275 B.C. 

Interim Period: 275-240 B.C. 

Final Hellenistic Period: 240-189 B.C. 

It is not in many cases possible to identify the Late 

Phrygian/Hellenistic figurines in this corpus with these 

precise chronological phases. It is clear only that the 

majority of the Late Phrygian/Hellenistic figurines come 

from the Desertion Level. Thus, this author has main

tained the simplified nomenclature for the periods, 

outlined above. 



I 

Catalogue 

Introduction to Catalogue 

The Catalogue has been ordered in a quasi-typological 

fashion. Standing at the head of the Catalogue are three 

groups of figural vessels: Central Anatolian-manufac

tured animal vessels (and possible vessel fragments or 

attachments in the form of animals); Greek or Greek-

inspired plastic (i.e., moldmade) vessels; and locally 

manufactured bust-flower thymiateria. Within each 

grouping the items are arranged in a general chronologi

cal order, as far as possible given the archaeological data. 

In the next section, Kybele and Related Types, the 

Central Anatolian products are arranged first with the 

imported types following. This practice of separating the 

Phrygian (or generally Central Anatolian) from foreign 

products is used throughout the Catalogue where rel

evant. Other female types follow next in the Catalogue 

with standing (including dancing) and seated figures, 

female heads and other fragments linked together. Within 

each subgrouping, the figurines are arranged in a gen

eral chronological order, with the local and Central 

Anatolian products at the front of each section. Male 

figures, divine, semi-divine and human, follow next with 

a small category of unidentifiable—i.e., sexless—humans 

as the next group. Miniature masks follow, arranged in 

general chronological order. 

A large category of animal figurines is first subdivided 

into Central Anatolian versus Non-Central Anatolian 

products, with the vast majority being manufactured in 

Central Anatolia. A small group of Bronze Age figurines 

is distinguishable, while the remaining animals are subdi

vided by animal type. The quadrupeds are further 

divided into groups by size and special characteristics. 

The last major category is a miscellaneous one with 

miniature vehicles and wheels, boots or shoes and other 

miscellaneous items listed separately. 

Sections of the Catalogue relating to a single subject, 

e.g., Kybele or animals, are headed by a general discus

sion of the group, usually including discussions of chro

nology, technique, provenience, style, scale, typology 

and function. 

Each entry is headed by a Catalogue Number for this 

volume, followed by the number assigned to the object in 

the course of excavation prefixed by a letter, e.g., "T" for 

Terracotta or "P" for Pottery. See p. 182 for a Concor

dance giving Gordion field numbers and the correspond

ing Catalogue Numbers. 

Each catalogue entry includes the context in which the 

figurine was excavated, cited by the tumulus, trench or 

building designation and level or stratum as described in 

the excavation notebooks (NB) and following the conven

tions of the Gordion excavations. If the figurine or vessel 

is part of a larger deposit, the Terracotta Deposit number 

is given and the reader referred to the full discussion of 

these deposits on pp. 65-70. Discussion of the context 

and its date, where relevant and possible, is given below 

each entry in the commentary. 

The dimensions are given in the metric system using 

the following abbreviations: 

H. = Height 

L. = Length 

W. = Width 

D. = Diameter 

Th. = Thickness 

Est. = Estimated 

Max. = Maximum 

P. preceding the above abbreviations indicates the 

preserved dimension rather than the dimension of an 

intact figurine, e.g., P.H. = preserved height. In each 

case the preserved dimensions are the maximum dimen

sions unless otherwise noted, e.g., P.W. shoulder. Biblio

graphic references to previous publications of the figu

rines follow the dimensions. Braces { ) are used to denote 

item numbers within a plate or figure, e.g., pis. 3)2,4), 

5) 12a). PL, Fig. (with uppercase) are used to denote 

illustrative material within this volume while pi., fig., ill. 

(with lowercase) denote a reference within another au

thor's work. 

The catalogue description begins in each case with a 

discussion of the figurine's state of preservation. Next is a 

description of the figurine's form—front, back and inte

rior; and a comment on the technique by which the 
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figurine was m a d e — m o l d m a d e or handmade, in sec

tions, with hand-tooling, etc. Here and elsewhere in the 

discussion of the manufacturing techniques of terracotta 

figurines, a certain terminology is used which follows 

fundamental articles by R. V. Nicholls (1952: 217 ffi; 

1984:24-31). 

Following the discussion of technique for each cata

logue entry is a description of the decoration, whether 

glazed, painted, slipped or burnished/polished. T h e 

following terminology is used to describe these decora

tive techniques: 

polish/burnish: solid or sporadic strokes created by 

rubbing a tool over the figurine's surface; 

groundcoat: white or buff engobe or slip over which 

darker colors are applied; 

slip: a suspension of clay in water applied before firing; 

paint: clay with mineral pigments which provide color; 

glaze: clay with sufficient siliceous material and fluxes 

to produce vitrification and a glossy appearance; 

"glaze": as in Greek black-glazed; clay with black iron 

pigment which sinters in firing to produce a lustrous 

surface. 

Next is a description of the clay fabric of the figurine 

including the color (as described by the author), the size 

and amount of particles mixed into the clay, the texture 

and a Munsell number. For the latter the standard tables 

in Munsell Soil Color Charts (1975) have been used to 

match, in most cases, against broken interior surfaces of 

the figurines. W h e r e surface readings are taken, these 

are so indicated. All readings have been taken in natural 

daylight and the author is aware of the unreliability of the 

Phrygian or generally Central Anatolian animal vessels 

(and possible animal-vessel fragments or attachments) 

form a significant corpus a m o n g the Gordion terracottas, 

as distinct from figurines in the form of animals (see 

below, 115-155). T h e fragmentary nature of m a n y of 

these animals precludes positive identification as vessels, 

yet based on form, technique and size, there is a likeli

hood that all the objects included in this category are 

vessels or vessel parts. T h e chronological spread and 

typological variation of these animal vessels are striking. 

Five, all from T u m u l u s P, belong to the Early Phrygian 

period (1-5) while one (6) can probably be placed in the 

Early or Middle Phrygian period. Six vessels fall chrono

logically, by virtue of the decorative techniques or con

text, in the Middle Phrygian period (e.g., 7, 8-11, 17). 

That the manufacture of animal vessels continued into 

the Late Phrygian/Hellenistic period is shown by 12, 13, 

15 and probably 14. Probable animal attachments for 

vessels—e.g., 16, 18—also span the Middle and Late 

Phrygian/Hellenistic periods. 

T h e difficulty of assigning very specific dates for these 

animal vessels, with the exception of 1-5 and 8, renders 

readings produced by this method, which is dependent 

on the strength of the light and the eye of the examiner, 

to n a m e only two factors. T h e author's o w n color names 

and the Munsell color names do not always coincide but 

have been left unaltered to alert the reader to the 

subjectivity of color descriptions. 

Last is a statement regarding the manufacturing source 

of the figurine, based on fabric, style, decoration or 

comparanda. T h e term "locally manufactured" is re

served for figurines which one has good evidence to 

believe were manufactured at Gordion itself. "Central 

Anatolian-manufactured" indicates that the probable 

source is the region of Phrygia. Greek imports are 

labeled as such. 

Following the catalogue description is the commentary 

on the individual figurine which may include com

paranda, specific conclusions about chronology, prove

nience, function and context. With regard to chronology, 

a distinction is m a d e between the suggested date for the 

level or fill in which the figurine was found and the actual 

date of the figurine, recognizing that at Gordion—as at 

most sites with long periods of occupation—materials 

can be transported from their original place of deposition 

to later strata in fills used to level areas for rebuilding or 

to build up tumuli. Gordion has, in addition, great 

numbers of pits dug in the Phrygian period into earlier 

levels, thus disturbing the material from these periods 

and often bringing earlier material up to Late Phrygian/ 

Hellenistic-period contexts. T h e contexts do, however, 

provide termini ante quern for the materials contained 

within. 

an assessment of the general cultural inspiration for the 

vessel types problematic. It is clear, however, that the 

Early Phrygian examples are locally derived, possibly 

with echoes of Bronze Age forms (especially in 4 and 5). 

At least 14 and 15, probably Late Phrygian/Hellenistic 

animal vessels, show affinities to Achaemenid rhyta in 

their form. Certainly Greek animal vessels or plastic 

vases, in general, seem unrelated to most of these 

Phrygian types, with the exception of 8, a mid-6th-

century B.C. lion or dog vessel. It is probable that the 

majority of these animal vessels are inspired by a local 

Central Anatolian tradition and that it is only a minority 

which imitate foreign forms, either Achaemenid or Greek. 

For discussion of other Phrygian animal vessels see 

Tuchelt 1962: 64-68. 

1 Animal Vessel: Goose 

P 1411 Terracotta Deposit 1 (see p. 65) 

H. 0.37; L. 0.305; D. 0.215 m. 

PL 1 

R. S. Young 1957: 327, pi. 93, fig. 24; 1981: 33, T u m P 49, 

pi. 15C-E. 

Complete with mend at base of neck; surface worn and pitted. 

Animal Vessels: Central Anatolian (1-18) 
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Vessel m lot in of a goose with hollow stem flaring at bottom 

with raised rib halfway up. Rounded body with opening on back 

with flat raised rim around. Wedge-shaped tail with squared 

ends. Long neck and broad-billed head with bill slightly open as 

pouring spout; pierced nostrils. Wheelmade body with wheel-

turned rim. Separately modeled head and neck, tail, added 

pedestal. 

Dark brown paint on buff ground, burnished; matte reddish 

yellow paint over burnish on stem and bill. Foot and stem solidly-

painted matte reddish yellow. Bottom of body at front decorated 

with parallel wavy lines; at sides and back with parallel concave 

lines. Chest has feather pattern composed of scales with dots. 

Wings outlined by broad reserved bands bordered by fine dot 

rows between parallel lines; each wing bisected by columns of 

chevrons. Wings and tail have laddered herringbone pattern. 

Neck has herringbone pattern. "I'op of head decorated with 

dotted scale. Dot eyes inside double almond-shaped outlines. 

Bill has matte reddish yellow paint; opening indicated by incised 

lines at sides. Upper face of rim alternately painted and re

served. Inside unpainted. 

Fine buffclay. No Munsell reading. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The burial in Tumulus P is dated just prior to the time 

of the Kimmerian invasion, ca. 700 B.C. For a complete 

discussion of the tumulus and its contents see R. S. Y o u n g 

1981: 1-77; also Terracotta Deposit 1. 

2 is a match for this vessel. 

2 Animal Vessel: Goose 

P 1412 Terracotta Deposit 1 (see p. 65) 

H. 0.335; L. 0.37; D. 0.22 m. 

PI. 1 

R.S.Young 1957:327; 1981: 33, T u m P 50, pi. 16A, B. 

Broken and mended with small slivers missing from under

side of tail. Surface pitted. 

Vessel in form of goose. See description of 1, which matches 

this vessel. Differences are deeper body and forward-inclined 

neck of this vessel; lower pedestal without raised rib. Round 

eyes. 

Same decorative scheme as 1 except stem and base reserved. 

Eyes are dots within double rings; bill reserved and decorated 

with bands and dotted triangle pendent between nostril open

ings. 

Fine buff clay. No Munsell reading. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

See 1 for matching vessel. 

3 Animal Vessel: Ram Jug 

P 1403 Terracotta Deposit 1 (see p. 65) 

H. 0.191; L. 0.252 m. 

PI. 2 

R. S. Young 1957: 328, pi. 94, fig. 27; 1981: 36, T u m P 58, 

pi. 17G. 

Broken and mended with small fragments missing from neck 

and lower body at right side. 

Jug in shape of ram. Elongated body with lour small round 

feet. Center of back has filling hole surrounded by high collar. 

Tail is turned and arched over back, attached to base of neck for 

basket-like handle (squarish in section). At front is roughly 

modeled neck and head of ram with snout pierced for pouring. 

Horns looped into complete circle with ends overlapping. 

Probably wheelmade body with added feet, head and handle. 

Decoration in matte black paint on reserved red surface. 

Borders around body with bands and wavy lines. Between 

borders on one side are rows of latticed squares with small 

checkers at corners; on other side, large zone of plain checker

board with small checks. At each side of chest and neck is circular 

ladder pattern, dotted at center. Bands bordered by wavy lines 

at top of neck and around top of collar around filling hole. 

Fine red clay. No Munsell reading. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

See discussion of Terracotta Deposit 1. 

4 Animal Vessel: Goat Jug 

P 1424 Terracotta Deposit 1 (see p. 65) 

H. 0.15; L. 0.21; W . 0.12 m. 

PI. 2 

R. S. Young 1957: 328, pi. 94, fig. 28; 1981: 38, T u m P 62, 

pi. 18A.B. 

Complete and undamaged. 

Jug in shape of stylized ram. Askoid body with four short 

peg-feet. At center of back is small filling hole surrounded by low 

raised rim. Tail curves up at rear to back to form loop handle; at 

front horns join together and attach at shoulders. Small ears are 

added beside horns. Square snout is pierced by small pouring 

hole. Eyes are stamped rings. Around neck is collar of double 

row of stamped rings. Probably wheelmade body with added 

head, horns, handle and feet. 

Well polished. 

Fine clay with black mica-film surface. N o Munsell reading. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

See Terracotta Deposit 1 for discussion. 

5 Animal Vessel: Deer or Bull Jug 

P 1425 Terracotta Deposit 1 (see p. 65) 

H. 0.135; L. 0.155; D. 0.11 m. 

PI. 2 

R. S. Young 1957: 327; 1981: 38, T u m P 63, pi. 18C, D. 

Missing part of handle, two feet and several chips. 

Jug in shape of stylized animal, deer or bull. Ellipsoidal body 

with square peg-feet, circular filling hole in center of back 

surrounded by low raised rim. Neck has low raised collar. Horns 

curl up to side from top of head. Square basket handle joins 

behind horns to rear of body. Muzzle is squared and pierced 

with round hole for pouring. Eyes are stamped rings. Wheel-

made body with attached horns, handle, feet and modeled head. 

Polished to high black luster. 

Medium-fine, light brown clay. N o Munsell reading. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

See Terracotta Deposit 1 for discussion. 

6 Animal Vessel: Bull-Headed 

P 2576 Trench NCT-W1/3, pit into clay from beneath 

Floor 6 
P.L. 0.125; W . ears 0.133 m. 

PI. 3 
R.S.Young 1962: 155, pi. 41. fig. 2. 
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Lacking bottom half completely. Top half preserves part of 

eyes, forehead, horns and ears to rim. Rim much broken away. 

Fragment of bull-headed vessel. Short, erect horns, curving 

inward; ears short, erect, attached to horns at base. Plain, 

slightly flattened rim. Hand-modeled. 

Incised details. Outlined triangle on forehead with two small 

holes bored through, possibly for insets. Eyes elliptical with 

three framing grooves. O n side of neck and head, mane and hair 

indicated by tiers of overlapping vertical zigzag lines. Excellent 

polish over exterior before incision. 

Heavy gray fabric with few inclusions, polished to dark gray. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Context indicates a date for the vessel in the Early or 

Middle Phrygian period, but probably no later than the 

5th century B.C. 

7 Animal Vessel?: Lion's Head 

M C 119 Trench NCT-A11, Layer 6, upper fill, N. section 

P.W. 0.06 m. 

PI. 3 

Single fragment preserving upper part of head. 

Lion's head, possibly plastic vessel. Crudely modeled by hand 

with heavy incised lines for features including brow wrinkles. 

Thin red slip over exterior. 

Soft red clay. Munsell: slip I0R 5/6 (red); core 10YR 6/6 

(reddish yellow). 

Probably Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

This fragment comes from a context as late as the 5th 

century B.C. 

8 Animal Vessel?: Lion or Dog? 

T 2 Tumulus C, "second rock complex" and partially in pit 

with join from looters' back-dirt 

P.H. 0.108; P.L. 0.116; W. at rump 0.065; Th. walls 0.005-

0.007 m. 

PI. 3 

Kohler 1995: 30, pi. 15c, D. 

Joined from eight fragments preserving left hind leg, most of 

rump, all of tail and half of right side. Trace of carbon (or black 

paint) on right flank, tail and body. Small amount of white lime 

incrustation on exterior surface. 

Sejant quadruped, possibly lion or dog, probably used as 

vessel. Rear paws with incisions to mark claws; large haunches, 

thick coil for tail curled against right haunch. Tubular body rises 

steeply at 50-60 ° angle. Interior walls smoothed with fingers 

and spatula. Foot of animal is solid. Probably wheelmade body, 

hand-modeled with additions and finishing. 

Exterior is polished to orangish brown. 

Orangish clay with small amount of tiny gold mica particles, 

fired gray at core. Small black speckles just below surface. 

Munsell: beneath surface where chipped SYR 7/8 (reddish 

yellow); surface burnish 5YR 5/6 (yellowish red). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured or possibly Lydian import. 

The carefully prepared interior and uniformly thin 

walls suggest a vessel. T h e orangish-brown polished 

surface and gold mica might indicate a Lydian origin for 

this animal vessel, although a Central Anatolian locale is 

not ruled out. 9 is a closely comparable animal paw, in 

both the clay and the style. T h e animal may be a lion or a 

dog. T h e vessel's form and size may suggest an affinity 

with the archaic East Greek plastic animal vessels like 19. 

T h e vessel was found a m o n g the contents of the ruined 

timber chamber and stone packing (called "second rock 

complex") of Tumulus C, probably for a child's burial. 

Found with the vessel in the completely disturbed fill of 

rotted beams and stone were fragments of lydia, black-on-

red bowl sherds, plain gray- and red-ware sherds, alabas-

tron fragments and knucklebones. T h e lydia and other 

pottery date Tumulus C to between 550 and 540 B.C. (See 

Kohler, 1995: 25-34 for full description of Tumulus C 

and contents. For preliminary publication of tumulus see 

R. S. Young 1951a: 11-12; 1952: 20). 

9 Animal Vessel Fragment?: Lion's or Dog's (?) Paw 

P 2248 Trench WML-4S, clay under Wall F 

P.H. 0.0225; P.L. 0.036; W. 0.018 m. 

PI. 3 

Single fragment preserving front of paw. broken at diagonal 

at top. 

Animal paw, possibly of lion or dog, with three incised 

grooves for claws. Interior is solid. Handmade. 

Surface is polished or burnished. 

Fine pinkish orange clay polished to pinkish brown on 

exterior. Small amount of mica, possibly gold mica. Munsell: 

below surface 10R 6/8 (light red); surface burnish 5YR 6/6 

(reddish yellow). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured or possibly Lydian import. 

See 8 for a better-preserved example of a similar 

animal vessel (?), dating no later than around the mid-

6th century B.C. 

10 Animal Rhyton: Lion 

P 2497 Trench PN, Cellar A, fill in corner 

P.L. 0.133; Max.W. head 0.035 m. 

PI. 4 

R. S. Young 1962: 155, pi. 41, fig. 3. 

Rim broken away; tube mouth chipped; some paint rubbed 

off polished portions. 

Slim, curved tubular rhyton ending in lion's head which rises 

above short tubular spout under chin. Ears are flat ovals defined 

by ridges; eyes are round bumps; muzzle is square and arched in 

behind front teeth; lower jaw is open, flat and square. Raised 

ridge forms bottom of mane. Hand-modeled head with wheel-

turned body. 

Bichrome decoration. Down back over a matte cream slip is 

red and black herringbone pattern between red and black lines. 

O n ridge of ears is red; down back of'head is red stripe between 

two black stripes; from eye to neck is ladder pattern in red. 

Jeweled line runs around jaws and over muzzle. Eyes are dotted 

black. Mane outlined in stripe of red around top of ridge. Rest of 

vessel is red polished. Cream slip remains matte. 

Fine clay, fired buff. No mica. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

This animal rhyton comes from a probably 5th- or 
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4th-centurv B.C. context, and its bichrome style indicates 

a Middle Phrygian date. 

11 Animal Vessel?: Deer? 
T 103 Trench WS 5-6, N, Level 5 
P.H. 0.061; P.W. 0.028; P.Th. 0.036; Th. walls 0.005 m. 

PI. 4 

Single fragment of head and neck, broken at turn to back on 

left side. Missing right ear and antler. Glaze mostly flaked off. 

Possible animal vessel in form of finely modeled deer with 

rounded head; small pointed ears; antlers rising from top of 

head; rounded snout ending in flat surface; neck flaring out 

from head with flat sides. Interior of neck is hollow. Probably 

wheelmade body with hand-modeled head. 

Head and front and sides of neck are covered with white 

groundcoat. Back of head and neck, and tip of snout, are 

undecorated. Over white, preserved in small sections, is orange-

brown paint polished to glassy finish. O n back of neck paint is 

applied in patches and is unpolished. Traces of black paint on 

forehead between antlers, on antlers, at right eye and right 

jawline. 

Lightly micaceous reddish orange clay with many small, light 

inclusions, fired gray at core. Munsell: 2.5YR 5/8 (red). 

Probably Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The pottery from this level includes black-glazed wares 

of 4th-century B.C. type as well as black polished sherds, 

but the painted decoration indicates an earlier date for 

the deer. 

12 Animal Vessel?: Stag's Head 

T 42 Trench ET-S, S W corner, under Floor B 

P.H. 0.140; P.W. 0.067; P.Depth 0.097; Th. walls 0.004-

0.006 m. 

PI. 4 

Joined from four fragments preserving left side of head and 

neck. Muzzle intact. Lacking right side of head from above eye, 

right ear and right side of antlers. Surface chipped and discol

ored green, red and black. Four other non-joining body frag

ments. 

Stag's head with upright ears and antlers. Well modeled with 

erect head facing forward. Between ears, tiers of antlers rise 

from thick roll above forehead. Inward-curving forehead; coni

cal muzzle; shallow depression for nostrils. Left eye is deep 

depression. Back of head and neck arches down and is treated 

less carefully. Additional piece of clay over neck near break 

forms small pocket. Interior is hollow with smooth walls. 

Probably hand-modeled with body probably wheelmade. 

Exterior surface is completely covered with ivory-white 

groundcoat except at back of head. Red paint over white on 

interior of ear and upper part of antlers; black paint in line 

above forehead; black on throat and on left side of head and 

neck in short, vertical strokes to represent individual hairs; black 

on lower neck just above break. Surface is polished. 

Light red, lightly micaceous, hard-fired, compact clay with 

small amount of dark inclusions. Munsell: 2.5YR 6/6 (light red). 

Probably Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The size, hollow interior and general character of this 

stag's head indicate that it probably served as a vessel. 

This animal head comes from a deposit sealed below a 

floor including pottery datable to after ca. 325 B.C. 

Material above this floor included a coin dating after 316 

B.C. This piece is probably late 4th-century B.C. or Late 

Phrygian/Hellenistic in date. 

13 Animal Vessel?: Goat 

T 65 Trench M N - W , Layer 3 fill, above House 3 

P.H. 0.092; P.W. lower break 0.055; P.Th. 0.065; Th. walls 

0.005-0.007 m. 

PI. 4 

Single fragment preserving head and neck of animal, missing 

right ear and horn (?) and tip of left horn (?). Broken at lower 

neck. Paint has worn off most of surface. 

Head of animal, probably goat, hollowed out for possible use 

as vessel. Long and pointed head; short, erect ears with gouged 

triangle for inner ear; antlers or horns set inside ears; at center 

of forehead is raised knob. Eyes are large and bulging, nostrils 

are pierced; mouth is broad, deep groove. Neck is wide, flaring 

cylinder. Interior hollow with well-smoothed interior walls. 

Handmade head with neck and probably missing body turned 

on wheel. 

Exterior has traces of yellowish buff groundcoat over which is 

purple-red paint on left eyeball, on band beneath eyes, between 

ears, beneath chin on neck, on other parts of neck, in band 

around neck at lower break, on right and left back sides. 

Lightly micaceous reddish brown clay, fired gray at core. 

Very fine clay with tiny light inclusions. Munsell: 2.SYR 6/6 

(light red). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Layer 3 fill must be dated after the mid-3d century B.C. 

(coin: C 651: Seleukos II [246-220 B.C.], Antioch). From 

the same trench and sequence c o m e 65, a standing 

female; 86, a female head; and 103, Eros head. 

14 Animal Vessel: Deer? 

P 2583 Trench NCT-W1/3, under Hellenistic House B, 

clayjust over burned fill 

P.L. 0.11; P.W. at hoof 0.045; D. spout 0.045 m. 

PI. 5 

Sams 1979a: 13, fig. il left. 

Underbody and one leg preserved. Surface worn. 

From short cylindrical spout, body of deer (?) extends. Animal 

has leg with cloven hoof close to chest. Hollow interior. Modeled 

by hand with wheel-turned cylindrical body. 

Fine polishing to black. 

Fine clay with gritty inclusions, fired gray. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Cf. 15: both are imitations of Achaemenid-type rhyta. 

This vessel m a y c o m e from a disturbance into the clay, 

indicating a possibly Late Phrygian/Hellenistic date. 

15 Animal Vessel: Goat 

P 666 Terracotta Deposit 4 (see p. 67) 

P.H. 0.126; P.L. 0.081; P.W. 0.04 m. 

PI. 5 

Sams 1979a: 13, fig. 11 right. 

Mended from several fragments, preserving head, neck and 

right foreparts. Broken off behind right front shoulder and 

missing horns, snout and left foreleg. 
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Animal vessel in form of couchant goat with forelegs tucked 

beneath body. Arching neck and small triangular head with 

erect ears. Incisions mark horns and split hoof. Interior hollow 

with smooth walls. Well modeled by hand, probably once 

attached to wheelmade body. 

Polished exterior surface. 

Fine clay fired gray at core and black on surface. No Munsell 
reading. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The gray fabric and black polish are typical of Phrygian 

pottery from Gordion, and the type imitates Achaemenid 

rhyta(cf. Muscarella 1974: nos. 135, 162-163). For other 

locally manufactured rhyta see R. S. Y o u n g 1962: pi. 41, 

figs. 2-3. This example is almost certainly Late Phrygian/ 

Hellenistic in date. See discussion of Terracotta Deposit 

4. 

16 Vessel Attachment?: Bull's Head? 

T 105 Trench W S 5-6, S2, Layer 6 or 7 

P.H. 0.06; P.L. head 0.039; W. head 0.027 m. 

PI. 5 

Single fragment preserving head and neck of animal, lacking 

horns and chip from front of neck. Paint and groundcoat well 

preserved except on muzzle. 

Stylized animal's head, possibly of bull, probably plastic 

attachment for vessel. Neck is long cylinder with thick walls and 

drilled-out inside (D. 0.01 m.). Face is flattened triangle with 

blunt squarish snout. At top of head are stumps of two large 

horns, oval in section. Handmade. 

Most of exterior covered with thick white groundcoat over 

which are painted stripes of red and black. Down center of face is 

red stripe and framing face to right and left and top are black 

lines forming triangle. Red vertical strokes on right and left sides 

of face indicate eyes. Down length of neck are diagonal stripes, 

alternately black and red, radiating from two red lines. Red and 

black stripes are burnished, while groundcoat is left unbur-

nished. 

Compact, lightly micaceous yellowish brown clay with small 

light and dark inclusions. Munsell: 7.5YR 6/4 (light brown)-6/6 

(reddish yellow). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The layer below that in which this animal head was 

found contained ample pottery for dating and coins of 

the late 4th-century B.C. (C 1229, C 1230). T h e layer 

from which this head comes is late 4th century B.C. or 

later. T h e painting technique, however, is typical of 

Middle Phrygian bichrome pottery and the animal head 

m a y well be an earlier remnant in this layer. 

17 Animal Vessel or Attachment: Bird 

T 104 Trench TB8-S1, Level 5 

P.H. 0.047; P.W. 0.055; P.Th. 0.04; Th. walls 0.005-

0.008 m. 

PI. 5 

Single fragment preserving breast and front of right and left 

wings. Broken off at back and bottom, missing head and lower 

body. Surface chipped and scarred. 

Well-modeled bird, possibly hawk, seated with wings tucked 

against sides of body. Body is full and chest is high convex 

surface. Interior is hollow with roughly smoothed walls, possibly 

for use as vessel or vessel attachment. Handmade. 

Surface is polished to dull sheen. 

Micaceous brown clay with many light inclusions, hard-fired 

to slate gray on surface. Munsell: interior 7.5YR N4/ (dark 

gray). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The pottery in the level with this bird included Late 

Phrygian/Hellenistic sherds and the level above con

tained pottery of the latest occupation period at Gordion 

(prior to 189 B.C.), but this gray polished bird may well 

belong to an earlier period. 

18 Vessel Attachment?: Duck's Head 

P 486 Trench ET, N Ext. 4, Level 4 

P.L. 0.046; W. head 0.012; W. neck 0.015 m. 

PI. 5 

Single fragment preserving neck and head, broken cleanly 

across neck. Small chips from right edge of bill and tip, left side 

of neck. 

Head of duck, possibly plastic attachment or handle. Neck is 

arching in smooth convex curve, turning and narrowing to beak 

or bill; right eye is raised dot surrounded by groove; left eye is 

squarish depression. Incised line running from inside right eye 

to center of forehead, turning down left side in front of left eye. 

Mouth is defined by curving incisions on right and left sides. 

Solid. Handmade. 

Red paint added over lightly polished surface on top and back 

of head. Red band on right side and top behind right eye and 

behind left eye; two curving red bands beside incision for 

mouth. 

Light orange, lightly micaceous clay with tiny light inclusions. 

Munsell: 7.5YR 8/6 (reddish yellow). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

A Phrygian painted pot with a handle in the form of a 

duck (P 389), not included in this corpus, is comparable. 

Pottery indicates a date early in the Late Phrygian/ 

Hellenistic period for the context. 

Plastic Vessels: Greek or Greek-Inspired (19-34) 

T h e eleven 6th-century molded vessels in this corpus 

represent for the most part products of East Greek 

workshops. T h e two exceptions, 19 and 28, are possibly 

imitations of the East Greek type vessels, from Lydia (?) 

and from Anatolia (?), respectively. Rhodes is often cited 

as the East Greek island which produced the majority of 

these archaic plastic vessels because so m a n y were recov

ered from excavations there (Higgins 1959: 9 ff.), but clay 
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analyses and further excavation at East Greek sites 

indicate that other East Greek centers probably also 

manufactured these vessels, most notably Mtletos (Jones 

1986: 671-673). Boardman suggests a South Ionian 

origin (now certainly Miletos) for some of these molded 

vessels found at Tocra (Boardman and Hayes 1966: 66; 

[ones 1986: 671-673), and one kore vessel from Gordion 

might be assigned to a South Ionian (Milesian) workshop 

(27). 
It is commonly accepted that these special ceramic 

containers were produced as unguent bottles and that 

perfumed oils were being marketed by East Greek 

centers for export. Later Greek vase-painting scenes 

show boys or young men carrying aryballoi, the later 

standard variety of such perfumed oil flasks, by cords 

around their wrists to or from gymnasia. The plastic 

vessel in the form of a dead hare (21) is especially suited 

for this method of carrying since the suggestion would be 

that a real hare had been hunted, killed and displayed en 

route to the gymnasium for others to see. The high rim of 

the pomegranate vessels makes these suitable also for the 

attachment of a cord and the suspension of the flask from 

the wrist. Since they have no means of resting upright by 

themselves they would have to be suspended. The stand

ing kore vessel (27), the kore bust (28) and the Anatolian 

(?) animal (19) are free-standing vessels and could either 

be carried or rest by themselves on their flat bases. The 

hedgehog (20) was probably meant to rest on its peg-like 

legs. 

Although plastic vessels were manufactured at East 

Greek centers (Higgins 1959: ll.no. 1601) in the second 

half of the 7th century, the earliest examples from 

Gordion date to the first half of the 6th century, with the 

hedgehog (20), pomegranate and hare types (21, 24, 25, 

26) among the earliest. The ram's head (22), dove (23), 

kore head (29) and kore bust (28) all fall around the 

middle or third quarter of the 6th century and the 

standing kore (27) around the decade 540-530 B.C. 

Within this molded-vessel category are also three 

probably Attic or Attic-inspired products, including a lion 

mold which may have been used to produce an Attic-type 

vessel (31). Not included in this corpus because we are 

lacking most of the molded portions are fragments of two 

or three molded red-figure rhyta (P 55, P 380, P 3356, P 

4688, P 5086), probably from the Sotades Shop, one of 

which is probably an Amazon Rider type (Sams 1979a: 

10, fig. 4). Other types of Attic vessels of this period exist 

at Gordion (see DeVries, forthcoming). 

The latest of the Greek or Greek-inspired vessels or 

vessel parts are two representing females, a probable-

vessel handle in the form of a Nike (33) and a vessel in the 

form of a Greek deity, probably Tyche (34). Both can be 

assigned a late 3d- or early 2d-century B.C. date, al

though the former is certainly locally manufactured, 

while the latter is a Greek import. 

19 Plastic Vessel: Couchant Quadruped 
P 1153 Terracotta Deposit 2 (see pp. 65-66) 
H. 0.050; L. 0.111; W. rump 0.06; D. rim 0.022 m. 
PI. 6 

Complete except forelegs and chips. Head and neck repaired 
from many small fragments. Surface badly flaking and much 
worn. Small round hole pierced through rump may not be 

original to vessel. 

Vessel in shape of couchant quadruped with head turned 

back along left flank and hind legs tucked beneath rump. 

Haunches of hind legs project from rump on both sides. Neck is 

very long; head is long and pointed with small round ears or 

horns set on either side of head. Orifice is raised tube with flat, 

overhanging rim set behind neck on back of animal. Probably 

hollow-molded with wheelmade orifice. 

N o painted decoration, other than traces of white on exterior. 

Exterior surface is polished to moderately glossy pinkish brown, 

especially well preserved on right flank. 

Clay is very slightly micaceous, ranging in color from pinkish 

brown on exterior to light gray beneath surface. Munsell: 

burnished exterior 5Y'R 6/3 (light reddish brown); beneath 

surface 7.SYR 5/4 (brown). 

Probably Anatolian-manufactured. 

This polished animal vessel is probably an Anatolian 

imitation of popular Greek animal vessels. It is not clear if 

the quadruped is a feline, sheep or deer. Vessels in the 

form of sheep (e.g., Berlin, Antiquarium 8738, from 

Aegina: Ducat 1966: 152; Boehlau 1898: 156, fig. 71; 

M a x i m o v a 1927: pi. 13(52)); and deer (Maximova 1927: 

Corneto, pi. 40)151)) are not very c o m m o n . T h e head 

turned back along the flank m a y be meant to represent 

an animal in grooming pose. This specific type is not 

k n o w n in the repertoire of Greek animal plastic vessels, 

and that together with the polished rather than glazed 

surface suggests an Anatolian manufacturing site. 

T h e date of this vessel must depend on the chronology 

of the deposit in which it was found (see discussion of 

Terracotta Deposit 2, p. xx). T h e vessel probably dates to 

the 6th century B.C., but because of the broad range of 

material in the deposit in which it was found, it is not 

possible to be m o r e precise about its date from the 

context. If the animal vessel is an Anatolian imitation of 

East Greek vessels, it should probably be placed towards 

the end of the 6th century B.C. 

20 Plastic Vessel: Hedgehog 

P 1157 Terracotta Deposit 2 (see pp. 65-66) 

H. 0.049; L. 0.095; W . 0.052; D. rim 0.007 m. 

PI. 6 

Intact. Snout slightly chipped, surface and paint worn. Orange-

brown stain on bottom. 

Plastic vessel in form of hedgehog with small head, pointed 

snout, ovoid body, and four low round peg-like feet. Slightly 

raised orifice attached at middle of back. Hollow-molded body 

with applied orifice. 

Tiny black-brown glazed dots cover back. Ears are glazed 

black-brown, eyes are ringed by black-brown; mouth is reddish 

brown. 

http://ll.no
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Fine white-yellow clay, lending toward very pale green. No 

trace of mica. Munsell: 2.5Y 8/2 (white). 

Probably East Greek-manufactured. 

T h e closest parallels for the Gordion hedgehog are the 

following: Corinth C P 3039 (unpublished); Higgins 1959: 

26, no. 1641, pi. 16 (from Kamiros); C V A France XII 

(Louvre VIII), pi. 5(14,16) (from Sardis); C V A Poland I 

(Goluchow: Musee Czartoryski), pi 7(3) (from private 

collection); C V A Italy X I X (Museo Civico di Genoa-Pegli 

I), pi. 902)8); Istanbul M u s e u m inv. 9967 (from Candarh, 

unpublished; see PI. 39.) 

T h e difference between the Gordion hedgehog and 

these examples is the orifice. T h e Gordion example has 

only a very slightly raised rim around the orifice (a 

feature of the "Etruscan" hedgehog from Wiirzburg: 

Langlotz 1932: 22, no. 157, pi. 18), while the others have 

regular aryballos-type raised spouts with flat ledge rims. 

This orifice type m a y be an East Greek feature. 

Ducat has divided all the Greek hedgehog plastic 

vessels into two major groups according to the form of 

the body and the decoration (1966: 125 ff.). T h e group

ings are not well rationalized since the Gordion example 

is close to molded vessels from both groups. Higgins 

(1959: 26) believes the British M u s e u m example is 

Rhodian, and Ducat (1966: 125 ff.) labels both of his main 

groups Rhodian. T h e color of the clay of the Gordion 

hedgehog is slightly greener than that of the pomegran

ates (24-26) and is close to that of the Gordion dead-hare 

molded vessel (21) (though there are traces of mica in the 

hare which are not visible in the hedgehog). 

Given the nature of Terracotta Deposit 2, there is no 

archaeological evidence from Gordion to help with the 

dating of this hedgehog type. Ducat assigns his Type A 

and Type B hedgehogs to two larger groups (Group 

Grenade IA and Group Grenade III) based on stylistic 

criteria and dates them respectively ca. 570-560 and ca. 

580 (1966: 125 ff., 165). It is probably safer to simply 

assign the hedgehog to the first half of the 6th century 

B.C. 

21 Plastic Vessel: Hare 

P 2234 Trench TBT-12. Level 5 pit 

H. 0.067; L. 0.077; D. rim 0.008 m. 

PI. 6 

Joined from two fragments, lacking ears, front paws and small 

chips. 

Plastic vessel in form of dead hare, with head and ears laid 

against back. Round orifice applied to chest. Rear paws are long 

narrow bars. Probably meant to be suspended by cord around 

orifice. Probably hollow-molded body with attached wheelmade 

orifice. 
Dark brown dots glazed over fine buff slip on body. Details of 

eyes, ears, mouth and tail in dark brown. 

Very fine buff-white clay with greenish tinge. Slight traces of 

micaceous particles. Munsell: 2.5Y 8/2 (white). 

Probably East Greek-manufactured. 

There are no precise parallels for this dead-hare vessel. 

T h e type of the dead hare is c o m m o n a m o n g plastic 

vessels (Ducat 1966: 128-131), but a feature appearing on 

most of these examples, though not on the one from 

Gordion, is the outstretched fore and hind legs. A m o n g 

the types of "live" crouching hares there are closer 

parallels for the tucked leg position (e.g., Higgins 1959: 

no. 1647, pi. 18 from Nola; Maximova 1927: pi. 

22|87) = Lausanne 4017; C. K. Williams et at. 1973: 17, 

no. 17, pi. 4, Corinth C-73-187 [cf. also C-62-260]). O n e 

East Greek hare vessel in the Vathy M u s e u m , Samos (no 

inv. no.) has the same tucked leg position as this one and 

an orifice between the extended forepaws. 

Plastic vessels in the form of hares were popular in the 

6th century and were m a d e in Etruria (Ducat 1966: 131 

f), Corinth (two examples above) and East Greece (usu

ally said to be "Rhodian"). 

T h e clay and glazed-dot decoration of this hare vessel 

are identical to those of the hedgehog 20 and, thus, 

should have the same manufacturing site. Although the 

Gordion hare is closer in the pose of the legs to the two 

examples found at Corinth than to East Greek examples, 

and the clay of both the hare and hedgehog has a 

greenish tinge associated with buff-white Corinthian clay, 

the hollow-molded body is an East Greek rather than a 

Corinthian feature. 

There are no good pegs by which to establish a 

chronology for the dead-hare vessels. Higgins suggests a 

date of ca. 575-550 for the British M u s e u m example from 

Nola (Higgins 1959: 28, no. 1647, pi. 18; 1961: 46 n. 5) 

based on evidence from Rhodes. 

22 Plastic Vessel: Ram's Head 

P 4437 Trench CC-3C, ashy layer under W wall of 

Building U 

P.H. 0.03; P.W. 0.032; P.Th. 0.041; D. rim 0.008 m. 

PI. 6 

Single fragment preserving head, broken off at neck and 

across left side of head. Surface worn. Right side of muzzle and 

top of head chipped. Incrustation on left side of head. 

Plastic vessel in form of ram's head with orifice on top of head. 

Probablv moldmade. 

Shinv purple-red paint preserved on horns, and dark brown 

on lower back part of horns. Black-brown paint on inside of 

right ear, inner corner of right eye. Traces of red-orange 

around groove of right eye. 

Clay is very fine, yellow-buff at core, buff-white on exterior. 

Slight traces of mica visible. Munsell: 10YR 8/4 (verv pale 

brown)-8/6 (yellow). 

East Greek-manufactured. 

The ashy level in which this vessel was found dates to 

the early 4th century B.C., although it contains a consider

able amount of material going back to the 6th century 

B.C. 

T h e closest parallel for this plastic vessel is one from 

Kamiros in the British M u s e u m (B 289; Higgins 1954: 

58, no. 96, pi. 19), which Higgins dates to after ca. 530 
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B.C. Ducat does not accept such a late date and believes 

that ram's head vessels of this variety could be as early as 

ca. 560-550 B.C. (1966: 95 ff., esp. 99 and 100). 

23 Plastic Vessel?: Dove? 
T109 French PPB2, Floor 2 
P.H. 0.032; D. neck 0.017; W. head 0.013 m. 

PI. 6 

Single fragment of neck and head with bottom of neck 
finished. Surface worn and chips missing from edge of neck. 

Bird's head, probably of a dove, with concave surface at base 

of neck for joining to body. Neck arches in continuous contour; 

sides of head are flat; top is smooth convex curve; beak is long, 

arching downward slightly and narrowing to tip. Handmade 

head, probably attached to hollow-molded vessel. 

Traces of white paint (?) on right side of head, area of left eye 

and left side of neck. 

Fine reddish brown clay with no mica. Munsell: 2.5YR 6/6 

(light red). 

Probably East Greek-manufactured. 

According to the excavator, the level in which the bird 

was found contained 4th-century or Late Phrygian/ 

Hellenistic ceramic material. 

Comparable birds' heads from Erythrai, Miletos, Pitane, 

Corinth and Xanthos indicate a 6th-century date for the 

animal and the likelihood that the goose belongs to a 6th 

century unguentarium: from Erythrai; Bayburtluoglu 

1977: 117 f, nos. 71 and 72, pi. 40; from Miletos, on 

display in Izmir M u s e u m (no inv. no.); from Pitane 

(Candarh) in Istanbul Archaeological M u s e u m (inv. no. 

10269; see PL 39); in Corinth M F 77-62 from Hero 

Shrine (C. K. Williams 1978: 35, pi. 2)16), 6th century, 

d o w n to second half; from Xanthos, Metzger 1972: 80, 

no. 148, pi. 32, "Rhodian." 

24 Plastic Vessel: Pomegranate 

P 3229 Trench O-Ql, North Cellar, in dismantling walls 

of cellar, through Floor 3 

P.H. 0.053; D. body 0.074; D. opening 0.009; Th. walls 

0.002-0.004 m. 

PI. 7 

Joined from thirteen fragments, lacking bottom center, top 

center and around one-sixth of body. Surface chips missing 

from top, shoulder and body. Walls laminating. Paint chipping. 

Interior incrusted with white. 

Plastic vessel in shape of pomegranate with lower body 

divided into lobes produced by pinching sides. Probably wheel-

made body. 

Exterior covered with smooth buff-yellow slip. At juncture of 

body and shoulder is zone of incised tongues glazed alternately 

maroon and black. O n shoulder is large zone composed of long 

petals with incised triangles between (lotus pattern). Petals are 

painted matte maroon, while triangles and background are 

painted black. Incision is sloppy. 

Clay is fine, slightly micaceous and fired yellowish buff on 

surface. Munsell: core 10YR 8/2 (white); exterior slip 10YR 8/3 

(very pale brown). 

East Greek-manufactured. 

See 21 for discussion. 

A n East Greek lydion (P 3245) found together with the 

pomegranate can be placed around the second quarter of 

the 6th century B.C. (see Greenewalt 1966: 71, T y p e 

E G 1 ) , while the catalogued Phrygian fibula from the 

same level (B 1550 = T y p e XII, 14) is probably m u c h 

earlier (Muscarella 1967: 24-26; cf. Caner 1983: no. 898, 

before late 8th/early 7th century B.C.). 

25 Plastic Vessel: Pomegranate 

P 2555 Terracotta Deposit 2. (see pp. 65-66) 

P.H. 0.072; D. body 0.068; D. rim 0.014; Th. walls 0.002 m. 

PI. 7 

Sams i979b: 48-49, fig. 6. 

Joined from six fragments, lacking fragments of body, shoul

der, and rim and surface chips. Paint is peeling and surface 

worn. 

Plastic vessel in form of pomegranate with lower body divided 

into six lobes. At bottom center is conical blossom with hole in 

tip. Spout attached at top. Probably wheelmade body and spout. 

Exterior is covered with yellow-buff slip. Shoulder zone and 

spout decorated with incised and painted pattern. At base of 

shoulder is border zone composed of incised meander pattern 

painted black. Above, on shoulder, is zone of incised petals 

alternating with elongated triangles. Petals are painted alter

nately matte maroon and black. Triangles and sides of spout 

painted black. Incision work sloppy. 

Clay is yellowish buff with slight traces of mica. Munsell: 2.5Y 

8/2 (white)-8/4 (pale yellow). 

East Greek-manufactured. 

26 for discussion. 

26 Plastic Vessel: Pomegranate 

P 1154 Terracotta Deposit 2 (see pp. 65-66) 

H. 0.07; D. body 0.075; D. opening 0.01 m. 

PI. 7 

Sams 1979b: 48-49, fig. 6. 

Mended from four fragments. Complete except cracks and 

surface chips. Surface worn. Paint peeling. 

Plastic vessel in shape of pomegranate with lower body 

divided into six lobes. At bottom is blossom composed of conical 

tip with six incised lines and hole at bottom. Spout at top is 

composed of two superimposed rings. Probably wheelmade 

body and spout. 

Exterior is covered with smooth buff-yellow slip. O n shoulder 

is painted and incised pattern of petals alternating with triangles 

with zone of tongues below. Petals are glazed purple-red, while 

triangles and background are black. 

Clay is fine, yellowish buff with slight traces of micaceous 

particles. Munsell: core 10YR 8/4 (very pale brown). 

East Greek-manufactured. 

The three plastic pomegranate plastic vessels from 

Gordion are similar in clay and decorative style. 24 and 

26 are very nearly identical in shape and decoration, 

while 25 displays slight differences. 25 is, for example, 

squat with a steeply sloping shoulder and a long spout. It 

is decorated with a meander in the lower zone while in 

the lower zones of the other two is a tongue pattern. 

Ducat (1966: 144) dates all pomegranate vessels to 

between 590 and 570 B.C. H e bases the high date on an 
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example found at Gela in a tomb with a Corinthian 

aryballos "of the pointed type" (cf. Orsi 1906: 59, fig. 32, 

"a Corinthian lekythos, heart-shaped with a checker

board zone"; cf. Maximova [1927: 173], w h o says the 

lekythos found with the pomegranate at Gela is Proto-

corinthian). If the aryballos in question is the Early 

Corinthian pointed type, then it is certainly justifiable to 

date the beginning of the production of the pomegranate 

vessels to at least the early 6th century. Higgins agrees 

with this dating and assigns three examples in the British 

M u s e u m to the early 6th century (1959: 30-31, nos. 

1652-1654). T h e evidence from Gordion is not decisive 

for the dating of this vessel type and indicates only that 

the pomegranate vessels were manufactured by the 

second quarter of the 6th century B.C. 

T h e distribution of these decorated pomegranate ves

sels is widespread (e.g., Gela, Eleon in Thrace, Sardis, 

Rhodes, Samos, Naukratis), but East Greek centers pro

duce the majority of them. Although Higgins (1959: 

10-11, 30-31) and Ducat (1966: 142 ff.) identify this type 

as Rhodian, the composition of the clay is not typically 

Rhodian. Based on the white-buff clay and decoration, it 

is wiser to identify East Greece in general as the source 

for this pomegranate type of plastic vessel. 

27 Plastic Vessel: Kore 

T 1 Tumulus A, in deposit in pit cut through floor of 

tumulus 

H. 0.269; L. base 0.056; W. base 0.072; W. shoulder 0.067 m. 

PI. 8 

R. S. Young 1950: 199; 1951b: 17-19; 1952: 20; Kohler 

1980: 68, fig. 28; Prayon 1987: 194, pi. 45 a-b. 

Joined from ca. twelve fragments. Complete except chips 

from right and left sides of head, right side below elbows and 

back. Small cracks on face. Traces of carbon on tip of nose, left 

side of head, left elbow and right front of base. Left front of head 

burned. Rust discoloration on right arm. 

Plastic vessel in form of standing kore holding bird (facing to 

proper right) in both hands. Kore stands with left foot in 

advance of right on low rectangular base. She is dressed in 

headband, transverse himation and chiton with narrow raised 

panel extending length of front. Crowning head is short spout 

with flat ledge rim. Narrow (D. 0.009 m.) opening through 

length of interior. Hollow-molded with front and back molds, 

with wheelmade spout and plinth added. Base probably made 

from third mold. Both front and back molds are worn. 

Traces of white paint (?) adhere to hair, face, neck and 

himation, between toes and around feet. Spout is painted matte 

brown-red, and brown-red dots appear on front of chiton and 

himation. Chiton appears to be darker than rest of figure and 

was probably painted. 

Hard-fired red-orange clay with many large lime inclusions, 

and some small dark inclusions and spalls. Some silver mica

ceous particles. Munsell: exterior 2.5YR 5/6 (red). 

East Greek-manufactured, probably South Ionian (Miletos). 

Tumulus A, the first tumulus excavated at Gordion by 

the University M u s e u m team, contained a cremation 

burial and rich burial gifts. In a small pit, cut through the 

floor of the tumulus and part of the single deposit, were 

white clay, bone chips, the teeth of a young person and a 

large array of burned and unburned objects including 

this kore vessel near the top of the deposit. Based on the 

large number of pieces of gold and electrum jewelry, 

spindle whorls, an ivory statuette of a kore holding a hare 

(BI 3) and this kore a m o n g the burial gifts in Tumulus A, 

it is likely that this was the burial place of a young w o m a n . 

A close chronology for the burial in Tumulus A 

depends largely on the date of this vessel. There are 

numerous examples of the standing kore type of plastic 

vessel. T h e canonical type of kore vessel (with matte-

painted decoration, wearing chiton and transverse hima

tion, holding a dove against the chest with one hand, 

pulling the himation to the side with the other), of which 

this is a variation, evolved by around the mid-6th century 

B.C. (Higgins 1967: 32: "Aphrodite Group"). 

General chronological limits for this canonical group 

of kore vessels are provided by stylistic comparisons with 

sculpture in the round, but more precise and reliable 

indicators are provided by tomb groups containing plas

tic vessels, Attic and Corinthian pottery (Ducat 1966: 85 

f.). A kore vessel of this canonical type was found in a 

tomb in Taranto with a Late Corinthian pyxis (570-560), 

a Late Corinthian lekythos (ca. mid-6th century) and an 

Attic black-figure Siana kylix (ca. 550) (Lo Porto 1962: 

164-165, fig. 20d). A kore vessel pulling her chiton with 

her right hand and holding a bird in the left was found in 

Grave 64 at Gela with an Early (?) Corinthian powder 

pyxis (Orsi 1907: col. 52, fig. 25) which Diehl dates to the 

third quarter of the 6th century (540-520) (1964: cols. 

526-530, no. 15). A kore vessel of the same type was 

found in a tomb at Thera with Early and Middle Corin

thian vases (Dragendorf 1903: 19 ff., 25, fig. 60). 

A relative chronology for kore vessels holding a bird in 

both hands, such as the Gordion example, is only par

tially clear. This hand position is derivative of the pose 

with one hand pulling aside the skirt and the other 

holding a dove. T h e arm position with both hands 

holding a bird m a y well have been in vogue by the 

beginning of the third quarter of the 6th century, when 

the general type of kore plastic vessel became canonical. 

There are only five other published examples of the 

rarer type of kore vessel holding a dove with both hands: 

(1) Athens N M 5668 = Polytechnion 363, from the 

Acropolis (F. Winter 1903: 41, fig. 3; 1893: 147, fig. 28); 

(2) N.Y. Metropolitan M u s e u m of Art 30.11.6, from 

Palermo, a janiform kore vessel (Alexander 1930: 242, 

no. 10, figs. 1-4; Albizzati 1928: 1-4, figs. 1-5); (3) Paris, 

Musee du Louvre no. 61, "from Phoenicia" (Maximova 

1927: no. 64, pi. 16); (4) Budapest, no. A 2 4 (Ducat 1966: 

65, no. b4); (5) Ludwig Collection (Berger 1982: 14 ff., 

no. 81). In none of these cases is information on specific 

contexts or chronology available. 

T h e head of the Gordion example is close to two 

fragments from Samos (Diehl 1964: cols. 523, 526-530, 

fig. 15 (15,16), Sa 120 and Sa 124), both of which Diehl 

dates to ca. 540-520. Comparisons of other stylistic 
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details of these terracotta figures (e.g., protruding but

tocks with himation arching above, stepped folds with 

rounded contours of himation and central panel of 

chiton) with large-scale sculpture can be used to support 

a date around the decade 540-530 B.C. for the Gordion 

example (Ridgway 1977: 95-97). 

Ducat believes that all the kore plastic vessels wearing 

transverse himatia ending in stepped folds over the 

abdomen originate in Rhodes (1966: 72). Higgins (1967: 

30) is convinced that the later groups (i.e., the canonical 

types after 550, like the Gordion example) are Samian or 

Milesian in origin. R. E. Jones has recently shown from 

ceramic analysis that Miletos is the probable manufactur

ing site for this type of plastic vessel (Jones 1986: 

671-673). 

28 Plastic Vessel: Kore bust 
P 1160 Terracotta Deposit 2 (see pp. 65-66) 
H. 0.092; W. base 0.065; Th. 0.045 m. 
PI. 9 
R. S.Young 1975:55. 

Complete except for two chips at rim of spout. Surface is worn 
and laminating, especially at lower left front. Dark incrustation 
on back and white and green incrustation on left side. Nose is 
very worn. Paint much faded and flaking. 

Plastic vessel in form of female bust. Spout with flat ledge rim 
is attached to top of head. Two braided tresses composed of 
beaded sections fall over each shoulder. Round pellets for 
earrings are attached to earlobes. Torso spreads from neck to 
flat base, oval in contour. Interior hollow. Front made from 
single mold; back hand-modeled; spout wheelmade. 

Fine buff slip is applied over face, neck and front of body, now 
worn off' eyebrows, eyelids, nose and chin. Spout is painted 
black. Hair, back of head and lower front of bust have traces of 
streaky black glaze. 

Orange clay with many gold and silver particles and few 
inclusions. Clay has soft texture. Munsell: 5YR 6/6-6/8 (reddish 
yellow). 

Possibly Uydian or East Greek-manufactured. 

Like the series of standing kore plastic vessels which 

divide into two groups on the basis of chronology—an 

earlier group characterized by brightly colored glazed 

surfaces (e.g., Ducat 1966: pis. 4-6) and a later group 

distinguished by matte-painted decoration—the kore 

busts follow the same pattern. It is to the later group that 

this bust is related (e.g., Higgins 1954: 49, no. 59). The 

Gordion bust, however, differs from most examples of 

this group in its lack of shoulders and undefined short 

torso. Of the published examples of bust vessels only 

three are very close to the Gordion example with its the 

short unmodeled torso: R o m e Musee Kircher no. 620, 

provenience unknown (Maximova 1927: 130, fig. 24); an 

example from Lindos (Blinkenberg 1931: no. 2118, pi. 

95; Mendel 1908: no. 280 pi. 2(4); Istanbul inv. 2821); 

and an example from C u m a (Gabrici 1913: 71)7), col. 
542). 

The facial features of the kore bust from Gordion are 

unlike those on any of the known examples of kore 

vessels. 

The clay of 28 matches closely that of Lydian pottery 

from Gordion (e.g., P 1042, P 2593) in the orange color, 

gold and silver particles and laminated surface deteriora

tion, although there are East Greek clays which closely 

resemble Lydian clay. Streaky black glaze is characteristic 

of Lydian painted decoration, as well as, e.g., Clazome-

nian decoration. The kore bust may well be a Lydian 

imitation of a c o m m o n East Greek type or a deceptive 

East Greek vessel. 

It is reasonable to assume that the chronology of the 

matte-painted East Greek kore bust vessels would closely 

follow that of the matte-painted standing kore vessels 

(i.e., beginning close to ca. 550 B.C.). Only one tomb 

group provides any corroborating evidence for a date. 

The Macri Langoni tomb 178 from Kamiros on Rhodes 

produced three plastic vessels: a kore bust of the glazed 

type, a kore bust of the matte-painted type, and a 

ram's-head type, along with a large amount of Corin

thian pottery, mostly Late Corinthian with some Early 

and Middle Corinthian pieces (Jacopi 1931-39: 314, figs. 

346, 349; C V A Italy X (Rhodes II), pi. 493; see Ducat 

1966: 44). The chronological range of material suggests 

only that the kore bust could coincide with the latest Late 

Corinthian pottery in the tomb. If the Gordion example 

is indeed a Lydian imitation of an East Greek unglazed 

type of kore vessel it should not be any earlier than the 

mid-6th century. The button earring, characteristic of 

the earlier glazed type of kore vessel (e.g., Ducat 1966: 

pis. 4-6), might suggest a connection with the glazed type 

of bust which begins, according to Ducat (ibid.: 45 ff.), 

around 590-580 B.C. and continues down to the mid-

century. Though a date generally in the third quarter of 

the 6th century is safe to assume, a more tentative guess 

would put the kore bust close to 550 B.C. 

29 Plastic Vessels: Kore 

T 40 Trench ET-04, ashy earth layer above Late Phry
gian house floors 

P.H. 0.053; P.W. 0.046; Th. at neck 0.006 m. 
PI. 9 

Single fragment preserving face, right ear. Broken across 
forehead and left hairline and below chin. Chip from left side of 
neck and left side of nose. Breaks are well worn. Exterior 
discolored green. Black line on forehead at break. Shallow 
scratch over right eye and upper cheek. 

Female face is full and fleshy with almond-shaped eyes, large 
nose and heavyjuttingchin. Right ear turns at ca. 45° angle from 
face. Interior is hollow. Moldmade. 

Slight traces of white paint on lips and neck. Pupil of left eye is 
painted reddish brown and center of pupil of right eye is reddish 
brown dot. Lips are painted reddish brown. Along right side and 
front of neck is row of reddish brown dots. Bottom of ear and 
area below ear are painted reddish orange. 

Fine pinkish orange clay with few lime inclusions and no trace 
of mica. 

East Greek-manufactured. 
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This archaic female head almost certainly comes from a 

plastic vessel. T h e only clue to the specific type of plastic 

vessel is the painted line of dots, representing a necklace, 

at the top of the neck, a feature not seen on standing kore 

vessels, but very c o m m o n on the female bust variety (e.g., 

Higgins 1959: nos. 1608-1614, pis. 5-8; Ducat 1966: pis. 

4)3), 5)1-3), 6)2-3)). 

T h e Gordion example differs in style and painting 

technique (i.e., it is matte-painted rather than glazed) 

from female bust vessels which wear necklaces. T h e 

Gordion example is more closely related to the matte-

painted variety of kore busts (e.g., 28) although these are 

not k n o w n to have painted necklaces. 

T h e stylistic features of the head are close to those of 

the standing kore vessel (27) from Tumulus A and 

therefore might be similarly dated to around the third 

quarter of the 6th century B.C. 

30 Plastic Vessel: Female Head Kantharos 

P 2347 Trench TBT-4/3 shoveling platform. Layers 3-4 

P.D. 0.052 m. 

PI. 9 

Single fragment preserving forehead and hair of upper part 

of kantharos. 

Kantharos in form of female head, possibly of maenad. Hair 

rises steeply from forehead with tiny raised dots covering hair. 

Thin walls with open interior. Moldmade. 

Thin black glaze on interior, slightly smeared behind face, 

thick and of good quality on interior of rim. Face is painted 

white and hair is bright red. 

Fine orange-buff clay. 

Attic-manufactured. 

This vessel belongs to a class of Greek late 6th- and 

5th-century kantharoi, mugs, aryballoi or oinochoai com

posed of single or janiform heads with black glaze and/or 

red-figure decoration on the neck, rim or handle por

tions (Beazley 1963: 1529-1552; 1929: 38-78). T h e clue 

to the identification of this head as that of a female is the 

white face, a consistent convention for Greek females. 

T h e raised-dot hair is typical of rendering of hair on 

head vases of Dionysos, Negroes, Herakles and Silenoi, as 

well as for w o m e n (e.g., for latter see ibid.: 57, nos. 3-4, 

figs.10-11 on p. 59, p. 62, nos. 30-33, fig. 15 on p. 64). 

31 Mold: Lion's Head 

T 46 Trench NCT-A6, central section, layer 2 

P.H. 0.132; P.W. 0.096; Th. 0.012-0.025 m. 

PI. 10 

Single fragment preserving finished edge at top and at left 

side of mane. Broken around three other edges. Many small 

chips, nicks and cracks on surface. Back surface preserved. Parts 

darkened from burning. Green stain below eye. Some incrusta

tion. 

Baked mold fragment with concave interior, roughly convex 

exterior and irregularly finished edges. Halfoflion's face with 

high, wavy mane; horizontal eyebrow; deep-set prominent eye 

set off by series of concentric ridges and grooves inside which 

eyeball bulges; high-set, modeled cheek; deeply hollowed nos

tril; snarling mouth with one triangular incisor appearing at 

back. Intaglio retouching visible on surface. 

Gritty, hard-fired clay, gray at core, gray-brown near surface. 

Munsell: near surface 10YR7/1 (light gray). 

Locally manufactured? 

The mold comes from a late 4th-century or Late 

Phrygian/Hellenistic context but one which cannot be 

more specifically dated. 

T h e only specific parallel for this mold is a lion's-head 

mold from Olynthos dated to the 5th century B.C. 

(Robinson 1933: 92 f, no. 370, pi. 44). 

This lion's-head mold may be derived from a 5th-

century Attic animal-head vase (cf. Hoffmann 1962: 

13-14, pi. 4), or more likely from a local archetype 

created in imitation of this type of vase. 

32 Plastic Vessel: Satyr's Head 

P5138 Trench ST, Level 4 

H. 0.046; VV. 0.045; Th. 0.004-0.017 in. 

PI. 10 

Single fragment broken all around. Glaze much worn and 

flaking. 

Fragment of open vessel in form of satyr's head. Pointed right 

ear and right rear portion of head are preserved along with 

edge of face with end of incised eyebrow. Hair is grooved and 

head is topped by twisted garland or crown. Moldmade. 

Lustrous black glaze on interior and exterior. 

Fine, pale orange clay. 

Attic-manufactured. 

The satyr's head comes from a purely Late Phrygian/ 

Hellenistic context and should date stylistically to the 4th 

century B.C. 

For a rhyton in the form of a satyr's head, see E. R. 

Williams 1978: 378-379, no. 69, pi. 103 (ca. 360 B.C. from 

Athenian Agora). See also Trumpf-Lyritzaki 1969: F V 9 7 , 

pi. 13; nos. F V 144 and F V 145, pi. 21; no. F V 2 1 9 , pi. 26; 

no. F V 220, esp. pp. 69-70 for figure vases of satyrs. 

33 Vessel Handle Attachment?: Nike Protome 

P 648 Terracotta Deposit 4 (see p. 67) 

P.H. 0.145; Max.W. 0.066; P.Depth 0.054 m. 

PL 10 and Color PI. I 

F. A. Winter 1977: fig. 2; 1988: 64, 70, n. 32 (Romano 

catalogue number incorrectly cited as 28). 

Single fragment preserving upper body from head to back

ward turn of lower body, broken off at back of thighs in arching 

contour. Lacking both arms and wings except stumps. Chip on 

bun; nicks in forehead, on nose and right side of breast. 

Incrustation on face and neck. Facial features are worn but 

other details are sharp. 

Vessel handle attachment (?) in form of winged Nike protome 

in frontal position. Nike is wearing sleeveless chiton with 

high-girded kolpos with ends of girdle hanging in front and 

pellet above belt at center. Neckline of chiton is broad V-shape, 

reinforced by hem along edge. Folds of chiton are rendered by 

shallow, sloppy gouges on breast and by incised lines on 

overfold. O n right side near lower edge of kolpos is partially 

preserved "bolster" pierced through center from front. No 

"bolster" appears on left side. Head is turned slightly to left. 
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Hair is drawn up in flattened, disk-like bun at back of head. She 

wears fillet around head and pellets for earrings. Wings are 

attached behind shoulders and begin to flare out at diagonal. 

Interior of body is hollow. O n interior small hole is pierced at 

join of head to body. Back of torso is roughly finished, applied 

by hand. Moldmade front with incised details for hair and 

drapery. 

White groundcoat adheres to face, neck, chest, shoulders, 

back of right arm at break, grooves of drapery. Red-pink paint, 

powdery to touch, is applied to fillet, to strap at neckline and 

along break of arms, belt, pellet at waist, sides of "bolster." White 

necklace composed of narrow line and two oval elements joined 

at center is painted on neck. When piece was excavated pink 

paint was adhering to face and stumps of wings; yellow to wings. 

Front of chiton, "bolster" and left side of body are polished. 

Fine, lightly micaceous brown clay fired charcoal gray on 

surface with few inclusions. No Munsell reading. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The fabric of this vessel handle (?) immediately recalls 

the typical fabric of Phrygian/Central Anatolian reduced 

wares. There can be no doubt that the manufacturing 

source of this Nike is the local region. 

F. A. Winter (1977: 60ff., fig. 2) has pointed to the 

painted necklace on this figure (and to the necklace on 

108) as one of the few surviving traces of Galatian culture 

at Gordion. Winter identifies the necklace as a torque, a 

rolled metal ring with knobs at the open ends. T h e 

necklace worn by Nike is composed of a single band 

which ends at the throat in two egg-shaped knobs. There 

is no space between the two knobs and the painting is 

sufficiently sloppy to allow for some uncertainty about its 

identification as a torque. 

T h e identification of the figure as Nike seems indisput

able, and thus this one terracotta vessel bears witness to 

the odd mix of cultures in Phrygia in the Late Phrygian 

period: a figurine of a Greek deity, wearing possibly a 

Celtic ornament, produced in a Phrygian ceramic tech

nique. 

A date in the late 3d to early 2d century for this 

figurine vessel fragment is suggested by the context (see 

Terracotta Deposit 4), and this date reconfirms the 

general chronology established by D. B. T h o m p s o n 

partially on stylistic grounds for Troy figurines. T h e 

hairdo with deep incisions at the front and stiff bun at the 

back of the head is a style which begins according to 

T h o m p s o n at the end of the 3d century B.C. (1963a: 

40-41, 93). T h e dull facial features of this figure can be 

paralleled by the features of figurines from Troy of the 

2d century B.C. (e.g., ibid.: 135, no. 259). 

34 Vessel: Tyche? 

P 1664 Terracotta Deposit 5 (see pp. 67-69) 

P.H. 0.076; P.W. 0.100; Depth 0.0435; P.L "cornucopia" 

0.079 m. 

PI. 10 

Single fragment preserving upper torso of woman holding 

"cornucopia." Lacking head and neck, lower right arm, tip of 

"cornucopia" and fragments of its rim. Broken off at bottom of 

front at around height of hips. Spout in back of right shoulder is 

broken off. Surface of figure is well preserved. "Cornucopia" is 

worn. O n chest are two small holes where gritty inclusions have 

pierced surface. Slip and traces of paint preserved. 

Vessel in form of female figure standing in frontal position 

and holding long, tapering object horizontally just below waist. 

W o m a n is draped in chiton and himation. Sleeveless chiton has 

deep V-shaped neckline and is cinched above waist. Himation 

has slipped down and falls across arms at elbow height. Tubular 

object, probably cornucopia, tapers from wide open end at 

female's left side to closed pointed end at right side. O n surface 

of "cornucopia" are tightly packed grooves running its length. 

"Cornucopia" is hollow. Back of upper body is flat surface. At 

back of right shoulder is opening 0.042 m. in diameter. Interior 

of upper body is hollow. Front of body and "cornucopia" are 

moldmade. Upper back is applied by hand. Neck is scored on 

upper surface with three deep incisions for attachment of 

separately molded head. 

White groundcoat is preserved on front of female figure, on 

"cornucopia" and in traces on back of upper body. Only 

surviving trace of paint is golden yellow on upper surface of 

"cornucopia." 

Light red-brown clay fired gray at core. Compact clay with 

small light inclusions and no micaceous particles. Munsell: 

exterior 5YR 6/4 (light reddish brown); below surface 2.SYR 6/8 

(light red). 

Greek-manufactured. 

The identification of this female figure is problematical 

and is based on the identification of the long object held 

by the figure. That the object is a torch (and the figure, 

therefore, Artemis) seems unlikely based on its position, 

size and shape. Although cornucopias are normally held 

in a m o r e upright position, the tapering form, striations 

on the surface and hollow core do suggest affinities with 

the horn of plenty. 

Although Kybele is occasionally associated with the 

cornucopia (Vermaseren 1977a: 85-86, no. 314, pis. 

180-181, 2d century A.D.), it is Tyche w h o commonly 

carries one (Allegre 1889: 222 ff). For the association of 

the cornucopia with the Ptolemaic queens of Egypt see 

D. B. T h o m p s o n 1973: 31-35. In terracotta figurines of 

the Hellenistic period (e.g., Laumonier 1956: 118 f, pi. 

31)301); Mollard-Besques 1963: pi. 109d-f; nos. M Y R 

208, M Y R 207, Myrina 1586 from Myrina), Tyche carries 

the cornucopia in her left hand, while in a relief from the 

Athenian Acropolis she holds a cornucopia in both hands 

(von Sybel 1881: 294-295, no. 4016; von D u h n 1877: 

163-164). 

There are, however, no exact parallels for this particu

lar terracotta type and the origin of the figurine is 

unknown. 

The use of a female figure as a vessel is paralleled by 

one other terracotta from Gordion (33), a Central Anato

lian-made vessel in the form of Nike. The upper part of 

this female figure (34) and the "cornucopia" are hol

lowed, suggesting that it was intended to hold some 

liquid. The hole in the back of the right shoulder might 
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have served as the filling hole while the wide end of the 

"cornucopia" might have been the pouring spout. 

The context of this figurine vessel suggests a Late 

Phrygian/Hellenistic date and stylistically this vessel may 

be dated to the period from the last quarter of the 3d 

century B.C. to 189 B.C. The deep neckline and high-

girded chiton are characteristic of this period (D. B. 

Thompson 1963a: 35-36). 

It is clear from the various fragments and parts of 

moldmade busts and flowers from Gordion that these 

otherwise incongruous elements belong together to form 

thymiateria. The holes cut through the tops of the heads 

of the human figures served to hold a cup in the form of a 

flower which was probably used to burn incense (see 111. 1 
for reconstructed thymiaterion). These bust-flower 

thymiateria were locally manufactured at Gordion, as 

shown by 44-48—fragments found in the Late Phrygian/ 

Evidence of the presence of the cult of Tyche at 

Gordion, at least in private worship, comes from a 

completely preserved stone base for a statuette bearing 
the Greek inscription A T A 0 H 2 T Y X H S (174; Roller 

1987b: 110-111, no. 3). Agathe Tyche was associated with 

the Greek cult of Kybele and may also have been in Late 

Phrygian/Hellenistic Gordion (see Roller 1987b: 110, n. 

35). 

Hellenistic kiln establishment (Terracotta Deposit 5 ) — 

and by 39, a terracotta head made in the black polished 
technique common in the ceramic production of Gor

dion. All of the Gordion examples probably date to the 

last phase of activity before the abandonment of the site-

in 189 B.C. 
Female busts with incense receptacles or other contain

ers on their heads are known from various locations and 

in various periods: e.g., a late 5th-century example from 

///. /. Reconstruction of a bust-flower thymiaterion. 

Bust-Flower Thymiateria: Locally Manufactured (35-51) 
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Halikarnassos (Higgins 1954: 128, pi. 62(444)); Punic 

busts of Demeter (?) from Carthage (Lander 1931: col. 

482, fig. 9; Breitenstein 1941: pi. 90(758)); a "Demeter" 

bust thymiaterion from Olbia dated to the first half of the 

3d c. B.C. (Russyayeva 1982: 60, no. 24; SAI 1970: 41, no. 

22, pi. 13, 2); and late 3d-2d-century examples from 

Failaka Island (Ikaros) in Kuwait (Mathiesen 1982: 41-

42, nos. 72 and 73). The best-known series of thymiateria 

in the form of busts which support flower censers is that 

from Southern Italy and Sicily (see Stoop 1960; Bell 

1981: 233-234, esp. no. 932). These range in date from 

the 4th to the 3d centuries B.C. (Stoop 1960: 3, 21-23). 

Thymiateria composed of bust and flower are also 

found in mainland Greece, at Olynthos from the early 

5th to the early 4th centuries B.C. (Robinson 1933: pi. 

48(383-385|) and at Corinth in a 146 B.C. deposit (C. K. 

Williams 1977: 72, no. 27, pi. 25). The flower cup of the 

Corinthian example is set separately into a hole in the 

head, as in the case of the Gordion thymiateria. Closer to 

Gordion, a Kybele head from Troy wearing a hollow 

polos may be a thymiaterion (D. B. Thompson 1963a: 78, 

no. 47); a female bust from Amisos (Samsun) wearing a 

hollowed-out polos bearing a flower in relief with Erotes 

climbing up the shoulders of the bust (on display, 

Archaeological Museum, Istanbul, no inv. no.) may also 

be a thymiaterion; a female bust from near Balikesir (in 

ancient Mysia, near the upper Atnos River) now in the 

Archaeological Museum in Istanbul (Rollas 1960: 77ff., 

no. 21) has a flower cup molded in one piece with the 

head, as does a female (?) figurine from Mirmeki on the 

north coast of the Black Sea (Sztetyllo 1976: 106, fig. 

107). The so-called Demeter bust thymiaterion from 

Olbia has a plain cup attached to the head (Russayayeva 

1982: 60). The bust-flower thymiateria which, stylistically 

and chronologically, seem closest to the Gordion ex

amples are those from Failaka Island (Ikaros) in Kuwait. 

The pop-eyed look, massive features and hair style of the 

females are close. The Failaka examples are described as 

"Oriental" and are associated with such places as Seleucia 

on the Tigris and Egypt (Mathiesen 1982: 41-42). None 

of the comparable bust-flower thymiateria from Failaka 

or other sites is close enough, however, to the Gordion 

examples to suggest that they were exported from Gor
dion. 

The Gordion examples seem to be unique local cre

ations of a coroplastic workshop familiar with the tradi

tions and types of thymiateria—a form found scattered 

around the Mediterranean but with origins or at least its 

most popular locale in Greek and Punic Southern Italy 

and Sicily. 

The strong association of at least some of these bust-

flower thymiateria with probable household shrines (e.g., 

35, 38, 42) indicates that their function was not simply 

decorative. The burning of incense at shrines and sanctu

aries is well attested, at least in ancient Greece, with both 

funerary and cultic functions (Rouse 1975 [1902]: 22, at 

feasts for the dead; Parke 1977: 21-22; Burkert 1985: 62, 

73, at sacrifices to deities). Incense can be directly linked 

to ritual associated with the worship of Kybele in the 

R o m a n period (Vermaseren 1977b: 100; Squarciapino 

1962: 14). It is clear that the primary function of these 

busts was as incense burners; many of the busts as well as 

the flower fragments show traces of burning, but in none 

were found traces of incense. 

35 Bust-Flower Thymiaterion: Satyr 

T 32 Terracotta Deposit 4 (see p. 67) 

P.H. 0.101; W. at lower edge 0.094; Depth at lower edge 

0.045; Th. walls 0.005 m. 

PI. 11 

R. S. Young 1953: 8, fig. 4; 1975: 12. 

Once complete but now missing chip from nose, top of head, 

left cheek, left shoulder and base at back. This damage occurred 

during attempted theft at Gordion Museum in 1970s. Back right 

side burned. Surface cracks on face and neck. 

Bust of long-eared, male figure wearing slender garland 
around head. Hidden behind garland is circular hole cut 

through top of head and penetrating to interior. High crown of 

hair rises to left above forehead, marked by slight incisions. 

Hairline recedes to right and left. Long, pointed ears are set to 

either side of forehead and bunches of hair hang below ears. 

Face is full and rectangular. Brow is furrowed with two deep 

grooves; eyebrows arch over deep-set, bulging, wide-open eyes. 

Cheeks are prominent orb-like surfaces; nose is wide and 
bulbous. Mouth is slightly open with full lips. Chin juts out 

prominently with extra fatty roll below. Neck is thick. Torso is 

naked, revealing full and fatty chest, rounded sloping shoulders 
and heavy upper arms. Beneath chest torso ends in finished 

resting surface. Back has large triangular vent hole reaching to 
back of head. Back of shoulders is smoothed. Interior is hollow 

and rough with much carbon and yellow and white incrustation. 

Moldmade front with separately added garland. Back of head 
possibly molded; back of torso worked by hand. Vent hole 

crudely cut through before firing. 
Pink paint on hair, eyes, face, neck and torso. Brighter 

reddish pink paint adheres to furrow between head and garland 
at lower right back of head. Excavator noted black on hair which 
is no longer present. 

Highly micaceous light reddish brown clay fired gray at core 
in places, witfi large and small dark inclusions. Munsell: surface 

2.5YR 6/8 (light red). 
Locally manufactured. 

The pug-nosed, full face and pointed ears are typical of 

a Hellenistic satyr. Despite the earlier published refer

ences to this figure as Midas with ass's ears, the identifica

tion is difficult to support. Silenos bust thymiateria are 

c o m m o n in Sicily (e.g., at Morgantina, see Bell 1981: 

233-234, nos. 932, 933). In these two 3d-century ex

amples the bald head, bushy beard and pointed ears are 

characteristic of Silenos. In the case of the Gordion 
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example the figure is probably not an elderly Silenos but 

a more youthful satyr. 

36 Bust-Flower Thymiaterion: Female 

T 59 Terracotta Deposit 6 (see pp. 69-70) 

P.H. 0.155; P.W. at lower edge 0.140; W. head 0.08 1; Depth 

head 0.088; Th. walls 0.002-0.007 m. 

PL 11 

Joined from fourteen fragments preserving head and shoul

ders. Missing fragments of left side of face, right side and back of 

head, chest and lower resting surface. Chip missing from right 

side of chin and jaw. Surface discolored black on back of head. 

Most of slip flaked off face and bust. 

Frontal female bust has garland coiled with fillet encircling 

head. O n top of head is circular hole cut through to interior but 

plugged with bottom portion of flower cup. Cup is surrounded 

by thick mass of ancient plaster. Hair is parted in center and 

drawn back to thickened roll. From behind ears hair falls in two 

long braided strands over front of shoulders. Face is well 

modeled with full, almost childlike features; wide horizontally 

set eyes with thin ridges for lids; short, turned-up nose with 

flaring nostrils; small mouth; full and fleshy jaw; full puffy 

cheeks. One small earring attached to right ear. Back of head is 

rounded orb with ends of garland ending above nape of neck. 

Behind neck and back large triangular vent hole is cut. Interior 

hollow. Moldmade front and separately applied back with joints 

masked by braids at shoulders and garland on top of head. 

White groundcoat covering front of bust and garland, hair, 

face and shoulders. Painted decoration on garland (discolored 

black); hair (red-orange), face (pink on upper eyelid; red 

around right nostril and on lips). No paint on back of head and 

body. 

Reddish yellow clay, lightly micaceous, very hard-lired with 

small light lime inclusions, fired gray at core in places. Munsell: 

surface 7.5Y'R 7/8 (reddish yellow). 

Locally manufactured. 

The garland around the head and the large triangular 

vent hole cut in the back are similar to the satyr bust-

flower thymiaterion (35). 37 and 38 also wear garlands. 

See restored bust-flower thymiaterion with 47 as the 

flower (111. 1). 

37 Bust-Flower Thymiaterion: Female 

T 60 4'erracotta Deposit 6 (see pp. 69-70) 

P.H. with flower cup 0.202; P.H. bust 0.155; W. 0.064; 

Depth front to back 0.068; Th. walls 0.01 m. 

PL 11 

Joined from twenty-one fragments preserving face (missing 

three small fragments), jaw, hair, one-third of back of head, and 

one small fragment with resting surface of bust. Other non-

joining fragments belong to head and shoulders and single 

fragment to end of flower cup for resting on head. Interior 

partially broken away. 

Frontal female bust wearing garland coiled with fillet around 

head. Hair is parted in middle and drawn off face to sides in 

thick rolls. Hair falls along left side of neck in thick braid. O n left 

ear is round ball earring. Face is well modeled and triangular 

with low forehead, widely spaced wide-open eyes, up-turned 

nose, well modeled lips, rounded fatty chin. No modeling on 

bust. Back of head is convex orb with hole in top behind garland. 

Around hole are traces of plaster incrustation. Molded fluted 

flower-cup fragment rests in hole in head. Interior is hollow with 

smoothed walls. Moldmade face with applied back of head and 

bust (?). 

Entire exterior surface is covered with white groundcoat, 

especially well preserved on face. Hair is painted black; diadem 

pink; flower cup pink; eyeball black; lips pink; other traces of 

pink on neck, forehead, below eyebrows, cheek, upper chin. 

Poorly fired reddish yellow clay. Very dark at core, dark gray-

beneath surface. Lightly micaceous with light inclusions. Mun

sell: surface 7.5YR 7/6 (reddish yellow). 

Locally manufactured. 

38 Bust-Flower Thymiaterion: Female 

T 33 Terracotta Deposit 4 (see p. 67) 

P.H. 0.103; P.W. 0.08; P.Depth 0.079 m. 

PL 12 

Joined from eight fragments preserving portions of face and 

beginning of neck. Back of head is more fragmentary. Surface is 

missing on most of face and badly worn and flaking in other 

places. Head is burnt on right and left sides. 

Frontal female head with full face, well-modeled cheeks, 

rounded heavy chin. W o m a n wears garland coiled with fillet 

around head with raised knob at center and gouges along 

surface. Hair is parted in center, drawn to sides in thick rolls and 

gathered above nape in chignon. Back of skull is domed and in 

top of skull behind fillet is large circular hole (W. 0.033 m.). 

Around hole and on interior is plaster incrustation. Interior is 

hollow. Head is molded in two pieces, front and back, and joined 

behind garland. 

Faint traces of red paint on hair and fillet; traces of blue over 

white groundcoat on garland. 

Reddish yellow, highly micaceous clay with small, dark inclu

sions; highly friable. Munsell: 7.5YR 7/8 (reddish yellow). 

Locally manufactured. 

39 Bust-Flower Thymiaterion: Female 

T 83 Terracotta Deposit 5 (see pp. 67-69) 

P.H. 0.07; P.W. 0.042; P.Th. 0.052 m. 

PL 12 

Single fragment of head preserving left side including edge of 

face. Rust-colored stains especially on interior. 

Female head with large hole cut through top of head behind 

fillet or diadem. Hair is parted in center and drawn off face and 

rolled in sections around forehead, f nterior is hollow with rough 

walls. Back is smooth orb. Moldmade front. 

White poyvdery groundcoat adheres to forehead and grooves 

around hairline. Pink paint in narrow band on garland and 

above garland on head. 

Very hard clay fired light gray throughout; lightly micaceous 

with few small inclusions. Munsell: 2.5Y' N7/ (light gray). 

Locally manufactured. 

This head is intentionally fired gray, i.e., in a reducing 

atmosphere, like m u c h of the local pottery. This is 

another indication of the local origin of these bust-flower 

thymiateria. 
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40 Bust-Flower Thymiaterion Fragment 
1 1 19 Uncertain context. See Terracotta Deposit 5 (pp. 

67-69) 
P.H. 0.062; P.W. 0.071; Th. walls 0.007; D. hole 0.031 m. 

PL 12 

Single fragment of back of head preserving half of hole in top 

of head and edge of section at left. Surface chipped and 

discolored on exterior at left; interior darkened, possibly from 

burning. Lime incrustation on interior. 

Section of back of head from bust-flower thymiaterion. Large 

round hole in top of head once held conical flower cup or censer 

of thymiaterion. Back of head, off center to right, is uneven 

convex surface, perhaps to indicate bun or thickened section of 

hair. Along left finished edge is series of gouges. Interior is 

hollow with smooth walls. Probably hand-modeled with left edge 

being edge of back section, once attached to front molded 

section. 

Slight traces of white groundcoat or plaster (?) on back right 

and left sides. Few traces of reddish brown paint on left edge and 

lower break, probably on hair. 

Lightly micaceous, reddish yellow clay with many inclusions. 

Hard-fired, slightly grayish at core. Munsell: surface 7.5YR 7/6 

(reddish yellow). 

Locally manufactured. 

41 Bust-Flower Thymiaterion: Female 

T 54 Trench NCT-A10, Layer 5, Pit G 

P.H. 0.051; W . 0.122; Depth 0.053; Th. walls 0.005-

0.007 m. 

PI. 12 

Single fragment preserving bust, lacking neck and head. 

Surface chip from upper chest. Paint well preserved. 

Draped female bust. W o m a n wears sleeveless chiton with 

scoop neckline. Thick plaits of hair fall diagonally along crest of 

shoulder. Back is smoothed and flatfish. Circular vent hole (D. 

0.025 m.) is cut in center of back. Bottom resting surface is flat. 

Interior is hollow, walls smoothed. Moldmade front. Moldmade 

or hand-modeled back joined to front at shoulders where join is 

visible on interior but is masked on exterior by plaits of hair. 

Enure exterior surface, front and back, is covered with white 

groundcoat. Hair is painted dark red. Skin is buff-pink. Trace of 

red at edge of left arm and garment. 

Lightly micaceous reddish yellow clay with small lime and 

some dark inclusions. Hard-fired, gray at core. Munsell: surface 

7.5YR 7/6 (reddish yellow). 

Locally manufactured. 

Found in pit with bone pins, stylus and knife handle. 

Contents of pit date to Late Phrygian/Hellenistic period. 

Form, style and size are characteristic of the bust-

flower thymiaterion type. 

42 Bust-Flower Thymiaterion: Artemis? 

T 25 Terracotta Deposit 5 (see pp. 67-69) 

P.H. 0.100; P.W. base 0.164; P.Depth 0.065; Th. yvalls 

0.011-0.022 m. 

PI. 12 

Joined from five fragments preserving upper back from 

above waist to shoulders, missing neck, head and most of front of 

upper torso. Surface is much incrusted with plaster (?) and 

slightly burned. Colors are well preserved. 

Draped female bust, probably Artemis with quiver. Figure 

wears sleeveless chiton buttoned at shoulders. Deep folds are 

indicated on back of bust. Tubular object, probably quiver, is 

secured over right shoulder and hangs at diagonal across back. 

Strap is indicated over right shoulder in front. High girdle is 

indicated on back by wide raised band. Bottom of fragment has 

finished flat resting surface. Interior is hollow. Walls well 

smoothed. Moldmade in two pieces, front and back. Head may 

have been separately molded. Quiver is added. 

Exterior is covered with white groundcoat. Skin is pink; 

quiver and strap are red, as are buttons of chiton or peplos. On 

lower right side in front paint is discolored gray-black. 

Very fine reddish yellow clay with few inclusions. Small 

amount of mica visible. Munsell: 7.5YR 7/6 (reddish yellow). 

Locally manufactured. 

Form, style and size are characteristic of the bust-

flower thymiaterion type. 

43 Bust-Flower Thymiaterion?: Female 

T 121 Trench SET-WC2-4 and NCI, Layers lib 

P.H. 0.067; P.W. 0.052; Th. walls 0.005-0.01 m. 

PL 13 

Single fragment preserving lower resting surface, breast and 

lower neck of female. Exterior surface burned. Incrustation of 

white lime (?) on interior and exterior. 

Fragment of upper torso of draped female wearing chiton. 

Finished edge at bottom suggests that bust was intended. Back is 

concave, uneven surface with fold of clay at finished edge. 

Moldmade. 

White groundcoat adheres to exterior on breast. 

Micaceous reddish yellow clay fired gray at core. Small dark 

inclusions. Munsell: 7.5Y'R 7/6 (reddish yellow)-6/4 (light brown). 

Locally manufactured. 

The fragment comes from a context containing as

sorted Late Phrygian/Hellenistic pottery, including one 

possibly R o m a n bowl fragment. Nothing specific can be 

ascertained about the date of this fragment. 

T h e possibility that this female bust belongs to the 

bust-flower thymiaterion group is suggested by the size, 

finished lower edge and clay. Not enough of the frag

ment, however, is preserved to be certain of the identifi

cation. 

44 Thymiaterion Mold Fragment 

T 71 'French ET-012, CD, Level 4. Terracotta Deposit 5 

(see pp. 67-69) 

H. 0.154; D. rim 0.159; Th. walls 0.01-0.05 m. 

PL 13 

Edwards 1959a: 267, pi. 68, fig. 19; 1959b, fig. 9. 

intact except small chips from rim and surface chips on 

interior. T w o fragments repaired with glue. T w o long cracks 

run down length of mold from rim. Clay is very soft and 

probably only lightly baked. Darkened by contact with fire at top 

of cone and on one side near top. Various flaws visible including 

fingerprint on interior. 

Clay mold for flower cup of thymiaterion. Mold is thick and 

cone-shaped with flat surface at apex of cone on exterior and 

rough exterior walls. Inside of cone is hollow and bears petals of 

flower in low relief. Petals are long ovals with rounded tips and 

central spines. Base of petals is at center of mold—a flatfish, 

uneven round surface. Rim is composed of two steps: upper, 

uneven, slightly rounded surface and narrow, inset, right-
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angled ledge. Exterior walls are worked by hand. Interior much 

worn. See 45-48 for flower-cup fragments made from this mold. 

Buff-brown clay, light gray on surface. White lime inclusions; 

small amount of small light grit and mica. Munsell: core 2.5Y 

7/4 (pale yellow); exterior surface I0YR 7/2 (light gray). 

Locally manufactured. 

The association in one kiln of this mold and at least 

four fragments of flowers taken from this mold, as well as 

a female head (39) which can be shown by other parallels 

to be part of a bust which served as a thymiaterion, is 

evidence for local production of these bust-flower thymia

teria. 

T h e type of flower, a lily (?), is close to that on which 

Eros reclines in 99. 

45-49 Thymiaterion Fragments: Flower Cups 

T 74, T 116, T 117, T 123, T 130a,b 

45-48: Terracotta Deposit 5 (see pp. 67-69) 

45: P.H. 0.071; P.W. 0.06; Th. walls 0.008-0.009; Est.D. 

rim 0.130 m. 

46: P.H. 0.051; P.W. 0.073; Th. yvalls 0.003-0.006; Est.D. 

rim 0.110 m. 

47: P.H. 0.077; P.W. 0.055; Th. walls 0.004-0.006; Est.D. 

rim 0.130 m. 111. 1 

48: P.H. 0.044; P.W. 0.064; Th. walls 0.005-0.009; Est.D. 

rim 0.140-0.150 m. 

49: (a) P.H. 0.031; P.W. 0.070; Th. yvalls 0.008-0.011; 

Est.D. rim 0.110 m.; (b) P.H. 0.031; P.W. 0.031; Th. 

walls 0.005-0.012 m. 

PL 13 

Single fragments preserving rims of conical thymiaterion 

cups in shape of flowers. Rim is stepped with slightly flaring lip. 

Interior is hollow; yvalls are smoothed. O n exterior are molded 

in low relief long rounded petals with narrow ridges defining 

outer contours and interior lines. Tips of petals are upturned as 

body of cup turns out to rim. Joining petals at their tips are 

raised curving ridges. All fragments have flaws, either finger

prints, overlapping petals or ridges within petals, and sloppily 

made rims. All may have been discards. 45 and 48 show traces of 

burning or contact with carbonized material. Moldmade. 

Traces of white groundcoat on exterior and interior of some 

fragments of 45, 47. Tiny traces of red (?) paint on petals of 46, 

47. Evidence of polish on 49. 

Fine, lightly micaceous reddish yellow clay fired dark red-

gray to gray at core with few dark inclusions, leaving surface 

pockmarked. Friable and poorly fired clay. Munsell: 5YR 6/6 

(reddish yelfoyv)-7.5YR 7/6 (reddish yellow). Fine pink-buff slip 

added to exterior and interior surface of 46, 48. Slip on 49 was 

fired dark brown-gray; Munsell: core 10YR 6/4 (light yellowish 

brown)-5/2 (grayish-brown); surface 10YR 6/3 (pale brown)-5/1 

(gray). 
Locally manufactured. 

The clue to the association of these flower fragments 

with bust-flower thymiateria comes from their discovery 

in the Pottery Establishment together with molds for a 

flower (44), a bust (50) and a female head with an 

opening in the top (39); from the fragmentary flower 

found with 37; and from parallels outside of Gordion (see 

above, p. 18). 

See restored drawing (111. 1) of bust-flower thymiate

rion 36 with 47. 

50 Mold: Female Bust 

T 70 Terracotta Deposit 5 (see pp. 67-69) 

P.H. 0.218; W. at base 0.233; Depth 0.08; Est.H. head 

0.117 m. 

PL 14 

Edwards 1959a: 267, pi. 68, fig. 20; 1959b: fig. 10. 

Restored from ca. forty fragments preserving lower three-

quarters of mold. Upper part of mold and many tiny fragments 

from front and larger fragments from back missing. Clay badly 

flaking and chipping due to lack of thorough firing. Many facial 

features unclear. 

Large clay mold for front of female head and upper torso. 

Mold is triangular and composed of thick mass of clay with wide, 

flat lower edge and incurving sides. Back of mold is irregular 

flatfish surface, built up of layers of clay. 

Female head has oval face, large eyes with defined lids and 

eyeball, mouth set close to nose, thick lips and well-rounded 

chin. Hair is rendered by incisions on right side of face and by 

deep grooves at top and left side. Shallow V-shaped incision 

marks drapery between large orbs for breasts. To right and left 

sides of head are diagonal and vertical grooves and incisions, 

perhaps to indicate veil. Mold taken from archetype and further 

enhanced by incision work. Unbaked state of mold and sloppi-

ness of many features indicate that mold may never have been 

used and may have been discarded in kiln. 

Gray-buff, unbaked, sun-dried clay tending toward olive 

green. Many lime and some grit inclusions. Munsell: 5Y 7/2 

(light gray). 

Locally manufactured. 

This mold was published by Edwards (1959a: 267, pi. 

68, fig. 20) as a female mask or protome with one hand 

raised and holding tresses. Although the mold is in a very 

fragmentary state, it is hard to visualize the area to the 

left of the head as a hand. T h e mold was probably 

intended to produce busts for the bust-flower thymate-

rion type. 

51 Mold: Female Head 

T 95 Trench CC2, fill under Floor 3b 

H. 0.121; W. 0.077; Depth 0.057 m. 

PI. 14 

Intact. Flaws and cracks in right cheek, eye, side of mouth and 

neck. 

Mold of front of female head. Mold is thick and heavy, built 

up of many layers of clay. Mold widens at bottom (neck); edge is 

finished with smooth rim. Other edges of mold are rounded and 

merge with back, which is convex, roughly finished surface. At 

top of head is wide channel. Face is long and rectangular. 

Features are heavy: large protruding oval eyes; wide nose, 

turned up at end; lips set close to nose; heavy double chin. Hair 

surrounds face like halo in random, wavy curls parted at center 

over forehead. Neck is thick, flaring from beneath chin. Mold is 

very fresh, producing crisp impression. 

Baked yellowish pink clay; lightly micaceous with many dark, 

some large inclusions. Munsell: ca. 5Y'R 7/4 (pink) but no clean 

breaks for testing. 

Locally manufactured. 
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It is possible that this mold is for the head of a 

bust-flower thymiaterion. The size is comparable to 37 

and 38. and the facial features are similar although this 

face is longer and more rectangular. The odd depression 

in the mold at the top of the head may suggest that the 

mold yvas taken from an existing model yvhich had 

It is not surprising that Kybele is the deity most 

frequently represented among the terracotta figurines 

from Gordion, since Phrygia was the reputed home of 

Kybele. Stone sculptural representations of Kybele are 

also known from Gordion and date as early as the late 7th 

or early 6th century B.C. (e.g., Mellink 1983: esp. 359). 

There are seven definite terracotta examples (52, 53, 

57-61), tyvo possible examples (62, 63), one phiale (54) 

and tyvo fragments of tympana (55, 56) which most 

probably belong to Kybele figurines. A female with 

tympanum (64) is probably a "temple girl," linked by 

iconography to Kybele. Two of the Kybele representa

tions are presumed to be manufactured at Gordion or at 

least in the region of Central Anatolia (52, 53) as may be 

the group of unassigned attributes (54, possibly 55, 56). 

The rest are taken to be Greek imports to the site. All date 

to the Late Phrygian/Hellenistic period. 

The basic iconography of the terracotta representation 

of Kybele from Gordion follows the traditional Greek 

iconographical lines of representations from Asia Minor: 

enthroned with the tympanum, phiale and lion as her 

attributes (see also Pis. 40-41 for marble Kybele [S 81, PI. 

40] and alabaster Kybele [S 103, PI. 41] from Gordion) 

and, in one case (57), wearing a crown and riding a lion 

while holding a tympanum and a phiale. The latter 

iconography suggests the image of Kybele as the goddess 

who tames the wild beasts and rides in a chariot drawn by 

lions (T. W. Allen 1952: 80, Hymn XIV; Vergil, Aeneid 

III, 102-20). According to D. B. Thompson (1966a: 4 ff.), 

sculptural representations of Kybele riding a lion did not 

appear until the Pergamenes created the type on the 

Great Altar in the early 2d century B.C., a date continually 

under scholarly discussion. The type of Kybele riding a 

lion is repeated on a frieze from the temple of Athena 

Polias in Priene, which was probably modeled after the 

frieze at Pergamon (British Museum, inv. no. 1170; 

Smith 1900: 159, no. 1170). For the most complete 

compendia of representations of Kybele see Vermaseren 

1977a and 1987 and F. Naumann 1983; for a more 

popular yvork on Kybele in general see Vermaseren 

1977b: esp. 24-37. 

There are some variations in the iconography of the 

terracotta Kybele types from Gordion, especially with 

respect to the position of the lion. Kybele rides a lion in 

one case (57), while in four other figurines a lion appears 

in her lap (58 and 59: head to Kybele's right looking 

a hole in its head at this point, like the bust-flower 

thymiateria. 

The context from which the mold comes cannot be 

more specifically dated than 4th-century or later. This is 

probably a derivative mold with some fresh intaglio 

retouching of the eye outlines. 

toward viewer; 61: head to Kybele's left; 53: head to 

Kybele's right looking out to viewer) (see D. B. Thomp

son 1963a: 77-78 n. 49 for representation of Kybele with 

lion in lap); and in one case the lion is on a footstool with 

Kybele's feet resting on its back (60) (see Schede 1964: 

104, fig. 122 for statue of Kybele from Priene with lion as 

Kybele's footstool). In the large locally made terracotta 

Kybele statuette (52), a lion is absent except as a sugges

tion on the footstool with lion's-paw feet. In a locally 

manufactured alabaster statuette of Kybele from Gor

dion (S 103 on PI. 41), Kybele has a lion standing at her 

left side, while in the marble Kybele statuette from 

Gordion the lion forms the right front of the throne (S 81 

on PI. 40; see Roller 1988: 43-50, esp. 47, fig. 5). 

The sphinxes which rest on the arms of the throne of 

this same terracotta Kybele (52) may simply be a common 

throne decoration (e.g., Richter 1926: 9, 33, 40, 52), 

although, as Holloway points out (1957: 30), sphinxes 

appear with Kybele in two other key sculptural monu

ments, a marble statue of Kybele in Pergamon (F. Winter 

1908: 69-71, pi. 12) and a Neo-Attic relief from the 

Piraeus, in Berlin (Holloway 1957: 36; von Salis 1913: 

4-5, figs. 3-4). A sejant sphinx may be the support for 

Kybele's right arm on 60. 

The tympanum or tambourine which, according to 

Herodotos (IV, 76), was used in the celebration of 

nocturnal rituals in honor of Kybele is a common feature 

of Kybele representations in general. At Gordion, it 

appears at Kybele's side in four of the figurines (52, 57, 

58, 60,) and two more tympana (55, 56) are preserved as 

fragments broken from the left sides of two other figu

rines. In one instance a temple girl or attendant holds a 

tympanum at her left side (64). In only one case (52) does 

Kybele rest her hand on the tympanum from above 

rather than support it from below, as on the great 

majority of Kybele figurines and statues (see Holloway 

1957: 36-42). O n 59 Kybele is without her tympanum. 

The phiale, an attribute not specific to Kybele, often 

appears in Kybele's right hand, e.g. at Troy (D. B. 

Thompson 1963a, nos. 16, 19, 22); Pergamon (Topper-

wein 1976: no. 190); Mamurtkale (Conze and Schazmann 

1911: pis. 11(8), pi. 12(3)); Priene (Wiegandand Schrader 

1904: 330, fig. 367); it is an attribute of Kybele at Gordion 

in 52, 57, 59, 61, probably 58, 60, and possibly 54, a 

single phiale detached from a statuette. 

The costume Kybele wears is consistent among the 

Kybele and Related Types (52-64) 
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Gordion figurines. On her head is a crown or polos. On 

57 is a tall crenelated crown (cf. Kybele from Priene: 

Wiegand and Schrader 1904: 330, fig. 368; from Mamurt-

kale: Conze and Schazmann 1911: pis. 11(1,2), 12(9); 

from Troy: D. B. Thompson 1963a: 83, no. 46, pi. 12; 

from Pergamon: Topperwein 1976: no. 190), while on 

52, a locally made statuette, the crown is a low crenelated 

variety like that of a Kybele figurine from Pergamon 

(ibid.: no. 199). The poorly preserved croyvn on 62 may 

be a variation of the crenelated type or a flaring polos. On 

58, 59, 63 Kybele wears a low pill box type of polos (cf. 

Kybele from Priene: Wiegand and Schrader 1904: 330, 

fig. 367; from Mamurtkale: Conze and Schazmann 1911: 

pi. 11)6); from Pergamon: Topperwein 1976: no. 201). A 

veil was probably worn under the crown or polos of one 

Kybele figurine (60). Kybele's temple attendant (64) 
wears a veil and/or a Phrygian cap. 

Kybele wears a chiton and a himation in all of the 

Gordion examples, and in every instance, where enough 

of the figurine is preserved, the himation is seen coming 

from the right side, creating a bunch over Kybele's lap, 

falling down the left side and covering most of her legs 

(52, 53, 57-60). Only on 52 are Kybele's sandals detailed, 
indicating a high-soled, split sandal with perhaps a thong 

between the big toe and the rest of the toes. Ball earrings 

are detectable on two examples (52 and 57) and two rings 

are worn by Kybele in the large statuette (52). 

The throne type, with two palmette finials forming the 

ends of the upper back of the throne, is consistent on 

both the local and imported Kybele figurines (e.g., 52, 

58, 59-60, 62) (cf. from Priene: Wiegand and Schrader 

1904: 330, fig. 367; from Mamurtkale: Conze and 

Schazmann 1911: pis. 11(8), 12(2); from Pergamon: 

Topperwein 1976: pi. 30(188)). 

PROVENIENCE 

As in the case of all the Gordion figurines, since 

scientific analysis of the clays has not been made, it is 

extremely difficult to identify the figurines' sources of 

manufacture. It is possible, however, to isolate groups of 

figurines with clays that are close in color, texture and 

composition and indicate that a single provenience is 

likely for some. 
With the representations of Kybele, at least two prob

ably Central Anatolian products can be isolated, based 

largely on style. 52, for example, the large statuette of 

Kybele, is so close to other known locally made terracot

tas (e.g., the female heads of the bust-flower thymiateria) 

in the style of the facial features and in workmanship (the 

handling of the drapery folds) that it is almost certainly is 

a product of local coroplasts. It is less certain, however, 

that 53 was made at Gordion. The handmade, crude 

technique and the very sloppy style make it likely that 

such a figurine would not have been imported from 

beyond the Central Anatolian region. While both are 

enthroned figures, a lion is held in Kybele's lap in 53 but 

is absent in 52. Holloway (1957: 32 ff.) points to a 

Pergamene source for the iconographic inspiration of the 

large Gordion Kybele, a suggestion which would seem 

likely in view of other Pergamene links with Gordion (see 
below, pp. 79). 

Three of the Kybele figurines probably derive from the 

same manufacturing source (57-59) (see Conclusions, 

Group I, pp. 78-79). The clays of all three are closely 

comparable, and the facial features and painting style are 

also similar. 58, 59 are so close in size, type design and 

painted decoration that they might be from the same 

workshop. The tympanum at the left side of 58, not seen 

on 59, is the only indication that both were not made from 
the same mold. 

The figurine of Kybele riding a lion (57) is very close to 

Kybele figurines from the Pergamene sanctuary of Ky

bele at Mamurtkale (Conze and Schazmann 1911: 40, pi. 

12(3), M K T 1594, M K T 1530); Topperwein-Hoffmann, 

1978: 81, pi. 36, M K 10). Although Topperwein-

Hoffmann (ibid.: 80-81) indicates that the clay of the 

Mamurtkale figurines is Aeolian like that at Larisa on the 

Hermos, the excavators of Pergamon have found ample 
numbers of figurines from the acropolis of Pergamon of 

the same type and in the same clay as the Mamurtkale 

finds. The excavators believe that the Mamurtkale figu
rines are Pergamene (W. Radt, personal communication, 

July 1981). From the author's examination of the figu

rines from both the acropolis of Pergamon and Mamurt

kale, it is possible to confirm the excavator's viewpoint 

and further to suggest that the three Kybeles from 
Gordion (57-59) are all probably Pergamene. (See discus

sion on pp. 78-79 for other figurines belonging to this 

same group, probably from Pergamon.) 

A second group of figurines closely allied to the group 

that includes the three Kybeles mentioned above can be 

isolated from among the Gordion corpus according to 

the composition and color of their clays (see Conclusions, 

Group II, pp. 79-80). One of these (61) is a fragmentary 

representation of Kybele. The specific manufacturing 

source is not known. Two Kybele figurines from Gordion 

find their closest typological and stylistic parallels at sites 

along the Black Sea; e.g., 60 has parallels from Amisos 

(Samsun) and from Myrmekion in the Crimea, and 63 is 

close to figurines from Callatis (Mangalia) on the western 

end of the Black Sea, and both may have been manufac

tured at some Black Sea site. 

FUNCTION 

The function of all of the Kybele figurines from 

Gordion is certainly religious. How these figurines—or, 

in the case of 52, a statuette of Kybele—yvere used in the 

cult of Kybele at Gordion is a more interesting question. 

The position of Kybele as the chief deity of the 

Phrygians, one with autochthonous origins in Anatolia, is 
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unassailable (see Bittel 1963: 7-22; Mellink 1983: 349-

360; Roller 1988: 43-50). There are monuments and 

shrines of various types dedicated to Kybele, Kubaba or 

Meter dating to pie-Hellenistic times in Phrygia, the 

most famous of yvhich are the rock-cut facades, niches, 

altars and relief figures in the Phrygian highlands 

(Haspels 1971: 73-111). By the period of Alexander and 

his successors, worship of Kybele takes on a more Greek 

form in Phrygia and all of Asia Minor. The monumental 

rock-cut outdoor shrines grew fewer (ibid.: 147-162), 

probably replaced by temples in sanctuaries—as at 

Mamurtkale near Pergamon (Conze and Schazmann 

1911: 14 ff.)—or small altars and shrines, including 

household ones. In the Late Phrygian/Hellenistic levels 

at Gordion no building yvhich can be labeled a temple of 

Kybele was uncovered, although the finds, including the 

terracotta fragments from several buildings thought to 

be domestic establishments, suggest that shrines existed 

within. For example, there may have been a domestic 

shrine in the SET "Level 2 House" (see Terracotta 

Deposit 3), where two of the Kybele figurines were 

found. Although the complete plan of the SET-NW 

house was never recovered (see Terracotta Deposit 4), 

the presence of the large Kybele statuette (52) in addition 

to another enthroned Kybele figurine (60), a vessel 

handle in the form of Nike and two bust-flower thymiate

ria suggests a shrine in what seems otherwise from the 

finds to be a domestic structure. In a room (Room 1) in 

one building in the southeast area of the Late Phrygian/ 

Hellenistic Pottery Establishment (see Terracotta Deposit 

5) was constructed a small niche in one wall (see plan, Fig. 

7). The small finds from the two rooms of this building, as 

well as Building 7, included many stone sculpture frag

ments, inscribed bases, figurines of Kybele and a tympa

num possibly associated with Kybele (56, 61, 63), Artemis 

(42), Tyche (?) (34) and other females. At least one shrine 

must have been incorporated in this area. 

The house in Q2E2 (Terracotta Deposit 6) contains 

terracottas appropriate as votives in a domestic shrine: 

Kybele (58), a large statuette of Attis (?) (97), Eros (99), a 

standing female (73), as well as two bust-flower thymiate

ria (36, 37). The presence of the large statuettes of Kybele 

and possibly Attis may indicate that devotion was shared 

by this duo. F. Naumann sees no evidence for a Phrygian 

cult of Kybele and Attis or that Attis was a part of 

Phrygian mythology (1983: 98-100), although they are 

certainly linked iconographically in Greece by the Helle

nistic period. Greek iconography and legend could well 

have inspired the Late Phrygian/Hellenistic pair at Gor

dion. Another bit of evidence for a conflation of cults of 

Kybele and another deity at Gordion comes from a Late 

Phrygian/Hellenistic alabaster statuette of Kybele which 

bears a dedicatory inscription in Greek, "to the Muses" 

(S 103 on PI. 41; Roller 1986). 

W e must presume that small terracotta images of 

Kybele or her temple attendants (64) were placed on 

altars or tables, whether in domestic or public shrines, as 

votive gifts to the deity. There is only one tentative bit of 

evidence for another special use of figurines, in nocturnal 

rituals in honor of Kybele. Herodotos (IV, 76) relates the 

story of a Scythian who, after visiting Kyzikos and seeing 

the rituals of the Kybele cult there, went back to his native 

land and practiced the same ritual by "carrying a tympa

num and hanging on himself images" (agalmata). Herodo

tos does not specify that these agalmata are terracotta 

images but it would make sense that small, lightweight 

figurines were suspended. There are no suspension 

holes on any of the Kybele figurines from Gordion and 

we are uncertain if the cultic rituals for Kybele at Kyzikos 

and Gordion were identical. 

52 Kybele 
T 35 Terracotta Deposit 4 (see p. 67) 
H. 0.524; W. throne 0.234; Max.Th. 0.250; L. face 0.058; D. 

tympanum 0.125 m. 
Pis. 15, 16 and Color PL I 

R. S. Young 1953: 6-8, fig. 3; Holloway 1957; F. Naumann 

1983: 369, no. 626, pi. 47)4); Vermaseren 1987: no. 52; 

F. A. Winter 1988: 70, n. 42 (Romano catalogue number 

incorrectly cited as 47). 

Joined from many fragments. Missing small fragments and 

one crosspiece at back of throne, right finial of throne, right 

elbow, left front corner of footstool. During attempted theft at 

Gordion Museum in 1976 this object yvas damaged and portions 

lost, including upper torso from above roll of himation, head, 

upper right arm and back of throne. 

Large statuette of Kybele seated in frontal pose on throne 

with her feet resting on high footstool. She holds phiale in 

upturned right hand, which rests on sphinx at top of throne 

arm, and supports tympanum at side with left hand. In top of 

tympanum are deep vertical slit and two oval holes, possibly for 

attachment of some object. Kybele wears turreted polos or 

crown, small round earrings, high-girded chiton, himation, 

sandals, and two rings on left hand. Throne has high back with 

crosspiece at mid-back and two oval finials at left back. Sejant 

sphinxes decorate tops of arms of throne. Footstool projects 

from lower front of throne and is decorated at front right corner 

with sphinx yvhose feet become large lion's paws. 

Probably mostly moldmade, composed of small separately 

molded sections, e.g., head; upper torso, lower torso, feet and 

stool; sphinxes of throne. Clay is built up in layers in mold with 

fine clay slip which forms surface. Phiale and tympanum 

probably wheelmade. Back is hand-modeled. Round firing hole 

in back of head. Interior is hollow with rough walls. Some details 

rendered by hand-modeling or incision. Thick white plaster, 

painted over, found sealing ancient breaks especially on throne 

and drapery. 

Traces of white groundcoat survive over much of statuette. 

Red paint is used for polos, himation, soles of sandals, tympa

num, footstool; light blue for band of himation, chiton, wings of 

sphinxes at arms of throne; black for bands of himation, bands 

on throne, edge of tympanum in herringbone pattern; pink for 

breasts of sphinxes at arms, pattern on outside face of tympa

num, interior of phiale, left arm; yellow for left front of throne 

over plaster. Back is unpainted. 

Clay is hard-fired, yellowish red on surface and gray at core. 

Lightly micaceous clay with few light inclusions. Munsell: surface 
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7.5YR 6/6 (reddish yellow). Color and texture of clay are close to 

those of 97. 

Locally manufactured. 

R. Ross Holloway (1957: 32 ff.) proposed that this large 

terracotta statuette from Gordion is of a type which can 

be definitely traced to the cult image of Meter in the 

Metroon in Athens and which can be more directly linked 

to Pergamon and a large marble image of Kybele of the 

Hellenistic period (F. Winter 1908: 69-71, pi. 12). T h e 

evidence that this type can be traced to the 5th-century 

B.C. Athenian cult image, hoyvever, is inconclusive, as 

D. B. T h o m p s o n points out (1963: 78, n. 58). 

T h e pose of the Gordion Kybele with the left hand 

supporting the t y m p a n u m from above, the absence of the 

lion, and the details of the throne e.g., the sphinxes at the 

arms are close to the Pergamene model and, as Holloway 

demonstrates, have little in c o m m o n with other known 

representations of Kybele. Since at least one Pergamene 

type of Kybele is found at Gordion (57), and Pergamon 

had close political contacts with the nearby center of 

Kybele worship, Pessinus (Strabo 12, 5, 3), it is not 

surprising to find that this terracotta statuette at Gordion 

is based on a Pergamene model. For a Kybele from Troy 

based on sculptural models, see D. B. T h o m p s o n 1963a: 

23-24, no. 44. 

T h e workmanship and style of the statuette, however, 

indicate a local manufacturing source. T h e very full face 

and heavy features, generally seen on terracotta figurines 

of the end of the 3d century B.C. and 2d century B.C. from 

Pergamon (Topperwein 1976: 183, 214, no. 194, pi. 32; 

D. B. T h o m p s o n 1963a: 32, 83-84, no. 47, pi. 12), are so 

close to those of the group of locally m a d e bust-flower 

thymiateria (see 35-51) that a local source for this Kybele 

seems undeniable. M a n y of the details of the figure, e.g., 

the handling of the drapery folds and the jewelry, match 

those on 97, a large-scale statuette of Attis (?), of probably 

local provenience. A date in the late 3d or early 2d 

century B.C. (pre-189 B.C.) for this statuette is indicated 

by the context. 

W h a t role this large image of Kybele played in its 

context is not entirely certain, although one can easily 

imagine a statuette on this scale being used in a shrine as 

an object of veneration. T h e context in which it was 

found seems to be that of a house (see Terracotta Deposit 

4) and thus the Kybele statuette might have been the cult 

image in the shrine of this household. It was obviously 

used for some length of time and considered of some 

value, to judge from the extensive repair work under

taken in antiquity. M . M. Voigt (1983: 186-203) defines a 

methodology using ethnographically documented mod

els for assigning functions to terracotta figurines on the 

basis of material, size, shape, pose, find-spot and signs of 

use and wear. T h e Gordion Kybele meets m a n y of the 

requirements for a cult figure: large size, attributes, 

superior technology and evidence of minor damage. 

53 Kybele 

(a)T 13 Trench SET, E of Wall E, Layer 5, mixed fill 

(b)T 19 French SET-N, Cut N-3-C, Layer 2 

(a) P.H. 0.100; W. 0.097; Max.Th. 0.038 m. 

(b) P.L. 0.057; P.W. 0.055; Max.Th. 0.020 m. 

PI. 17 

(a) joined from five fragments preserving torso from below 

neck to turn of legs. Throne partially preserved to right and left 

of torso. Right hand, lower arm of figure and forelegs ol lion are 

missing. 

(b) Single fragment preserving lower right edge of figurine 

with right foot and horizontal folds of garment. 

Seated Kybele holding couchant lion in profile to right on lap. 

Throne is wide with straight back. Over front of right and left 

shoulders are single locks of hair. Kybele wears chiton and 

himation. Left hand rests on side of lion. Lion turns head toward 

viewer. Back has "hood" of clay at top. At center of back is 

roughly finished surface. Moldmade but with right and left back 

sides of throne applied. Applications of pellets for eyes of lion 

and much use of incision (e.g., muzzle of lion, drapery of figure). 

No trace of white groundcoat. Red paint faintly preserved on 

outside edges of throne back on both fragments. 

Pinkish brown micaceous clay filled with large dark gritty 

particles and yvhite lime inclusions. Fired gray at core. Munsell: 

exterior 5YR 6/4 (light reddish brown). 

Central Anatolian- or locally manufactured. 

The poorly executed molding technique and the ama

teurish, sloppy style indicate a Central Anatolian or local 

source of manufacture and make it unlikely that such an 

object would have had m u c h export appeal. T h e type of 

enthroned Kybele holding a lion is c o m m o n enough in 

imported examples found at Gordion that a local source 

of inspiration for the representation is not lacking. 

T h e context dates to the late 4th or 3d century B.C. 

54 Miniature Phiale 

T 137 Trenches TBT-2, TBT-3, Level 4 

H. 0.014; W. 0.033 m. 

PI. 17 

Single fragment preserving phiale and much of hand on 

underside. Only small chips missing. 

Mesomorphic phiale held by schematic hand with no articula

tion of fingers except single groove on underside of phiale. 

Handmade? 

Light brown clay, gray at core. Highly micaceous with silver 

particles. Munsell: core 7.5YR 7/4 (pink); surface 7.SYR 6/4 

(light brown)-7/4 (pink). 

Probably locally manufactured. 

This phiale is part of a large-scale statuette, perhaps of 

Kybele. T h e clay is very similar and the size appropriate 

for a statuette such as 52 or 97. 

55 Tympanum 
T 47 Trench CC, Late Phrygian/Hellenistic fill 

D. 0.05; Max.Th. 0.01 m. 

PI. 17 

Single fragment preserving complete tympanum and left 

hand to wrist. 
Tympanum and left hand of figure. Left hand holds tympa

num from bottom with forefinger outstretched supporting 
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outer rim and other three lingers curled oyer lower edge. Edge 

ol himation appears at wrist. Back is flat. Handmade? 

No painted decoration. 

Orange-brown, very hard-fired clay with few dark inclusions. 

Possibly Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

This fragment is part of a large statuette of Kybele, who 

usually holds the t y m p a n u m at her left side with her 

hand supporting the musical instrument from below. 

56 Tympanum? 

T 143 See Terracotta Deposit 5 (see pp. 67-69). Found in 

excavation storage box with uncatalogued terracotta 

fragments. 

P.H. 0.046; W. 0.045; Th. 0.01 m. 

PL 17 

Single fragment broken at one side. Slip peeling at edge on 

exterior. 

Flat circular object with one side squared, possibly tympanum 

of Kybele. Straight edges; flat back. Handmade? 

Slight traces of white groundcoat on side of tympanum over 

which is yelloyv-gold paint. Front has brown groundcoat with 

white and traces of red over top. 

Hard-fired, compact, lightly micaceous yellow-orange clay. 

Munsell: slip 7.SYR 6/2 (pinkish gray); core SYR 5/8 (yellowish 

red). 

Possibly Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

57 Kybele Riding Lion 

T 7 Terracotta Deposit 3 (see p. 66) 

H. 0.162; W. base 0.150; Th. 0.064 m. 

PL 18 

F. Naumann 1983: 368, no. 617, pi. 47(2|; Vermaseren 

1987: no. 53. 

Joined from two fragments at neck. Lacking small fragments 

from right side of polos, head and upper back. Paint well 

preserved. Head burned and much worn. Much lime incrusta

tion on exterior. 

Kvbelc seated on right side of lion, holding phiale in right 

hand and tympanum at left side against head of lion. Lion is 

moving to left on loyv plinth base and turns head to front. Kybele 

wears tall crenelated crown on head, one ball earring on right 

ear, high-girded chiton and himation across lap in thick roll, and 

shoes. Moldmade front yvith hand-modeled back. Head and 

polos made from one mold, separate from body. Impressions 

made from sharp, fresh molds. In center of back is square vent 

hole (W. 0.029 m.). Interior is hollow, roughly smoothed. 

White groundcoat covers front of figurine and base. Details 

painted over groundcoat in red for parts of polos, mouth, shoe 

and tympanum; black for eyes; dark red-brown for hair; pink for 

white band down front of chiton and right arm; orange for lion. 

Clay is hard-fired, fine and compact with small lime inclusions 

and no trace of micaceous particles. Color of clay is orangish or 

reddish tan. Munsell: SYR 7/6 (reddish yellow). Clay is close to 

58-59, 66-68. 

Greek-manufactured, probably Pergamene. See Group I, 
pp.79. 

The sculptural type of Kybele riding a lion is best 

k n o w n from the Great Altar at Pergamon, where Kybele 

is riding a fully galloping, chariot-pulling lion. She is 

drawing a b o w from her quiver case and her veil is 

swirling behind her (Winnefeld 1910: 2, pi. 2). T h e 

terracotta type is certainly m u c h less dramatic and active 

than the Pergamene sculptural representation (F. Winter 

1903: 175, nos. 5, 6; D. B. T h o m p s o n 1966a: 3 ff, no. 1, 

pi. 1; Topperwein 1976: p. 49 ff; Laumonier 1956: 136, 

193-194, pis. 39(361-362), 68(679)). 

Close parallels for this Kybele figurine c o m e from 

Mamurtkale, a sanctuary of Kybele near Pergamon 

(Conze and Schazmann 1911: 40, pi. 12(3); M K T1594, 

M K T 1 5 3 0 ; Topperwein-Hoffmann 1978: 81, pi. 36, M K 

10). T h e Gordion example is, in fact, so close to these 

examples that one m a y postulate the same source of 

manufacture, very probably Pergamon. 

There is evidence from the context in which the 

figurine was found for the dating of this Kybele figurine 

in the late 3d or early 2d century B.C. (see Terracotta 

Deposit 3, p. xx). If the Pergamenes did create the 

iconography of Kybele riding the lion in the early 2d 

century B.C., the figure's date of the manufacture might 

be put very close to the 189 B.C. abandonment of 

Gordion. 

58 Enthroned Kybele 

T 6Ia,b Terracotta Deposit 6 (see pp. 69-70) 

(a) P.H. torso fragment 0.095; W . torso fragment 0.105; 

Th.Walls 0.003-0.005 m. 

(b) P.H. head 0.029; Th. 0.015 m. 

PL 18 

(a) Joined from seven fragments preserving upper torso, 

broken at neckline, most of lion, upper right leg, right arm, 

tympanum at left side. 

(b) Non-joining fragment of head preserving polos and upper 

half of head to mouth. Nose worn. Surface of both fragments is 

friable, chipped with peeling paint. Dark discoloration on back. 

Traces of carbon on face. 

Kybele seated on high-backed throne, resting bent right arm 

on arm of throne, with tympanum high at left side and couchant 

lion in lap, with head toward Kybele's right looking at viewer. 

Kybele wears polos, chiton and himation. Moldmade. Body and 

head probably made in separate molds. Polos attached sepa

rately. Back is hand-modeled. 

Front of both fragments covered with white groundcoat. Skin 

reserved white. Over white, red and black are applied for 

details. Red is used for wide vertical band of chiton, himation, 

tympanum, molding of polos; black for floral details of throne 

finials, hair, facial details. Back is unpainted. 

Red-orange, very slightly micaceous clay with few small, light 

gritty inclusions. Munsell: SYR 6/6 (reddish yellow). Clay is close 

to that of 57,59, 66-68. 

Greek-manufactured, probably Pergamene. See Group I, 

p. 79. 

59 Enthroned Kybele 

T 6 Terracotta Deposit 3 (see p. 66) 

H. 0.142; W . at top of throne 0.101; Th. 0.056; H. head to 

top of polos 0.033 m. 

PL 18 and Frontispiece 

F. Naumann 1983: 357. no. 537, 39(3); Vermaseren 1987: 

no 54. 
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Joined from seven fragments preserving entire figure. Lack

ing chips from bottom of drapery, face of lion, front edge of 

drapery at lap, phiale, hair, right breast, right leg, left finial of 

throne, and right lower back of throne (the latter restored in 

plaster). Painted decoration is very well preserved. 

Kybele seated on throne holding small couchant lion in lap, 

with head toward Kybele's right looking at viewer; goddess 

holds phiale in outstretched right hand and wears polos, chiton 

and himation. Throne has high back terminating at upper 

corners in two palmette finials. Raised rectangular footstool with 

moldings protrudes from lower edge of throne. Back of polos is 

hollow; back of head flat; upper back part of throne is composed 

of overfold of clay which ends at shoulder height. Rest of back is 

open and interior is smoothed with spatula and fingers. Body 

and throne are probably made from single mold and head from 

another. Polos is attached by clay at back. Molds appear to be 

sharp and fresh. 

White paint covers front and sides except back left side of 

throne. Flesh is white, as are large areas of himation and chiton. 

Details are rendered in red for lower part of polos, mouth, 

borders of himation and stripes of chiton, mouth of lion, phiale. 

moldings of footstool, dots on palmette finials; black for dots on 

polos, hair, eyes, moldings of footstool, floral designs on pal

mette finials, bands on sides of throne. Back is unpainted. 

Fine, compact orange clay with small lime inclusions and 

small amount of dark inclusions. Munsell: 5YR 6/6 (reddish 

yelloyv). Clay of 58 is closely comparable. Clay is slightly redder 

than that of 57, 66-68, but is close enough to be within range of 

variability of clays from one site. 

Greek-manufactured, probably Pergamene. See Group I, 

pp. 78-79. 

58 and 59 are closely comparable. 58 is less well 

preserved than 59 but seems to have been of same size, 

same type and design, and similar in its painted decora

tion. Only clue that suggests they were not m a d e from 

identical molds is tympanum, which appears at left 

shoulder of 58 but not on 59. Both figurines were surely 

m a d e in same workshop. 

T h e type of Kybele seated on a throne with palmette 

finials at upper back edges, holding a lion in her lap and a 

phiale in one hand, is c o m m o n . T h e peculiar style of 

these two seated Kybele figurines with their somewhat 

pinched and vacuous faces (4th century B.C.-type) enliv

ened by crisp, precise painted detail is not easy to 

parallel. N o n e of the published terracotta figurines from 

Asia Minor bear any specific resemblance to these, though 

a mold from Callatis (Rumania) (Canarache 1969: 30-31), 

a figurine from Priene (Wiegand and Schrader 1904: 

330, fig. 367) and a "Tanagra type" from Aegina (Higgins 

1967: 104, pi. 48d) display some of the features of these, 

especially of 58. 

T h e date of these two figurines comes from their 

find-spots in household deposits (see Terracotta Deposit 

6). It is likely that both of the houses in which these 

figurines were found were abandoned in 189 B.C. at the 

arrival of the R o m a n army. T h e crisp, fresh quality of the 

impressions and the well-preserved painted details sug

gest a date of manufacture for both of these close to the 

time of the city's abandonment i.e., probably early 2d 

century B.C. 

60 Enthroned Kybele 

T 34 Terracotta Deposit 4 (see p. 67) 

P.H. 0.161; Max.W. 0.110; Max.Th. 0.079 m. 

PL 19 

Joined from eleven fragments preserving most of figure and 

front of throne. Lacking head of Kybele, right arm from below 

elbow, left foot and tympanum, as well as fragments of throne 

and chips. Surface worn, especially on lower legs. Lime incrusta

tion at some breaks. Some discoloration of surface from contact 

with carbon(?). 

Kybele is seated on her throne with her feet resting on lion on 

footstool. She holds tympanum at left side, stretches right arm 

forward and probably once held phiale in right hand. She is 

wearing high-girded chiton and himation and probably wore 

polos over veil, since folds of a veil appear on back and sides of 

throne. Throne is high-backed with upper ends ornamented 

with two pointed "palmettes" at right angles to each other. Small 

sejant sphinx (?) sits on top throne's right arm. Animal on left 

arm is not preserved. In front of throne is low footstool on which 

is seated small couchant lion, with body in left profile and head 

toward viewer. Back of top of throne is flat. Moldmade front. 

Hand-applied back. Interior is hollow and roughly smoothed. 

Very thin walls. 

White groundcoat is preserved on right arm, chiton and 

himation of Kybele, upper part of throne, especially "pal

mettes," footstool. Pink paint was used on himation, sections of 

chiton, veil, left side of throne (veil?), animals on arms of throne 

and footstool. Black paint appears on lower edge of himation, 

sections of chiton, veil, throne in clusters of dots on "palmettes," 

left side of throne, parts of small animal on arms of throne, legs 

of throne in vertical band. Back is unpainted. 

Highly micaceous, hard-fired red clay with many lime inclu

sions and small black particles creating speckled effect on 

surface. Munsell: 2.5YR 5/6 (red). 

Greek-manufactured, possibly Black Sea region. See Group 

II, pp. 79-80. 

The style of this Kybele figurine with the lanky body 

and proliferation of sharp-edged folds is distinctive but 

not specifically identifiable in terms of a manufacturing 

source. T h e closest parallels are from the area around the 

Black Sea, e.g., a Kybele from Amisos (modern Samsun) 

(Breitenstein 1941: 55, no. 507, pi. 62) and one from 

Myrmekion in the Crimea with a lion at her feet, dated to 

the 2d/1st century B.C. (Daux 1958: 352, fig. 2). 

61 Enthroned Kybele 

(a) T 53 and (b) T 115 Terracotta Deposit 5 (see pp. 67-69) 

(a) P.H. 0.122; P.W. 0.058; P.Th. 0.087 m. 

(b) P.H. 0.025; P.W. 0.035; P.Th. 0.034 m. 

PI. 19 

(a) Joined from two fragments preserving lower right side of 

throne from arm to resting surface at bottom, back right side, 

and lower right arm, hand and right leg of Kybele. Surface is 

badly chipped and worn, and burnt gray on exterior and 

interior. 
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(b) Single non-joining fragment preserving left foot and 

resting surface. Discoloration from burning on upper surface. 

Lime incrustation on interior. 

Kybele is seated on throne holding phiale in upturned right 

hand and couchant lion in profile to left in lap. Back is open. 

Interior is hollow with roughly worked surface. Moldmade. 

White groundcoat on Kybele, lion, throne sides and front. 

O n h trace of paint is red vertical band at rear right edge of 

throne. Back has no slip or paint. 

Micaceous, red-orange clay yvith few inclusions. Munsell: 

2.SYR 5/6 (red)-5YR 6/6 (reddish yellow). 

Greek-manufactured, possibly from Black Sea region. See 

Group II, pp. 79-80. 

62 Kybele? 

186 Trench PN, Layer 2 

P.H. 0.093; P.W. 0.065; Depth 0.026; Th. Walls 0.004-

0.006 m. 

PL 19 

Single fragment preserving torso and head of figure. Right 

and left forearms and tips of throne are missing. Facial features 

have been chipped away. Chips missing from polos, back of head 

and lower back edges of throne. Surface is worn, darkened by 

fire. 

Female figure wearing polos is seated on throne. Throne has 

high back with upper right corner terminating in "palmette" 

finial. Polos is high in front with "wings" to sides and back, like 

three-cornered hat. Thick roll of hair surrounds face and falls in 

two long strands over front of shoulders. At left side is projection 

yvhich may be tympanum. Back of throne is flat at top, hollowed 

out beneath and forms "hood" ending at height of mid-back. 

Interior has hollow, concave rough yvalls. Moldmade. 

No painted decoration. 

Soft, micaceous, yelloyvish red clay, fired gray at core. Mun

sell: 5YR 6/8 (reddish yellow). 

Greek-manufactured. 

The seated female figure, the crown or flaring polos, 

the throne yvith "palmette" finial (as in 52, 58-60) and the 

possible t y m p a n u m at the left side all suggest the identifi

cation of this figure as Kybele. A three-cornered polos 

can be found on female figurines from Aizanoi (R. 

N a u m a n n 1967: 241 f, pi. 29(1-2)) and Kapikaya (Nohlen 

and Radt 1978: 65, pi. 26, T 12). T h e poor state of 

preservation of the Gordion example, however, makes it 

difficult to specifically identify the headdress. It m a y be a 

so-called Phrygian helmet, worn by Kybele on a figurine 

from Mamurtkale dated to the 1st century B.C. (Topper

wein-Hoffmann 1978: 81, pi. 36, M K 12); a poorly 

preserved example of a crenelated crown (like, e.g., 

Mendel 1908: no. 2084, from Priene; see PI. 39); or 

simply a flaring polos. 

Also from Layer 2 of this same trench c a m e 155, a 

dove, 3d century B.C. pottery and a coin of Alexander the 

Great. F r o m the layer above in the same area came 79, a 

female protome. Trench P N lies just north of the Pottery 

Establishment (see Terracotta Deposit 5), and the excava

tor comments that the Layer 2 fill lies above what appears 

to be a clay-stuccoed tank, possibly used in the Pottery 

Establishment. 

63 Kybele (?) Fragment 

T 28 Terracotta Deposit 5 (see pp. 67-69) 

P.H. 0.050; Max.W. at height of forehead 0.071; Th. 

0.025 m. 

PL 19 

Joined from two fragments preserving upper half of head 

broken at height of eyes. Surface well preserved. 

Upper part of female wearing low polos, in relief against high 

background yvith rounded contour, possibly schematically ren

dered veil. Back of fragment is flat with "hood" at height of 

bottom of polos. Hollow interior. Moldmade front with back 

applied by hand. Mold has produced crisp impression. 

Surface of front is covered with white groundcoat, especially 

well preserved on face and hair. N o paint preserved. 

Lightly micaceous, light red clay, fired gray at core. Tiny 

white and some dark inclusions producing pockmarked surface. 

Munsell: exterior 2.5Y'R 6/6 (light red). 

Greek-manufactured. 

It cannot be certainly demonstrated that this female 

wearing a polos is Kybele. Poloi are not restricted to 

Kybele or even to deities. However, most of the Kybele 

figurines at Gordion do have poloi or crowns, while the 

other figurines which represent goddesses are bare

headed. 

Three figurines of female deities from Callatis (Ruma

nia) on the Black Sea are similar (Canarache 1969: 53, 

58, nos. 13, 15, 25) in the use of a medallion-like 

background around the head. T h e clay of the latter two is 

described as light brick red, as is the clay of the Gordion 

example. See also F. Winter 1903: 174, no. 5, from 

Smyrna (Izmir). 

64 Female with Tympanum 

T 78 Trench W M L - 4 M , near Floor 3 level 

P.H. 0.06; P.W. 0.067; Depth 0.027 m. 

PI. 19 

Single fragment preserving head and shoulders of woman, 

and left edge of figurine. Broken surface to left of figure. Back 

preserved to chest height. Surfaces badly worn. 

Female wearing veil (?) over Phrygian (?) cap, facing front and 

holding tympanum on left shoulder. Raised area at right 

shoulder with two finger-like projections may be object (or 

animal?) held in right hand. Veil falls down sides of figure, 

forming edges of figurine. Forehead high; eyes small in deep 

hollows; face rectangular; cheeks and chin full. Back of figure is 

irregular convex surface. Interior solid. Moldmade. 

Front of cap, face, neck and veil covered with reddish orange 

paint. Slight traces of paint on top and upper back. N o trace of 

white groundcoat. 

Very hard-fired, slightly micaceous yellow-pink clay with dark 

inclusions and lime particles. Munsell: 5YR 6/6 (reddish yellow). 

Greek-manufactured. 

There are many examples of the "temple girl" with 

t y m p a n u m from the Kybele shrine at Mamurtkale near 

Pergamon (Topperwein-Hoffmann 1978: pis. 3 5 J M K 4, 

M K 5, M K 8), 3 6 | M K 19, M K 20)). T h e only element 

which suggests that the figure should be identified as a 

temple attendant rather than Kybele herself is the cap. 

Kybele m o r e often wears a crown (see 52, 57, 62). 
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Females (65-96) 

After the animal category, the group of female figu

rines, including complete examples, bodies and detached 

heads, is the most numerous single category of terracotta 

figurines at Gordion. As at Troy (D. B.Thompson 1963a: 

124-136) and Myrina (Mollard-Besques 1963: 93-118, 

164-184, pis. 110-128, 199-220), standing draped fe

males and detached female heads are in abundance. At 

Gordion there are ten examples of standing draped 

females, mostly in fragmentary condition, one dancer 

(75) and one group composition, probably of dancing 

females (76), two seated females (77, 78), and one 

probable female protome (79). Three of the female heads 

are probably parts of plastic decoration for pottery 

(80-82). The rest of the representations of females are 

detached heads, an arm (95) and a drapery fragment 

(96). 

PROVENIENCE 

The vast majority of the female figurines from Gordion 

are imports manufactured at Greek sites, with the prob

able exceptions of 65 and 80-82 (all probable plastic 

attachments for vessels) and 83 and 84, probably Central 

Anatolian products of the Roman period. Similarities in 
style and clay composition link certain of the imported 

female types. For example, 67 and 68 were probably 

made from the same mold. It is no coincidence that these 

were recovered from the same house (see Terracotta 

Deposit 3), along with 57, 59 and 66, the former two 
Kybele figurines which were also probably manufactured 

at the same site (see discussion of Group I, pp. 78-79). 

Other groups of figurines can be isolated including 70, 

73, 74, 92 and 96 (Group II, pp. 79-80). A Pergamene 

workshop can be tentatively suggested for Group I, and 

possibly a Black Sea site for Group II. 

CHRONOLOGY 

Most of the female figurines from Gordion date to the 

Late Phrygian/Hellenistic period and most can be se

curely dated to the late 3d or early 2d century B.C., close 

to the 189 B.C. abandonment of Gordion (see Terracotta 

Deposits 3, 5 and 6). Only a small number of the female 

types can be definitely dated prior to the Late Phrygian/ 

Hellenistic period (e.g., 77, 79, 85), and two may be local 

products of the Roman period (83, 84). 

STANDING DRAPED FEMALE TYPES 

A m o n g the standing, draped Hellenistic female figu

rines many different types (costume and pose) are repre

sented: 

• right arm akimbo, left leg drawn back, body twisted 

to right, head to right, body muffled in himation (66); 

• body twisted to left, head to left, right arm across 

waist, right leg drawn back, body wrapped tightly in 
himation (67, 68); 

• frontal body, right leg drawn back, right arm 

lowered, left arm bent and elbow against hip. Himation 

wrapped around arms and body at waist height (69 and 

probably 72); 

• frontal body, muffled in himation wrapped over 

right shoulder to left side (71); 

• right arm bent, right leg drawn back (70); 

• left leg bent, body turned to left, himation around 

upper arms and back (73); 

• frontal body, left leg bent, muffled upper body (65). 

All these types are ultimately related to "Tanagra 

types" and can be seen as stylistically modified versions of 

these original "Tanagras" of the 4th century B.C. (see D. 

B. Thompson 1963a: 22-28 for discussion of "Tanagra 

types" and the Asiatic tradition of "Tanagras"). 67 and 68 

exhibit, in the rich plasticity of the drapery and elegant 

handling of the twisting body, affinities with an Asiatic 

style which Thompson links to Pergamon (ibid.: 24). 

Examination of the clay of these two figurines also 

indicates a possible Pergamene origin. 66, although in 

the same fabric as 67 and 68, is rendered in a much stiffer 

style resulting in a more rigid, block-like appearance. 
While the folds of the upper body have a kind of illogical 

plasticity, the lower body is treated as almost a single 
block with a few hollows at the lower legs. The only life in 

the figure is accomplished by the twisted pose and the 

now blurred but once wide-eyed facial features. 
69 is a lifeless rendering of a "Tanagra type" which 

enters the repertoire late in its history (late 3d-2d century 
B.C.). The himation is draped so as to reveal the right 

hand beneath, while illogically bunching in voluminous 

folds over the left hand. The chiton folds around the legs 

are heavy and anchor the statue to its base. 70 and 74, 

fragmentary standing females, bear affinities in the com

position of their clay and painting technique and may 

have been manufactured at the same Black Sea (?) site 

(see Group II, pp. 79-80). Stylistically, both show a 

crispness of line and sparseness of volume with broad flat 

or curving expanses which is unlike the majority of the 

female figurines from Gordion. 73 seems close to these 

two in the composition of the clay and painted decora

tion, yet the style differs considerably, revealing a small 

figure in an elegant, mannered pose with the garment 

creating a rippling effect. 
The handling of the drapery of 71 and 72 is similar to 

each other with many undulating surfaces and 

bunched-up folds. The one possibly locally manufac

tured standing female, 65, exhibits a careless style and a 
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lack of interest in the surface effects of drapery. The 

himation is treated as a broad heavy garment yvith a few-

diagonal folds and the chiton has lifeless vertical plaits 

mechanically tooled into the surface. 

The group of females, possibly dancing (76), is among 

the more exceptional of the Gordion corpus, for both its 

composition and style. The figure with the long ffoyving 

golden hair strikes a dramatic pose with her arms thrown 

up and her body twisted to the left. The fine folds of her 

thin chiton syveep left as her arm strains in the same 

direction. Similarities in clay composition and painting 

style link this group of figures with 70, 73 and 74, 

standing females, and 99, Eros in a flower. All may have 

been manufactured at the same site or yvorkshop (see 

discussion of Group II, pp. 79-80). 

FEMALE HEADS 
The detached female heads of the Hellenistic period 

also present a great variety of facial types, coiffures and 

headdresses. D. B. Thompson defines the Hellenistic 

facial types for the Troy figurines (1963a: 31-33) and it is 

this terminology which is adopted here. 

FACIAL TYPE 
The facial types include a pseudo-classicizing type yvith 

large, deep-set pop-eyes, large nose and heavy chin (68) 

and, from the same source, a face of more rounded type 

also with large eyes (these not so deeply set), large nose 

and heavy chin. 86 exhibits some of these same features, 

e.g., the heavy, classicizing face and chin, the large nose 

and eyes. Here the eyes are yvidely set with less of a 

pop-eyed look. It is interesting to note the variety in the 

facial types within the figurines probably produced at the 

same site. For example, the Kybele figurines (57-59) 

probably belong to the same group as 67 and 68 (see 

discussion of Group I, pp. 78-79), yet the definition of the 

facial features of 57-59 comes almost entirely from the 

painted details creating a perky, alert look on round or 

angular faces. 

A round, almost childlike facial type but with much-

blurred features is 87. 89 is also of the round facial type, 

here with heavy eyelids, bulbous nose and full lips. These 

same heavy eyelids producing a squint-eyed look are 

seen on another figurine with a round facial type (91), yet 

here the nose is small and pert and the mouth is small. 

An angular, more elongated facial type is popular 

among the Hellenistic imports to Gordion from the 3d 

century B.C. on (e.g., 88, 92, 93), while 94 combines an 

angular face with a wide nose and full chin. A locally 

manufactured female face (Nike vessel handle (?): 33) 

exhibits the angular facial type with small eyes and nose 
and heavy chin. 

COIFFURE 
The varieties of Hellenistic hairdos are described by D. 

B. Thompson (1963a: 36-44). At Gordion, most of these 

coiffures are represented: 

• Knidian coiffure (parted in middle, drawn up loosely 

to side and back in thick roll) (66, 86, 92-94); 

• Knidian coiffure with bun at back (33); 

• Knidian coiffure with braid at back (68); 

• Bowknot coiffure (88); 

• Melon coiffure with deep waves (87). 

The hair of 83, a probably locally manufactured figu

rine of Roman date, rises in strands to a peak above the 

forehead and frames the sides of the face and neck in a 

thick roll. 

HEADDRESS 
The varieties of headdresses include: a thick rolled 

wreath (66), which becomes more popular in the later 2d 

century B.C.; a veil (87 and 92); a flat fillet (86); a rolled 

fillet (33 and 91); a sakkos or kerchief (89); and a broad 

stephane (94). 

FUNCTION 
As is the case for most figurines with non-divine 

subjects, it is difficult to determine what functions these 

figurines had in their original contexts. All of the Gor

dion females come from the City Mound and are, 

therefore, from non-funerary contexts. Three of the 

females, probably locally manufactured, are probably 

plastic decorations for vessels (80-82). The groups of 

Hellenistic female figurines from deposits, such as 66-68, 

93 (from Terracotta Deposit 3); 69, 70, 74, 91, 92, 96 

(from Terracotta Deposit 5); and 73 (from Terracotta 

Deposit 6), may tentatively be assigned functions as 

votive figurines for private shrines dedicated to Kybele 

(in the case of Terracotta Deposits 3 and 5) or to Kybele 

and Attis (in the case of Terracotta Deposit 6). As votives 

these figurines would have been set on an altar or base or 

suspended and would have been meant to represent the 

dedicant or simply a pleasing object for the deity. 

Little more regarding the function of the rest of these 

female figurines can be ascertained from their contexts. 

One female head (87) comes from the floor of a house 

and another (86) from a pit in a trench which also 

produced a standing female (65) and an Eros head (103). 

Although the primary function of the majority of the 

female figurines was probably religious, a purely secular 

function may possibly be ascribed to some of the female 

types. 

The use of terracotta figurines as dolls or toys to dress 

up and use in imaginative play is usually assigned only to 
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a specific type of figurine of the Classical period (Higgins 

1967: 75, 83, pis. 30B, 31C, 35C; see also D. B. T h o m p 

son 1963a: 87 ff., n. 89). T h e essential features of these 

dolls are nudity and detachable or movable limbs. There 

is no specific evidence that draped female figurines were 

used as toys. 

"Tanagra types" are found in great numbers in graves 

(e.g., at Myrina; see Burr 1934: 5-6), which would 

suggest that they were the personal possessions of the 

deceased (whether male or female we don't know) or that 

they were gifts offered to the deceased to provide escort 

or service in the afterlife, like Egyptian ushabtis. In 

Tumulus A at Gordion, a cremation burial of ca. 540-530 

B.C., large numbers of pieces of jewelry, spindle whorls, 

an ivory kore and a kore unguentarium were a m o n g the 

burial gifts, suggesting that a female was buried within. 

At Olynthos, where figurines were found in only sixty-

two of around six hundred tombs of the 5th and 4th 

centuries, figurines were more c o m m o n in children's 

tombs than in adults' (Higgins 1967: 1). T h e latter might 

suggest that terracotta figurines of some kinds were used 

as dolls or toys. 

T h e other possible use for these draped females might 

be purely ornamental, as bric-a-brac to decorate one's 

house or as souvenirs or mementos of travels or a special 

event, such as a wedding or festival day. T h e evidence is, 

again, scanty, but the existence of figurines at Gordion, 

especially of the draped female type, in domestic establish

ments m a y suggest a decorative function for some. 

Whatever the ultimate use, it is very unlikely that the 

coroplasts w h o m a d e these draped female figurines had a 

single market in mind. They were probably sold for use 

in homes, sanctuaries, shrines and graves. T h e fact that 

none have been recovered from graves at Gordion 

reflects only the fact that few tombs of the Uate Phrygian/ 

Hellenistic period have been excavated at the site (R. S. 

Y o u n g 1956: 250-252). 

STANDING FEMALES 

65 Standing Female 

T 68 Trench MN-VV, Layer 5 fill, below level of House 3 

P.H. 0.098; Max.W. 0.053; D. 0.032; Th. walls 0.006-

0.011 m. 

PL 20 

Joined from three fragments preserving lower torso from 

abdomen to base and lower back. Missing left foot, chip off loyver 

front of garment and lower edge next to right foot. 

Female wearing chiton and himation in contrapposto stance 

with right leg straight, left leg bent at knee and drawn to side. 

Body is narrow from front to back and presents almost one-

dimensional view. Himation covers upper part of fragment with 

thick bunch of material falling along right side and excess 

hanging over left elbow down left side. Chiton falls in closely 

packed fluted folds over lower legs in front and on sides. Right 

foot peeks out from beneath drapery. Loyver border of skirt 

forms base for figurine. Back is smoothed and rounded with no 

modeling or working. Interior is hollow with roughly worked 

walls. Front half is moldmade; back handmade. Join between 

front and back halves visible on interior. Additional tooling of 

folds of chiton with burin. 

Tiny flecks of white groundcoat on himation. No paint 

survives. Entire exterior surface of front and back is slipped with 

fine buff clay. 

Slightly micaceous light reddish brown clay yvith small dark 

and light inclusions. Munsell: 5YR 6/4 (light reddish brown). 

Central Anatolian or locally manufactured. 

The figure is crudely made and obviously derivative of 

a type of standing female figure yvith left hand on hip 

known from Myrina (Mollard-Besques 1963: pis. 113-

116) and Troy (D. B . T h o m p s o n 1963a: 126, no. 164, pi. 

37, "Myrina style of 2nd century B.C."). 

Along with earlier material, a coin (C 651) of Seleukos 

II (246-226 B.C.), minted in Antioch, was found in Layer 

5 in the process of removing House 3. A date as late as the 

second half of the 3d century or even the early 2d century 

is thus likely for the context of this standing female. Also 

found in the same trench and sequence in layers above 

were 13, goat rhyton; 86, female head; 103, Eros head. 

66 Standing Female with Wreath 

T 5 Terracotta Deposit 3 (see pp. 66-67) 

H. 0.242; Max.W. base 0.072; Depth base 0.075; Th. yvalls 

0.005-0.011; H. head 0.030 m. 

PI. 20 and Color PI. I 

Joined from ten fragments preserving head, upper torso and 

legs. Missing section of waist at front and left side; back of 

wreath; fragment of back left side; chips from front right corner 

of base, front of upper torso and around vent hole. Paint well 

preserved on lower body. Lime incrustation on interior. Exte

rior darkened by contact with soil and face has dark incrusta

tion. 

Female wearing heavy rolled wreath, chiton and himation, 

standing on low plinth with right arm akimbo and left leg drawn 

back to side of base. Head is turned to right. Face is triangular 

with full cheeks and high cheekbones. Eyes are wide open and 

deep set. Mouth is small, composed of two ridges, upper turned 

down over loyver at left side. Upper torso is muffled in himation 

from neck to mid-calf Himation falls in thick bunch and folds 

along left side and in back forming simple curve as it dips down 

to level of calves. Right arm, beneath himation, is bent and hand 

rests on hip. Chiton appears beneath himation only on lower 

legs and covering feet. It is defined by variegated surface of low 

ridges and grooves. Base is low square plinth narrowing toward 

back. Himation and chiton on back of figure are treated simply. 

In center of back at height of right elbow is small circular hole 

(D. 0.006 m.). O n back at height of upper thighs is large 

rectangular vent hole (0.034 x 0.019 m.). Interior is hollow and 

roughly smoothed with spatula and lingers. 

Made from approximately six molds: front of head; back of 

head; front of upper torso; front of loyver torso; base; back. Point 

of juncture between front and back halves of upper and lower 

torso pieces is detectable on right and left sides of interior where 

extra layer of clay seals seams. Wreath was handmade and 

added to head. 
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White groundco.il on wreath, crown of head, hair, left side of 

lace and chin, entire front of body. Thick brick-red paint 

adheres to hair all around. Himation is light blue (turned green 

in places) with black borders. Chiton has pink front panel with 

bla< k lower borders and sides. Black could be underpainting for 

another color which has disappeared or discoloration of original 

paint (e.g., blue). 

Fine, tan-orange clay with few lime inclusions and no mica

ceous particles. Munsell: 7.5YR 7/6 (reddish yellow). 

Greek-manufactured, probably Pergamene. See Group I, 

pp. 78-79. 

The clay, painted decoration and style match those of 

67 and 68. See Terracotta Deposit 3. 

T h e type of the standing female muffled in himation 

with one arm akimbo is well k n o w n (e.g., Sieveking 1916: 

pi. 50; Mollard-Besques 1963: 94-96, esp. pi. 11 Id, Bo72, 

from Myrina; Burr 1934: pi. 32(82|, from Myrina, first 

half of 2d century B.C.; Laumonier 1956: pi. 27(273), 3d 

century B.C. from Rhenia; Belin de Ballu 1972: pi. 63(3]) 

and can be documented from the 3d century B.C. to the 

1st century B.C. A close parallel for the Gordion example 

was excavated on Cyprus (Karageorghis 1976: 849, fig. 

16). Only the upper body is preserved, with wreathed 

head and muffled upper body. T h e hair, like the Gor

dion female's, is painted red. 

T h e wreath, thick and rolled, is not popular until the 

later 2d century B.C., according to D. B. T h o m p s o n 

(1963a: 45 ff., 135ff, nos. 260 ff.), but appears on this 

figurine yvhich cannot be later than 189 B.C. For figurines 

from Pergamon with similar wreaths see Topperwein 

1976: nos. 315, 321, 322, pis. 47-48. See also wreaths on 

figurines from Macedonia (Mendel 1908: 3068-3069; PL 

41). For a similar though earlier female wearing a wreath 

from Kallipoli (Aetolia) see Themelis 1979: 253, 260, fig. 

9b; that site was destroyed by Galatians in 279 B.C. A n d 

for females with wreaths from Middle Hellenistic units at 

Tarsus (i.e., later 3d-early 2d century B.C.) see G o l d m a n 

1950: 368-369, nos. 493, 494, 496, 498, 499. 

67 Standing Female 

T 10 Terracotta Deposit 3 (see pp. 66-67) 

P.H. 0.198; P.W. 0.067; P.D. 0.063; Th. walls 0.0015-

0.01 m. 

PL 21 

Joined from six fragments preserving body from neckline to 

above feet including left breast, right arm, right and left sides. 

Traces of burning appear on uppermost fragment of chest, 

break and lower edge of himation. 

Standing female draped in chiton and himation. Body is 

twisted to left. Garments fit tightly over full chest. From left 

breast himation falls in short radiating folds toyvard right arm, 

yvhich is hidden beneath himation and bent across waist. From 

below right arm folds fall diagonally to right in deep channels. 

Beneath hand over abdomen are three superimposed rounded 

U-shaped folds. O n left side of body himation falls over hips in 

undulating ridges. Overhanging zigzag edge of himation ap

pears at left side of fragment. At bottom of fragment below 

undulating lower edge of himation, chiton appears. Interior is 

hollow with walls smoothed by fingers and spatula. Moldmade. 

Made from same generation of mold as 68. 

White groundcoat survives on upper fragment, covering 

shoulders and breast, and on himation and chiton. Traces of 

black on himation at left edge. Chiton is painted brown-black at 

left, while central section at bottom of fragment is blue. 

Tan-orange clay with tiny white inclusions and no traces of 

mica. Munsell: 7.5YR 7/6 (reddish yellow). 

Greek-manufactured, probably Pergamene. See Group I, 

pp. 78-79. 

See text for 68. 

68 Standing Female 

T 8/T 9 Terracotta Deposit 3 (see pp. 66-67) 

H. 0.256; H. head 0.043; W . head 0.034; Th. head 0.035; 

P.W. base 0.069; Th. body 0.005-0.009 m. 

PI. 21 and Color PI. I 

Joined from fourteen fragments preserving head, shoulders 

and right half of body to base. Chip missing from nose. Facial 

features worn. Traces of burning on interior of body and left 

side of face and hair. Orange stain on left side of hair and 

brownish yellow lines on left cheek. White incrustation on 

interior of body. 

Draped female standing in frontal position with head turned 

to left. Narrow face framed by hair parted in center and drawn 

to sides in roll marked with haphazardly executed incisions. 

Thickening at nape of neck suggests braid. Top and back of 

head are roughly smoothed. Forehead is shallow; right eye 

better defined and more deeply set than left; eyebrow defined by 

ridge; nose widened at end and nostrils marked by grooves; 

mouth small with tightly pursed lips; lower lip full. Body is 

tightly wrapped in chiton and himation accentuating form 

beneath. Right arm, beneath himation, is bent across waist. 

Folds of himation fall from arm in deep grooves to knee area. 

Right knee is slightly bent and right leg drawn back to right. 

Folds of himation fan out to right below knee. Chiton, defined 

by broad vertical folds in concave curve, is revealed at bottom 

edge on lower plane than himation. Interior of body is concave 

and smoothed with fingers and spatula. Moldmade. Head and 

body molded separately. Layer of fine clay applied to exterior 

surface of head. 

Entire exterior surface is covered with white groundcoat. 

Traces of brownish black paint on lower locks beside face. One 

speck of pink-red paint on upper lip. Himation has black border 

at bottom. Chiton is black (discolored?) with pink vertical band 

down center. 

Tan-orange clay with small white inclusions fired gray at core. 

N o mica visible. Munsell: 7.5YR 7/4 (pink)-7/6 (reddish yellow). 

Greek-manufactured, probably Pergamene. See Group I, 

pp. 78-79. 

67 and 68 have matching bodies. Both were made from 

the same generation mold. T h e fabric, painted decora

tion and manufacturing technique are the same. In 

addition, 57-59, 66 exhibit similarities of fabric, tech

nique and decoration and all probably belong to the 

same workshop. It is hardly coincidental that all except 

one of these (58) came from the same household deposit 

(see Terracotta Deposit 3). 

http://groundco.il
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The general type of the draped female in this pose is 
easily paralleled: F. Winter 1903: 33, no. 5; Topperwein 

1976: 181, nos. 20, 201, pi. 4. (end of 3d century B.C.), 

pp. 18, 202, nos. 35 and 36, pi. 6 (from Pergamon, end of 

3d-beginningof2d century B.C.); Mollard-Besques 1963: 
pi. 117d, M Y R 248 (from Myrina, after-mid 3d century 

B.C.); Laumonier 1956: no. 273, pi. 27 (from Rhenia, 3d 

century B.C.); Wiegand and Schrader 1904: 158, fig. 133 
(from Priene). 

A close parallel in terracotta for the head type is harder 

to find. T h e best parallels for the head are in stone 

sculpture, e.g., a female from Rhodes (Gualandi 1979: 

45, no. 6, fig. 9) dated to the end of the 3d or beginning of 

the 2d century B.C. 

69 Standing Female 

T 55 Terracotta Deposit 5 (see pp. 67-69) 

P.H. 0.198; Max.W. 0.110; Max.Th. 0.052; Th. walls 0.004-

0.008 m. 

PL 22 

Body nearly complete, lacking head, lower left arm, frag

ments of front, lower right side of chiton, front left side of base 

and back of base. Surface gray from burning. 

Draped female on low squarish base in contrapposto stance 

with weight on left leg. Upper body has pronounced backward 

tilt with hips thrust forward. Right arm is slightly bent and 

lowered on right upper thigh, while left arm is bent with elbow 

set against hip and forearm extended. Female wears short-

sleeved chiton with V-neck, fastened by buttons at shoulders. 

Chiton dips in rounded V-shape at neckline, falling to base and 

covering feet. Himation is wrapped around body at waist height, 

covering right arm and with excess falling over left arm. Back of 

body is roughly smoothed, flat in upper area and rounded in 

lower body. At middle of back is large rectangular vent hole 

(0.038 x 0.0275 m.), above which is small round hole with 

irregular edges (D. 0.008 m.). Tiny hole appears above this, but 

since walls are very thin it is likely that this was not intentional. 

Interior is hollow with roughly finished walls. Front of body 

made from relatively fresh mold though slightly flawed (e.g., 

damage to outside of left breast). Back added by hand. Head and 

base moldmade and added separately. Buttons at shoulders 

handmade and applied to finished product. 

Front and sides are covered with white groundcoat, noyv 

much faded. Painted decoration on himation and chiton badly 

discolored so that both appear to be black (possibly once blue). 

Black on upper part of chiton in V-shape between breasts and 

defining band below breasts. Loyver border of chiton has wide 

black band. Thin black line at mid-calf height. Right and left 

sides of chiton are solid black. Himation has black border at top 

(bunched folds around abdomen) and bottom. Overhanging 

folds on left side are mostly black. Sleeves of chiton are defined 

by two thin red horizontal lines. Speck of red survives on neck 

just below break. Back is unpainted. 

Very slightly micaceous yellow-orange clay with lime inclu

sions and other small grit inclusions. Hard-fired, possibly some

what discolored at core (seen on break at neck and on base) from 

secondary burning. Munsell: 7.5YR 7/4 (pink)-7/8 (reddish 

yellow). 
Greek-manufactured. 

T h e type of the standing draped female with himation 

dropping across waist, right arm beneath himation grasp

ing chiton and left arm bent and held out at diagonal 

probably originated sometime in the late 3d or early 2d 

century B.C. Assuming a pre-189 B.C. date for the Gor

dion example, it is a m o n g the earliest terracottas of the 

type. For later examples see Burr 1934: nos. 91-93 (from 

Myrina, later 1st century B.C., "following sculptural 

tradition of 2nd or early 1st century B.C."); F. Winter 

1903: 72, no. 4 (early 1st century B.C.); Kleiner 1942: pi. 

12 top left: (from Myrina); Mendel 1908: no. 2567, pi. 

10(3): (from Myrina). T h e Gordion example is quite 

lifeless; the V-shaped folds on the front of the himation 

are mechanically rendered and the drapery clings less to 

the body than in all of these later examples. 

This type of thin rectangular base occurs on so-called 

"Tanagras" of the best period and is used commonly for 

the standing "Tanagra-type" females at Myrina (Burr 

1934: 20; see also D. B. T h o m p s o n 1963a: 17). Rectangu

lar vent holes are also c o m m o n on figurines which derive 

from the so-called "Tanagra types"(ibid.: 18-19), e.g., at 

Priene and Myrina (Topperwein-Hoffmann 1971: 132; 

Burr 1934:20). 

For a figurine from Athens of the late 3d or first half of 

the 2d century B.C. with a rectangular vent hole and 

additional holes above and below the main hole, see D. B. 

T h o m p s o n 1963b: 277, no. 20. 

70 Standing Female 

'I' 52 Terracotta Deposit 5 (see pp. 67-69) 

P.H. 0.135; P.W. 0.08; P.Depth 0.051; Th. walls 0.003-

0.007 m. 

PI. 22 

Joined from two fragment preserving front of lower torso 

from below waist to shins. Fragment broken all around. Paint 

well preserved but discolored. Exterior and interior burned. 

Draped female standing with right leg bent and right arm 

probably bent and held out to side. Himation spreads out from 

right side in single thick fold as if hanging from bent arm. 

Himation ends above knee in curving contour and chiton 

appears beneath, defined by closely packed folds. Folds of chiton 

begin to fan out toward bottom on right side as if right leg is 

drawn back or out to right. Only small section of back with thick 

bunch of himation on right side is preserved. Back is smoothed 

surface. Interior is hollow; interior of walls smoothed with 

fingers and spatula. Moldmade. 

White groundcoat covers front exterior surface. White hima

tion has wide lower border of pink with narrow band of white at 

top. Himation falling along left side is pink. Chiton is solid pink 

with thin horizontal white line at mid-calf. Back is unpainted. 

Hard-fired, micaceous, red-orange clay with small light and 

dark inclusions. Munsell: 2.5YR 5/6 (red)-5YR 6/6 (reddish 

yellow). 

Greek-manufactured, possibly Black Sea region. See Group 

II, pp. 79-80. 

The pose of this draped female is probably close to that 

of 69, although with arms reversed, and to that of a 
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figurine from Myrina dating to the beginning of the 2d 

century B.C. (Mollard-Besques 1963: M Y R 650, pi. 127). 

The clay matches that of the seated Kybele from the 

same deposit (61) and both figurines, as well as those in 

Group II (p. xx), are likelv to be from the same manufac

turing source. 

71 Standing Female 
f IS Trench NCT, Level lb. E Ext. 
P.H. 0.058; P.W. 0.036-0.038; Depth ca. 0.028; Th. walls 
0.004-0.005 m. 

PI. 22 

Single fragment preserving left side of torso from base of neck 

to around waist. Lacking head and upper neck, right edge of 

torso and entire lower body. Back preserved at top left. Surface 

intact. 

Standing female in frontal position covered up to neck in 

himation pulled across body and over left arm at diagonal. Back 

is not modeled but is smoothed. Interior is hollow and smoothed 

on lower part. Moldmade front with incision to delineate folds. 

Slight traces of white groundcoat in incised folds of garment 

and on shoulder area. 

Micaceous pink-brown clay fired light brown on exterior and 

gray at core. Hard-fired with sandy and lime inclusions. Tiny 

bead-like protuberances and pockmarks on surface. Munsell: 

exterior 7.5YR 6/4 (light brown); interior 2.SYR 6/4 (light 

reddish brown). 

Greek-manufactured. 

Same type as terracotta from Myrina (Istanbul inv. 

130; Mendel 1908: no. 2451). Context pottery from level 

includes material that can be dated to first half of 3d 

century B.C. 

72 Standing (?) Female 

T 136 Trench M N , Clay Cut C, Kilns B and E 

P.H. 0.055; P.W. 0.049; Th. walls 0.004-0.006 m. 

PI. 22 

Single fragment preserving part of upper and lower torso and 

stump of left arm. 

Draped female figure with body bent at waist; upper torso 

bending forward; left arm raised. Moldmade. 

No painted decoration. 

Pale orange clay, heavily micaceous with silver particles, white 

inclusions. Munsell: core 5YR 6/6 (reddish yellow); surface 5YR 

6/6-7/6 (reddish yellow). 

Greek-manufactured. 

73 Standing Female 

T 56 Terracotta Deposit 6 (see pp. 69-70) 

P.H. 0.129; W. 0.048; Th. 0.003-0.006 m. 

PI. 22 

Four joining fragments preserving body and part of base to 

resting surface and two non-joining fragments of base. Lacking 

head, fragments of right and left lower chiton edge and base, 

lower side from below left arm to left foot. Paint well preserved. 

Female wearing chiton and himation in mannered contrap-

posto stance on high cylindrical base. Body is long and narrow. 

Left leg is bent with hips thrust forward and body turned slightly 

to left. Himation is wrapped around arms with excess falling in 

flattened mass along right side. Chiton has V-shaped neckline 

and is belted high beneath breasts, falling in fluted folds to cover 

legs. Right foot peeks from beneath chiton. High cylindrical base 

has convex upper molding and tapers slightly to narrower 

resting surface. Back of figurine is open with interior walls 

roughly worked. Moldmade in one piece with upper molding of 

base; rest of base added separately. 

Entire front of figurine is covered yvith white groundcoat. 

Himation and upper part of chiton are white with no trace of 

paint. Lower part of chiton is pink with band of white above. 

Back is unpainted. 

Very slightly micaceous red-brown clay with tiny dark and 

light inclusions, fired gray-black at core. Munsell: surface 5YR 

6/4 (light reddish brown)-6/8 (reddish yellow). 

Greek-manufactured, possibly Black Sea region. See Group 

II, pp. 79-80. 

The clay and painted decoration of this figurine match 

closely those of 74 and 76. All three figurines are likely to 

be from the same workshop. 

T h e context from which this figurine comes seems 

clearly to date to the late 3d or early 2d century B.C. and 

to represent the final Late Phrygian/Hellenistic phase of 

Gordion, i.e., pre-189 B.C. 

A close stylistic parallel for the Gordion example is 

Myrina inv. no. 354 in Istanbul (Mendel 1908: no. 2579). 

See PL 41. 

74 Standing Female 

T 26 Terracotta Deposit 5 (see pp. 67-69) 

P.H. 0.06; P.W. 0.057; Th. walls 0.005; H. base 0.011 m. 

PI. 23 

Single fragment preserving front of base, left foot and lower 

garment of draped female. Back missing. Paint well preserved. 

Draped female standing on low, round base. Leg is drawn 

slightly to left side. Garment with wide, sharp-edged folds covers 

lower leg, allowing only left foot to peek out from beneath. Left 

foot wears high-soled sandal with pointed toe. Base has torus 

molding at upper and lower edges. Bottom is flat. Interior 

surface is roughly smoothed. Moldmade. 

Entire front of garment is covered with white groundcoat, 

over which pink paint leaves two broad horizontal bands across 

legs reserved white. Foot is white. Sole of sandal is painted red. 

Top of base is black, while front edge is white. Bottom is 

unpainted. 

Lightly micaceous brick red-orange clay with small dark, 

gritty inclusions. Munsell: 5YR 6/4 (light reddish brown). 

Greek-manufactured, possibly Black Sea region. See Group 

II, pp. 79-80. 

The clay and painted decoration closely match 73, 76 

and 92. 92 from the same deposit m a y be the head for 

this standing female. 

This type of low profiled oval base is close to Mollard-

Besques 1963: pi. 112b, M Y R 221 (first half of 2d century 

B.C.), from Myrina. A later variant of the same type of 

base is D. B. T h o m p s o n 1963a: 106, no. 92 (late 2d 

century B.C.), from Troy, and Mollard-Besques 1963: pis. 

lllb,d,f, 112a, 131d. 
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75 Female Dancer? 

T 122 Trench N C T , Context Storage Bag 28 (Level 1C 
samples) 

P.H. 0.08; W. 0.03; Depth 0.02 m. 

PL 23 

Single fragment, badly worn, lacking head and chips from 

front of lower torso, left leg, right side and back. 

Draped female, possibly dancer with long, narrow body, 

tightly wrapped in himation. Figure is tyvisted to left with right 

leg thrust forward and foot pointed at right diagonal. Right arm 

is probably bent and held against body beneath himation. Left 

arm may be akimbo. Bottom of figure is flat. Down back is sharp 

ridge and at back left is roughly finished surface. Moldmade. 

No painted decoration. Trace of white, possibly incrustation, 

on back. 

Non-micaceous gritty light red clay. Munsell: 2.5\'R 6/6 (light 

red). 

Greek-manufactured. 

The best-known of Hellenistic dancers in miniature is 

the so-called "Baker Dancer" from Alexandria (see D. B. 

T h o m p s o n 1950: 371-385, late 3d-early 2d century B.C.). 

T h e Gordion example is certainly not comparable in 

quality or material, but the dating of the two is probably 

close, if w e can assign the Gordion figurine to the late 3d 

or early 2d century, before Gordion's abandonment in 

189 B.C. T h e context pottery cannot narrow the date of 

this figurine beyond the Late Phrygian/Hellenistic pe

riod. 

T h e mantle dancer is a type which spans several 

centuries, from the Classical period (e.g., from Corinth, 

unpublished, M F 71-11, dancer with tambourine, neg. 

71-33-36, Lot 7079, third quarter 4th century B.C.) to the 

1st century B.C. (D. B. T h o m p s o n 1963a: 106, no. 90, pi. 

24). (See ibid.: 102-107 for Troy examples and discussion 

of type.) 

A similar example in terracotta from the Kybele shrine 

at Mamurtkale near Pergamon is identified as a male 

"schauspieler" (Topperwein-Hoffmann 1978: 84, 89, pi. 

37, M K 27) and is dated to the last third of the 3d century 

B.C. A lst-century B.C. female dancer from Pergamon 

(Topperwein 1976: no. 164, pi. 25) strikes a twisted pose 

similar to the Gordion example's. 

76 Group Composition: Dancing (?) Females 

T 87a,b,c Trench W2S3,just under Floor 2 

(a) P.H. 0.109; P.W. 0.058; P.Th. 0.045; Th. walls 0.002-

0.004 m. 

(b) P.H. 0.114; P.W. 0.039; Th. yvalls 0.002-0.005 m. 

(c) P.H. 0.05; P.W. 0.029; Th. walls 0.004-0.006 m. 

PL 23 and Color PL I 

(a) Joined from six fragments preserving back of figure from 

shoulders to back of upper thighs. Lacking right and lower left 

arm from elbow. Chips from hair and back. Finished edge at 

lower right side. Colors well preserved. Traces of carbon on 

chiton. 
(b) Joined from six fragments preserving right side of back 

from right shoulder to upper thighs. Finished edge at right side 

probably where front and back halves joined. Curving finished 

edge at lower left side, probably vent hole. Colors well pre

served. 

(c) Single fragment of central area of lower edge of chiton and 

left foot. Colors well preserved. Other small non-joining drapery 

fragments. 

Group of two, possibly three women. Curving finished edges 

on fragments a and b are both probably sides of vent opening, 

thus giving clue to alignment of figures (see PL 23). Figures a 

and b are probably locking arms and facing each other in 

three-quarter pose. Fragment c may belong to third female 

standing in frontal position. Body of figure a is bent forward and 

to left in exaggerated S-curve. with arms raised. Four long 

tyvisted locks fall over left shoulder and back. Figure wears 

chiton and mantle or cape, edge of which is probably held in left 

hand so that it forms thick roll beside left arm and fans out 

beneath arm. Right side is rendered with little modeling and 

side of buttocks is flat. At lower right edge is section of circular 

vent hole. Figure b is standing in pronounced S-curve with right 

shoulder sloping down sharply, waist bent in on right side and 

back forming concavity as if hips are thrust forward. Figure 

wears chiton with sleeves bunched on upper arm. At lower left is 

one-third of circular vent hole. Figure c, perhaps from third 

figure or from figure b, has preserved lower edge of central part 

of chiton and left foot peeking out from beneath folds. Other 

small non-joining fragments from same group represent drap

ery. Interior of all figures in group is hollow with roughly 

finished walls. Moldmade in sections, fronts and backs. Hair of a 

is hand-tooled and added separately. 

Exterior surfaces of fragments a, b and c are covered with 

white groundcoat except sections which might have been at back 

of group composition, e.g., right side of a, center back of b. Over 

white groundcoat are profuse, thickly painted details in two 

shades of pink, blue, gold, yellow and red. 

O n figure a, chiton is light pink with very thin yellow-orange 

lines corresponding to vertical modeled folds. Across buttocks is 

wide, light pink horizontal band with two horizontal lines at 

bottom edge of band in darker, thicker pink paint. Below pink 

lines are yellow-orange lines. Hair is gold. Arms are white. 

Mantle or cape is solid dark pink with pink lines for straps 

attaching at shoulders and around chest. At upper right break is 

thin vertical line of red. O n figure b, chiton is white with 

overpainting of pink at front of shoulder. Below shoulder are 

two shades of pink, lighter pink covering right half and band of 

darker pink toward middle of back. Left side is unpainted. O n 

fragment c, central vertical panel of chiton is pastel blue. To left 

and below blue panel is dark pink. Foot is painted red. 

Non-joining fragments of drapery are painted pink with thin 

yellow lines. 

Hard-fired, non-micaceous, red-yellow clay, fired gray at core 

in thicker sections, with small dark inclusions. Munsell: 2.5YR 

6/8 (light red). 

Greek-manufactured, possibly Black Sea region. See Group 

II, pp. 79-80. 

It is not clear exactly how these fragments relate to one 

another but it is certain from the context, size, clay, 

technique and painted decoration that they belong to a 

single group composition. As m u c h as it is possible to 

reconstruct the group, two figures appear to be facing 

each other and a third (?) is in a frontal position. It is 
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likclv that the two or three female figures are dancing. 

The very dramatic figure yvith the long flowing golden 

hair suggests a maenad or a Muse. 

The possibility of a three-figure composition leads one 

to consider the three Graces or three nymphs as an 

identification. No published parallels for this exact type 

of group composition exist, although there are, of course, 

terracotta groups of figures playing (e.g., plastic vase of 

tyvo boys and girl playing ephedrismos: Robinson 1952: 

204-208, nos. 265, 265A) or individuals dancing (e.g., F. 

Winter 1903: 158, no. 7 = Istanbul Museum 687 = 

Mendel 1908: 490, no. 3153) or women together in 

various poses (Mollard-Besques 1963: pis. 134-137, from 

Myrina). 

The clay and painted decoration are very close to those 

of 70, 73, 74 and 99 and are likely to be from the same 

workshop. See Group II, pp. 79-80 for figurines prob

ably from the same manufacturing site. 

For a description of the context and imported black-

glazed pottery see F. A. Winter 1984: 316. From the 

ceramics, a date in the second half of the 3d or early 2d 

century B.C. is possible for this context. 

SEATED FEMALES 

77 Seated Female 

T 96 Trench PPP-N, Floor 5, robbed wall 

P.H. 0.107; P.W. 0.03; P.Depth 0.058; Th. walls 0.002-

0.005 m. 

PI. 24 

Joined from three fragments preserving lower right side and 

right front of seated figure from lower torso to lower legs. 

Broken at bottom. Finished surface at back of chair leg. Worn. 

Surfaces discolored and slightly blackened from contact with 

fire. 

Draped female wearing peplos with deep kolpos, seated on 

chair yvith right hand on right thigh. Fingers are positioned as if 

holding small object or plucking at drapery. Only back of right 

chair leg is shown. Interior is hollow with walls smoothed by 

spatula and fingers. Moldmade. 

Traces of white groundcoat on exterior. N o paint visible. 

Very lightly micaceous pinkish tan clay fired gray at core with 

small dark and light inclusions. Munsell: 5YR 6/6 (reddish 

yellow). 

Greek-manufactured, Attic? 

Context allows a 5th-century B.C. date for this figurine 

and stylistically it might be dated to ca. 470 B.C. Although 

no attributes survive to identify the female, the sugges

tion that she m a y be a Kybele or Mother of the G o d s type 

is not unreasonable. 

78 Seated (?) Female 

T 100 Trench W S 7, from digging platform, probably 

from Floor 5 

P.H. 0.043; P.W. 0.065; Depth 0.029; W . resting surface 

0.007-0.01; Th. walls 0.003-0.005 m. 

PL 24 

Single fragment preserving front and back of upper torso. 

Lacking front of head from mouth and entire back of head, right 

shoulder. Chips from left edge. Finished lower edge is worn 

smooth. White incrustation on breaks and interior. 

Female figure, possibly seated against throne. Body is twisted 

slightly left, head tilted left. Head is small with narrow chin and 

long neck. Breasts are full and chest projects. At sides of head 

are thick wavy masses of hair flowing over shoulders. O n right 

side upper arm is against breast. O n left side is flat plane of 

mantle (?). Back is smoothed convex surface. Interior is hollow. 

Moldmade in two halves, front and back. Join of two halves is 

visible on exterior where sides are pinched together. Finished 

edge at bottom may be point of joining with another molded 

section of torso. 

White groundcoat preserved in spots on exterior on face, 

neck, body, hair and mantle. Yellow paint is preserved on lower 

right side, beside right arm on throne (?). Traces of red paint on 

hair to right of head and near break at left. 

Yellow-orange micaceous clay, gray at core with small light 

inclusions. Munsell: SYR 7/6-6/6 (reddish yellow). 

Greek-manufactured. 

Context pottery indicates a date no earlier than the 4th 

century B.C. Stylistically the figure probably dates to the 

4th century B.C. 

FEMALE PROTOME 

79 Female Protome Fragment 

T 8 4 Trench PN, Layer lb 

P.L. 0.132; P.W. 0.085; Th. walls 0.003-0.008 m. 

PI. 24 

Single fragment preserving left upper arm and left side of 

torso. Finished edge at left and bottom. Surface and paint well 

preserved. 

Female protome with right arm bent at elbow. W o m a n is 

draped with himation looped over arm. Back has concave, 

smoothed walls with finished edge turning slightly from front to 

form lip. Molded in single section. 

Exterior is coated with white groundcoat, especially thick at 

left edge. Over white is pink on arm and drapery. Faint traces of 

pastel blue on drapery. Back is unpainted with some traces of 

white slip on upper part. 

Very fine, hard-fired, micaceous orange-red clay with fine 

dark "veins" running across back. Core is red-pink. Munsell: 

back 5YR 6/6 (reddish yellow); core: 10R 5/6 (red). 

Greek-manufactured. 

For comparable female protomes from Olynthos see 

Robinson 1952: 87, 89 ff, 93, 101-102, nos. 25, 31, 39, 

62, 65, pis. 17, 20, 24, 31, 32; and from Lindos, see 

Bhnkenberg 1931: 730-731 ff., pis. 146(3110, 3111), 

147(3119,3120}, 148(3140,3141). 

See also 62 and 155, found in the layer below this 

protome in the same trench with a coin of Alexander the 

Great. T h e layer from which the protome comes prob

ably dates in or after the last quarter of the 4th century 

B.C. and stylistically the protome dates to around the 

early 4th century B.C. 
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FEMALE HEADS 
80 Female Head 

P 810 'French NCT-A1, fill beneath Floor 1 

P.H. 0.089; Max.P.W. 0.068; W. at neck 0.04; Th. at lower 

break 0.016-0.02 m. 

PL 24 

Single fragment preserving head and neck with adjoining 

surface above. Broken at top center, proper right edge and 

bottom. Surface on exterior is chipped at right upper part of 

head and adjoining surface, right upper quadrant of face, neck 

at lower break. Preserved surfaces much worn. Incrustation on 

back and left side. 

Female in frontal position with rounded projecting upper 

sections of adjoining surface to left and right. Hair frames face 

and is defined as roll with radiating ridges. Hair continues as 

shoulder locks to sides of neck to lower break. Face is heart-

shaped; eyes set high and wide; mouth set close to nose; jawline 

sharp; chin flat on underside. No other details of facial features 

are discernible. Back of figure is flat except small strip of clay at 

lower left break. Moldmade. 

No slip or painted decoration discernable. 

Very coarse, gritty, non-micaceous clay. Brick red-orange on 

surface, fired gray at core. Munsell: surface 2.5YR 5/6-5/8 (red). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The pottery and other finds from the same context can 

be dated after 316 B.C. (coin: C 419). Stylistically the head 

can be placed in the 4th century B.C. 

81 Plastic Attachment (?): Female Head 

P 1694 Trench M N - W , Dump, Layers 1-5 

P.H. 0.047; P.W. 0.03; P.Th. 0.026 m. 

PI. 24 

F. A. Winter 1988: 64, 70, n. 34. 

Preserves head and bit of adjoining surface around head. 

Much worn. 

Female head in partial relief. Hair is parted above forehead 

and drawn to sides, framing face with roll on right and left sides. 

Wavy hair around forehead is tooled with incisions. Face is 

narrow with prominent cheekbones. Eyes are hollows; nose 

widens at tip; mouth is small. Back of head is smooth. Mold-

made? 

No decoration. 

Slightly micaceous gray ware. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

This piece is probably plastic decoration for a vessel 

such as P 709 or P 3972 (not included in this catalogue), 

with a female head in relief set below the vessel's rim or 

forming a handle. Although F. A. Winter (1988: 64) sees 

Celtic inspiration for this coiffure, it is more likely a 

general characteristic of Central Anatolian figurine style. 

82 Medallion: Medusa's Head? 

T 16 Trench S W T , Section A, Cut 4, Level 5 

P.H. 0.061; W. 0.052; Depth 0.020 m. 

PL 25 

Intact with chips missing from edge. Relief badly worn. 

Roughly oval medallion with probable Medusa's head in high 

relief. Surrounding relief is frame of deep flaring form, slightly 

upturned at back. Thick sections of hair surround head. Thick

ening beneath chin could be lion's paws or snakes tied together. 

Back is low convex surface, smoothed but with irregularities. 

Thin incisions at top left and at right side on back. Moldmade? 

No painted decoration. Edge of frame burnished black. 

Hard-fired brown-gray clay fired gray on surface. Highly 

micaceous with silver particles and with tiny grit inclusions. 

Munsell: back surface 10YR6/1 (gray). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Cf. 98 for comparable medallion of Herakles (?). 

This medallion was recovered from the only excavated 

area of the City M o u n d where there is evidence of 

rehabitation in the R o m a n period. A Latin inscription (I 

29) was found in the same level and it is possible that the 

medallion dates as late as the R o m a n period, although its 

style still echoes that of the 4th century B.C. 

Possibly meant to be used as plastic attachment for 

exterior or interior wall of vessel such as P 2562, black-

glazed bowl with relief of male head on floor of interior. 

N o evidence of attachment to vessel survives. For locally 

manufactured lentoid guttus with relief of Medusa on 

upper surface, see P 3255. 

For medallions see also Laumonier 1956: 272 ff, esp. 

no. 1297 (from Delos), a Gorgon's head. For a compa

rable medallion of a Silenos see Canarache 1969: 73, no. 

60 (from Callatis in Rumania). 

83 Female Head 

T 36 Trench E T C 1. loose fill 

P.H. 0.076; P.W. 0.048; Th. 0.049 m. 

PI. 25 

Single fragment preserving head to base of neck. Left ear 

missing. Surface chipped on left cheek, left side of hair, back of 

head, top of hair. Lower break is partially blackened from 

contact with fire and surfaces of face, neck and back of head are 

discolored gray. 

Female head inclined sharply backward. Hair rising in peak 

above forehead and framing face and neck in thick roll. Deep 

incisions define individual hairs. Round face with high forehead; 

very large, widely set eyes with prominent lids; large straight 

nose with flaring nostrils; mouth set close to nose; lips large; 

upper lip bow-shaped and turning down at ends; jutting chin; 

long neck with sharp convexity from side to side. Large squarish 

right ear set low and at right angles to head. Attached to right 

and left sides of head below ears are flat triangular earrings. 

Back of head is smoothed and rounded. Back of neck is thick 

and flaring at lower break. Interior solid. Probably moldmade 

face. Hair is hand-modeled with incised details. Earrings hand

made. Back of head and neck modeled by hand. 

Slight traces of white groundcoat on hair. No painted decora

tion preserved. 

Very hard-fired, slightly micaceous red-broyvn clay with small 

sandy inclusions. Fired gray at core. Munsell: SYR 6/4 (light 

reddish brown). 

Central Anatolian- or locally manufactured. 

The context indicates a date no earlier than the Late 

Phrygian/Hellenistic period but it is likely from the 

stylistic features that this female head belongs to the 

R o m a n period. Parallels for this style (treatment of the 
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eves and hair especially) occur in limestone and marble at 

Pessinus and other Central Anatolian sites. 

84 Female Head 

I 64 Trench M W , Layer 4. N end 

P.H. 0.043; P.W. at neck 0.03: P.Th. 0.036 m. 

PL 26 

Single fragment preserving head and neck. Surface badly 

corroded, cracked and flaking. Facial features badly worn, 

especially left side of face. Nose broken off at tip, right eye 

corroded. White surface incrustation on back and face as result 

of acid bath. Y'ellow stain on broken surface on left side of face 

and red stain on right side of head. 

Female head with hair in bun at back of head. Head is 

squarish with domed skull. Hair is rendered as ridge with 

"widow's peak" above low forehead. Narrow, shallow incisions 

from forehead to bun define individual strands. Flat bun with 

raised rim projects from back of skull. Large rounded ears 

project at right angles from hairline. Low forehead; sharp ridges 

for eyebrows; deeply holloyved eye sockets; right eye is raised 

oval; high cheekbones; large nose widening at nostrils; slit for 

mouth; prominently jutting chin; sharp jawline; thick neck 

flaring to loyver edge. Bottom surface of neck is smooth and 

slightly concave, perhaps finished joining surface. Interior is 

solid. Hand-modeled with much hand-tooling. 

Slight trace of red in groove between hairline on right side of 

forehead and left outside corner of mouth. 

Very brittle, highly saline, micaceous clay fired pinkish brown. 

Munsell: 7.5YR 7/4 (pink)-8/6 (reddish yellow). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The battered condition of the head makes any conclu

sions about the chronology of the figurine tentative. T h e 

stratum in which it was found is not well dated, though 

the level immediately above had R o m a n material in it. 

T h e severity of the head's form and bust-like appearance 

would be compatible yvith an Early R o m a n date, al

though the coiffure could, equally, be derivative of a 

Hellenistic style (e.g., D. B. T h o m p s o n 1963a: 41). 

85 Female Head 

T 12 Trench SET, Central area, Layer 5 

P.H. 0.035; W. 0.0285; Th. 0.029; Th. walls 0.005-0.007 m. 

PI. 26 

Single fragment of head broken at neckline. Features are very 
worn. 

Female head in frontal position wearing veiled stephane. 

Small oval face. Hair framing forehead is indicated by wavy 

ridge. Facial features are very indistinct. Back of head forms 

continuous smooth surface. Interior is partially hollowed. Mold-
made. 

Entire exterior surface is covered with white groundcoat. 

Only preserved trace of paint is red dot on upper lip. 

Yellow-orange clay with small dark inclusions. No micaceous 

particles. Munsell: 5YR6/8 (reddish yellow). 

Greek-manufactured. 

This female figurine type ranges in date from the late 

6th to mid-5th centuries B.C. C o m p a r a n d a for the type 

include Topperwein 1976: 13, nos. 8, 9, pi. 2 (early 5th 

century, from Pergamon); Higgins 1954: 65, nos. 122, 

123, pi. 22 (early 5th century B.C., from Rhodes); Belin 

de Ballu 1972: pi. 61(4) ("archaic," from Olbia); and 

Breitenstein 1941: no. 178, pi. 20 ("archaic," from 

Attica). T h e context in which the Gordion example was 

found contains purely 6th- and 5th-century material. 

It is likely that this is an East Greek type, possibly 

mid-5th-century B.C., and that its appearance at Gordion 

along with the m a n y plastic vessels of East Greek manu

facture points to—as would be expected—strong con

tacts with western Asia Minor and the East Greek islands 

in this period. 

86 Female Head 

T 66 Trench M N - W , Pit 1 through Layer 3 above House 3 

P.H. 0.054; W . 0.047; Th. 0.033 m. 

PI. 26 

Single fragment preserving head and neck. Most of nose 

missing. Chip around lower break at front and sides, at inside of 

right eye, eyebrow. Most of fillet missing except left end. Stain 

on face, especially on right cheek. 

Female head with hair above forehead treated with individual 

wavy strands pulled sideways. Parting divides hair above center 

of forehead. Behind roll of hair is applique fillet, largely lost. 

Earrings composed of round pellets with raised rim and central 

knob are set low to left and right at hairline. Round face with low 

forehead; widely spaced, large, open eyes; large nose; thick, 

well-shaped lips; full projecting chin; long thick neck flaring 

slightly toward bottom. Bottom of neck has irregular, concave 

surface. Top and back of head are smoothed, irregularly 

rounded surfaces. Interior is solid. Moldmade front with appli

cation of handmade fillet and earrings. Back of head and neck 

are modeled by hand. 

Faint traces of white in cracks at hairline and on hair. Reddish 

brown traces, either stains or paint, on hair, top of head, right 

side of neck, back of head at lower break. 

Slightly micaceous yellow-orange clay with small light and 

dark inclusions. Munsell: surface 5YR 6/6 (reddish yellow); 

core: 2.5YR 6/6 (light red). 

Greek-manufactured, probably Attic. 

Although the context from which the head comes dates 

after the mid-3d century B.C., the facial features and hair 

style allow a stylistic date of the 4th century B.C. 

87 Female Head 

T 39 Trench NCT-A1/3, ashy layer at floor level inside 

house 

P.H. 0.026; W. 0.017; Th. (1.015; Th. neck 0.008 m. 

PI. 26 

Single fragment preserving head broken off at neck. Left side 

of head and back surface are chipped. Front is worn and facial 

features are blurred. 

Female head in frontal position with garland protruding 

above head and framing face. Hair is arranged in melon coiffure 

with vertical divisions radiating from forehead. Hair to right and 

left of face blurred. Pinched narrow face with high forehead, 

closely set eyes, small mouth and rounded chin. Ball earrings 

worn on both ears. Back of head is flatfish, slightly irregular. 

Interior solid. Moldmade. 
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Surface of exterior covered with white groundcoat. Face and 

neck painted pink; hair dark red. Trace of blue visible at right 

side of neck at break. 

Slightly micaceous, yellow-brown, fine, compact clay. Mun

sell: 7.5YR 8/4 (pink)-8/6 (reddish yellow). 

Greek-manufactured. 

The context of this figurine indicates a date after 316 

B.C. (from a coin [C 425]) found on the floor. A stylistic 

analysis of the hair ("melonen frisur" with deep waves) 

and the facial features, blurred though they are, also 

suggests a date around the end of the 4th century B.C. 

(D. B . T h o m p s o n 1963a: 31-32, 38). 

88 Female Head 

T 89 Context unknown 

P.H. 0.056; W. 0.03; Th. 0.035 m. 

PL 26 

Single fragment preserving head and neck. Right half of 

bowknot broken; chips from back of neck, left cheek and jaw and 

tip of nose. Surface discolored green. Features worn. 

Female head with bowknot hairdo. Hair is widely parted in 

center, drawn to sides in thickened roll with individual hairs 

defined by shallow grooves and ridges. Hair is bound on top of 

head into vaguely rendered loose bowknot. Flatfish band, 

perhaps fillet, appears below bowknot. Face is triangular with 

low, flat forehead, flat cheeks, deeply set inner corners of eyes, 

slightly bulging eyeballs, straight nose, bowed upper lip set close 

to nose, slightly parted lips. Earring on right ear. Thick neck 

flaring toward bottom. Wide band (himation?) applied against 

right side of neck and ridge on back of neck where band may 

have continued. Back of head badly shaped, sloping downward 

from bowknot and ballooning out. Solid interior. Moldmade. 

Traces of white groundcoat on hair, face and neck. 

Lightly micaceous light reddish brown clay. AH surfaces 

discolored green, making Munsell analysis difficult. Munsell: ca. 

2.5YR 6/4 (light reddish brown). 

Greek-manufactured. 

Stylistic criteria are the sole means of dating this female 

head. T h e bowknot hairdo with hair parted in the center 

and drawn to the sides before being bound on top of the 

head belongs to a 3d century B.C. type (see D. B. 

T h o m p s o n 1963a: 43, no. 204, p. 130). T h e frontal head 

and neck suggest a date prior to the late 3d century B.C., 

w h e n the trend was toward inclining the head to one side 

(ibid.: SI). 

89 Female Head 

T 4 Trench SET-W, Cut 8-9, center, Layer 3 

P.H. 0.028; W. 0.020; Th. 0.029; D. break at neck 0.012 m. 

PL 26 

Single fragment preserving head broken off at joining surface 

at neck. Left side of chin and jaw and nose chipped. 

Female head turned sharply to right wearing sakkos or 

kerchief covering hair except curls dangling in front of ears. At 

back right side of head kerchief holds flattened bun. Facial 

features are well defined: eyes are finely sculptured ridges; right 

eyeball is rounded surface; nose widens at nostrils; lips are full 

and parted with deep incision between them; ears are carefully 

modeled with deep hollow for interior. Bottom surface of neck is 

scored with shallow incisions and two small holes for attachment 

to body. Solid interior. Moldmade. 

Slight traces of white groundcoat on face, neck, nose, mouth 

and kerchief; in ears, corners of eyes. 

Very fine red-brown clay with small amount of gold mica

ceous particles. Munsell: 2.5YR 6/6 (light red). 

Greek-manufactured. 

A close parallel for this female head is not found among 

the published examples. T h e context allows a date in the 

3d century B.C., while the strong inclination of the head 

would suggest a date in the later 3d century B.C. (cf. 93). 

90 Female Head 

T 144 Context unknown 

P.H. 0.024; W. 0.020 m. 

PL 27 

Single fragment broken at chin with facial features mostly 

effaced. Back largely intact. 

Female head tilted slightly to right. Hair parted in center and 

pulled back from forehead and sides. From crown of head hair is 

covered by finely modeled sakkos, folds of which are indicated 

on sides and at back. Solid interior? Moldmade. 

Fine, soft yellow-orange, slightly micaceous clay. Munsell: 

7.5YR 6/4 (light brown). 

Greek-manufactured. 

91 Female Head 

T 44 Terracotta Deposit 5 (see pp. 67-69) 

P.H. 0.045; W. 0.027; Th. 0.031 m. 

PI. 27 

Single fragment preserving head and neck. Surface well 

preserved except chips from tip of nose, at right side of neck at 

break, all around neck at break. Back and back right side of head 

burned. Incrustation on left side of hair. 

Female head inclined sharply to right and back. Hair parted 

in center, brushed back from face to thickened bouffant at back 

and sides. At back of crown of head are five projecting curls of 

hair in fan-shaped arrangement. Over top of head behind locks 

is thin, rolled fillet which terminates abruptly after turning 

down toward sides. Large button earrings applied at ear level on 

right and left sides. Face is round and well modeled with low 

forehead; widely set, almond-shaped eyes with thickened ridges 

for lids; finely sculptured, upturned nose; mouth set close to 

nose with bow-shaped upper lip; strong, outturned chin; full 

neck with one crease of flesh. Back of head is flatfish with no 

modeling except at nape where hairs of bouffant are indicated. 

Neck flares slightly at lower break at back. At back of head is 

long, rectangular vent hole. Interior of head and base of neck 

hollow. Moldmade from relatively sharp mold. Hand-tooling on 

hair; hand-smoothed back of head and addition of handmade 

fillet and fine curls at top of head. 

White groundcoat preserved on face, especially around nose, 

left eye and mouth; on hair, especially left side; and on neck. 

Slight trace of red paint on hair and yellow-orange paint at top 

of left earring. 

Fine, micaceous clay with small amount of small dark inclu

sions. Fired light red at core. Munsell: 10R 6/8 (light red). Face 

covered with fine slip fired golden tan. Munsell: 10YR 7/4 (very 

pale brown). 

Greek-manufactured. 
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For context see discussion of Terracotta Deposit 5 (pp. 

67-69). 

Stylistic comparisons are compatible with the late 

3d-early 2d century B.C. date. The somewhat flamboyant 

hair style of this female figurine is simply a variation of 

the "melonen frisur" and lampadion knot (D. B. Thomp

son 1963a: 41) and is paralleled by that of Thompson's, 

no. 205 (ibid.), a figurine dated to the mid-2d century B.C. 

The facial features—especially the full, rounded shape 

(ibid.: 29-30), thick-lidded, half-closed eyes (ibid.: 29), 

perky nose and small, well-bowed mouth and the strongly 

inclined head (ibid.: 31) indicate a late 3d- or early 

2d-century B.C. date. In general the round facial type is 

that which develops in the course of the 3d century B.C. 

(ibid.: 32). 

92 Female Head 

T 51 Terracotta Deposit 5 (see pp. 67-69) 

P.H. 0.04; P.W. 0.027; Th. 0.02 m. 

PL 27 

Single fragment preserving front of head and neck. Nose 

chipped on left side; surface of top of head chipped; small chips 

missing from right and left sides of neck. Head blackened on 

exterior and interior. 

Female head inclined to left wearing veil over top and 

wrapped around neck. Hair parted in center and drawn to right 

and left sides in thick masses with individual hairs indicated by 

incision. Deep hole on right side of head below hair for ear or 

earrings. Long triangular face with close-set, wide-open eyes 

with upper lid emphasized; well-modeled cheeks; long, thin 

nose with nostril pierced on right side; small mouth with bowed 

upper lip set off by groove from small, rounded chin. Finished 

edge along back of fragment. Interior hollow with smoothed 

surface. Moldmade front in single piece. Back would have been 

attached in separate section, either hand-modeled or mold-

made. 

Entire front covered with white slip. Hair painted red. 

Red-orange, slightly micaceous, hard-fired clay. Munsell: 

SYR 6/6 (reddish yellow). 

Greek-manufactured, possibly Black Sea region. See Group 

II. pp. 79-80. 

For the context of the figurine see discussion of 

Terracotta Deposit 5 (pp. 67-69). Stylistic criteria for a 

late 3d- or early 2d-century B.C. date are compatible with 

the terminus ante quern of 189 B.C. provided by the 

contextual evidence. T h e strong inclination of the head, 

for example, is a feature typical of terracottas of the late 

3d century and is most marked in the early 2nd century 

B.C. (D. B. T h o m p s o n 1963c: 310; 1963a: 31, no. 206; 

Kleiner 1942: 16, 56, pis. 6a, 9d lower left). T h e type of 

the female swaddled in a mantle and the facial features 

(long, thin face, wide-open eyes with upper lid empha

sized, thin nose and small mouth) are typical of later 3d 

or early 2d century B.C. terracottas (see D. B. T h o m p s o n 

1963a: 28-32). 

T h e similarities in clay, painted decoration and scale 

suggest that this head might be assigned to 74, from the 

same deposit. 

93 Female Head 

T 3 Trench SET, W Cut 6-7, Layer 2 

P.H. 0.030; W . 0.023; Th. 0.031; D. neck 0.011 m. 

PL 27 

Single fragment broken off at joining surface at neck. Chip at 

back of skull. Left side of head is burned. Gray enamel paint 

(modern?) on left side of face and hair. Features are worn. 

Female head tipped back and inclined sharply to right. Hair is 

deeply parted in center and swept in waves to sides in full 

chignon at back. Facial features are delicately modeled: high 

triangular forehead; long narrow face; small straight nose; small 

mouth; eyes are hollows. One "Venus ring" is indicated by 

shallow groove on neck. Bottom surface of neck is smoothed for 

joining to body. Interior is solid. Made from worn mold. 

White groundcoat is preserved on surface of face, neck and 

hair. Traces of red-brown paint on hair. 

Fine tan-orange clay with no trace of inclusions. No good 

surface for Munsell test. Munsell: ca. 5Y 7/6 (reddish yellow). 

Greek-manufactured. 

The hairdo of this figurine can be easily paralleled. See 

especially D. B. T h o m p s o n 1963a: no. 230; F. Winter 

1903: 21, no. 2. T h e very marked inclination of the head 

probably indicates a date in the late 3d or beginning of 

the 2d century B.C. (D. B. T h o m p s o n 1963c: 310; 1963a: 

31). This stylistically derived date m a y be corroborated 

by the terracotta's context in a layer with material 

belonging to the period of Gordion's desertion at the 

arrival of the R o m a n army in 189 B.C. T h e pottery from 

the layer can be assigned to the latest Late Phrygian/ 

Hellenistic period at Gordion (see F. A. Winter 1984: 

319). 

94 Female Head 

T 91 Trench TBT-E2S,b, Floor 3 

P.H. 0.04; W . 0.034; P.Th. 0.029; Th. break of neck 

0.015 m. 

PI. 27 

Single fragment preserving head and upper neck. Small chips 

missing from brim of hat. Face much worn. 

Female wearing broad stephane at ca. 100° from front of 

head. Hair is parted in middle and brushed back from face in 

individual strands rendered by grooves, then gathered at nape 

in thickened section. Raised circular knobs on right and left ears 

represent earrings. Irregular lump of clay appears on right side 

of neck as continuation of hair. Face is triangular with hollows 

for eyes; short yvide nose; rounded cheeks; full chin. Top and 

back of head form irregular orb. Stephane continues from front 

as flattened band. Interior is hollow. Face made from worn 

mold. Stephane handmade. Top and back of head hand-

modeled. Grooves of hair gouged out with tool. 

White groundcoat preserved in groove between stephane and 

hair, on lump at right side of neck and on right side of neck. 

Dark red paint on hair at sides of head and in groove below 

stephane. 

Micaceous yellow-orange clay with lime inclusions. Munsell: 

7.5YR 7/6 (reddish yellow). 

Greek-manufactured. 
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For parallels for stephane type see D. B. Thompson 

1963a: 49-50, nos. 216-218. The closest of these to this 

stephane is no. 216, dated to the early 2d century B.C. 
(ibid.: 131). 

From same trench and level as 154, bird. 

FEMALES: OTHER FRAGMENTS 
95 Female (?) Arm 

T 73 Trench EML-2W, Layer 2, N E of Wall B 

P.L. 0.06; Diameter at attachment surface 0.02; W. 0.01-
0.014 m. 

PL 27 

Single fragment preserved from attachment surface at elbow 

to end of hand. Hand chipped. Surface roughly yvorked. 

Arm of figurine with thickened circular attachment surface at 

elbow for fitting and sealing arm into draped arm socket. Arm is 

thick with little modeling, flatfish on inside, rounded on exte

rior. Hand forms fist and is mitten-like with rounded end and no 

articulation of fingers. Handmade. 

White groundcoat adheres to exterior and interior of arm. No 

trace of paint preserved. 

Hard-fired, micaceous pinkish orange clay. Munsell: 2.5YR 

6/6 (light red). 

Greek-manufactured. 

There are, in comparison to female figurines, relatively 

few male terracotta figurines from Gordion. Typologi-

cally, representations of Eros are most numerous a m o n g 

the male deities (see s u m m a r y of Eros figurines, pp. 

42-43), a with possible representation of Attis (97) and 

one of Herakles (98). T h e Dionysiac scene in a mold for a 

relief medallion (105) is a unique reference to Dionysos at 

Gordion, unless theatrical masks (110-114) are linked to 

Dionysos (see p. 47). T h e large-scale male head (106) 

m a y belong to a statuette of a deity but further identifica

tion is impossible. 

Chronologically, all of the figurines in this category 

belong to the Late Phrygian/Hellenistic period. With the 

exception of the possible Attis (97) and the medallion 

with a possible head of Herakles (98) the rest of the male 

representations are Greek imports. 

MALES: DEITIES 

97 Statuette: Attis (?) 

T 62 Terracotta Deposit 6 (see pp. 69-70) 

P.H. 0.395; P.W. 0.175; Th. 0.012; diameter neck at break 

0.039 m. 

PL 28 

Body joined from many large and small fragments, preserv

ing lower portion of neck, torso, left edge of cloak, upper part of 

right side of cloak, left leg to above ankle and right knee. Surface 

T h e only indication that this arm possibly belongs to a 

female figurine is the white slip, though white is often 

used as a ground for overpainting and it is likely that the 

elbow joint would have been masked by drapery. 

T h e context from which this arm comes is certainly 

Late Phrygian/Hellenistic, though a specific date cannot 

be assigned to the figurine. 

96 Drapery Fragment 

T 120 Terracotta Deposit 5 (see pp. 67-69) 

P.H. 0.077; P.W. 0.059; P.Depth 0.016 m. 

PL 27 

Composed of one non-joining and five joining fragments 

(former not shown on PL 27). One finished edge. Chips from 

surface, especially along breaks. 

Drapery fragment from left side (?) of large statuette. Long 

tubular bunch of himation and wide section of flat drapery yvith 

diagonal folds. Back unevenly worked, flatfish except at top, 

which curves toward front. 

Exterior covered with white groundcoat. Pink preserved on 

tubular drapery. 

Lightly micaceous yellowish red clay laminating at breaks. 

Few small inclusions. Munsell: 5YR 6/6 (reddish yel!ow)-2.5YR 

5/8 (red). 

Greek-manufactured, possibly Black Sea region. See Group 

II, pp. 79-80. 

chipped and friable, especially badly preserved on lower part. 

Left arm preserved from near shoulder to hand, lacking half of 

thumb and all fingers except stump of fourth finger with ring. 

Ancient plaster adhering to joining surface at shoulder. Also 

lacking several large fragments and all of lower part of left side 

of body. Back is preserved except at lower right and bottom left. 

Some discoloration on upper torso from contact with fire. 

Standing figure, possibly Attis, wearing short chiton which 

falls to above knees. Along left and right sides is cloak falling 

from back of shoulders. Figure is in frontal position with straight 

left leg. Right leg is drawn to side. Chiton has broad rounded 

neckline and is attached at shoulders by buttons. Chiton is belted 

above waist and deep kolpos hangs to height of hips. Between 

legs is wall from which legs seem to rise in relief. Left arm is bent 

at elbow and would have extended forward from shoulder 

across to middle of body at oblique angle. Palm is open; thumb is 

held apart from fingers. O n outside of arm are shallow diagonal 

slashes, probably meant to represent sleeves of chiton. At wrist is 

ridge, meant to represent either sleeve cuff or bracelet. O n 

fourth finger is oval ring with projecting center. Back is roughly 

worked. Upper back is broad convex surface yvhich ends in 

finished horizontal edge at mid-back. Rest of back is open with 

finished edge, 0.0i m. wide, on right and left sides. Lower part 

of back ends at height of left calf in finished edge, ca. 0.011 m. 

wide. Interior is hollow. Interior walls on back are smooth, while 

those on front are rough. Mostly hand-modeled with possible 

additions of sections of moldmade drapery. Arm modeled 

separately and attached yvith plaster. Front of torso is built up of 

horizontal sections, yvhile back is probably made in single 

section. 

Males (97-107) 
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fine clay slip covers surface of exterior. Traces of white slip 
adhere at neckline, in grooves of chiton and cloak, and to arm. 

Yellow paint is preserved on belt; pink paint on chiton, cloak, 

left kneecap, left arm and palm of hand. 
Friable yellowish brown clay fired gray at core. Micaceous 

with small lime inclusions. Munsell surface: 7.SYR 6/4 (brown)-

6/6 (reddish yellow). 

Locally manufactured. 

There is no doubt that this statuette is a product of a 

Central Anatolian workshop, probably one at Gordion 

itself. The style, details of workmanship, clay and size are 

comparable to those of 52, the seated statuette of Kybele, 

which can be shown to have been locally manufactured. 

The smallest details, e.g., the rings, the manner of 

depicting the sleeves as slashes, the tooling on the torso, 

are close enough to indicate that both the Attis (?) and the 

Kybele are products of the same artist or workshop. Both 

the Kybele and the Attis (?), as well as other local 

products (e.g., 36), bear traces of ancient plaster repairs 

or attachment). 

54, a phiale, is of the right size for this Attis(?)'s left 

hand; the clay and find-spots are close. 

The identification of this figure as Attis is questionable, 

although there is some evidence pointing in that direc

tion. The costume, a long-sleeved chiton which ends 

above the knees and a cloak worn over the shoulders, is 

compatible with representations of Attis and his so-called 

"Phrygian" attire. Completing the "Phrygian" costume 

should be long trousers (anaxyrides) and a cap with 

earflaps. Since the head and most of the legs are missing, 

it is impossible to be certain about the rest of the costume. 

The surface preserved on the left kneecap does not 

indicate any trace of trousers, although the folds of the 

trousers may have originally been suggested by slashes 

on the lower legs, in the same manner that the long 

sleeves are indicated on the left arm. The broad shoul

ders and robust chest are not decisive evidence for a male 

or a female figure, and the hermaphroditic character of 

Attis would allow for some confusion in the representa

tion of sexual attributes (e.g., the finger ring or bracelet). 

For comparable terracotta representations of Attis see F. 

Winter 1903: 325, no. 8 (from Tanagra, in British 

Museum [C286]) and p. 334, no. 2 (from Myrina) = 

Mollard-Besques 1963: pi. 103b, M Y R 215. See also Burr 

1934: 56-57, nos. 63-64, pi. 25. Variations in the iconog

raphy include a conflation with Eros producing a winged 

Attis or a "Phrygian" Eros (e.g., Wiegand and Schrader 

1904: 339, fig. 383, from Priene), and Attis playing the 

syrinx (e.g., Perdnzet 1897: 514-528, pis. 5-8, from 

Amphipolis). A Late Hellenistic bust from the Athenian 

Agora shows subtle evidence for the sexual duality of 

Attis (H. A. Thompson 1948b: 181, pi. 61(1)). The 

alternative identification for this statuette is a male or 

female, possibly in Oriental costume. 

98 Medallion: Head of Herakles? 
P 3698 Trench TB8-2, Layer 3 
P.H. 0.051; W. 0.042; Depth 0.025 m. 
PL 28 

Intact except chips at lower and upper edges. Surface badly 
worn and stained green on exterior and back. 

Oval medallion with head of bearded male in high relief. 
Edges of medallion flare to sides with flat rim. Head is frontal 
and wears lion headdress, with paws tied beneath chin. Face is 
round with low forehead, deeply sunken eyes, high cheekbones, 
full mustache and beard. Back is flat with flaring sides and flat 
edge at bottom. Moldmade. 

No painted decoration. 
Pinkish gray-brown, lightly micaceous clay fired green-brown 

at core. Gritty texture. Munsell: 7.5YR 7/4 (pink). 
Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

See 82 for a medallion of Medusa (?). 

The bearded figure wearing a lion's mane may be 

identified as Herakles. It is likely that this medallion was 

manufactured as relief decoration for a vessel like P 2562, 

a black-glazed bowl with relief on the interior; P 1760, a 

bowl with relief on its exterior rim; or P 851, a closed 

vessel with a relief set at the base of the handle. All three 

comparable relief images are of Herakles. 

This medallion comes from a Late Phrygian/Hellenis

tic layer, probably late 4th or 3d century B.C. and the 

medallion can be dated stylistically to ca. the 4th century 

B.C. 

EROS 

After Kybele, the divinity most frequently represented 

among the terracotta figurines at Gordion is Eros. Eros, 

as the child of Aphrodite, the goddess of love, enjoys 

great popularity in the Hellenistic period in Greek and 

Greek-influenced regions and is very c o m m o n as a type 

among Hellenistic terracotta figurines (see, e.g., the large 

numbers from Myrina alone: Mollard-Besques 1963: 

35-63, pis. 39-79). 

At Gordion there are five certain representations of 

Eros, including one on a relief medallion set into the 

floor of an imported bowl (P 649), not included in this 

catalogue; one probable one (103) and a thymiaterion 

held by two Erotes (104). All are imports to Gordion and 

all can be firmly dated in the Late Phrygian/Hellenistic 

period, most in the later 3d and early 2d centuries B.C. 

The iconography of Eros is diverse, although the most 

c o m m o n Hellenistic image of Eros is winged, standing 

with a slim youthful body (100-102) and a childlike face 

(100, 103). In the case of 99 Eros is reclining in a 

sensuous pose in a flower; he has a full, almost volup

tuous, body and a chubby childlike face. The two Erotes 

holding the thymiaterion cup both have the heads of 

children. Unlike the large numbers of Erotes with out

stretched wings and feet poised as if in flight or about to 

take flight, as at Myrina (Mollard-Besques 1963: 35-41, 
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pis. 39-48) or Priene (Topperwein-Hoffmann 1971: 130), 
the majority of the Eros representations at Gordion show 

him in relaxed poses with wings tucked by his side 
(100-102). 

99 Eros in Flower 

T 58 Terracotta Deposit 6 (see pp. 69-70) 

P.Diameter 0.138; P.Th. 0.055; L. body 0.100 m. 

PI. 28 

Sams 1979b: 51. fig. 10. 

Intact except broken edges of flower, chips from surface of 

front. O n back, tip of dome is missing. Paint well preserved on 

front; back is faded and chipping. 

Winged Eros reclining in deep petaled flower with head 

thrown back and eyes closed, right arm resting over head and 

left arm bent around object. Eros lies on top of mattress (?) with 

legs and back swathed in himation or blanket. 

Flower is composed of eight or ten overlapping petals rising at 

ca. 45 ° angle from deep center with small knob. Back of flower is 

separately applied conical section. At lower edge of flower are 

two peg-feet. Feet and tip of conical section form tripod 

arrangement by which object can stand. Two holes are also 

pierced through back near top for suspension. Back is incised 

with pattern of single oak-like leaves radiating from center. 

Molded in two sections, front and back, and joined at outer 

edges of petals. Front mold has produced very sharp impres-

Interior of flower and body of Eros are covered with white 

groundcoat. Pink paint is applied over white on flower and body 

of Eros. Orange-yellow paint also appears on face, body and hair 

of Eros. Traces of red paint adhere to inside center of flower, on 

upper molding of object Eros is clutching and in groove of 

flower petal. Back is white. Traces of pink paint survive around 

edges of petals. 

Dark red-orange clay fired gray at core. Friable and slightly 

micaceous with small, light sandy inclusions. Munsell: 2.5YR 5/8 

(red). 

Greek-manufactured, possibly Black Sea region. See Group 

II, pp. 79-80. 

The terracotta type of Eros in a flower is common in 

the Hellenistic period and the geographic distribution of 

examples of the type is widespread. T h e type appears in 

the Athenian Agora (D. B. T h o m p s o n 1962: 254, no. 12, 

pi. 89, d o w n to second/third quarter of 3d century B.C.; 

Agora T2733-2735, T2737), at Troy (D. B. T h o m p s o n 

1963a: 145-146, no. 302a), at Myrina (Mollard-Besques 

1963: 55, pi. 67b, M Y R 122, 2d century B.C.), at the 

Heraion on Samos (Vathy M u s e u m T1036), on Delos 

(Laumonier 1956: 142), at Abdera in Thrace (Lazarides 

1960: 27, 62, pi. 3(B54) beginning of second half of 2d 

century B.C.), and on Crete (Athens National M u s e u m 

no. 6063). For a catalogue of known examples see 

Touratsoglou 1968: 58-64; Bielefeld 1950-51: 47 ff. T h e 

attributed dates of the examples range from the 4th 

century B.C. (Touratsoglou 1968: 58, no. 1) to the end of 

the 2d or beginning of the 1st century B.C. (ibid.: 1968: 

64, no. 12). N o n e of the dates, except that of the 

fragment from the Athenian Agora (down to second/ 

third quarter of 3d century B.C.; D. B. T h o m p s o n 1962: 

254, no. 12; for discussion of dating of the Satyr Cistern 

see ibid.: 244), is derived from stratigraphic evidence. 

T h e Eros in a flower from Gordion, which most closely 

resembles the Myrina (Mollard-Besques 1963: 55, pi. 

67b, M Y R 122) and Abdera examples (Touratsoglou 

1968: 64, no. 11), can be closely dated to the late 3d or 

early 2d century B.C., no later than and probably close to 

189 B.C. (see discussion of Terracotta Deposit 6). See 

Group II, p. 79-80, for figurines which can be assigned to 

the same probable manufacturing source. 

100 Eros 

T 63 Trench NCT-S, Persian Cut 4, Layer 4 

H. 0.096; W. 0.054; Th. 0.011-0.013 m. 

PI. 29 

Intact except small chips on top of polos, top and bottom of 

left wing, tips of feet and hood at back. Paint moderately well 

preserved. 

Standing winged Eros wearing polos on head and chlamys 

tied around neck and along right and left sides. With right hand 

he grasps chlamys at side; left arm is bent and hand is resting on 

hip. Tops of wings arch to height of head and rest along sides in 

two tiers. Back is smoothed, leaving concave surface. At upper 

back shallow hood with two suspension holes is formed of clay. 

Back of head is smoothed and flat. Moldmade front. Head and 

body probably made from single mold. Back hood applied by 

hand. Features are not sharp, indicating that mold from which 

terracotta was made was worn or generation or two old. 

Entire front surface and sides of wings are covered with white 

groundcoat. Face, neck and body are painted pink. Polos is blue 

with thin red line below upper molding. Wings are blue with red 

line outlining upper tier of left wing. 

Yellow-buff, slightly micaceous clay with some white lime 

inclusions and small dark inclusions. Munsell: surface 7.5YR 8/6 

(reddish yellow). 

Greek-manufactured. 

Cf. 101 and 102. 
This figurine was recovered from fill with mixed 

pottery in the area of unidentified building foundations. 

101 Eros 

T 31 Trench ET-N, Ext. 4, under floor of room of house 

P.H. 0.081; W. 0.055; Th. 0.013 m. 

PI. 29 

Single fragment lacking head and lower edge. Surface worn. 

Much white incrustation on interior. 

Winged Eros standing in frontal position with chlamys 

wrapped around back, appearing in front over left shoulder and 

bent left arm and held at right side in right hand. Wings arch to 

height of head and frame body to right and left. At upper back is 

holiowed-out hood with two holes for suspension. Rest of back is 

carefully smoothed, producing slightly concave surface. Mold-

made front with hand-applied back. Figurine made from slightly 

worn mold. 

Traces of white groundcoat adhere to front of wings and 

body. Over groundcoat is pink paint. Line of dots of red paint 

appears across both wings at elbow height, to differentiate upper 

wing-feather section from lower. 
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Orange-brown, hard-fired micaceous clay yvith small light 

inclusions, Munsell: SYR 6/6 (reddish yellow). 

Greek-manufactured. 

The pottery found yvith this figurine suggests a date 

Liter than the 4th century, possibly as late as the early 2d 

century B.C. 

Cf. 100 and 102. 

102 Eros 

T 45 "French ET-C3, Level 2 above Floor 2 

P.H. 0.066; P.W. 0.04; Th. 0.01 m. 

PL 29 

Single fragment preserving lower body from waist to ankles 

and most of left foot. Lacking right wing, right side of right leg, 

right foot and tip of left foot. Chips missing from abdomen and 

left thigh. 

Standing winged Eros in frontal position with chlamys hang

ing to left side. Left wing is set along side of body, ending in 

slightly outturned lower tip. Body is long and thin. Back is 

smoothed, producing concave surface. Moldmade front and 

hand-applied back. Features are very sharp, indicating that 

mold was fresh or made from "new" figurine. 

Slight traces of white groundcoat preserved in grooves of 

wings. 

Dark red-brown compact clay, slightly micaceous with small 

amount of tiny inclusions. Munsell: surface 2.5YR 6/6-6/8 (light 

red). 

Greek-manufactured. 

Cf Cat. Nos. 100 and 101. 

This Eros figurine was found in a level with a stamped 

black-glazed bowl (P 1058) which can be dated to the late 

4th or early 3d century B.C. (see F. A. Winter 1984: 122, 

127, no. 41). 

100-102 are all similar types of standing winged Ero

tes, but no two are m a d e from the same mold. 

D. B. T h o m p s o n dates the Erotes with the slim boyish 

body types to the late 3d century B.C. (1963b: 279). 

Evidence from the contexts of the three Gordion ex

amples (100-102) corroborates this dating and possibly 

extends the duration of the type at least to the early 2d 

century B.C. 

T h e closest parallels for the Gordion variety with 

chlamys over left shoulder c o m e from Callatis in R u m a 

nia (Canarache 1969: nos. 41-46). 

103 Eros? 

T 67 Trench M N - W , Layer 4, fill in House 3 

P.H. 0.025; W . 0.018; Th. 0.021 m. 

PI. 29 

Single fragment preserving head and neck. Chip from left 

side of head. Surface is uneven and cracked. Small depression in 

top of head. 

Head of child or Eros. Head is round and cheeks are full. 

Mouth is smiling; features are dull. O n neck are two ridges. Back 

of head is rounded and roughly finished. Back of neck is 

smooth. Interior is solid. Moldmade; mold probably worn. 

White groundcoat adheres to crack beneath chin and to 

cracks on head. No paint survives. 

Slightly micaceous tan-brown clay with tiny dark, gritty 

inclusions, fired gray at core. Munsell: 7.5Y'R 6/4 (light brown). 

Greek-manufactured. 

If this figurine represents Eros, it is possible that the 

ridges on the neck are the buckle or tie of the chlamys 

which Eros wears in other examples (100-102). 

T h e context can be dated after the mid-3d century B.C. 

(com: C 651, Seleukos 11 [246-226], Antioch, in fill below 

house). Also found in the same trench and sequence are 

13, goat rhyton, from Layer 3 fill; 86, female head, from 

pit through Layer 3; 65, standing female, in fill beneath 

House 3. 

104 Thymiaterion: Erotes with Vessel 

T 1 0 6 Trench TB8-S1, Floor 4 

P.H. 0.052; P.W. 0.071; Max.D. 0.051; Th. walls 0.005-

0.008 m. 

PI. 30 

Single fragment preserving upper part of miniature vessel 

with upper halves of two Erotes. Only head of right figure 

survives while head and chest of left one are preserved. Chips 

are missing from edge of basin, face of right Eros. Head of left 

Eros cracked. Surface worn. Traces of burning on right Eros. 

Interior of basin slightly grayer than rest but not burned. 

Thymiaterion figurine of two Erotes hoisting footed bowl on 

shoulders. Basin of bowl has steep flaring sides with floral design 

in relief on front. Stem of bowl shown between two Erotes is 

composed of round molding with fluted cone below. Heads of 

Erotes are turned three-quarters toward center. Projecting from 

left shoulder of left Eros is small rounded wing. Back of 

thymiaterion is smooth, slightly convex surface. Upper edge of 

vent hole preserved in back. Interior below basin is hollow. 

Moldmade front with basin and back applied by hand. Mold 

worn. Right side of head of right Eros is flattened from flaw in 

mold or in removal from mold. 

White groundcoat adheres to cracks on front. N o surviving 

traces of paint. 

Yellow-orange micaceous clay, fired pink-brown on surface. 

Many gritty inclusions, both light and dark. Cracked surfaces 

due perhaps to overfiring. Munsell: surface 5YR 6/4 (light 

reddish brown)-6/6-6/8 (reddish yellow). 

Greek-manufactured. 

The closest parallel for this type of vessel-figurine 

comes from a pithos burial on Samothrace dated to the 

second quarter of the 3d century B.C. (inv. 57.841; H. 

0.108 m.; L e h m a n n 1975: 31). T h e size and the clay are 

also comparable. M a n y unpublished examples of the 

type from Amisos (Samsun) are housed in the Archaeo

logical M u s e u m in Istanbul (cf. Mendel 1908: 594, no. 

3523). A similar example from the Athenian Agora 

belongs to the late 3d century B.C. (D. B. T h o m p s o n 

1963b: 284-285, no. 19, pi. 75). Another example of a 

similar type of two Erotes holding the base of a vase from 

Myrina is dated by Mollard-Besques to the end of the 2d 

century B.C. (1963: 57, Bo30, pi. 70f. For a later deriva

tion of the type from Troy see D. B. T h o m p s o n 1963a: 

74, no. 7). T h e type almost certainly originates in Asia 

Minor. 
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The context of the Gordion example can be dated close 

to the abandonment of Gordion in 189 B.C. (see F. A. 

Winter 1984: 314-315, no. 30 for analysis of pottery). 

Since the type continues into the later 3d or early 2d 

century B.C., as demonstrated by the example from the 

Agora, the Gordion example might date anywhere in this 

period. The close resemblance to the figurine from 

Samothrace could, however, indicate a date for the 

Gordion figurine perhaps as early as the second quarter 
of the 3d century B.C. 

105 Mold: Relief Medallion with Dionysiac Scene 

ST 169 Trench X, Building A, Layer 2 

Diameter 0.095; Th. 0.015 m. 

PL 30 

Single fragment preservingjust over half of complete circum

ference of mold. One large hole pierced deeply into back. 

Burned gray to black on front surface; gray circular discolora

tion at back center. 

Baked mold for relief medallion or plaque. Mold is slightly 

concave on front with straight, uneven sides and no rim, and 

slightly convex on back surface. Composition is designed for 

round field of youthful naked Dionysos; female, probably 

Ariadne; and satyr in rocky landscape. At right side of mold, 

filling entire right field, is Dionysos, semi-reclining on rocky seat 

covered by his chlamys. Torso is in three-quarter frontal and 

thyrsos is at his left side. Dionysos looks back over right shoulder 

and puts right arm around female, probably Ariadne, who 

reclines at broken edge. Leaning on her left hand, she turns 

toward Dionysos. Her long locks fall over left shoulder and body 

is enveloped in drapery. At bottom, positioned in rocky land

scape below Dionysos and Ariadne, is pudgy ithyphallic Silenos 

seated in three-quarter position. Derivative mold taken from 

first-generation terracotta. Little evidence of surface tooling. 

Hard-fired to stone-like consistency. Micaceous yellow-brown 

clay with some small inclusions, fired gray all over. Munsell: 

unburned back surface 10YR 7/1 (light gray). 

Greek-manufactured. 

The context pottery confirms the indications from 

stylistic criteria that this mold probably dates to the Early 

Hellenistic period (late 4th/early 3d century B.C.). 

T h e specific use of the finished product, a round 

terracotta plaque, is not immediately apparent, although 

a medallion for the interior of a large ceramic bowl or 

drinking cup is a possibility. Most of the vessels of this 

type are South Italian in origin (e.g., Calenian bowls: 

Pagenstecher 1909), although examples are k n o w n from 

other centers (e.g., Corinth: C P 3053, C P 2626). Black-

glazed relief wares are also found at Pergamon in the 2d 

century B.C. (Schafer 1968: 64 ff.), but the round form of 

this mold would lend itself better to the decoration of an 

open vessel's interior than to that of the exterior wall on 

the Pergamene vessels. 

Comparable scenes of Dionysos, Ariadne and a satyr 

occur in bronze as appliques for mirror cases (e.g., 

Zuchner 1942: 32-35; K S 3 7 [Abb. 15]; K S 3 8 [Taf. 19]; 

KS39, KS40; [Scheurleer 1922: 223, Abb. 17]). T h e 

figures on this mold do not seem to be cut with the 

precision necessary for the production of a metal ap

plique or metal medallion for a ritual vessel. This mold 

m a y have been m a d e to produce copies in terracotta of a 

mirror scene (see von Rohden 1884: 30 ff.; Berger 1982: 

105-107,no. 154). 

MALES: OTHER 

106 Male Head 

T 14 Trench SET-S, pit through Floor 4, Layer 3 

P.H. 0.081; P.W. 0.063; P.Th. 0.035; Th. walls 0.010 m. 

PL 30 

Two joining fragments preserving entire face, portion of 

upper neck and front half of top of head. Broken at point of 

juncture between front and back sections. Nose is broken off at 

tip and right side of hair and chin are chipped. Right side of face 

is scarred. 

Large-scale male head turning off axis to left. Hair is ren

dered by ca. ten high ridges, radiating from forehead in 

symmetrical arrangement on right side and sweeping at diago

nal on left side. Hairline forms peak at center of forehead. Face 

is long and triangular with flat cheeks. Eyes are large and set 

deep beneath heavy ridges for eyebrows. Mouth is short and lips 

full. Interior is hollow and interior walls are smoothed with 

fingers. Probably moldmade with much hand-modeling of front. 

Very thick walls. Traces of final tooling exist on cheeks. Front 

and back sections were joined at point of break just in front of 

ears. 

Face preserves traces of white groundcoat. Hairline is marked 

by reddish brown paint. Hair is covered with same color to 

crown of head where ca. 0.007-m.-wide band of red paint 

survives across top. O n face are traces of reddish pink near 

breaks on right and left sides, on cheeks, above and between lips 

and on neck. Eyebrows are painted dark brown. Eyes are 

outlined in elongated oval with brown-black paint and pupils 

are defined by brown-black circles. 

Very hard-fired tan-brown clay, fired grayish brown at core. 

Clay contains small silver and large gold micaceous particles in 

large amounts and tiny sandy and lime inclusions in small 

amounts. Munsell: surface chip 10YR 7/3 (very pale brown); 

interior 7.5YR 5/4 (brown). 

Greek-manufactured. 

This head is a unique specimen at Gordion and in the 

terracotta repertoire of Asia Minor. T h e large size and 

the plastic, portrait-like qualities of the face suggest 

affinities with large-scale stone sculpture. A n especially 

close parallel is a marble head from Rhodes in the 

Metropolitan M u s e u m , N e w York (11.91.1; Richter 1954: 

72, no. 118, pi. 91; Frel 1971: 121-124, pis. 42, 43(2)). 

Stylistic comparison (especially of the facial features) 

with stone sculpture indicates similarities to works of the 

late 4th century in the "Lysippan style." T h e slightly 

turned head, the large, deep-set eyes and the leonine 

hair recall the portrait type of Alexander sometimes 

identified as that of Lysippos. 

T h e head was found in a pit together with a consider

able amount of Late Phrygian/Hellenistic pottery, the 

latest belonging to the late 4th or 3d century B.C. 
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107 Male (?) Figure 
1 1 39 Context unknown 
P.H. 0.05(1; P.W. 0.044; Th. 0.004-0.007 m. 

PI. 31 

Single fragment preserving lower legs from knees to ankles. 

Uncleaned. 

Bare human legs, probably male, in high relief against 

irregular background. Right leg is bent at knee; left leg is 

straight. Moldmade. 

White groundcoat (Munsell: SYR 8/1 [white]) covers 

T h e two h u m a n terracotta representations in this 

category bear no indications of sex, one because it was 

never intended as a finished product (108), the other 

because it probably simply served as a scary or apotropaic 

charm (109). Both representations are Central Anatolian 

products, the former surely locally produced. 

108 Archetype Fragment?: Neck with Torque 

T 72 Terracotta Deposit 5 (see pp. 67-69) 

P.H. 0.04; P.W. 0.064; P.Th. 0.014; Th. walls 0.002-

0.005 m. 

PL 31 

F. A. Winter 1977: fig. 1; 1988: 64, 70, n. 31 (Romano 

catalogue number incorrectly cited as 103). 

Single fragment preserving front of lower neck and turn to 

upper chest. Broken on all sides. 

Poorly modeled, thick, angular neck and upper torso frag

ment; probably unfinished kiln discard. O n neck rests torque 

composed of single narrow rolled band with two balls meeting at 

center of neck. Roughly worked surface of back of neck pre

served on lower area. Handmade. 

No painted decoration. 

Pinkish orange, lightly micaceous clay, hard-fired with tiny 

light and dark inclusions. Munsell: SYR 6/6 (reddish yellow). 

Locally manufactured. 

By virtue of the identification of the torque around the 

neck, this poorly preserved and poorly modeled unfin-

All of the comic masks from Gordion are N e w C o m e d y 

types, a theatrical form which replaced Middle C o m e d y 

ca. 330 B.C. T h e references in the Catalogue to Pollux 

correspond to his listing of N e w C o m e d y masks in 

Onomasticon IV, 143-154. 

Specific dates for each of the Gordion masks are 

difficult to establish but 110 and 111 are probably the 

earliest of the group (late 4th-early 3d century B.C.), with 

112 dating to the first half of the 3d century B.C. 113 and 

114 could be as late as the early 2d century B.C. 

All of the comic masks from Gordion are certainly 

Greek imports, but from which specific manufacturing 

front. Traces of red paint (Munsell: 10R 5/6 [red]) over ground

coat. 

Light orange clay. Munsell: core 2.SYR 6/8 (light red); 

surface 10YR 7/2 (light gray). 

Greek-manufactured. 

The unrecorded context makes assessing the chronol

ogy of this figurine difficult, but on the basis of scale and 

painted details, it is likely that this figurine belongs to the 

Late Phrygian/Hellenistic period. 

ished fragment m a y represent one of the few bits of 

archaeological evidence for the Galatians at Gordion. See 

F. A. Winter 1977: 60ffi, fig. 1: and Conclusions, p. 75. Its 

find-spot in the Pottery Establishment and unfinished 

state suggest that this neck m a y be an archetype or 

secondary archetype fragment. 

109 Pendant: Grotesque Head 

T 4 9 Trench ET-012, Level 4 

P.H. 0.043; P.W. 0.04; Th. 0.031 m. 

PI. 31 

Intact except chips at bottom and back right edge. Surface 

burned. 

Circular pendant with grotesque head on front, pierced at top 

for suspension. Eyes are incised circles with added clay pellets 

for pupils. Nose is large with deep indentation defining under

side and nostrils. Mouth is deep fold of clay with upper lip rolled 

beneath nose. Back of pendant carries intaglio impression of 

shell. Handmade. 

N o painted decoration. 

Lightly micaceous gray-brown clay with small dark and light 

inclusions. Munsell: 10YR5/3 (brown). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Context pottery and coins suggest a date for the level at 

least as late as the second half of the 4th century B.C. 

This pendant was surely worn as a necklace. 

sites is unclear. N o n e of the clays appear to be Attic. 

Workshops in Asia Minor are the probable source of the 

Gordion examples. Pergamon m a y be the manufacturing 

site of 113, to judge from the appearance of its clay and a 

comparative examination of the clays of the Hellenistic 

terracotta figurines from Pergamon and the Pergamene 

shrine of Mamurtkale. 

FUNCTION 

It is not clear what function these comic masks had at 

Gordion. N o n e were found in contexts which might be 

Unidentifiable Humans (108-109) 

Masks (110-114) 
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useful in this regard; four were recovered from trenches 

where houses and shrines of the Late Phrygian/Hellenis

tic period were excavated, but the masks did not come 

from any specific architectural units. T h e only specific 

clues to their function come from the holes pierced 

through the top or back of two of the masks (111, 112) 

which indicate they were meant to be suspended. 

T h e general function of small-scale terracotta masks is 

debatable. Obviously, these terracotta masks are minia

ture versions of the large masks worn by actors in 

dramatic productions. T h e miniatures are meant to 

evoke the theatrical originals and the dramatic world in 

general. Connections between terracotta masks or figu

rines of actors and Dionysos are cited to prove the votive 

nature of these objects (Webster 1950: 23; 1969: ix); the 

link between masks and Dionysiac cult is clearer at 

Sarkine in ancient Colchis (Georgia), where Hellenistic 

busts of Dionysos and Ariadne were found with theatrical 

masks (Lordkipanidze 1974). Associations with Demeter 

are also suggested (Peredolskaja 1964: 10 ff; Webster 

1969: ix). Terracotta masks are found in houses, e.g., at 

Priene the walls of a Hellenistic house were decorated 

with N e w C o m e d y masks (Wiegand & Schrader 1904: 

360-361, figs. 446-450); in graves, e.g., m a n y in Lipari 

(see Webster [1965: 319 ff.], w h o implies that their 

primary function was as souvenirs of certain plays or 

theatrical performances); and in sanctuaries, e.g., that of 

Demeter and Kore at Corinth (Stroud 1965: pi. 2E). It is 

likely that, originally, small-scale terracotta theatrical 

masks were produced with religious associations in mind, 

e.g., as votives to Dionysos as the god of the theater. 

These masks later probably became popular for their 

comical or decorative effects and became widespread as 

decorations, souvenirs or collectors' pieces. T h e unique 

appearance of each of the character types would appeal 

to the collectors' instincts. 

There is only limited evidence of worship of Dionysos 

at Gordion. T h e only representation of Dionysos at 

Gordion, in this case together with Ariadne and a satyr, is 

on the mold for a relief medallion (105). There is also a 

satyr bust-thymiaterion (35). T h e site has yielded no 

traces of an ancient theater or theatrical area and no 

reason to suppose that these five comic masks bear any 

immediate relation to a cult of Dionysos as the god of the 

theater. Private worship of Dionysos m a y well have been 

conducted at Gordion, and if these masks have any 

connection to that deity, they m a y have been used in 

domestic shrines. It is preferable, however, to think of 

these masks as popular tourist souvenirs or collectors' 

items which m a d e their way to Gordion through dealers 

in terracotta figurines or through individuals. 

110 Comic Mask 
T 20 Trench ET-N, brown fill with stones over Level 4 

between two faces of wall 

P.H. 0.046; P.W. 0.032; P.Th. 0.022; Th. walls 0.005-

0.007 m. 

PL 32 

Single fragment preserving face, lacking right side from 

outside of eye, lower part of mouth and chin. Chips from all 

edges except part of left cheek. 

Comic mask of slave with hair rising around face in speira 

(Pollux no. 22); low sloping forehead and high arching eyebrows 

formed by one thick ridge; protruding eyeballs; small nose with 

bulbous end; gaping cavity for mouth. Back of mask is smoothed 

and forms concave surface. Interior hollow. Made from worn 

mold. 

No trace of painted decoration. 

Reddish orange clay, well fired and fine with many tiny silver 

micaceous particles and small number of gritty inclusions. 

Munsell: 5YR 6/6 (reddish yellow). 

Greek-manufactured. 

This type of mask is described by Pollux (no. 22) as a 

leading slave with a speira of red hair, raised brows and a 

frown. See Webster and Green 1978: 15, B Slave, for 

examples and description of general type of slave. T h e 

type was created in Attica during the course of the 4th 

century, and was popular by the beginning of N e w 

C o m e d y at the end of the 4th century B.C. (ibid.: 15). This 

is one of the comic slave mask types that became popular 

as supports on Hellenistic molded relief bowls (e.g., 

Edwards 1975: 171, Corinthian example dated close to 

146 B.C.). 

A date in the late 4th or early 3d century B.C. is 

probable for this mask based on stylistic comparisons: 

• Athens, Agora T942 (Webster 1960: 276, 282, no. 

C2, pi. 68): end of 4th century B.C.; 

• Munich SL 201 (Sieveking 1916: 17); 

• Madrid 3373 (Laumonier 1921: no. 859, pi. 101(8)): 

provincial version; 

• Nicosia (Webster 1969: 75, KT4 ) : local version; 

• Lipari (Webster 1965: pi. 185(4), C6): local version. 

T h e context in which the mask was found cannot 

further narrow the stylistically derived date. 

Ill Comic Mask 

T102 Trench W S 4-5. S2, Layer 6 

P.H. 0.085; P.W. 0.035; P.Th. 0.04; Th. walls 0.003-

0.005 m. 

PI. 32 and Color PI. I 

Single fragment preserving two-thirds of front of mask, 

broken across left side of face and hair. Back of head is missing 

from crown. Finished edge exists along right jaw. Surface and 

paint very well preserved. Traces of carbon adhere to interior at 

lower edge and right break, but fragment is not burned. 

Comic mask of slave with high speira, wrinkled brow, recurved 

eyebrows, pop-eyes, pug nose, open mouth and hairy beard and 

mustache (Pollux no. 22). O n crown of head is small suspension 

hole. Interior is hollow with rough walls and finger impressions. 

Made from fresh mold. Possibly some reworking of details by 

hand. 

Entire exterior surface is covered with white groundcoat and 

pink slip or paint. Over white and pink is coat of orange or tan 

paint for skin color, hairline on left side of forehead and right 

eyelid. Ring of red is painted around inside edge of mouth. Very 

thin line of black is painted above right eyeball. O n left side. 
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eyebrow is marked by thin arching brown line. Interior is 

neither slipped nor painted. 

Very slightly micaceous, hard-fired fine orange-pink clay, few 

dark inclusions. Munsell: SYR 7 4 (pink)-7/6 (reddish yellow). 

Greek-manufactured. 

This mask is the same type as 110, i.e., Pollux no. 22. A 

date no earlier than the late 4th/early 3d century B.C. is 

likely based on context. A n Ephesian coin of ca. 387-295 

B.C. (C 1232) provides a broad date for the layer. 

112 Comic Mask 

T 90 Trench T B T 7a, Layer 2, N W quarter 

H. 0.048; W . 0.064; P.Th. 0.04; Th. walls 0.005-0.01 m. 

PI. 32 

Single fragment preserving entire section of hair from top to 

finished edge at bottom, lacking most of face except right edge at 

hairline. Chipped surfaces on left side of face and hair. Interior 

discolored green with black splotches. Some paint preserved. 

Comic mask wearing thick rolled fillet around top of head 

(probably Pollux no. 16). Hair is swept back from face on right in 

horizontal mass defined by closely packed grooves and ridges. 

O n left side hair is modeled in varying convex and concave 

surfaces with ridges for individual locks. Through top of head is 

small oval hole (0.019 x 0.004 m.) for suspension or attachment 

of object. Individual strands of hair radiate from center of back 

of head. In back of head to right and left of center are two holes, 

not pierced through to interior; their purpose is unclear. 

Interior is hollow, walls smooth. Moldmade front with addition 

of fillet and some hand-tooling of hair. Back of head is modeled 

by hand and hand-tooled. 

Traces of white groundcoat on exterior surface. Hair was 

painted but color is now blackened. Traces of pink paint on 

topknot, at left hairline and beneath fillet. Fillet is red. 

Red-orange, very slightly micaceous, hard-fired clay with tiny 

dark particles. Munsell: 5YR 5/6 (yellowish red). 

Greek-manufactured. 

This comic mask is probably the type described by 

Pollux (no. 16) as a young m a n with a fillet coming h o m e 

from a banquet (Webster and Green 1978: 19, O Y o u n g 

M a n ) . T h e mask is similar to one from Centuripe (de 

Morant 1956: 32, pi. 55B), though not of the same type. 

It can be compared to a fragment of a "female mask" 

from Pergamon (Topperwein 1976: no. 506, pi. 74). 

T h e latest datable pottery dates the context not m u c h 

later than the first half of the 3d century B.C. 

113 Comic Mask 

T 22 Trench SET-N, Cut N-6-D, Layer 1 

H. 0.0615; W. 0.0425; Th. 0.032 m. 

PI. 32 

Intact. Lacking only tiny fragments, e.g., tip of nose, tip of 

right side of topknot and edge of face on right side. 

Comic mask of pseudokore type (Pollux no. 34). Hair is 

parted in middle and pulled back above ears. At top of head is 

large rectangular bowknot bound at base by ribbon. Face is oval; 

eyelids defined by upper and lower ridges with empty slit for 

pupil; nose exceptionally long with pointed tip; mouth forms 

open rectangle; inside of mouth is concave with tongue project

ing over thin lower lip. Back of mask is open with back edge 

forming 135° angle. Back of bowknot is flat surface. Interior is 

hollow. Moldmade. 

Surface of face is covered with white groundcoat. Traces of 

white slip on hair, especially on bowknot. Bowknot is painted 

red, while rest of hair is black. O n face are traces of blue-green 

paint. 

Fine yellow-orange clay with few micaceous particles and no 

visible inclusions. Munsell: 7.5YR 7/6 (reddish yellow). 

Greek-manufactured. 

This New Comedy mask is the first pseudokore or 

hetaira described by Pollux (no. 34). See Webster and 

Green 1978: 23, W Hetaira, for general type. The 

Gordion example is probably derivative of an Attic mask 

of the late 4th century B.C. See Topperwein 1976: 236, 

no. 518 (from Pergamon) for close stylistic comparison 

for type. 

Although the pottery from this layer contained 5th-, 

4th-, and 3d-century B.C. material, the latest sherds in the 

fill can be dated to the end of the 3d or early 2d century 

B.C. T h e mask could be as late as the latest pottery or be 

a m o n g the 3d century B.C. objects. 

T h e clay of this mask closely matches that of terracotta 

figurines from Pergamon and the Pergamene Kybele 

shrine at Mamurtkale. 

114 Comic Mask 

T 1 1 8 Trench SE-NW, Stratum lc 

P.H. 0.025; P.W. 0.033; P.Th. 0.031; Th. walls 0.002-0.005 

m. 

PI. 32 

Single fragment preserving lower left half of mouth, chin and 

face. Finished surface below left jaw. Paint well preserved. 

Comic mask with gaping mouth and broad lower jaw and chin 

(probably Pollux no. 16). Interior is hollow and interior walls are 

smooth. Moldmade. 

Exterior surface is covered with white groundcoat. O n top of 

white is pinkish orange paint for skin color. Inside of mouth on 

lower lip is painted red. 

Light red, very fine, slightly micaceous clay. Munsell: 2.5YR 

6/6 (light red). 

Greek-manufactured. 

This fragment probably belongs to a comic mask of a 

young male type, perhaps like 112, Pollux no. 16 

This fragment was found with a Rhodian stamped 

a m p h o r a handle, an imitation Megarian bowl (P436), a 

locally m a d e black burnished imitation of West Slope 

ware and a stamped red-glazed sherd. T h e stratum could 

be as late as the last half of the 3d or early 2d century B.C. 

but this fragment, on stylistic grounds, might well be one 

of the earliest pieces in the stratum. 
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Animals: Central Anatolian and Non-Central Anatolian (115-155) 

CHRONOLOGY 

Animal figurines are the most numerous of all catego

ries of terracottas from Gordion. Chronologically, animal 

terracottas span the history of the site from the Early 

Bronze Age to the Byzantine period, with Early Phryg

ian, R o m a n and Byzantine examples barely represented 
or non-existent. (See Tables 1 and 2, pp. 50 and 73. for 

general chronological groupings.) This chronological 
pattern is consistent with the overall picture of the 

terracotta figurines from Gordion. Zoomorphic vessels, 

animal attachments for vessels, or animal spouts, not 

included in this catalogue (see Gunter 1991: nos. 254, 

508-514), are c o m m o n in the Hittite period. The local 

production of terracottas in the Early and Middle Phryg

ian periods seems to have been limited to handmade 

animal figurines, animal vessels (see 1-11, 17) and a few 

other non-figural objects—boots (see 162-168), a model 

cart (156), and miniature wheels (159-161, yvith only one 

of the latter (159), dating surely to the Early Phrygian 

period. Only three animal figurines can possibly be 

placed within the Early Phrygian (or Middle Phrygian) 

period (122, 137, 138). Animal figurines as plastic attach

ments for pottery are also rare in the Early Phrygian 

period (see Sams, Gordion IV, p. 122). The majority (at 

least 18 examples) of the handmade animal figurines 

belong to the Middle Phrygian period. Unlike other 

categories of figurines at Gordion, the Uate Phrygian/ 

Hellenistic period is not well represented by handmade 

animals, with only two definite examples, 146 and 148. 

N o Roman-period animals and one medieval period 

quadruped are represented at Gordion. 
Non-Phrygian or non-Central Anatolian figurines are 

limited in this category to three examples (153-155). 

TECHNIQUE AND DECORATION 

The animal figurines represented in this catalogue are 

handmade with the exception of one Greek example 

(153). Although the surviving animal figurines which are 

Anatolian-manufactured display handmade techniques, 

some of the figurines probably once had hollow cylindri

cal bodies, now missing, turned on the wheel and then 

reshaped by hand (e.g., 126, 127, 131). See also 1-5: 

animal vessels with wheel-turned bodies. 
The majority of the Central Anatolian animal figurines 

are simple representations, although for the most part 

executed with great care. Almost without exception the 

animals are decorated or finished by polishing. They may 

be slipped and/or polished dark gray, brown or black in 

a typically Phrygian technique (122, 126, 127, 130, 137, 

140, 149); slipped and polished to a dark red-maroon or 
orange with added painted details (123-125); slipped 

and/or polished to orange or red (129, 131, 136, 144, 

152); covered with white groundcoat and painted in red 

(132, 151); painted orange (134) or black (135, 142, 150); 

or covered with a buffslip (128, 133). 

SCALE 

While the majority of the Central Anatolian-manufac

tured animal representations are on a small scale, with 

average estimated restored lengths of 0.05-0.12 m. or 

heights of 0.05-0.10 m., a few are truly miniatures: 116 

(Early Bronze Age) and 139 (Middle Phrygian period), 

tyvo quadrupeds of estimated restored lengths of ca. 0.04 

m.; 133, a yoked (?) animal only 0.02 m. in preserved 

height. A number of the animal representations are of a 
very substantial size. All the animals in the category of 

Large Quadrupeds and Large Quadrupeds Attached to 

Plinths would, if restored to complete representations, be 

larger than the average figurines. The three comparable 

horses' heads, slipped, polished and fired red (123-125), 

could be restored to the size of statuettes of perhaps 

0.35-0.40 m. in height. And a group of ungulates' legs 

(126-132) are of a size that would suggest, for complete 
animal bodies, statuettes of ca. 0.15-0.30 m. in height. 

Since there are no complete or even near-complete 

examples of these larger animals, it is impossible to be 

certain that an entire animal form was ever rendered. 

ANIMAL TYPOLOGY 

The majority of the animal types represented by the 

Central Anatolian-manufactured terracotta figurines from 
Gordion are quadrupeds, with a small class of birds. Ten 

of the quadrupeds are not specifically identifiable; there 

are eight representations of otherwise unidentifiable 

ungulates and eleven probable representations of horses 
including two stallions and two harnessed horses. In 

addition, represented by a single or a handful of ex

amples each are a ram, two bulls, a possible stag and a 

lion. A m o n g the Anatolian bird figurines, none are 

specifically identifiable, although among the imports one 

may be identified as a cock (?) and one a dove. 
One miniature animal (133) is unidentifiable, although 

a strap appears across its back as if to suggest a yoke or 

harness. In addition, five quadrupeds wear bridles, yokes 

or some other form of harness: e.g., two of the horses 

from the Hittite period (117, 118) wear bridles or halters; 

135 wears a harness strap across its rump; 123 and 125 

wear painted bridles or halters; and on 134 and 135 

harnesses are represented by strips of clay. The small 

yoked or harnessed figurines may be part of group 

compositions followed by vehicles such as carts or chari

ots (see Miscellaneous category for carts and wheels, 

156-161). One may have had a rider (134). 
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TABLE 1. CHRONOLOGICAL CHART 

Central Anatolian Manufactured Animal Figurines 

Early Bronze Age 3000-2000 B.C. 

Middle and Late Bronze Ages (Hittite Old Kingdom or Empire) 

1650-1200 B.C. 

Early Phrygian Period ca. 1000 to early 7th century B.C. 

Early or Middle Phrygian Period ca. 1000 to 323 B.C. 

Middle Phrygian Period early 7th century to 323 B.C. 

Middle or Late Phrygian/Hellenistic Period 

early 7th century to 189 B.C. 

Late Phrygian/Hellenistic Period 333-189 B.C. 

Roman Period 1st century B.C. to 6th century AD. 

Medieval Period 7th-14th centuries A.D. 

115 
116 

117 
118 
119 
120 
121 

122 

137 
138 

123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
136 
139 
140 
141 
142 
145 
149 

134 
135 
143 
144 
150 
151 
152 

146 
148 

(probably) Animal Head 

(probably) Quadruped 

Horse's Head 

Horse's Head 

Horse's Head 

Ram's Head 

Bull's Head 

Quadruped: Ungulate's Leg 

Quadruped 

Quadruped 

Large Quadruped: Horse's Head? 

Large Quadruped: Horse's Head? 

Large Quadruped: Horse's Head? 

Large Quadruped: Ungulate's Leg 

Large Quadruped: Ungulate's Foot 

Large Quadruped: Ungulate's Leg 

Large Quadruped: Ungulate's Leg 

Large Quadruped: Bull Horn? 

Large Quadruped on Plinth: Ungulate'i 

Large Quadruped on Plinth: Ungulate'i 

Yoked Quadruped 

Wheeled Quadruped: Horse Pull-Toy 

Quadruped 

Quadruped: Stag? 

Quadruped 

Quadruped 

Quadruped: Ungulate's Legs 
Bird 

Harnessed (?) Quadruped: Horse? 

Harnessed Quadruped: Horse? 
Quadruped: Stallion 

Quadruped: Stallion 
Bird 

Bird 

Bird 

Quadruped's Legs 

Lion's Paw 

no examples 

147 Quadruped 

Non-Phrygian or Non-Central Anatolian Animal Figurines 

Bronze Age 3rd to 1st millennia B.C. 

Early Phrygian Period ca. 1000 to early 7th century B.C. 

Middle Phrygian Period early 7th century to 323 B.C. 

Late Phrygian/Hellenistic Period 333-189 B.C. 

Roman Period 1st century B.C. to 6th century A.D. 

Medieval Period 7th-14th centuries A.D. 

no examples 

no examples 

153 Plaque: Bull 

154 Bird: Cock? 

155 Bird: Dove 

no examples 

no examples 

no examples 
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FUNCTION 

Animal representations were, of course, popular as 

rhyta or other vessels and as attachments for vessels (see 

1-18). O f the animals in the figurine category, it is 

possible to assign a specific function to only a small 

proportion. O n e stylized horse representation is by its 

form identifiable as a pull-toy (136) and was recovered 

from the fill between floor levels in Building C, a Middle 

Phrygian megaron. A total of only two animals have 

definite funereal associations: 128, an ungulate's leg and 

140: a stag (?) (from the cremation burials beneath 

Tumulus D ) . 126, an ungulate's leg, was found in the 

mantle of T u m u l u s F and was not, therefore, intended as 

a burial gift. Information about other types of burial gifts 

in the Phrygian tumuli indicates that most were not m a d e 

specifically for use in burials. 

S o m e of the animal figurines or statuettes have associa

tions with identifiable architectural units: e.g., 127, an 

ungulate's foot, from either the houses beneath Tumulus 

E or the fill brought in to level the area on which 

Tumulus E was built; 133, an unidentifiable quadruped 

wearing a yoke or strap, from a floor level inside Building 

D, a Middle Phrygian megaron whose function is un

known; 137, a quadruped, from the Phrygian houses 

beneath T u m u l u s H; 144, a stallion, found in the ashy fill 

in a coil-built clay oven; 153, an imported bull plaque, 

found in the clearing of a 4th-century or Late Phrygian/ 

Hellenistic house wall. 

Four figurines c o m e from pits: 

116: Quadruped, of probably Early Bronze Age date 

131: Large Ungulate's Leg on Plinth 

147: Medieval-Period Quadruped 

149: Bird 

Most of the remaining figurines or statuettes come from 

functionally undefinable earth fills. 

Anthropological models might be tested here in at

tempting to classify the Gordion animal figurines by 

function. M . M . Voigt's study (1983: 186-195) of the 

terracotta figurines from the Iranian site of Hajji Firuz 

Tepe is useful in this regard. Voigt (p. 190) suggests 

criteria based on the figurine's size and form on its 

method and place of disposal, and on its degree of wear 

or breakage patterns to indicate possible functions. Eth-

nohistoric and ethnographic sources form the basis for 

Voigt's categories. 

Since our knowledge of Phrygian daily life, practices 

and belief systems is based on the archaeological finds, 

including some inscriptions which are very limited in 

content and in a largely undeciphered language (see 

Brixhe and Lejeune 1984), and on a small number of 

Assyrian, Greek and Latin literary sources which men

tion Phrygia or the Phrygians, it is difficult to back up a 

classification system for the Gordion figurines with histori

cal sources. A n ethnography of Yassihoyuk, the modern 

village around which the ancient site of Gordion lies, has 

been published ( M E T U 1965), but little written informa

tion is available on the general accouterments of Anato

lian daily life or rituals. 

Voigt's basic functional categories for animal and 

h u m a n figurines (1983: 188) are as follows: (1) vehicles of 

magic—in the case of animals, used in rituals associated 

with fertility, success in agriculture or the hunt; (2) 

didactic figures; (3) toys (this probably applies to the 

small-scale terracotta figurines from Gordion). T o judge 

from the number of depictions of domesticated animals, 

including yoked or harnessed quadrupeds, the first 

functional class probably encompasses most of the animal 

figurines from Gordion. T h e interest in the careful 

representation of the genitalia of two of the horses, 

making them identifiable as stallions (143, 144), may 

suggest the function of these as vehicles for magic 

associated with fertility or as didactic models for instruc

tion in animal husbandry. That some of these terracotta 

animal figurines were used as toys is likely but difficult to 

prove. T h e large number of animal vessels (see 1-5), the 

wooden animals ( T u m P 106-114, 148-149) and a minia

ture bronze quadriga ( T u m P 40) in Tumulus P, a child's 

burial, suggest that animals were pleasing gifts for the 

deceased child and possibly playthings for the child in his 

or her lifetime. While it is possible to add a fourth 

category for terracotta figurines of the Late Phrygian/ 

Hellenistic period, that of household bric-a-brac or deco

ration, it is unlikely that any of these animals served in 

this capacity. 

ANIMALS: CENTRAL 
ANATOLIAN-MANUFACTURED 

BRONZE AGE ANIMALS 

115 Animal's Head 

T 125 Trench PN-3, fallen earth to N W of Meg. 12 

P.H. 0.043; P.Th. neck 0.018 m. 

PL 33 

Gunter 1991: 23, no. 81. 

Single fragment of head and neck, broken across neck leaving 

irregular surfaces. Surface cracked and pitted with small irregu

lar notches. Evidence of secondary burning on snout and neck. 

Head and neck of animal with long neck and snout. Ears are 

two small bumps separated by flattened area. Interior solid. 

Handmade. 

No slip. 

Reddish brown, somewhat coarse clay with some inclusions. 

Surface smoothed with reddish yellow slip on exterior. Munsell: 

slip 5YR 7/6 (reddish yellovv)-2.5YR N4/ (dark gray); core 

2.5YR N3/ (very dark gray). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Early Bronze Age? (3000-2000 B.C.). This figurine 

comes from the edge of one of the trenches which 

reached Early Bronze Age levels. 
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Cf. Fischer 1963: 159, no. 1325, pi. 137, Bogazkoy, 

from an unstratified context. 

116 Quadruped 
T98 Trench M7A. pit in Floor 4 
P.H. 0.033; P.L. 0.057; P.W. 0.033 m. 

PL 33 
Gunter 1991: 26.no. 101. 

Single fragment preserving bodv, stumps of four legs and tail. 

Surface badly chipped and cracked. Body burned to dark 

gray-black. 

Quadruped yvith thick-set, squarish body, four legs set apart 

and erect. Tail is thick, arching slightly and extended horizon

tally at break. Interior solid. Handmade. 

No painted decoration. Surface is smooth as if polished, 

although burning has altered surface appearance. 

Sandy dark brown clay fired dark gray-black (or burned?). 

Munsell: surface 2.5Y N3/ (very dark gray). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Context pottery is mixed with material as late as 4th-3d 

century B.C., but this animal has been assigned to the 

Early Bronze Age (3000-2000 B.C.) on the basis of its 

appearance (cf. Gunter 1991: 26, no. 101). 

117 Horse's Head 

P 4388 'French CC3A, clay layer 

P.H. 0.061; P.Depth 0.035 m. 

PL 33 

Gunter 1991: 84, no. 524. 

Single fragment preserving head and neck, broken at lower 

neck. Missing tops of ears, chips from underside of muzzle, front 

of neck, right side at break, much of mane. 

Horse's head yvith bridle. Head is short and small with ears 

applied to either side, thick section of mane between ears and 

down back of head. Bridle loops over muzzle in flattened band 

and crosses cheeks to behind head to meet at upper neck. 

Interior solid. Bottom surface concave for attachment to body of 

vessel or to hollow wheelmade body of statuette. Handmade. 

Yellow-buff slip on exterior. 

Slightly micaceous, gritty clay fired yellowish pink. Munsell: 

core 7.5YR 8/6 (reddish yellow). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Hittite, Old Kingdom or Empire period (1650-1200 

B.C.), but found in Middle Phrygian clay deposit. 

118 Horse's Head 

T 43 Phrygian Gate, N Court, Cut B, top layer of clay 

P.H. 0.06; P.W. 0.051; Th. 0.0325 m. 

PI. 33 

Gunter 1991: 84, no. 523. 

Single fragment preserving head and upper neck, lacking tips 

of ears, end of muzzle, chip off bridle at muzzle and across neck. 

Mane mostly missing. 

Horse's head wearing bridle. Erect triangular ears are set low 

and close to head. Head is thick and short with bump on upper 

forehead. Bridle crosses muzzle as thick roll and cuts across 

cheeks. Above forehead bridle is rendered as two thin ridges 

looping from base of ears to between ears, meeting in low knob. 

Interior solid. Handmade. 

Entire surface, except strip where mane is missing from neck, 

has thin buff slip. 

Hard-fired, slightly micaceous gritty clay with tiny white and 

dark inclusions, fired light reddish brown. Munsell: 2.5YR 6/4 

(light reddish brown). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Hittite, Old Kingdom or Empire period (1650-1200 

B.C.), but found in Middle Phrygian fill. 

119 Horse's Head 

T 50 Trench Deep Cut 4, clay layer over Early Phrygian 

"Polychrome House" 

P.H. 0.043; W . 0.02; Max.Depth 0.033 m. 

PI. 33 

Gunter 1991: 84, no. 525. 

Single fragment preserving head and neck of animal. Missing 

right ear, most of mane down back of head, part of muzzle strap. 

Surface chipped. 

Horse's head with bridle. Head is short and muzzle is long 

and pointed. Triangular left ear stands up on head. Two 

punched holes on either side of central bridle strap mark eyes. 

Another smaller and deeper hole pierced through below left 

eye. Tiny hole is pierced through left nostril. Mane stands up as 

high ridge on lower neck. Bridle is applied over muzzle as 

flattened band and down front of face. Bottom of neck has 

concave finished surface. Interior solid. Handmade. 

Surface slipped pink-buff 

Orange-red clay, lightly micaceous, hard-fired and filled with 

tiny sandy and gritty inclusions. Munsell: 2.SYR 6/8 (light red). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Hittite, Old Kingdom or Empire period (1650-1200 

B.C.), but from Middle Phrygian context. 

120 Ram's Head 

Till Trench TB8-S3, in clay layer for Middle Phrygian 

rebuilding 

P.H. 0.034; W . 0.032; P.Th. 0.021 m. 

PI. 33 

Gunter 1991: 84, no. 522. 

Single fragment preserving head broken off unevenly at neck. 

Surface chipped on right back side. Muzzle, underside of neck 

and right side of head slightly gray from burning. 

Ram's head with long muzzle, flat on top and tapering to 

rounded tip. Horns are set on top of head, tightly curled into 

two raised coils with flat tops. Neck is flat on back side. Interior 

solid. Handmade. 

No slip. 

Gritty, lightly micaceous reddish orange clay with buff slip on 

exterior, fired buff on exterior. Munsell: core 2.5YR 6/8 (light 

red). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Hittite, Old Kingdom or Empire period (1650-1200 

B.C.), but from Middle Phrygian fill. 

This piece is probably a plastic attachment for a vessel. 

Another ram's head from this same period which is more 

certainly a plastic attachment is P 3329 (Gunter 1991: 62, 

no. 254). 

Cf. Fischer 1963: 158, no. 1304, pi. 137, from fill in 

front of Hittite citadel gate on Btiyiikkale. 

http://26.no
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121 Bull's Head 

T 141 Kiiciik Hiiyuk, Tower 3, robbers' fill 

P.L. 0.028; W . 0.033; P.H. 0.020 m. 

PL 33 

Single fragment preserving head including snout, one horn 

and one eye. Broken at top of neck. 

Triangular head with short stubby cylindrical horns and 

added clay pellet eyes. Flattened nose has nostrils roughly 

indicated. Front of face and back of head are flat. Hand-

modeled. 

range-buft'slip over exterior. 

Pale yellow-buff medium-coarse clay. Munsell: slip 10YR 7/3 

(very pale brown); core 10YR 7/2 (light gray). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

This animal comes from a context disturbed by ancient 

robbers, but the period of use of the Kiiciik Hiiyiik, 

ending ca. 550 B.C., provides the lower limits for the 

figurine. T h e style of the animal form, the color of the 

clay and the slip would be compatible with Hittite 

figurines of the Old Kingdom or Empire period (1650-

1200 B.C.). 

ANIMALS: LARGE QUADRUPEDS 

122 Quadruped: Ungulate's Leg 

P 2611 Terrace Building 1 

P.H. 0.031; D. 0.019 m. 

PI. 33 

Sams 1994: 1033. 

Single fragment broken above hoof. 

Bottom of hoof broad and flattened with deep groove form

ing cleft. Thick leg flaring above to attachment. Handmade. 

Vertical lines and ladders on leg in dark paint. Surface 

polished in vertical strokes. 

Coarse clay, fired gray throughout. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Context allows date in Early Phrygian period (Early 

Phrygian Destruction level). 

123 Large Quadruped: Horse's Head? 

T 30 Trench NCT-S, Section A, Cut 4b, Level lc-2 

P.H. 0.06; P.L. 0.109; P.W. 0.047 m. 

PI. 33 

Single fragment preserving left side of head, broken at muzzle 

and top of neck. Surface of eyeball, harness, cheek and ears 

broken. Many surface chips. 

Animal head, probably of horse, wearing harness. Horse has 

broad muzzle, large eye protruding from head, surrounded by 

groove and broad ridge. Harness is rendered in relief as wide 

rolled band over muzzle, forehead and cheek with knob at 

midpoint of cheek. Solid interior. Handmade, but probably 

attached to hollow wheelmade body. 

Surface is slipped, polished and fired to dark red-maroon. 

Munsell: 10R 4/4 (weak red). Eye has ring of white and ring of 

black added over red. 
Tan clay (Munsell: 7.5YR 7/4 [pink]) fired completely gray at 

core. Many dark and some lime inclusions. Some mica. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

This animal head, like the comparable animals from 

Gordion (124 and 125), comes from a 4th-century or 

Late Phrygian/Hellenistic context. T h e red-maroon fired 

color of the polished slip combined with white and black 

additions is similar to the decoration of Middle Phrygian 

bichrome pottery, but not characteristic of the Late 

Phrygian/Hellenistic period. It is, therefore, possible 

that these bridled horses are remnants of the Middle 

Phrygian period from later contexts. For a Hittite animal 

of similar style see Fischer 1963: no. 1262, pi. 134. 

124 Large Quadruped: Horse's Head? 

T 1 8 Trench SET-N, Cut 2F, Layer 2 

P.H. 0.041; P.W. 0.04; Th. walls at neck 0.005-0.007 m. 

PI. 33 

Single fragment preserving head and upper neck, missing 

muzzle, ears, entire surface of top of head. Surface chips and 

flakes missing. 

Head of animal, probably horse, with thick neck and modeled 

jaws. Eyes are rendered as ovals with single incision producing 

slight ridge around convex eyeball. Interior solid. Handmade, 

probably for attachment to hollow, wheelmade body. 

Surface is slipped, burnished unevenly and fired golden 

orange to red-brown. Munsell: 5YR 5/6 (yellowish red). 

Pinkish brown clay with small amount of silver micaceous 

particles and gritty inclusions, fired silver-gray at core. Munsell: 

7.5YR 6/4 (light brown). 

Central Anatolian-manufacturd. 

Comparable animal figurines are 123 and 125. The 

pottery in this layer indicates that the context is no earlier 

than the late 4th or 3d century B.C. 

125 Large Quadruped: Horse's Head? 

T 23 Trench SET-N, Cut N-4-D, Layer 4 

P.H. 0.042; P.L. 0.056; W. 0.022 m. 

PI. 33 

Single fragment preserving head and upper neck. Surface 

chipped on right and left sides of neck, along ridge of neck's 

underside and tip of muzzle. 

Head of animal, probably horse, wearing harness. Muzzle 

describes long arching line from forehead with sharp ridge 

along line. Muzzle narrows considerably at mouth. Eyes are 

large ovals raised above plane of rest of head and set off by deep 

groove around perimeter. Small, triangular ears are laid back 

on head; forelock is swept back between ears; mane forms sharp 

ridge doyvn back of neck. Harness is incised in front of ears, 

behind head and along sides of head to mouth. Interior solid. 

Handmade, probably originally attached to hollow, wheelmade 

body. 

Surface is slipped, burnished and fired reddish brown. 

Highly micaceous pink clay fired gray at core with many white 

lime inclusions. Munsell: 5YR 6/4 (light reddish brown). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

See comparable animals: 123 and 124. 

T h e pottery in the stratum with the animal head 

indicates a date for the context no earlier than the 4th 

century B.C. 
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126 Large Quadruped: Ungulate's Leg 

1 12S Tumulus F, Trench SW-NE, mantle fill 

P.H. 0.035; W. hoof0.026m. 

PI. 33 

Kohler, forthcoming: Tumulus F. 

Single fragment of animal foot broken above hock. 

Modeled leg splaying into split hoof with hock defined by two 

lumps. Solid interior. Handmade. 

Hard gray ware, slipped and burnished. Munsell: core: 10YR 

6/2 (light brownish gray); surface 10YR 4/1 (dark gray)-10 YR 

3/1 (very dark gray). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

This animal leg comes from the earth cover of Tumu

lus F, a cremation burial, which can be dated tentatively 

toca. 630-615 B.C. 

127 Large Quadruped: Ungulate's Foot 

T 131 Below Tumulus E, Deep Cut V, E., level of bronze 

deposit and below 

P.H. 0.06; P.W. 0.045 m. 

PL 33 

Single fragment of foot. 

Animal foot yvith slightly concave sides and flat bottom. Short 

vertical groove spreading at floor indicates split hoof. Hock is 

defined behind. Handmade. 

Burnished in vertical strokes. 

Coarse clay fired gray to black on surface and gray at core 

with some fine white mica. Munsell: core 10YR 5/1 (gray); 

surface: 10YR 5/2 (grayish brown) to 3/1 (very dark gray). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

This figurine comes either from the lowest fill over the 

houses over yvhich the tumulus was constructed or from 

the upper fill of these houses. T u m u l u s E can be tenta

tively dated to the last quarter of the 6th century B.C. and, 

thus, the animal probably dates to this time or before (see 

Kohler, forthcoming: II, 2 for description of T u m u l u s E 

and analysis of its date). 

128 Large Quadruped: Ungulate's Leg 

T127 Beneath Tumulus D, in Pit Z 

P.H. 0.069; W. hoof 0.0235 m. 

PL 33 

Broken at attachment to body. 

Round leg with slight incurve at front. Hoof split. Interior 

solid. Handmade. 

Slipped and burnished. 

Hard-fired yellow-buff ware. Munsell: core 7.5Y'R 6/4 (light 

brown); surface 10YR 7/3 (very pale brown). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Dates in or prior to period 550-450 B.C. (for context see 

140). 

129 Large Quadruped: Ungulate's Leg 

T 113 Trench SET-N, Layer 2 

P.H. 0.044; W. 0.019; Th. 0.021 m. 

PL 33 

Single fragment preserving lower leg and portion of hoof. 

Surface chipped. 

Animal leg, rectangular in section at top yvith flatfish sides and 

ridge down front. Begins to flare out toward hoof with bulge at 

back to form hock. Interior solid. Handmade. 

Exterior is slipped and polished unevenly, producing high 

sheen in orange-red over much of leg. 

Clay is lightly micaceous yvith small black inclusions. Core is 

fired to charcoal gray with outer ring of buff-brown. Munsell: 

outer ring 7.5YR 6/4 (light brown). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Comparable animal legs: 131 and 132. 

Context pottery is mixed, Middle Phrygian to latest 

Late Phrygian/Hellenistic period at Gordion (189 B.C.). 

130 Large Quadruped?: Bull's Horn? 

T 142 Kiiciik Hiiyuk, Level 1 

P.L. 0.075; D. base 0.020 m. 

PL 33 

Single fragment, broken at attachment to head. 

Horn (?), perhaps of bull. Conical, slightly curved and circular 

in section. Interior solid. Hand-modeled, probably rolled in 

hand. 

Matte black slip. 

Coarse, dark gray clay with large inclusions including small 

chunks offline Munsell: slip 10YR 4/1 (dark gray); core 10YR 

6/1 (gray). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Comes from mixed upper level with pottery ranging 

from 6th century B.C. to R o m a n period. Size of horn (?) 

indicates animal figurine of substantial size. 

ANIMALS: LARGE QUADRUPEDS 
ATTACHED TO PLINTHS 

131 Large Quadruped on Plinth: Ungulate's Leg 

T 81 Trench W M L - 4 M , Room A, Pit N, under Floor 6 

P.H. 0.065; P.W. 0.022; Th. 0.032 m. 

PI. 34 

Single fragment preserving lower leg and hoof to bottom. 

Surface of left front of hoof chipped off. Broken edge at left side 

of hoof as if base continues. Surface well preserved with few 

nicks. 

Right foreleg of ungulate. Round in section, with two knobs 

projecting for hocks and concavity beneath. Hoof flares to side 

with front of hoof coming to point yvith applied pellet at right 

front. Deep vertical incision down front of hoof divides foot in 

half. Bottom of hoof is attached to flat base. Interior is solid. 

Handmade. 

Surface of leg and hoof is slipped and burnished to high gloss, 

red-brown after firing. 

Buff-pink, very lightly micaceous clay with lime inclusions. 

Munsell: 7.5YR 6/4 (light brown). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

For comparable animal legs see 129 and 132; the latter 

also rests on a plinth. 

Datable pottery is no later than the second half of 6th 

century, possibly soon after 546 B.C. 
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132 Large Quadruped on Plinth: Ungulate's Leg 
T 75 Trench WML-2E, Layer 4. SW quarter 
P.H. 0.088; P.W. base 0.034; P.Depth 0.032 m. 
PI. 34 

Single fragment preserving leg from upper thigh to bottom, 

right side front and small portion of bottom of base at right front 

corner. Chips around leg at top; surface missing halfway down 

back of leg and from bottom. Paint well preserved. 

Right foreleg of animal, possibly bovine, attached to low 

rectangular plinth. Leg is modeled with wide thigh, narrowing 

yvith flat sides, convex curve for knee. Hoof projects forward in 

lump to front of base, merging with top and sides of low 

(H. 0.012 m.) rectangular base. Interior solid. Handmade. 

Leg and hoof are covered with thick white groundcoat, 

polished to smooth surface. Hoof is covered with matte red 

paint. Top and sides of base are painted with same matte red as 

hoof. Streak or thin line of red down outside of leg. Inside back 

of leg mostly unslipped. Bottom of base unpainted. 

Fine, light red clay; slightly micaceous with tiny light inclu

sions. Munsell: 2.5YR 6/8 (light red). Surface slipped with fine 

orange-red clay. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Similar ungulates' legs on animals: 129 and 131. 

In the same layer with the animal leg was a bronze coin 

of Alexander III (330-315 B.C.). 

ANIMALS: YOKED OR HARNESSED 
QUADRUPEDS 

133 Yoked (?) Quadruped 

T 82 Trench D2b, Building D, in cleaning Floor 4 

P.H. 0.02, W. 0.015; Th. 0.016 m. 

PL 34 

Single fragment preserving upper body and head of animal, 

lacking tips of front legs, chip from back of strap and back half of 

body. 

Animal with applied strap on back, perhaps harness or yoke. 

Head is pointed at top and at muzzle with small projections at 

right and left sides for ears or horns. Neck is thick, yvidening 

toward body. T w o legs are applied at sides and curve out from 

body. Handmade. 
No painted decoration or polish over well-smoothed surface. 

Fine pink-orange clay, light gray at core, covered yvith buff 

slip. Munsell: 5YR 7/6 (reddish yellow). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

This animal figurine comes from a 6th-century B.C. 

context and m a y belong to a plowing cart or chariot 

group. 

134 Harnessed (?) Quadruped: Horse? 

T 11 Trench S W T , Section C, Cut 17, Level 1 

P.H. 0.040; P.L. 0.051; W. body 0.025 m. 

PI. 34 

Single fragment preserving neck and back of head, stumps of 

four legs and three-quarters of body. 

Four-legged animal, probably horse, with upright neck, small 

head and body which balloons toward rear. Interior solid except 

for large hole (D. 0.009 m.) through animal's rear forming 

hollow inside back half of body. Handmade with extra layer of 

clay applied very unevenly to left Hank and other areas. 

Traces of bright orange paint on entire body, especially yvell 

preserved on underside. 

Very hard-fired, lightly micaceous brown clay, fired gray at 

core. No clean breaks to allow Munsell test. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Although this quadruped comes from a Roman-period 

context, it is likely to be Middle or Late Phrygian/ 

Hellenistic in date. T h e hole into the interior of the body 

and the layer of clay applied unevenly to the exterior 

might suggest that a rider or a harness was attached, 

perhaps as part of a chariot group. 

135 Harnessed Quadruped: Horse? 

T 92 Trench TBT-CC1, fill between Floors 1 and 1 B 

P.H. 0.055; P.L. 0.06; P.W. 0.036 m. 

PI. 34 

Single fragment preserving body, left foreleg, upper right 

foreleg, stumps of hind legs and tail. Missing neck and head. 

Paint flaking off. 

Quadruped, probably horse, with applied strap, perhaps 

harness, across rump; long front legs; thick body, rectangular in 

section; wide rump and tail. Legs are thick and erect, set yvide 

apart in front and back. Left leg turns out into flattened surface 

at hoof. Handmade. 

Brown-black paint over entire animal. O n back behind neck is 

brown dot. 

Very fine, lightly micaceous, light red clay with brown ring 

around exterior. Munsell: 2.5YR 6/6 (light red). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Pottery indicates a date no earlier than the 4th century 

B.C. for the stratum. 

T h e horse (?) may have been attached to a plinth, as 

suggested by the treatment of the left hoof, and thus may 

have been part of a chariot group. 

ANIMALS: WHEELED QUADRUPED 

136 Wheeled Quadruped: Horse Pull-Toy 

T 129 Trench ETV-1 and -2, Building C between Floors 

2 and 3 

H. 0.059; L. 0.061; Max.W. 0.029 m. 

PI. 34 

Single fragment preserving hindquarters of horse, broken at 

mid-body, tail and right rear leg. 

Pull-toy in form of stylized horse with hind legs pierced for 

attachment of wheels. Back has sharp ridge; tail is round in 

section; rear legs are plank-like and squared at bottom. Hand

made yvith evidence of tooling yvith knife. 

Traces of red slip or paint (Munsell: 10R 6/6 [light redJ-5/6 

[red]) on hindquarters and tail, although not on lower legs. 

Lightly polished. 

Light orange to red clay with small inclusions, mostly black. 

Munsell: core 5YR 6/6 (reddish yellow); surface SYR 7/6 

(reddish yellow). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 
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The second period of Building C from which this 

pull-toy comes dates to the latter part of the 6th century 

B.C. and the building lasts possibly to the late 5th century 

B.C. (see description of Building C in R. S. Young 1955: 

6-8, esp. 8). 

ANIMALS: OTHER QUADRUPEDS 
137 Quadruped 

T 21 Beneath Tumulus H, Pit 2, below House I, Level A 

P.L. 0.048; P.W. 0.0265; D. body at break 0.017 m. 

PI. 34 

Anderson 1980: 14, 348, no. 161. 

Single fragment preserving head, neck and upper portion of 

forelegs. Missing tips of ears, chip of muzzle and surface chips. 

Animal, probably bull with erect head, long flat muzzle, 

widely spaced ears and long thick neck. Solid interior. Hand

made. 

Surface is black polished to medium sheen in Phrygian 

technique. 

Pinkish brown clay, lightly micaceous with small white gritty 

inclusions, fired to dark gray-black surface. Munsell: core 7.5Y'R 

6/2 (pinkish gray). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The burial in Tumulus H is dated by an East Greek 

bird bowl to ca. 650 B.C. or later (Kohler 1995, 48-49). 

House I beneath the tumulus probably spans the Early 

and Middle Phrygian periods and lies, as do all the 

houses in this area, on top of a Hittite-period cemetery. 

T h e black polished surface of this animal makes it 

unlikely to date to the Bronze Age and, therefore, the 

figurine can probably be dated to the Early or Middle 

Phrygian period. 

138 Quadruped 

T 79 Clay deposit under Building C 

P.L. 0.048; P.H. 0.022; P.W. 0.015 m. 

PL 34 

Single fragment preserving body, beginning of neck, stumps 

of tail and four legs. Nicks on surface. 

Long-bodied quadruped with neck extended forward and 

downward-curving tail. Handmade. 

No painted decoration. Partially polished? 

Hard-fired pinkish broyvn, very slightly micaceous clay with 

tiny dark inclusions. Munsell: 5Y'R 6/4 (light reddish brown). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The context suggests a date for this animal no later 

than the mid-6th century B.C. A m u c h earlier date than 

the 6th century is, however, possible. 

139 Quadruped 

T 41 E-W Trench, Gate Building W , beside Building B, 

in clay fill 

P.L. 0.037; P.H. 0.024; W. 0.017 m. 

PL 34 

Single fragment preserving body and head, lacking lower 

parts of legs, tip of tail, back of head, all of left ear and part of 

right ear. Surface burned black with cracking on head. 

Quadruped with round body, sagging belly, raised ridge on 

back, downward-arching tail, thick neck, short rounded muzzle 

and ears or horns set at sides of head. Handmade. 

Slight traces of burnishing on outside of left foreleg. 

Tannish or yellowish orange clay with small dark inclusions. 

N o Munsell reading possible. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The clay fill from which this animal comes was prob

ably laid d o w n in the first half of the 6th century B.C. to 

raise the level of the gateway for the construction of a new 

fortification gateway. T h e clay fill also contained earlier 

material, d u g u p from other places on the m o u n d . 

140 Quadruped: Stag? 

T 1 7 Beneath Tumulus D, in Pit Z 

P.H. 0.042; P.L. 0.082; W . body 0.015 m. 

PI. 34 

For description of Tumulus D and contents: Kohler, forthcom

ing; initial report of excavation of Tumulus D: R. S. Young 1952: 

20; 1953:30. 

Single fragment preserving head and body; lacking upper 

portions of ears or antlers, end of muzzle, four legs, end of tail. 

Surface chips on body. Partially burned, especially heavily on 

left side of body. 

Four-legged animal, possibly stag, with flat-sided, erect ears 

or antlers; separately applied pierced circles for eyes; long 

muzzle with two holes pierced for nostrils; long, thick neck; 

round body with arching tail. Interior solid. Handmade. 

Slipped and burnished to high gloss over uneven surface. 

Pink-brown clay, lightly micaceous and fired to dark-brown 

surface. N o clear surface to test Munsell color. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

140 comes from the same pit as 128, although they do 

not belong to the same figurine. T h e context for these 

two animals, in the cremation burials over which T u m u 

lus D was built, allows a terminus ante quern for both 

figurines of 550-450 B.C. Comparable treatment of the 

eyes is seen on a plastic attachment from Gordion (P 

3491) which can be dated prior to the 4th century B.C. 

from context. 

141 Quadruped 

T 114 Trench SET-N, Building A, Layer 5, W of Wall E 

P.H. 0.046; P.L. 0.060; P.W. 0.043 m. 

PL 34 

Single fragment preserving back half of body, upper portion 

of hind legs and stump of tail. 

Quadruped with round body, arching buttocks and tail. 

Interior solid. Handmade. 

N o slip, burnish or painted decoration. 

Lightly micaceous brown clay with small grit inclusions, fired 

charcoal gray on surface, darker on lower flanks and stumps of 

legs. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The animal comes from a layer which was probably laid 

d o w n in the first half of the 6th century B.C. 
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142 Quadruped 

T 94 Trench T-E1, Layer 6 

P.H. 0.031; P.L. 0.072; P.W. 0.029 m. 

PL 34 

Single fragment of body, missing neck, four legs, tail and 

lower legs. Paint well preserved. 

Quadruped with long thick body and tail appended to top of 

rump, held horizontally at break. Four legs set squarely. Inte

rior solid. Handmade. 

Upper body and tail are painted with narrow hatched lines in 

orange and polished. 

Hard-fired, pinkish orange, lightly micaceous fine clay. Mun

sell: SYR 7/4 (pink)-7/6 (reddish yellow). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Closely comparable in clay and painted decoration is 

50. From Erythrai is a probably East Greek horse figu

rine with crosshatched painted decoration (Bayburtluo-

glu 1977: no. 64, pi. 36). This animal figurine (142) was 

found in a layer with a 5th-century black glazed lamp and 

black-polished wares. 

143 Quadruped: Stallion 

T112 Trench M12-E, Layer 10 

P.H. 0.032; P.L. 0.055; W. 0.024 m. 

PL 34 

Single fragment lacking neck and head, right foreleg, surface 

of rear right flank, left foreleg, other small chips, especially tips 

of hind legs. 

Stallion standing with legs spread apart. Tail arches away 

from buttocks. Appended to belly toward back legs is small 

round pellet to represent penis. Interior solid. Handmade. 

No slip, painted decoration or polishing. 

Lightly micaceous, gritty brownish clay fired light gray all 

over. N o Munsell reading. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The latest datable pottery in this layer is no earlier than 

the mid-4th century B.C. 

144 Quadruped: Stallion 

T 107 Trench TB8-S2, Layer 1, ashy fill in oven 

P.H. 0.036; P.L. 0.059; P.W. 0.023 m. 

PI. 34 

Single fragment lacking forelegs, left hind leg and tip of right 

hind leg, tail, left ear, tip of forelock, most of genitals and small 

chips. 

Horse standing with four legs spread. Head narrow and 

pointed, tapering to snout with no definition of eyes or mouth. 

Ears are small, pointed projections, mane is sharp ridge from 

top of head down back of neck. Back is flatfish with body 

narrowing sharply in middle before widening and arching at 

rump. Genitals are partially preserved on underside of belly 

toward rear. Handmade. 
Exterior slipped matte red-orange (Munsell: 2.5Y'R 5/8 [red]). 

Surface texture of paint is rough. 
Fine, lightly micaceous yellow-orange clay (Munsell: 7.5YR 

7/8 [reddish yellow]) fired browner below surface (Munsell: 

7.5YR 7/4 [pink]). 
Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Context can be dated to Late Phrygian/ Hellenistic 

period. 

145 Quadruped: Ungulate's Legs 

T 124 Trenches NCT-A3 and ET-05, over N W corner of 

Building C 

P.H. 0.047; W. 0.030 m. 

PI. 35 

Single fragment preserving lower portion of legs broken at 

knees. Bottom of one leg and hoof broken; chips in vertical 

support on back; bottom surface irregular. 

Lower legs, hocks and hooves of bull or goat. Well-modeled 

musculature. At back at juncture of legs is upright cylindrical 

member (support?). Interior solid. Handmade. 

Traces of white groundcoat on back of both legs and support. 

Highly micaceous buff-brown clay fired gray at core. Munsell: 

core 7.5YR 6/4 (light brown)-10YR 5/1 (gray)-5YR 6/6 (reddish 

yellow); surface 7.5YR 6/4 (light brown). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Context can be dated after late 5th century B.C., 

probably 4th century B.C. 

146 Quadruped's Legs 

T 57 Terracotta Deposit 5 (see pp. 67-69) 

P.H. 0.069; W. legs 0.047; P.W. top break 0.03 m. 

PL 35 

Single fragment preserving two hind legs broken off at top of 

rump and juncture with body. 

Hind legs of quadruped. Outsides of legs are flat with legs 

tapering to blunt-ended, narrow hooves. Handmade. 

Traces of white groundcoat or incrustation (?) on legs. Two 

tiny traces of red paint on outside of right leg. 

Lightly micaceous yellow-buff clay with feyv inclusions. Mun

sell: 10YR 7/3 (very pale brown). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

147 Quadruped 

T 97 Trench M5B, big pit in Level 1 and below 

P.H. 0.035; P.L. 0.101; W. 0.031 m. 

PL 35 

Single fragment preserving body, missing neck and head, 

four legs and tail. Surface chipped and glaze flaked. 

Quadruped with long body, round in section. Neck rises at 

right angle to body. Four legs are set in standing position. 

Interior solid. Handmade. 

Slashes cut across back in short, shallow strokes. Over white 

groundcoat thick vitreous glaze is applied. Over back, neck and 

legs is light green with diagonal stripes of black-brown along 

sides of body. Brown blobs on front of chest. Underside of body 

and inside of hind leg are glazed blue-green over lighter green. 

Hard-fired, pinkish orange, lightly micaceous clay yvith feyv 

light inclusions. Munsell: 2.5YR 6/6-6/8 (light red). 

Anatolian-manufactured.' 

A medieval date (probably 9th-14th centuries A.D.) is 

indicated for this animal by the type of glaze. Other 

green-glazed Byzantine pottery fragments were found in 

the same pit. 

148 Lion's Paw 

T 29 Trench SET-NW, Cut 1 c. Layer 3 

P.L. 0.085; P.W. 0.077; Th. 0.04-0.047 m. 

PI. 35 
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Single fragment broken at both ends. Surface chipped. Green 

discoloration. 

Large, rounded fragment of lion's paw and foreleg, possibly 

primary archetype for mold producing lion's-foot attachments. 

Oval in section, fragment widens at one end with tyvo raised 

.11 eas i esembling claws. Solid interior. Handmade. 

Surface is partially slipped with pink-buff clay and polished. 

Hard-fired, orange-red clay turned gray at core yvith many 

lime and small grit inclusions. Munsell lOY'R 6/8 (light red). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

This fragment comes from a stratum yvith the latest 

datable potterv belonging to the early 3d century B.C. 

ANIMALS: BIRDS 
149 Bird 

f 93 Trench M4-C, small pit in Floor 4 

P.H. 0.04; P.L. 0.047; P.W. 0.05 m. 

PL 35 

Single fragment preserving back, beginning of neck and legs. 

Missing tip of tail, top of neck and head, tip of right wing. 

Surface well preserved. 

Stylized bird yvith flat, triangular body with incised pattern on 

top. Neck begins to rise from back at oblique angle. Legs are 

wide and flat on sides yvith ends widening toward front and 

back. T w o legs are separated from each other by arching hollow 

area. Handmade. 

O n top surface is incised pattern composed of large diamond 

in center within which is smaller diamond divided into four 

squares. To right and left of diamond are two triangles. N o 

painted decoration. Body and neck burnished to high sheen. 

Fine clay fired light gray with few visible inclusions. N o 

Munsell reading. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Late Phrygian/Hellenistic pottery on Floor 4 suggests 

a probably late 4th- to early 2d-century B.C. date for the 

context, but the gray polishing of the bird m a y indicate 

an earlier date for the figurine. 

150 Bird 

P 4247 Trench PPB-SE5, under Floor 3 

P.H. 0.042; W . 0.021; P.Th. 0.023 m. 

PI. 35 

Single fragment preserving lower body of bird; lacking head 

and upper neck, tail and tip of left leg. 

Bird sitting in upright position yvith tail support. Body is 

circular in section, with irregular convex sides. Tail fans out in 

back and turns up at break. In front are two peg-legs with hollow 

between. Bottom of body and tail is flat. Interior is solid. 

Handmade. 

Body is painted in orange with irregular crosshatched lines. 

Large stripe is painted down back at center and horizontal 

stripes are painted down right and left sides of body. In front on 

breast is confusing mass of painted lines. 

Fine, hard-fired lightly micaceous light pink-orange clay. 

Munsell: SYR 7/4 (pink)-7/6 (reddish yellow). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

142 is comparable in clay and crosshatched painted 

decoration. 156 has same clay and similar design, though 

paint is black on white groundcoat. 

Context pottery on the floor above includes rouletted 

black-glazed wares and can be dated to the 4th century 

B.C. This figurine may belong to the 4th century or 

earlier. 

151 Bird 

T 1 3 3 Trench ET-OS, Balk 

P.H. 0.047; P.W. 0.020 m. 

PL 35 

Single fragment of head, broken at beak and base of neck. 

Bird, possibly goose or dove, with cylindrical neck curving 

and tapering to beak. Eyes incised. Handmade. 

White groundcoat all over with vertical red stripes on back of 

neck, vertical red band on front of neck, incised eyes with red 

paint. 

Fine light brown clay with micaceous particles. Munsell: core 

7.SYR 6/4 (light brown)-10YR 6/4 (light yellowish brown); 

surface tOY'R 6/2 (light brownish gray); paint 2.5Y 8/2 (white) 

and 2.5YR 5/8 (red)-5/4 (reddish brown). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The balk contained a range of material of the 4th 

century B.C., but the figurine m a y be earlier. 

152 Bird 

T 132 Trench ET, Layer 2, Sections 4, 4b, 4c 

P.H. 0.041; P.L. 0.033; P.W. 0.025 m. 

PI. 35 

Single fragment preserving body of bird broken at neck and 

legs. Surface worn. 

Bird with rounded body and flatfish sides, tapering to neck. 

Body bulges toward legs. Probably handmade. 

Polished red. 

Fine reddish orange clay, fired gray at core yvith few fine 

white inclusions. Munsell: core 7.5Y'R 6/4 (light brown); surface 

2.5YR5/6(red). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Pottery indicates a date for the context no earlier than 

the second half of the 4th century B.C. 

ANIMALS: IMPORTS 

153 Plaque: Bull 

T 110 Trench PBX-E, Level 4b, clearing N wall of house 

P.H. 0.104; W . 0.095; L. 0.07; Th. walls 0.007-0.013 m. 

PI. 35 

Single fragment of plaque preserving left side of head, neck 

and beginning of body. Left horn, left ear, tip of muzzle and 

surface fragment at lower break missing. Slip almost completely 

missing. 

Relief plaque of bull with head and body in left profile. Head 

is small and well modeled. Horn set at right angle to head; ear 

laid back on neck behind horn; left eye is puncture in convex 

surface, nostril is deep hole. Cheek and neck have rippled 

surface; large fatty mass hangs below chin. O n interior, edges 

are raised flat surfaces and surface is concave. Moldmade. 
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Traces of white groundcoat survive on exterior and edge of 
interior. 

Reddish pink slip over surface of exterior. Slightly micaceous, 

very gritty clay fired unevenly pink and gray at core. Munsell: 

near surface 2.5YR 6/6 (light red)-10YR 5/8 (red). 

Greek-manufactured. 

The pottery in this level is consistently 4th-century B.C. 

to Late Phrygian/Hellenistic. 

154 Cock? 

T 126 French TB-E2-S2b Floor 3 

H. 0.032; L. 0.064; W. 0.014 m. 

PL 35 

Single fragment preserving some of head, much of neck, body 

and tail of bird with much of surface missing. Bottom totally 
broken away. 

Bird, perhaps cock, with small, plump body, long neck, small 

head and broad arching tail. Interior solid. Handmade. 

Fugitive red paint on head, back and tail (in bands?); yellow 
on neck. 

Light buff clay with black core. Munsell: core 10YR 5/1 

(gray) -7.SYR 6/4 (light brown); surface 10YR 7/3 (very pale 

brown); paint 10R 5/6 (red) and 10YR 7/8 (yellow). 

Probably Greek-manufactured. 

The cock is from the same context as 94, a Hellenistic 

female head, but possibly earlier in date to judge from 

technique and style. 

MISCELLANEOUS: VEHICLES 
AND WHEELS 

T h e precise function of these model chariots (or carts) 

and wheels is not known. Their uses m a y be linked to 

those of the animal figurines, to which some of the 

vehicles m a y have been attached (see p. 49 above). 

Functions as votives or funerary gifts are also possibilities. 

In Greek practice a wagon was used to transport the 

corpse in the ekphora to the tomb or place of cremation 

(see Kurtz and B o a r d m a n 1971). 

Four-wheeled wooden wagons were found in two of 

the 6th-century Phrygian tumuli with cremation burials 

at Gordion (Tumuli A and E; see Kohler, forthcoming). 

These are presumably the vehicles by which the burial 

gifts and funeral participants were brought to the site of 

the cremation pyre. T h e horses were unhitched and 

removed from the site and the wagon was buried under 

the tumulus along with the gifts and burned body. T h e 

significance of the wagons in the tombs was probably 

limited to their use as objects of everyday life which 

might, therefore, be needed in the afterworld. Also, a 

miniature quadriga group in bronze was recovered from 

T u m u l u s P at Gordion (R. S. Y o u n g 1981: 21-26, T u m P 

40). 

Miniature chariots with charioteers are found in great 

numbers at the Cypriote Sanctuary of Apollo Hylates at 

155 Dove? 

T 8 5 Trench PN, Layer 2 

P.H. 0.065; P.L. 0.072; W. 0.037; D. base 0.025 m. 

PL 35 

Single fragment preserving body of bird on base; missing end 

of tail, head and fragments from right side of base. Surface well 

preserved. 

Bird, possibly dove, on conical base. Bird stands with neck 

erect and wings folded. Long tail is held in horizontal position. 

O n back and wings are incised lines for feathers. Instead of legs 

bird has conical base with small hollow shaft beneath. Interior is 

solid. Probably handmade. 

No painted decoration. 

Fine, lightly micaceous yellow-red clay, fired gray at core. 

Munsell: SYR 7/8 (reddish yellow). Surface covered with fine 

slip, fired brownish orange. 

Greek-manufactured. 

Similar dove in Delos Museum from deposit in Heraion 

(no inv. no). 

Also found with the bird were a figurine of Kybele (62) 

and a coin of Alexander the Great. T h e pottery in this 

layer belongs to the Late Phrygian/Hellenistic period (ca. 

3d century B.C.), but this dove belongs stylistically to the 

5th or 4th century B.C. 

Kourion (J. H. and S. H. Young 1955: esp. 29-30), where 

their use as votives is clear. That these charioteers and 

also riders on horseback symbolized persons of prestige 

w h o were bringing themselves before the god is specu

lated by the Youngs. If votives, these wheeled vehicles 

from Gordion may suggest images of agricultural plenty 

(if carts or wagons) or success in warfare (if chariots) and 

may have been presented to a deity at a private shrine. 

Whatever their meaning, the animal figurines and the 

vehicle fragments when examined as a corpus mirror the 

types of Greek votive material, including terracottas from 

Early Iron Age contexts (see Nicholls 1970). It is unclear 

whether this correspondence (of, e.g., the quadrupeds 

on plinths and the animals attached to vehicles) directly 

evolves from Early Greek contacts with the Central 

Anatolians. None of the animals and only one of the 

wheels (159) can be placed in the Early Phrygian period. 

T h e majority in both categories can be assigned Middle 

Phrygian dates. 

156 Model Chariot 

T 80 Trench TBT-2, clearing E-W yvall overlying 

House N 

H. 0.062, L. 0.105; W. 0.099; Th. walls 0.003-0.013 m. 

PI. 36 

Joined from eight fragments preserving 9 0 % of vehicle. 

Missing back left corner, front left edge, upper right side and 

Miscellaneous (156-171) 
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numerous (hips from front, back and inside. O n inside at front is 

broken stump. Surface and paint well preserved. 

Square model chariot with three straight sides, open back and 

rectangular "post." possibly lower part of rider or seat, set off 

ienter to right inside back edge. At front, applied to bottom of 

vehicle is pierced tang for attachment of chariot pole (?). O n 

i.» h side is applied curving piece of clay pierced for attachment 

ot wheel's axle. Floor of chariot on inside is unevenly smoothed 

by hand. Bottom is flat. Handmade. 

White groundcoat covers exterior of sides and back of rider or 

seat inside chariot. Over yvhite is applied streaky black-brown 

matte paint. O n front side is lattice pattern composed of seven 

horizontal lines crossed by ten verticals, forming irregular 

squares. O n right and left sides is similar pattern, less carefully 

executed. Post inside vehicle on back is painted over white with 

four thin horizontal bands. Interior of sides, floor and underside 

are all unpainted. Paint and white groundcoat have worn off in 

circle around axle hole from turning of wheel. 

Pink-orange, very light micaceous fine clay with few inclu

sions, fired slightly gray at core. Munsell: 2.5Y'R 5/6 (red). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The clay and the lattice design are close to 142 and 

150. 

Pottery suggests a 4th-century or Late Phrygian/ 

Hellenistic date for the context, but the chariot is most 

likely earlier in date. 

157 Miniature Cart or Chariot 

M C 151 Trench EML-2E, Layer 2 

P.H. 0.055; W. 0.117 m. 

PI. 36 

Single fragment preserving corner and part of base and sides. 

Miniature cart or chariot with concave interior surface, 

slightly flaring sides with scalloped rim. Handmade. 

Flat upper surface of rim is reserved with spiral-like decora

tion in purplish red. Red paint inside and on undersurface. 

Micaceous buff clay. Munsell: core 10YR 6/3 (pale brown); 

surface 10YR 7/3 (very pale brown); paint I0R 6/6 (light red) 

and 7.5R 4/4 (weak red). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Cf. 156, a model chariot. 

T h e layer from which the object comes can be dated to 

the Late Phrygian/Hellenistic period, but the cart or 

chariot is likely to be earlier. 

158 Painted Panel 

T 37 Trench ET-03, mixed fill and clay, below Floor 2 

P.L. 0.071; P.W. 0.051; P.Th. 0.021; Th. walls 0.008-

0.011 m. 

PI. 36 

Single rectangular fragment preserving front painted surface, 

one corner and small portion of one side. Paint well preserved. 

Slightly convex rectangular panel for chariot (?) with raised 

flat border along two edges and rounded molding at break on 

one edge and turning corner to side. Oval hole is pierced 

through at top middle of fragment. Interior is hollow, carefully 

smoothed. Handmade. 

Entire exterior surface is covered yvith white groundcoat. 

Large yvide matte red-orange X decorates center of panel. 

Exterior is polished lightly. Borders of central panel are black on 

light wash. .Along one raised border are small brown Xs. Molding 

is painted brown. Side is slipped white with uneven line of black 

along edge of molding. 

Very hard-fired, lightly micaceous clay with small light inclu

sions fired buff-gray at core. Munsell: 2.5YR 7/2 (light gray) but 

no clean broken surface to test. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

While the polishing technique and painting style are 

clearly Phrygian characteristics, the use of this panel is 

not certain (possibly a fragment of a chariot). 

A date after the early 4th century B.C. is suggested for 

material in the fill. 

159 Miniature Wheel? 

M C 264 Trench Zl, Phrygian clay overlying Early Phry

gian Building V and area to N / N E 

D. 0.058; D. hole 0.009; Th. 0.009 m. 

PL 36 

Complete. Worn on outer edge and inside of hole. 

Flat disk pierced through slightly off center. Probably cut 

from sherd. Hand-tooled. 

Orange slip or wash over exterior. 

Coarse gritty clay with sandy temper. Hand-finished and 

fired gray-white at core. N o Munsell reading. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The slightly off-center hole indicates its probable use 

was not that of a spindle whorl. T h e signs of wear on the 

edges and inside the hole would be compatible with its 

function as a miniature wheel for a wagon, cart, chariot 

or wheeled animal. 

T h e clay fill from which this wheel comes can be dated 

prior to the early 7th century B.C. (pre-Kimmerian 

Phrygian). 

160 Miniature Wheel 

M C 2 1 2 Trench M5E, S Cellar 

D. 0.075; Th. through axle holes 0.038 m. 

PL 36 

R. S. Y'oung 1966: 268-269. 

Complete except chips from edges and surface. 

Lentoid wheel for wagon, cart, chariot or wheeled animal 

with uneven thin edges. Raised collars in center of each side are 

pierced for axle. Wheelmade? 

Polished to gray-black on surface. 

Fine brownish gray clay. N o Munsell reading. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The South Cellar building from which this wheel 

comes goes out of use in the 5th or 4th century B.C. but 

has material ranging in date from the 8th century down 

to ca. 400 B.C. (Sams 1971: 184; but see also R. S. Young 

1966:268-269). 

161 Miniature Wheel 

T 108 Trenches M7-Fand WS-10, Layer 6b 

D. 0.09; H. 0.043; Th. wheel 0.004-0.008; D. axle holes 

0.008 m. 

PI. 36 
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Single fragment preserving both hubs and ca. one-quarter of 
wheel. Chips missing from edge. 

Miniature wheel for model wagon, cart or chariot, pierced 
through for axle. Handmade. 

Exterior is covered with purplish red paint and polished to 
smooth finish. 

Tannish brown clay with gold micaceous particles, grit and 

other dark and light inclusions, fired gray at core. Munsell: near 

surface 7.5YR 6/4 (light brown). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

Pottery dates this layer no earlier than the 5th century 

B.C. T h e polished red-painted surface is most c o m m o n 

on Phrygian pottery of the Middle Phrygian period, but 

also occurs in the Early Phrygian period. Gold micaceous 

clay is characteristic of both Phrygian and West Anatolian 

pottery. 

MISCELLANEOUS: BOOTS OR SHOES 

The specific meaning and use of the boots or shoes 

from Gordion is unclear. Boot-shaped vessels or shoes of 

statuettes are k n o w n from Central Anatolia in the Bronze 

Age (e.g., Metropolitan M u s e u m of Art, N e w York, 

67.182.2, ca. 1900-1600 B.C.; from Bogazkoy, Fischer 

1963:79-80, pi. 131(1238-1243); from Alisar Hiiyiik, von 

der Osten and Schmidt 1932: 37, Abb. 28(1106, 1533); 

von der Osten 1937: 174, Abb. 216(C730, DI 119, D2756); 

see also Bittel et al. 1967: 111 ff. [Hittite examples]; 

Mellink 1956: 12, 40 ff, 23a-d [shoe-shaped amulet from 

Hittite cemetery at Gordion]), in the Iron Age (at Kululu 

near Kiiltepe, Ozgiic 1971: 101, pi. 34|la-b)) and from 

Kamir-Blur in Urartia in the 8th century B.C. (Piotrovsky 

1969: pis. 47-48). T h e Anatolian examples are all from 

settlement sites with the exception of the amulet from the 

Hittite cemetery at Gordion. 

In Greece vessels in the form of shoes or boots appear 

in tomb contexts: e.g., in Geometric graves in Eleusis 

(Skia 1898: Taf. 4(4); 1912: 36, Abb. 16) and in the 

Athenian Agora (H. A. T h o m p s o n 1948a: pi. 54B; R. S. 

Y o u n g 1949: pis. 70-71). At Lefkandi in Euboea, a vessel 

of uncertain origin with a strutted handle terminating in 

a boot was excavated in a tomb with Late Protogeometric 

vases (Catling 1981 -82: 16, fig. 30). Model or real shoes in 

funerary practice probably served in the last journey of 

the deceased (Kurtz and Boardman 1971: 211). Three 

9th-century B.C. examples of probably Corinthian origin 

from the sanctuary of Poseidon at Isthmia are, however, 

unrelated to funerary ritual (Mitten 1978). 

Unguentaria in the form of shoes are manufactured on 

Rhodes and other East Greek sites in the 6th century B.C. 

(Higgins 1959: nos. 1650, 1651, 1655-1658) and in Sicily 

in imitation of East Greek types (ibid.: 47, no. 1680, pi. 

33). F r o m the East Greek site of Pitane (Candarh) comes 

an aryballos in the shape of a boot with an elaborate 

handle which probably dates to the 6th century B.C. (on 

exhibit in Izmir Archaeological M u s e u m ) . A Chian boot 

comes from the harbor sanctuary site at Emborio (Board-

m a n 1967: 198, no. 83, pi. 77), is probably of local Chian 

manufacture and belongs to the late 7th/early 6th cen

tury B.C. In this case it is clear that the small boot, 

decorated with white slip and brown-black glaze for laces, 

is not a vessel but the booted foot of a large figure. 

O f the Gordion examples, only two, because of their 

open form and hollow interiors, could possibly be identi

fied as vessels (167 and 168) but that identification is 

highly dubious. T h e roughly finished interior walls would 

suggest that the use of these boots or shoes was not that of 

vessels. All of the other boots or shoes are solid with holes 

or irregular openings in the upper surfaces (except the 

earliest and smallest of them, 162) as if for attachment to 

something. That the Phrygian boots or shoes belong to 

large-scale terracotta figures (e.g., the Lydian exhibition

ist from Sardis [Greenewalt 1971: 29 ff.]) is also unlikely. 

N o fragments of large-scale h u m a n figures from the 

Early or Middle Phrygian period have been recovered 

from Gordion, none of these shoes form a pair, and the 

irregular bottom surfaces of most of the shoes or boots 

would not provide a sturdy resting surface for a free

standing h u m a n figure. T h e only other possible identifi

cation for some of these boots (the ones with solid 

interiors) is as attachments, perhaps as the feet of terra

cotta tripod stands or other exceptional vessels. A n 

8th-century Iranian example, probably from Hasanlu, of 

such a vessel is in the collection of T h e University 

M u s e u m , Philadelphia (83-2-1). 

T o judge from context, polished or painted decoration 

and form, the shoes or boots from Gordion represent a 

range in dates. T h e smallest of the boots can be dated 

prior to the Kimmerian destruction of Gordion (162); its 

brown surface, polishing technique and upturned toe 

suggest a Bronze Age date and an identification as 

Hittite. O n e boot comes from a pit with 6th- and 5th-

century pottery (163), another comes from a context 

which can be dated no earlier than the second half of the 

5th century B.C. (167). T h e other four boots were recov

ered from 5th-century to Late Phrygian/Hellenistic con

texts, two from pits (164 and 168). T o judge from the 

technique and decoration, the majority of these boots, 

even those from late contexts, are probably survivals 

from previous centuries and can be dated in the Middle 

Phrygian period. 

162 Boot 

P 4157 Trench TBT-8, S3, terrace fill over Meg. 8 

L. 0.037; W. 0.018; P.H. 0.021 m. 

PL 37 

Single fragment broken across at ankle height. Traces of 

burning (?) on one side. 

Plain boot or shoe with upturned toe. Contour of sole is plain 

oval. Ridge from toe to ankle in front. Interior solid with no hole 

in upper surface. Handmade. 
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Slipped and polished and fired to brown. 

Clay fired light gray-brown throughout. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The context clearly indicates a date for this boot before 

the Kimmerian destruction of Gordion in the early 7th 

century. T h e brown polished decoration and the up

turned toe of the boot are similar to examples of boots 

from Bogazkoy which date to the Hittite Old K i n g d o m or 

Empire period (1650-1200 B.C.) (Fischer 1963: 79-80, pi. 

131(1238-1243, esp. no. 1239)). 

163 Boot 

T 3 8 Trench ET-V2, Pit 5 

P.H. 0.079; L. 0.126; Max.W. ankle 0.041 m. 

PL 37 and Color PL II 

Single fragment preserving entire foot and lower ankle, 

broken above ankle. Paint well preserved. 

Right boot with upturned pointed toe with b u m p on tip. 

Contour of foot is long and narrow with high arching instep and 

narrow heel. Through top broken surface is large irregular hole 

(L. 0.023; W. 0.016; D. 0.043 m.). Boot swells to sharply convex 

bump at midpoint between toe and ankle. Surface of sole is 

slightly convex and does not provide stable resting surface. 

Through bottom of sole is long slit (L. 0.03 m.) yvhich runs 

lengthwise and is cut through to hollow section in toe of boot 

and which in turn connects with large hole in ankle by narrow 

passage. Handmade. 

Sole is painted with white groundcoat defined around con

tour of boot by thin matte black line. O n tip of toe protuberance 

is painted white and bordered in black. O n top of boot from 

central convexity to break at ankle, "laces" or fasteners in shape 

of pendent triangles are painted on yvhite groundcoat in black 

(for outlining and interior lines) and red (for interior dots). O n 

both sides vertical ladder-like design is painted from central 

ridge to sole in black with red dots as filler ornament. Remaining 

areas of boot are slipped golden brown and polished to smooth 

finish. 

Micaceous yellow-brown clay, fired gray at core, with many 

small light and dark inclusions. Munsell: 7.5Y'R 6/6 (reddish 

yellow). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

This boot was found in a pit with a black burnished 

animal rhyton (P 892), three lydia (P 906: end 6th 

century), a gray burnished dish (P 987), tile fragments 

with spiral design and some black-glazed fragments. T h e 

context can be dated no earlier than the 5th century B.C. 

164 Boot 

T 27 Trench SET-NW, pit in Floor 7, E edge 

P.H. 0.048; P.L. 0.09; Max.W. 0.0345 m. 

PI. 37 and Color PL II 

Single fragment preserving front half of boot broken off 

irregularly at instep. Surface chipped on right side, top and 

lower left. Sole slightly worn. 

Well-shaped narrow boot with pointed toe and strongly 

curving contour. Probably for right foot. Upper surface slopes 

sharply from toe to break below ankle. Flat sole with slight 

concavity at midpoint. Interior is solid with one small round 

hole (D. 0.004 m.) running horizontally toward toe in broken 

upper surface to depth of 0.01 m. Handmade. 

Boot is slipped light tan-brown and painted matte red on 

front and sides. White paint covers arch of foot in roughly oval 

area and vertical band on outside of foot. Over white are painted 

"laces" or fasteners in alternating lines of black and red. On 

inside of boot is broad white vertical band near back break. All 

painted surfaces are polished. Sole of boot is unpainted except 

near tip, which has thin red slip. Sole is polished. 

Lightly micaceous clay with small light inclusions and grit, 

fired gray below surface. Munsell: polished, unpainted sole 5YR 

6/4 (light reddish brown)-6/6 (reddish yellow). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The boot was found in a pit with material dating to the 

early 4th century B.C. or later. T h e polishing technique 

and bichrome painting style are c o m m o n to Middle 

Phrygian bichrome pottery and indicate a local origin for 

the boot. 

165 Boot 

T 101 Trench M 7 B , cleaning cellar wall 

P.H. 0.079; L. 0.098; W . ankle 0.039 m. 

PI. 37 and Color PI. II 

Single fragment broken at top above ankle. Chips on surface 

around break. Bottom of heel worn. Tip of boot chipped. Trace 

of burning on instep. 

Ankle-high, long and narrow right boot or shoe with pointed 

toe, high arch and very narrow heel. Front of boot rises steeply 

with convexity at midpoint. Sides of boot curve in markedly 

above instep and flare slightly at upper break. Top surface is 

irregular with round hole (D. 0.006; Depth 0.03 m.) drilled 

through. Sole does not provide stable surface for standing boot 

upright. Handmade. 

Exterior surface except sole at ball of foot is slipped red-

orange and polished to smooth sheen. Down front of boot are 

painted black "laces" or fasteners, consisting of pendent tri

angles to right and left of central ridge. Dark paint appears gray 

and is only faintly visible under the polish. 

Lightly micaceous red-brown clay fired gray at inner core and 

red around hole in top surface. Much grit. Munsell: 2.SYR 5/6 

(red). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The arching top of the foot and painted "laces" are 

close in design to those of 163. T h e black-on-red painting 

style and the polishing technique are k n o w n on both 

Phrygian and West Anatolian pottery. T h e pottery from 

this layer is mixed, but the context probably does not 

indicate a date any earlier than the 5th century B.C. 

166 Boot 

T 77 Trench W M L - 4 N , Layer 3 

P.H. 0.045; L. 0.074; Max.W. 0.034 m. 

PL 38 

Single fragment preserving full length of foot and ankle, 

lacking upper surface of ankle, surface of left back of foot, chips 

from upper right side, and bottom edge at right and sole, 

especially toward heel. Sole slightly worn. 
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Short, thick, open-toed left (?) boot or shoe. Boot is pointed at 

front yvith triangular opening cut out at toe; ridge inside 

opening to indicate toe of foot. Ankle rises in thick, solid, vertical 

mass. Back and bottom of boot are flat. Interior solid. Hand
made. 

No painted decoration. Boot is slipped and polished to 

smooth surface. O n upper surface polish is especially heavy, 

producing uneven, dark tan-brown. 

Lightly micaceous, yellowish brown clay fired gray at core. 

Compact clay with few small lime inclusions. Munsell: at break 

7.5YR 6/4 (light brown), on burnished surface 7.5YR 5/4 

(brown). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

This boot was found in the same layer and trench as 64, 

a Hellenistic female with tympanum, but the layer is not 

otherwise datable. 

167 Boot 

T 88 Trench 4'BT-5, Floor 4, N W part 

P.L. 0.069; P.W. 0.081; P.H. 0.051 m. 

PL 38 and Color PL II 

Single fragment preserving loyver back and right side, bottom 

and portion of plinth. Left back side broken off. Front half has 

nicks on bottom. Paint yvell preserved. 

Boot or shoe on flat plinth with rounded heel and straight 

outer walls. Plinth continues beyond left edge of boot as if plinth 

was meant to serve as base for another foot. Bottom of plinth is 

flat and smooth. Interior is hollow with rough yvalls. Handmade. 

Over right side of boot, over matte ivory groundcoat, in 

lustrous paint (black-brown and red) are abstract designs in 

vertical panels defined by brown-black lines. From back to front 

patterns within vertical units are triangles, wavy lines and 

rectangles alternating solid and dot-filled. Edge of boot's sole is 

red. 

Pinkish orange slightly micaceous clay, fired pinkish brown 

on interior surface and grayish at core, yvith large dark inclu

sions and few small white inclusions. Munsell: below surface 10R 

6/8 (light red). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The motifs in red and black lustrous paint over matte 

ivory groundcoat are typical of Middle Phrygian bi

chrome pottery, especially of the 6th century B.C. T h e 

other material found in the same level with this boot, 

including late lydia, a black-glazed fish-plate rim and a 

red-figure sherd, indicates a date for the level no earlier 

than the second half of the 5th century B.C. 

168 Boot 

P2174 Trench W M L - 4 N , Layer 2, Pit A 

P.H. 0.066; P.L. 0.125 m. 

PL 38 and Color PL II 

Single fragment preserving front right side of boot, broken in 

front of heel, down central "seam" and along bottom right of 

sole. 
Boot has squared-off toe and peak down central "seam" 

ending in raised side "seam," and slightly convex sides. Sole is 

slightly convex. Hollow interior with rough walls as if formed 

over fingers. Handmade. 

Exterior covered with matte white groundcoat. "Seams" are 

indicated by red-wash zone outlined in black for "tie" area. 

Raised moccasin-like sides are defined by red line between single 

black lines. Over toe are black triangles with red and black 

oblique lines in front. Sole is solid red with black line defining 

upper edge. Painted areas are burnished. Red is glossy. 

Thick buff fabric. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The context in which this boot was found can be 

roughly dated to the 4th century or Late Phrygian/ 

Hellenistic period. 

MISCELLANEOUS: OTHER 
169 Mold: Wing 

T 48 Trench Deep Cut 3, in clay deposit at Phrygian gate 

P.L. 0.063; P.W. 0.049; Th. 0.011-0.013 m. 

PI. 38 

Single fragment broken all around, preserving upper surface 

of mold. Highly friable; surface blackened from fire, chipped 

and flaking. 

Baked clay mold of wing. Three tiers of overlapping feathers 

curving up. First two rows will appear in relief on finished 

product yvhile outermost royv will appear incised and on lower 

plane. At lower right edge is part of head or body of creature. 

Back of mold is smoothed. Molded from metal or terracotta 

object. 

Very gritty, reddish orange clay burned charcoal gray on 

upper surface. No Munsell test possible. 

Central Anatolian-manufactured. 

The very crisply defined lines of the mold might 

suggest that it was taken from a metal prototype (see 

Richter 1958: 369 ff.; D. B. T h o m p s o n 1949: 365 ff'.). T h e 

friable surface of the mold would not lend itself to the 

casting of metal wings. It is likely that the final products 

were meant to be in terracotta. 

T h e clay fill from which this mold conies probably 

dates to the first half of the 6th century B.C., but contains 

earlier material. 

170 Unfinished Fragment 

T 69 Terracotta Deposit 5 (see pp. 67-69) 

P.H. 0.075; P.W. 0.036; P.Th. 0.067; Th. walls 0.005-

0.009 m. 

PL 38 

Single fragment preserving one side and front surface, bro

ken off on all other edges. 

Unidentifiable, unfinished triangular fragment with convex 

front surface marked by four vertical flutes and raised leafy 

pattern. Possibly drapery fragment. Interior is hollow with 

roughly worked walls. Back roughly smoothed. Possibly mold-

made front. 

No painted decoration. 

Pinkish orange clay, lightly micaceous, very hard-fired with 

lime inclusions. Munsell: 5YR 7/6 (reddish yellow). 

Locally manufactured. 
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This fragment may be a test-piece or discard reused as 

a kiln prop or possibly an archetype or secondary 

fragment. 

171 Votive Cake? 

M C 311 Trench SE, Layer 5, Bag 21 

D. 0.043; H. 0.025 m. 

PL 38 
Single fragment preserving upper surface except two small 

chips and most of undersurface. 

Votive cake(?) in form of small cylinder yvith flat upper surface 

with small knob of clay added at center; incised lines divide 

upper surface into slices. Handmade. 

Undecorated. 

Coarse pink-buff clay. Munsell: core 2.5YR 5/6 (red); surface 

5YR 8/3-7/3 (pink). 

Central Anatolian-manufactured? 

Pottery indicates a late 4th-3d century date for Layer 5. 

Model cakes are sometimes interpreted as votive offer

ings to Dionysos (Goldman 1950: 344-345), but they can 

equally be interpreted as substitutes for real cakes which 

are common gifts to other deities (Rouse 1975 [1902]: 

200, 290). 
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Terracotta Deposits 

Six deposits or context groups of figurines can be 

isolated from among the corpus of terracotta figurines 

from Gordion. A deposit is defined here as a group of 

terracotta figurines or hand-modeled or molded vessels 

which were found together in a confined area, in a single 

level, a pit, or within an identifiable architectural unit, 

and which can therefore be associated with one another. 

In addition to these deposits, individual terracotta figu

rines may have come from deposits of pottery and other 

finds. This information is included in the discussion of 

context following each catalogue entry. 

TERRACOTTA DEPOSIT 1 

Tumulus P, S side of Tomb 
NB 43, pp. 120 ff., esp. pp. 153-159: October-April 

1955 
R. S.Young 1957: 325 ff.; 1981: 1-77 
See Fig. 5 for reconstructed floorplan of the chamber 

of Tumulus P. 

TERRACOTTA VESSELS 

1 TumP 49 Animal Vessel: Goose (S side of tomb) 

2 T u m P 50 Animal Vessel: Goose (S side of tomb) 
3 T u m P 58 Animal Vessel: Ram Jug (SW corner of 

tomb) 
4 T u m P 62 Animal Vessel: Goat Jug (S side of tomb) 

5 T u m P 63 Animal Vessel: Deer or Bull Jug (S side of 

tomb) 

DESCRIPTION OF CONTEXT AND 
CONTENTS 
These five Central Anatolian-manufactured animal 

vessels were all found near the south wall inside the 
wooden tomb chamber of Tumulus P. It is supposed that 

most of the group, along with other fine pottery, had 

been placed on a wooden table which collapsed and 

disintegrated. The tomb has been identified as that of a 

child on the basis of the identification of the teeth as those 

of a four- or five-year-old. The grave goods of wooden 

toy animals (TumP 106-114) and animal attachments 

(TumP 148-149), a tiny bronze quadriga (TumP 40) and 

these terracotta animal vessels seem appropriate for a 

child of perhaps royal status. 

DISCUSSION O F VESSELS 

These five vessels from Tumulus P are the only 

terracotta animal vessels datable to the Early Phrygian 
period. The manufacturing technique is similar for all of 

them, i.e., wheel-turned bodies with modeled heads and 

other parts added, though the decorative schemes vary: 
brown-on-buff painted, black-on-red painted and black 

polished. The matching pair of goose vessels (1 and 2) 

were attempted with lifelike details, while the other three 

vessels in the deposit are more stylized animal forms. 

There is no stylistic closeness between the locally made 
wooden animal figures (TumP 106-114, 148-149) in 

Tumulus P and these terracotta animal vessels. 

DATE 
The size of the tomb deposit and the wealth of 

archaeological data allow a secure date for the burial just 

prior to the Kimmerian invasion of Gordion, ca. 700 B.C. 

TERRACOTTA DEPOSIT 2 

Trench NE-l.W section, Level 2B 
NB52,p. 118: June 4, 1955; N B 96, p. 40: April 1961 

DeVries 1988:51 

TERRACOTTA VESSELS 
19 Plastic Vessel: Anatolian (?) Couchant Animal 

20 Plastic Vessel: East Greek (?) Hedgehog 
25 Plastic Vessel: East Greek Pomegranate (Trench 

NE-1, robbed foundation trench of Middle Phrygian 

citadel enclosure wall). 
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26 Plastic Vessel: East Greek Pomegranate 

28 Plastic Vessel: East Greek or Lydian Kore Bust 

DESCRIPTION OF CONTEXT AND 
CONTENTS 

Four plastic vessels (19, 20, 26, 28) were found to

gether with a banded lydion (P 1158), a gray burnished 

plate (P 1 159), an alabaster hawk (S 32), and other small 

finds and sherds at the edge of a trench, partially 

embedded in the scarp, in what seems to have been a pit 

of some kind. The soil is described as dark gray, ashy and 

gritty with flakes of a white lime-like substance. The 

architectural features in the area, several stone walls and 

paving stones, were never completely excavated or inter

preted. The East Greek pomegranate vessel 25, found 

near the rest of the group in the same trench but 

interpreted by the excavator as coming from a different 

level, is likely to be part of the same group. 

DISCUSSION OF VESSELS 

Of the eleven molded vessels of Greek type from 

Gordion, five are from this deposit. Most are probably 

from East Greek centers, with the possible exception of 

28, which may be Lydian, and 19, which is likely to be an 

Anatolian imitation of an East Greek type. An interpreta

tion of the use of these plastic vessels is hampered by the 

archaeological data's lack of clarity. It is possible that this 

group of plastic vessels represents a collection made by 

an individual or the wares of a dealer. 

DATE 

The catalogued objects from the deposit represent a 

range in dates from the first half to the late 6th century 

B.C., with the hedgehog and pomegranate probably 

among the earliest datable objects and the banded lydion 

(530/10-500 B.C.) among the latest. The group was 

deposited in the second half of the 6th century, possibly 

as late as the end of the century. The Anatolian (?) 

polished couchant quadruped (19) is the latest of the 

plastic vessels in the group. 

TERRACOTTA DEPOSIT 3 

Trench SET, "Level 2 House," "Room South of Pithos 
Room" 

NB2,pp. 145, 159, 161: June 6, 9, 10, 1950 

F. A. Winter 1984: 312-313; 1988: 64-65, fig. 4; R. S. 
Young 1951b: 7, figs. 1 and 2, pi. 2 

See Fig. 6 for plan of "Level 2 House." 

TERRACOTTA FIGURINES 

57 Kybele Riding Lion 

59 Enthroned Kybele 

66 Standing Female with Wreath 

67 Standing Female 

68 Standing Female 

93 Female Head (from Layer 2 of house outside of 

court at west) 

DESCRIPTION OF CONTEXT AND 
CONTENTS 

The "Level 2 House" was at the southeastern edge of 

the City Mound and was oriented in a northeast/ 

southwest direction. Composed of a large courtyard and 

a series of square rooms to the east and two rectangular 

rooms to the southwest, the complete plan of this spratvl-

ing building was never recovered, especially at the 

southwest edge. The two rooms to the southwest of the 

court, the "Pithos Room" and the "Room South of Pithos 

Room" contained most of the pottery and other finds 

from this house. In the "Pithos Room" were four large 

pithoi, suggesting that the room was used for storage. 

The "Room South of Pithos Room" was entered from the 

"Pithos Room" and measured 4.5 by at least 5.5 m. (the 

southwest end of that room was never excavated). In 

addition to the five terracotta figurines, large quantities 

of coarse and fine pottery were inventoried from the 

room (see F. A. Winter 1984: 313 for listing of catalogued 

black-glazed ceramics). F. A. Winter's analyses of the 

pottery from this house, including thirteen Rhodian 

stamped amphora handles, fusiform unguentaria, black-

glazed fish plates, West Slope plates, fruit dishes and 

black-glazed plates with stamping, indicate that it is 

chronologically consistent and can be identified as mate

rial in use just prior to and left behind at the abandon

ment of Gordion in 189 B.C. (see ibid.: 313). 

The "Room South of Pithos Room" may also have 

served as a storage facility and the figurines mixed with 

the pottery were probably part of the household sup

plies, perhaps components of a domestic shrine (to 

Kybele?). 

DISCUSSION OF TERRACOTTA FIGURINES 

The figurines in this deposit represent some of the 

best-preserved and highest-quality imported terracottas 

from Late Phrygian/Hellenistic Gordion. All are imports 

to Gordion, all are female, two are of Kybele and two are 

made from the same mold (67 and 68). All except 93 are 

close in style, painted decoration and clay and can be 

assigned to the same manufacturing site, perhaps even 

the same workshop. Close parallels can be found for the 

Kybele riding a lion among Pergamene terracottas (see 

57 and p. 79) and the clay of 57 and 59 is comparable to 

that of figurines from the acropoles of Pergamon and 

Mamurtkale. Pergamon is a likely manufacturing source 

for the entire group of figurines (see Group I, pp. 78-79). 

It is not without interest that among the pithos fragments 

from the "Level 2 House" are five inscribed with Ionic 
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numbers used to record Pergamene units of measure
ment (Roller 1987a: 63-64, 67, 68; 3B-34, 3B-38). Since 

the majority of Pergamene terracotta figurines and all of 

the sherds with the Pergamene notation system were 

recovered from this house, one can speculate that this 
"Level 2 House" belonged to a Greek, perhaps one from 
Pergamon or at least with Pergamene ties. 

DATE 
All of the figurines can be dated to the late 3d and early 

2d centuries B.C. and the dating of the pottery confirms 

the conclusion that the material in the "Room South of 

Pithos Room," as from the rest of the house, was left 

behind when the City Mound was abandoned at the 
impending arrival of the Roman army in 189 B.C. 

TERRACOTTA DEPOSIT 4 

Trench SET-NW, Level 1 Room 

NB21,pp. 55,57,66, 72: Oct. 16-17, 19-20, 1951 
F. A. Winter 1984: 314; R. S. Young 1953: 6-9 

TERRACOTTA FIGURINES 

15 Animal Vessel: Goat 
33 Vessel Handle Attachment?: Nike Protome 
35 Bust-Flower Thymiaterion: Satyr (from small hole 

in Floor 1) 

38 Bust-Flower Thymiaterion: Female 

52 Large Kybele Statuette 

60 Enthroned Kybele 

DESCRIPTION OF CONTEXT A N D 
CONTENTS 

The SET-NW, Level 1 Room is located iii the southeast

ern part of the mound near the earlier monumental 

entranceway to the site. The entire plan of this area was 

never established. The contents of this deposit were 
found on a hard-packed floor level within a room 

enclosed by stone walls. Over the floor was a thick 

stratum, ca. 0.10-0.20 m. deep, of burned debris. 
The terracotta figurines were found clustered toward 

the northeast side of the room, while 35 was found in a 

small hole nearby in quantities of ash and with an 

alabaster loom weight (ST 158). The majority of the 

pottery was found in a group north of the room's south 

wall (see F. A. Winter 1984: 314 for list of catalogued 

black-glazed ceramics from room). The quantities of 

pottery from this room include West Slope ware; black-

glazed bowls; black burnished, red burnished and gray 
ware; unglazed table ware; unguentaria; cooking vessels; 

coarse ware and four stamped amphora handles, includ

ing two Rhodian. Other finds include a lamp stand. 

faience bowl fragments, a glass fragment, iron blades and 

clamps, a bronze knucklebone, stone whorls and a pestle. 

The pottery can be dated to the final Late Phrygian/ 

Hellenistic phase of Gordion just before its abandonment 
in 189 B.C. 

DISCUSSION OF TERRACOTTA FIGURINES 

The terracottas of this Late Phrygian/Hellenistic struc
ture are remarkable for their size and quality and for the 

probably local origin of many of them. The two bust-

flower thymiateria, the satyr (35) and the large female 
head (38), are local products. The Nike protome handle 

(?) (33) from this deposit and the animal rhyton (15) arc 

Central Anatolian products, to judge from the Nike's 
intentionally gray-fired fabric, typical of Phrygian pot
tery from Gordion, and the black polishing of the goat 

rhyton, another typically Phrygian pottery technique. 

The clay of the large Kybele (52) is close to other 
suspected local products (e.g., 38) and the style of the 

head is comparable to locally made bust-flower thymiate
ria. The Kybele was probably made at Gordion. This 

large Kybele is on a scale and of a quality appropriate for 
a cult image in a household shrine, and it might be 

equally fitting to find bust-flower thymiateria of the local 

type in a domestic shrine. Since the entire plan was never 
recovered, it is impossible to establish a definitive use for 

this building. The contents of the room, however, sug
gest a domestic establishment, one which might have had 
a substantial shrine to Kybele within it. 

DALE 

The figurines and pottery can be assigned to the late 
3d and early 2d centuries B.C. The deposit may have 

been formed as a result of the burning and destruction of 

the building close to, at the time of, or just after the 

abandonment of Gordion in 189 B.C. 

TERRACOTTA DEPOSIT 5: 
POTTERY ESTABLISHMENT AND 

ADJOINING STRUCTURES 
Trenches NCT-W, NCT-W1, NCT-W3, NCT-S, MN, 

MN-Ext. 3 
NB 19, pp. 93-94, 144: June 1951; NB 43, pp. 113, 

114: Oct. 1955; NB 66, pp. 52, 57: Apr. 1957; NB 72, pp. 
17-18, 68, 134: June-Aug. 1958, May 1961 

Edwards 1959a: 267 ff., pis. 67, 68; 1959b: 13, pis. 4-5; 

F. A. Winter 1984: 308-309 

See Fig. 7 for plan of area. 

TERRACOTTA FIGURINES 

KILN AREA (ROOM 3): 

39 Bust-Flower Thymiaterion: Female (Trench NCT-

W3/4, Layer 4 below Floor 3 in Room 3) 
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44 Mold: Thymiaterion Flower (Trench NCT-W1, S 

section, E half, in firing chamber of later, small 

kiln) 
50 Mold: Female Bust (Trench NCT-W1, S section, E 

half, in firing chamber of later, small kiln) 

108 Neck with Torque (Trench NCT-W1, S section, 

E half. Layer 1 below floor, possibly chamber of 

kiln) 
170 Unfinished Fragment (Trench NCT-W1, S sec

tion, E half, Layer 1, below floor, possibly 

chamber of kiln) 

ROOMS 1 AND 2: 

45 Thymiaterion Fragment (Trench NCT-W3, Room 

1, destruction filling) 

46 Thymiaterion Fragment (Trench NCT-W3, Room 

D 
47 Thymiaterion Fragment (probably Trench 

NCT-W3 Pottery Establishment) 

48 Thymiaterion Fragment (Trench NCT-W3, Room 

1, destruction filling) 

ROOMS 5 AND 6: 

40 Bust-Flower Thymiaterion Fragment (probably 

Trench NCT-S, Level la = probably Pottery 

Establishment Room 5 or 6) 

42 Bust-Flower Thymiaterion: Artemis? (Trenches 

NCT-S, Level la and NCT-W, "House A," Room 

2 = Pottery Establishment Room 5) 

56 Tympanum? (possibly Trench NCT-W, "House 

A," Room 1 or NCT-S, Level la = Pottery 

Establishment Room 6) 

61 Enthroned Kybele (Trench NCT-W, "House A", 

Room 1 and NCT-S, Level la = Pottery Estab

lishment Room 6) 

63 Kybele (?) Fragment (Trench NCT-S, Section A, 

Cut 3, Level lb = Pottery Establishment Room 

5 or 6) 

70 Standing Female (Trench NCT-W, "House A," 

Room 1, filling = Pottery Establishment Room 

6) 
74 Standing Female (Trench NCT-S, Level la = 

probably Pottery Establishment Room 5 or 6) 

91 Female Head (Trench NCT-S, fallen from scarp 

between walls in S part of "House A" = Pottery 

Establishment Room 6) 

92 Female Head (Trench NCT-W, "House A," Room 

2, in upper fill = Pottery Establishment Room 5) 

96 Drapery Fragment (Trench NCT-W, "House A," 

Room 1 = Pottery Establishment Room 6) 

ROOM 7: 

34 Vessel: Tyche? (Trench MN-Ext. 3, Layer 4 in 

fill = "Pottery Establishment" Room 7) 

69 Standing Female (Trench M N , Layer 5 fill = 

"Pottery Establishment" Room 7) 

146 Quadruped's Legs (Trench MN-Ext. 3, Layer 5, 

fill behind house = "Pottery Establishment" 

behind Room 7) 

DESCRIPTION OF CONTEXT AND 
CONTENTS 

The Late Phrygian/Hellenistic Pottery Establishment 

at Gordion is a rambling multi-unit complex which was 

excavated in several different sections, several years 

apart, in at least three trenches. There are many periph

eral areas of the complex which were not completely 

excavated and the total plan is not yet understood. Apian 

and description of the establishment was published by 

Edwards (1959a: 267-268, pis. 67, 68). There is a large 

open court (labeled "3" on the plan) with at least two 

kilns: an earlier, larger kiln with an oval firing chamber 

and a semicircular mouth; and a later, smaller kiln with a 

lower ovoid firing-chamber, a stacking floor and a dome-

shaped upper chamber. (It was in the latter kiln that 

terracotta molds were found.) The large numbers of fired 

and unfired sherds in the kilns indicate that the Pottery 

Establishment was employed in the manufacture of both 

ceramic vessels and terracotta figurines. 

The court is bordered on the northwest by a partly 

open-air kitchen (1) with a fire-pit, brazier and pithos 

and an adjoining pantry (2). East of the court is a wall 

through which is an informal entrance to the court (4). 

To the southeast of the court is a megaron-like structure 

(7) whose entrance was probably from the southwest side 

away from the court. Inside this building is a longitudinal 

partition wall with a hearth against its east side. It is not 

clear from the excavation of this area if this structure is 

directly linked in function to the Pottery Establishment. 

This building (7) is contemporary, at least in its final 

phase, with the rest of the Pottery Establishment. 

To the east of the structure are two rooms, 5 and 6 

(originally identified as Trench NCT-W, "House A," 

Rooms 2 [to north] and 1 [to south]). In the north wall of 

the southern room, as a modification to the building after 

its original construction, a niche was built (H. 0.60; W. 

0.17; Depth 0.28 m.). The original use of this structure is 

not known but in its later phase, Rooms 5 and 6 served as 

cellars. Again, it is not certain that this structure is a part 

of the Pottery Establishment. It is significant in terms of 

the function of this southeastern area that from the fill of 

Rooms 5, 6 and 7—along with fine pottery, amphora 

fragments, a piece of gold foil and a glass bowl—came 

seven stone sculpture fragments on a small scale (S 37-S 

40, S 42, S 49, S 50), including a shield, a male leg 

wearing a sandal, a child's arm and drapery fragments 

and three stone bases for statuettes (S 41, I 162, I 184), 

two of which are locally made and inscribed possibly with 

the same name (EXEpTOS) (Roller 1987b: 112-113, nos. 

7,8). 
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With the exceptton of two thymiaterion fragments (40 
and 42), the figurines from Rooms 5, 6 and 7 represent 

different types than those from the kiln area and Room 1 

ol the Pottery Establishment. In this southeastern area 

are female figurines and goddesses (Tyche?, Artemis? 
Kybele). If Rooms 5, 6 and 7 are linked to the Pottery 

Establishment, it is likely that this is the domestic quarter. 

It is, however, justifiable to think of Structure 7 and 

perhaps Room 6 in its earlier phase as shrines with the 

niche in the south wall of Room 6 as one possible cult 
spot. 

Some of the terracotta figurines from Rooms 1 (45 and 

48), 5 (92), and 6 (61, 70, 91) show definite signs of 

burning or contact with carbonized material. Over the 

floor of Room 6 was a layer of ash and burnt debris 

including charred wooden beams and seeds, and there is 

also ample evidence of severe burning in Room 1. It is 

therefore very probable that the Pottery Establishment 
and adjoining structures were destroyed by fire. F. A. 

Winter, concludes that the pottery in the destruction 

debris over the floors of the complex and in the later kiln 
is so similar to pottery from abandonment (189 B.C.) 

levels of Gordion that the destruction of this complex 

most likely occurred close to 189 B.C. (1984: 309). This 
pottery includes red-banded bowls, dark and buff echi

nus bowls with angular profiles, a gray polished situla 
and fusiform unguentaria. 

DISCUSSION OF TERRACOTTA FIGURINES 

The molds and unfinished terracotta figurines from 
the kilns and R o o m 1 of the Pottery Establishment are of 

inestimable importance for our knowledge of the local 
production of terracottas in the Late Phrygian/Hellenis

tic period at Gordion. The partially fired or lightly baked 

mold of a flower-container (44) used for the bust-flower 

thymiateria, the rim fragments of the flowers (45-48) and 

the female heads for busts (39) provide firm evidence of 

the local manufacture of this thymiaterion type. In 

addition, the mold for a female bust (50) may have been 

used for the production of the front halves of busts of the 

bust-flower type of thymiaterion. 

108 and 170, both unfinished but fired terracotta 

fragments, may have been test-pieces used as props or for 

temperature-control trials in the kiln, or archetype or 

secondary archetype fragments. 108 is one of the only 

archaeological traces of the Celtic occupation at Gordion. 

The torque around the neck of the figure is a typically 

Celtic type of ornament and provides the clue that Celtic 

ways of life and dress may have had some influence, no 

matter how slight, on the coroplastic industry at Gor

dion. 
The terracotta figurines from the structures (Rooms 5, 

6 and 7) on the southeast side of the courtyard are all 

female types with one representation of Tyche (?) (34), 

one of Artemis (?) in the form of a bust-flower thymiate

rion (42) and two of Kybele (61 and 63?). 61, 70, 74, 92 

and 96, all from Rooms 5 and 6, are imported figurines 

similar to one another in style, clay and painted decora

tion, suggesting the same source of manufacture (see 

discussion of Group II, pp. 79-80). 

DATE 
A late 3d-early 2d century B.C. date for all the figurines 

in this group is supported by stylistic criteria and the 

chronology of the ceramics in the Pottery Establishment. 
Both the Pottery Establishment proper (Rooms 1, 2, 3 

and Entranceway 4) and the structures to the southeast 

(Rooms 5, 6 and 7) were probably destroyed by fire just 

prior to or at the time of the abandonment of the City 
Mound in 189 B.C.. 

TERRACOTTA DEPOSIT 6 

Trench Q2E2, cindery fill over Floor 2 
N B 6 0 , p. 159: Apr. 13, 1957. 

TERRACOTTA FIGURINES 

36 Bust-Flower Thymiaterion: Female 
37 Bust-Flower Thymiaterion: Female 
58 Enthroned Kybele 
73 Standing Female 
97 Statuette: Attis? 
99 Eros in Flower 

DESCRIPTION OF CONTEXT AND 

CONTENTS 
This group of figurines comes from the cindery fill 

over the floor of what may be the cellar of a Late 

Phrygian/Hellenistic house. The plan of the structure 
was never recovered. The figurine types suggest that the 

area may have contained a shrine to Kybele. 

The pottery over the floor was identified as Late 

Phrygian/Hellenistic by the excavator but only one frag

ment was inventoried: a large thin gray-ware fusiform 

unguentarium (P 1666) dating to the last quarter of the 

4th or early 3d century B.C. 

DISCUSSION OF TERRACOTTAS 

The types of terracottas in this group compare closely 

with those of other household deposits, e.g., Terracotta 

Deposits 2 and 3. In this deposit all of the figurines with 

the exception of two are female; one statuette of Kybele 

(58) is represented as are two of the locally made 

bust-flower thymiateria (36 and 37). One of the more 

unusual of the Gordion terracottas is found in this 
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deposit: a very large statuette possibly of Attis (97). Its 

sty le. clay and size compare closely with those of the large 

statuette of Kybele from Terracotta Deposit 3 (52) and 

both are probably products of the same workshop, 

perhaps located at Gordion. It is worth noting that the 

three probably local products in this group, 36, 37 and 

97, all exhibit traces of ancient plaster for repairs or 

adhesion. 
The Eros in a flower (99) is a well-executed and 

well-preserved example of its type and an obvious import 

to Gordion. The two probably imported products (73 

and 99) seem to have been made from the same clay (see 

Group II, pp. 79-80), and are remarkable for their 

painted decoration's heavy use of pink and good state of 

preservation. 

DATE 

Despite the late 4th/early 3d century B.C. date for the 

fusiform unguentarium, most of the figurines from this 

deposit can be placed in the later 3d or early 2d century 

B.C. The fact that a figurine of Kybele (59), made from 

the same mold as 58, was found in an "abandonment 

level" (see, e.g.. Terracotta Deposit 3) and that large 

heads of the bust-flower thymiaterion type are also found 

in the latest Late Phrygian/Hellenistic levels suggests 

that this group dates to the final Phrygian phase of the 

citadel of Gordion. Stylistic criteria, especially of the Eros 

in a flower, a type well documented at various Hellenistic 

sites, also support a date around the turn of the 3d to 2d 

centuries B.C. for this group. 
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Conclusions 

OVERALL CHRONOLOGY 

Terracotta figurines are represented in every period at 

Gordion, beginning with the Early Bronze Age, but with 

the majority dating to the Late Phrygian/Hellenistic 

period (Table 2). T o some extent, conclusions about the 

interest in using or manufacturing terracotta figurines 

are skewed by the excavation history of the site. For 

example, Early Bronze Age levels were reached primar

ily in only one area on the City Mound (in two soundings: 

see Gunter 1991: 1-3) and the few probably Early Bronze 

Age figurines from Gordion (115 and 116) are most likely 

not representative of the site as a whole. Because the 

sample of excavated Old Hittite-period burials at Gor

dion is adequate, it is safe to say that terracotta figurines 

were not as a rule given as gifts in burials in the Old 

Hittite period at Gordion (see Mellink 1956). Our knowl

edge of Hittite-period habitation at Gordion, however, is 

limited to scattered finds and two deep soundings on the 

City M o u n d (see Gunter 1991: 1-3). Of the four or five 

Hittite-period animal figurines, all are scattered finds, 

mixed in upper fills. It is therefore through comparisons 

with Hittite figurines at other sites, especially Bogazkoy 

(Fischer 1963: 154-160), that these figurines can be 

identified as Hittite (Old Kingdom or Empire period. 

1650-1200 B.C.). In addition to these four or five Hittite-

period figurines included in the Catalogue, Hittite-

period animals produced in the Middle and Late Bronze 

Age were used as handles, spouts or plastic attachments 

(e.g., P 2400, P 1080, P 1358, P 3329). These are not 

included as a part of this corpus but see Gunter 1991: 

nos. 514, 508, 509, 254. 

Similarly, our archaeological knowledge of pre-8th-

century Central Anatolian coroplastic production is very 

limited: only a wagon wheel (159), one animal (122) and 

five animal vessels (1-5 are catalogued here as definite 
examples of the period, and possibly 6). A significant 

jump in the statistics for the occurrence of terracotta 

figurines and figural vessels takes place in the period 

after the Kimmerian destruction of Gordion, down to the 

arrival of Alexander the Great (Middle Phrygian period). 

This is also, not coincidentally, the period about which 

the most complete archaeological data are available. The 

majority of these Middle Phrygian objects are animal 

vessels or animal figurines, in addition to other Central 
.Anatolian-produced objects like boots or shoes (162-168) 

and model chariots or carts (156 and 157). There are also 
a substantial number of imported Greek plastic vessels 

from this period. 
It is in the Late Phrygian/Hellenistic period that we see 

a proliferation of imported Greek terracottas, with repre

sentations of Kybele, standing draped females, Eros, and 
theatrical masks being the most c o m m o n imported types. 
The number of imported figurines in this Late Phrygian/ 

Hellenistic period equals that of the Central Anatolian 

and local products, and the majority of these imports can 
be assigned to the period just before the abandonment of 

Gordion in 189 B.C. Enhancing the local coroplastic 
repertoire in this period are a type of bust-flower thymia

terion and large statuettes of Kybele and Attis (?) (52 and 

97). 
After the abandonment of the City Mound in 189 B.C., 

Gordion never seems to have regained its importance as 

a fortress/town in Anatolia. The period of sparse Roman 
rehabitation of the site is represented among the figu

rines by only two possible examples, both female heads 

(83 and 84). Again, since little excavation has taken place 
in the zone where it has been recognized that Roman 

resettlement occurred, the picture of the coroplastic 
industry in this period may be skewed. W e know nothing 

historically about Gordion in the Medieval period, except 

that sporadic finds, like the green- and brown-glazed 
animal (147), occur on the City Mound. 

LOCAL AND CENTRAL ANATOLIAN 
COROPLASTIC PRODUCTION 

We know that terracotta figurines were manufactured 

at Gordion in the Late Phrygian/Hellenistic period by 

the presence of molds (e.g., 31, 44, 50, 51, 169), frag

ments from kilns (170) or unfinished figurines (108). and 

a large pottery establishment of this period, in the kilns of 

yvhich were found molds and figurine fragments (see 

Terracotta Deposit 5, pp. 67-69). All of the evidence of 
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this type for coroplastic production at Gordion itself is 

restricted to the Late Phrygian/Hellenistic period. No 

kilns or workshops for pottery or terracotta figurine 

production dating to the Bronze Age or Early or Middle 

Phrygian period have been located at Gordion. 

CHRONOLOGY 

BRONZE AGE, EARLY AND MIDDLE 
PHRYGIAN PERIODS 

Handmade animal figurines and wheel-turned and 

hand-modeled animal vessels are the most numerous of 

the Phrygian and Central Anatolian-manufactured terra

cottas found at Gordion, and there seems to be a 

persistent interest in terracotta representations of ani

mals, both free-standing figurines and vessels, as well as 

decoration for pottery (spouts, handles or decorative 

attachments). Vases in animal form seem generally to 

have fascinated the Phrygians. Imported East Greek 

plastic vases are documented at Gordion (20-23) as well 

as Central Anatolian-manufactured vessels from the Early 

Phrygian period (e.g., 1-5). It is mainly on the basis of 

their polished, slipped or painted decoration that these 

animals can be identified as Phrygian or Central Anato

lian. See full discussion of animals on pp. 49-51, espe

cially regarding technique on p. 49, and of animal vessels 

on pp. 5-6. 

Among the handmade Phrygian/Central Anatolian 

products from Gordion are boots or shoes (162-168), 

which are also produced in Hittite times (see 162 for a 

Hittite period-example). These can also be identified as 

the work of Central Anatolian coroplasts on the basis of 

comparable decoration on Phrygian/Central Anatolian 

ceramics or by form and clay in the case of the Hittite-

period example. Two lack painted decoration but are 

slipped and polished, one with an uneven dark tan-

brown surface (166), like local Iron Age pottery. The 

painted examples are all decorated in a bichrome tech

nique (163, 164, 167, 168) with the exception of 165, 

which is slipped, given decoration in black and polished 

to a red-orange. This ",black-on-red" painting style is 

typical of both Phrygian and West Anatolian Iron Age 

pottery. 

A group of miscellaneous models can be assigned, 

again by virtue of their painted decoration, to this group 

of local Phrygian/Central Anatolian products. 156, for 

example, a model chariot decorated with brown matte 

paint over a white groundcoat, comes from a 4th-century 

or Late Phrygian/Hellenistic context, but is likely to be 

earlier in date. Miniature wheels for carts, chariots or 

wagons from the Middle or Early Phrygian period (161: 

5th century; 160: pre-5th or 4th century; 159: pre-

Kimmerian) can also be assigned to Central Anatolian 

workshops. 157 and 158 are other examples of carts or 

parts of other objects which are manufactured in the 

region. 

The only evidence for the use of molds in the manufac

ture of terracottas prior to the Late Phrygian/Hellenistic 

period is a fragmentary mold for a wing (169). W e are 

uncertain of the type of terracotta object this shallow 

mold might have produced. 

LATE PHRYGIAN/HELLENISTIC PERIOD 

In the Late Phrygian/Hellenistic period the produc

tion of figurines at Gordion itself and in the region 

becomes more diverse and ambitious. In addition to a 

small number of animal figurines and animal vessels, 

simple hand-modeled terracottas in human form (e.g., 

108: neck with torque; 109: grotesque head pendant) are 

still in evidence but are augmented by molded products. 

Among the less pretentious of these molded terracotta 

figurines are a female head (83) on which there is ample 

evidence for hand-tooling of details and handmade 

additions, and a standing female (65) with a handmade 

back and sloppily executed tooling for the chiton folds. 

The latter is an adaptation of a Greek "Tanagra-type" 

standing female but can be assigned an origin in the 

region of Gordion on the basis of its workmanship and 

clay composition. The clays of 53, 65, 83 and 108 are all 

very closely comparable and the inferior workmanship 

and style indicate that all four were probably made in a 

single Central Anatolian workshop. 

A moldmade rhyton handle (?) in the form of Nike 

wearing a painted torque around her neck (33) adds 

another dimension to the coroplastic industry at Gor

dion. The fabric is comparable to Late Phrygian/ 

Hellenistic bucchero wares fired in a kiln in a reducing 

atmosphere. The finished product is a unique creation 

combining a Greek deity wearing a typically Celtic orna

ment with a Phrygian firing technique. 

The largest of the terracottas from Gordion are two 

locally manufactured moldmade statuettes, one of Ky

bele (52) and one probably representing Attis (97). The 

two are so close in clay composition, style, workmanship, 

scale and details that it is likely that they were manufac

tured in the same workshop, probably at Gordion itself. 

The clue to their local origin comes in the stylistic 

affinities to the unquestionably Gordion-manufactured 

bust-flower thymiateria (see below, pp. 74-75). 

The Kybele statuette (52) almost certainly served as a 

cult image for a small shrine. There is evidence of thick 

ancient plaster which was painted over, masking breaks 

on the throne and drapery. Although the Attis (?) (97) 

does not exhibit any evidence of ancient repairs, plaster 

was used to attach the separately modeled arms (only left 

arm preserved) to the torso.-

The group of bust-flower thymiateria form the largest 

single category of locally manufactured moldmade terra

cottas from Gordion. It is the presence of molds and 

fragments of these thymiateria in the kiln area of the Late 
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TABLE 2. TYPES OF GORDION FIGURINES AND THEIR CHRONOLOGY 
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Phrygian/Hellenistic Pottery Establishment (see Terra

cotta Deposit 4), and a fragmentary head fired in a 

bucchero technique (39), which provides the clue that 

coroplasts at Gordion were producing these terracotta 

figurine containers. An examination of the fabric of these 

bust thymiateria, and of the large statuettes (52 and 97) 

and phiale (54), indicates that all were probably made in 

the same local workshop. In addition, the use of plaster 

to secure the flower container to the hole in the top of the 

head (easily seen on 36, and traces on 37 and 38) is 

comparable to the use of plaster on both of the large 

statuettes. 

The busts are all female types with the exception of 

one, the satyr (35). Artemis can possibly be identified in 

one of the busts (42), on the basis of an object she wears 

strapped over her back, apparently a quiver case. The 

ingenuity and humor of representations such as the satyr 

and the careful workmanship and ambitious composi

tions of these and of the large Kybele and Attis (?) 

indicate a highly sophisticated coroplastic industry which 

depended on Greek sources of inspiration for much of its 

moldmade production. T o judge from the relatively 

small number of these local molded terracottas, and the 

lack of any specific matches of figurines made from the 

same mold series among the published figurines from 

other sites in Greece and Asia Minor, it is unlikely that 

Gordion was an exporter of terracotta figurines in the 

Late Phrygian/Hellenistic period. 

T w o molds dating to the Late Phrygian/Hellenistic 

period (31 and 105) add yet another dimension to the 
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coroplastic assemblage at Gordion. The mold for a relief 

medallion (105) is an anomaly at Gordion. Terracotta 

molds did travel in trade situations. This mold appears to 

be a secondary one, taken from a first-generation terra

cotta. This first-generation terracotta, with a Greek theme 

and in a purely Greek style, can be recognized as very 

high-quality work. This style is unlike any of the known 

local products at Gordion and it can probably be assumed 

that the mold was taken from an imported Greek terra

cotta plaque for use in producing other plaques for local 

distribution. The lion mold (31) was probably produced 

in the region of Central Anatolia and was possibly 

manufactured for an animal-head vase. In addition, a 

lion's paw (148) may be a primary archetype for a mold 

for producing lion's foot attachments. 

Lastly, a group of molded medallions in high relief 

decoration (80-82 and 98), all of yvhich can probably be 

assigned functions as plastic decoration for ceramic 

vessels, exhibit uniformly poor clay, sloppy firing tech

nique and inferior styles. These medallions and plastic 

decorations can be related to a larger group of Central 

Anatolian vessels with molded decoration (P 1760, P 1607, 

P 3972, P 379, P 2562, P 102, P 709, P 3535) which are 

not included in this corpus (see F. A. Winter, forthcom

ing). Included among the relief images of the latter 

group of vessels are representations of bearded males, 

female heads and Medusa. Some of these males and 

females may be identified as Celts, and some as Hellenis

tic rulers wearing the lion's skin associated with Herakles, 

adopted by Alexander and later by the rulers of the 

Hellenistic kingdoms. 

ROMAN PERIOD 
Tyvo female heads which probably belong to the Ro

man period, 83 and 84, may be Phrygian/Central Anato

lian products, modeled and tooled by hand. The style of 

the former can be related to a general Central Anatolian 

style exhibited in limestone sculpture. 

LOCAL COROPLASTS 
Although graffiti, dipinti and potters' or owners' marks 

are found on ceramics from Gordion (see Roller 1987a, 

1987b) there are no marks of these kinds on the figurines 

from Gordion, either local or imported. It was not 

common practice elsewhere for coroplasts to sign their 

works until the second half of the 2d century B.C. (see 

below, p. 78), so this absence is not unusual. 

There is mounting evidence from the epigraphy (Roller 

1987b) that Greeks settled at Gordion alongside the 

Phrygian and Celtic population of the 3d and 2d century 

B.C. (see also F. A. Winter 1988). Greek inscriptions, 

including a potter's signature incised before firing on a 

locally manufactured ceramic fragment (Roller 1987b: 

no. 9), indicate that there were Greeks living at Gordion. 

The very Greekness of the local products of the Late 

Phrygian/Hellenistic period, the deities depicted and the 

forms and decorative techniques indicate a close familiar

ity with Greek products and would allow the possibility 

that some of the coroplasts, especially of the most ambi

tious works, were Greek. Two of these very ambitious 

locally manufactured terracottas, statuettes of Kybele 

(52) and Attis (?) (97), are both obviously deities which 

are Greek in type and iconography. Although Kybele is 

in essence an Anatolian goddess, it is in the form and with 

the iconography established by the Greeks that she 

appears in the Late Phrygian/Hellenistic terracottas at 

Gordion, even in the examples manufactured in the 

region or at Gordion itself (52 and 53). Holloway pro

poses, probably correctly, that the large Kybele statuette 

from Gordion (52) was modeled after a large-scale sculp

tural image, probably a Pergamene one (1957: 32 ff.). If 

correct, this raises interesting questions regarding the 

means of transmission of the Pergamene model, the 

historical relationship between Pergamon and Gordion 

and the identity of the coroplasts at Gordion (see below, 

pp. 77-80 for imported figurines). 

Late Phrygian/Hellenistic pottery shows an interest in 

Hellenized shapes and decoration yet a lack of skill which 

is almost never apparent in true Greek ceramics of the 

period, and suggests that Phrygians may have had a 

hand in this production (see F. A. Winter, forthcoming). 

For the figurines, the adoption by the Phrygians at 

Gordion of Greek deities such as Nike and Artemis and 

creations such as the bust-flower type of thymiaterion, 

which seems ultimately borrowed from a Magna Grae-

cian source, can be explained by pointing not only to the 

remarkably tvidespread diffusion and popularity of Hel

lenism throughout the East in the 4th, 3d and 2d 

centuries B.C., but also to the presence of Greek crafts

men at Gordion. The Phrygians of the period from the 

end of the 4th century were, it seems, a Hellenized 

people, using a Greek alphabet and adopting some of the 

cults and ways of the Greeks. The presence of Greek 

personal names, Greek deities and Greek cults suggests a 

Greek community at Gordion, though how large is 

unknown (Roller 1987b). 

It is virtually certain that Phrygians were also involved 

in the coroplastic industry as the manufacturers of the 

handmade animals and wheelmade and hand-modeled 

animal vessels from the Early and Middle Phrygian 

periods and that they continued to manufacture a por

tion of the terracottas to the end of the Late Phrygian/ 

Hellenistic settlement in 189 B.C. This is suggested by, for 

example, the gray fabric of the Nike vessel handle (?) (33) 

and the female bust thymiaterion (39), a fabric typical of 

Phrygian pottery and other handmade products. 

Two human representations of the Late Phrygian/ 
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Hellenistic period, one unfinished and found in the 

Pottery Establishment (108) and one vessel handle (?) in 
the form of Nike, produced in a typically Phrygian fabric 

(33), wear around their necks what appear to be torques, 

a distinctly Celtic form of adornment (Powell 1960: 

71-73). This may be interpreted as a sign that it was from 

the Celtic population of the region that some of the 

coroplasts came, but more probably, simply that close 

contact with these Celts created an interest in one of the 

most attractive aspects of their material culture, the 

torque. 

It seems likely, then, from the combined evidence that 

in coroplastic production in the late 3d and early 2d 

centuries B.C. at least Greeks and Phrygians participated. 

It may have been the Greeks at Gordion who produced 

(or commissioned) most of the Greek-like products—the 

bust thymiaterion, the Kybele (52) and the Attis (?) (97). 

Of the Celts' role in the coroplastic workshops we are able 

to say virtually nothing. The few products bearing Celtic 

ornament (33 and 108) may have, in fact, been produced 

by non-Celts. It was probably Phrygian coroplasts who 

continued to produce the mostly handmade, traditional 

figurines and had an influence on or made some of the 

very special products in gray-ware fabrics (e.g., 33 and 

39). W e also cannot discount the possible influence of 

Persian animal vessels on Central Anatolian products 

(e.g., 14 and 15); this lingering Persian influence may 

have been due to Anatolized Persians living in the region 

(see Cook 1983: 176-182; F. A. Winter 1988: 71,n.45). 

CENTRAL ANATOLIAN FABRICS 

It has not been possible to conduct any technical 

analyses of the composition of the clays used for the 

terracotta figurines from Gordion. F. A. Winter has been 

able to analyze by the PIXE method samples from Late 

Classical and Hellenistic pottery from Gordion (forthcom

ing; E. T. Williams et al. 1987: 430-432). For a very 

thorough study of the clays used for local pottery of the 

8th to 6th centuries B.C. see Johnston 1970. 

EARLY BRONZE AGE 

The two probably Early Bronze Age figurines (115 and 

116) are made of somewhat coarse reddish brown or 

dark brown clay (Munsell: 2.5YR N3/ [very dark gray]). 

MIDDLE AND LATE BRONZE AGE 

The clays used for the figurines of the Hittite period 

are gritty and slightly micaceous, fired to a yellowish 

pink, orange-red or light reddish brown (Munsell: 7.5YR 

8/6 [reddish yellow]; 2.5YR 6/4 [light reddish brown]-

6/8 [light red]-N3/ [very dark gray]). Some light and 

dark inclusions are found in most examples, and most 

are slipped with a yellow-buff or buff-pink, although at 

least one (162) is burnished to a slightly reddish brown. 

The similarities of the clays used for both the pottery of 

this period and the figurines indicate Central Anatolian 

manufacture. 

EARLY PHRYGIAN PERIOD 

The group of five Central Anatolian-manufactured 

animal vessels from Tumulus P exhibit a variety of clays 

from fine buff (1 and 2) to medium-fine light brown (5) to 

fine red clay (3). The one Early Phrygian-period animal 

figurine was manufactured of coarse clay (122) as was the 

miniature wheel (159). For a description of the clays used 

in Early Phrygian ceramics see Sams, 1994. 

MIDDLE PHRYGIAN PERIOD 

A great variety of fabrics are used in the Central 
Anatolian production of figurines in the Middle Phrygian 

period. The colors of the clays range from gray to 

buff-yellow to pinkish yellow or brown to red. Small or 
moderate amounts of micaceous particles are common 

and gritty inclusions, dark and light, are visible in most. 

The clays range from moderately fine to somewhat 
coarse. Most figures of the period are covered with 

polished slip. Surface colors after firing often range from 

pinkish brown to light brown to gray. 

LATE PHRYGIAN/HELLENISTIC PERIOD 

The handmade animal figurines of this period are 

made from clays which range in color from light reddish 

brown (Munsell: 5YR 6/4 [light reddish brown]) to 

reddish yellow (Munsell: 7.SYR 7/4 [pink]-7/8 [reddish 

yellow]) or light red (Munsell: 2.5YR 6/6 [light red] or 

10YR 6/8 [light red]), sometimes fired light gray all over 

or often gray at the core. The clays range from fine with 

few inclusions to gritty clay with many dark and some 

lime inclusions. Almost all have some micaceous par
ticles. One Late Phrygian/Hellenistic animal vessel yvhich 

is likely to be Central Anatolian-manufactured (12: stag's 

head) has light red clay (Munsell: 2.5YR 6/6 [light red]) 

with small amounts of mica and dark inclusions. 

A m o n g the Greek-inspired molded figurines probably-

made at Gordion itself in the Late Phrygian/Hellenistic 

period, several distinct groups can be isolated on the 

basis of clay, technique, design and style. For example, 

52, 54 and 97 belong together as a group from a single 

workshop and the clays of all are close: hard or friable, 
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micaceous yellowish brown or yellowish red clay fired 

gray at the core yvith small lime inclusions (Munsell: 

7.5YR 6/6 [reddish vellow]-6/4 [brown]). Although the 

bust-flower thymiateria can be linked to these statuettes 

by style and details of the technique, the clays vary 

slightly. The satyr's bust (35) is made from a highly 

micaceous light reddish brown clay (Munsell: 2.5YR 6/8 

[light red]) fired gray at the core. Large and small dark 

inclusions are visible. The rest of the bust-flower thymia

teria are made from a reddish yellow clay (Munsell: 

7.5YR 7/6-7/8 [reddish yellow]) which is lightly mica

ceous with small light inclusions. As in the statuettes (52 

and 97) a gray core is common in the bust-flower 

thymiateria. Often the products of this bust-thymiaterion 

workshop are poorly fired, producing a friable surface. 

Another Central Anatolian- or locally made group of 

molded Late Phrygian/Hellenistic figurines can be iso

lated: 53, 65, 83, and 108. The clays of these are 

consistently micaceous, pinkish brown or light reddish 

yellow (Munsell: 5YR 6/4 [light reddish brown]-6/6 

[reddish yellow]), filled with large dark gritty particles 

and yvhite lime inclusions, fired gray at the core. 

TECHNIQUE 
In the Early Phrygian period, the Central Anatolian 

animal vesels (1-5) seem all to have been produced by a 

combination of wheel-turning technique (for the vessel 

bodies) and hand-modeling. The other Early Phrygian-

period products are handmade. For the Middle Phrygian-

period products, e.g., the animal figurines and animal 

vessels, hand-modeling is the rule, although many of the 

larger animals and animal vessels probably had wheel-

turned sections, mostly for the bodies of the animals. 

The groups of Late Phrygian/ Hellenistic molded figu

rines allow an insight into the coroplastic techniques 

employed by Central Anatolian or local craftsmen. The 

two large statuettes (52 [Kybele] and 97 [Attis?]) use both 

molded and hand-modeling techniques. The large seated 

Kybele is composed of separately molded sections (e.g., 

head, upper torso, lower torso, feet and stool, sphinxes) 

joined together. The attributes, a phiale and a tympa

num, are probably wheelmade and the back is applied 

and tooled by hand. Other details are incised or hand-

modeled. A round firing hole is cut through the back of 

the head. The interior walls are roughly finished. The 

surface is covered with a fine clay slip over which painted 

details are rendered. Thick white plaster is used to repair 

breaks. 

The techniques used in the manufacture of the Attis (?) 

are similar, though the less complete state of preserva

tion inhibits a thorough comparison. The torso of the 

figure seems to have been largely built up in horizontal 

sections by hand, with sections of the drapery made in a 

mold. The arm is modeled separately by hand and 

attached with thick white plaster. The upper back is 

hand-modeled in a single section, while the lower torso is 

left open. The interior walls are smooth on the back and 

left rough in front. As in the case of the Kybele, the 

exterior surface is covered with a fine clay slip over which 

are a white groundcoat and painted details. Hand-

tooling is evident for details (on drapery and arm). O n 

both the Kybele and the Attis (?) there are no vent holes 

on the backs of the torsos because the backs are largely 

left open. A hole would probably have been cut into the 

back of Attis's (?) head. 

The fronts of the busts of the bust-flower thymiateria 

are made from molds. The satyr's head (35), for example, 

is made from a single mold for the front of the torso and 

the head, while the "fillet" is handmade and separately 

added. 36 was also made with a separate front (head and 

torso) mold which was joined to the handmade back and 

the joins masked by the braids at the shoulders and 

"fillet" on top of the head. On 41 the join of the front and 

back of the torso is cleverly masked by braids of hair. The 

technique of attaching the sections is seen on 40, where 

gouges or scoring marks are visible along a finished edge 

of the back section or the head. The backs of the heads 

and torsos were mostly worked by hand. The back of the 

satyr's head and 38 may have been molded. 42 appears to 

have both a molded front and back with the addition of a 

hand-modeled or molded quiver. That the fronts of the 

head and torso were sometimes made in a single mold is 

shown by 50. If 51 can be assigned to this group of 

bust-flower thymiateria, fronts of heads were also some

times molded separately from the torso. The flower 

containers of these thymiateria, as is evident by 44, are 

made from a single mold and set into the holes cut into 

the tops of the busts' heads. The conical shape of the 

mold with a narrow interior diameter at the base would 

make molding a difficult task, and the sloppily executed 

fragments of the finished products (e.g., 45 etc.) demon

strate how unwieldy use of this mold might have been. 

The exterior surfaces of the busts' heads and torsos, as 

well as of many of the flower fragments, were given a slip 

of fine buff-pink clay. Vent holes vary in size and shape. 

The satyr's head (35) and 36, for example, each have a 

large triangular opening cut through the backs of their 

torsos, while 41 has a circular vent hole in the center of 

the back. The openings in the head for the flower 

containers would have been either cut into the leather-

hard clay before firing or molded as such (as is possibly 

shown by 51). The interior walls of the heads and torsos 

are well smoothed on some examples (37, 40-42) and left 

rough on others (e.g., 35, 39). 

The group of 53, 65 and 83 are distinguished by their 

sloppily rendered hand-tooling to augment the molded 

figurine. In all three cases a tool is heavily used in the 

rendering of drapery or hair and all three exhibit a lack 

of facility with the molding technique. Although a much 

more finely executed figurine, 33 also shows an extensive 
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use of incised details on the hair and drapery. This is one 

of the few molded figurines of this Late Phrygian/ 

Hellenistic period which have been fired in the Phrygian 

bucchero technique (see also 39). 

DECORATION 

Most of the Central Anatolian-manufactured figurines 

and vessels are decorated by painting or polishing or a 

combination of both. The Early Phrygian-period animal 

vessels show two different decorative schemes, with 

polishing and painting: monochromatic black on red 

ground (3) and bichromatic brown and yellow on buff 

ground. Among the handmade animal figurines, few are 

completely unpolished or undecorated (e.g., the Bronze 

Age animals, some of which are slipped, and 133 [prob

ably 6th century], 141, [mid-6th-4th century] and 143, 

[mid-4th-century context]). See p. 49 for a discussion of 

the technique and decoration of animal figurines. All of 

the boots are polished (162, 166) or painted in a bichro

matic (163, 164, 167, and 168) or a monochromatic (165) 

technique; and most of the non-figural, miscellaneous 

objects are painted in a bichromatic (156-158) or a 

monochromatic technique and are polished (161) or 

slipped and polished (160). 

Among the Greek-inspired Central Anatolian prod

ucts, the decoration is much the same as for the Greek 

products of comparable type. For example, a white or 

light groundcoat over which painted decoration is ap

plied is common on many of the Central Anatolian and 

locally made figurines: some of the bust-flower thymiate

ria, the large statuettes of Kybele (52) and Attis (?) (97), 

the rhyton handle (?) in the form of Nike (33). The colors 

used for the decoration of these figurines include red, 

light blue, pink, yellow and black, the same palette used 

by Greek coroplasts in the Hellenistic period. 

NON-PHRYGIAN AND NON-CENTRAL 
ANATOLIAN FIGURINES 

TYPOLOGY 

Non-Phrygian or non-Central Anatolian, imported 

figurines can be defined as composing approximately 

50% of the total number of figurines and related figural 

vessels included in this corpus. The extent of Western— 

i.e., mostly Greek—influence on and trade with Gordion 

can be measured in the importation of varieties of 

figurines from the 6th century on. Greek or imitation-

Greek molded vessels in the form of animals, pomegran

ates or korai are typical finds at East Greek sites in the 6th 

century B.C. and turn up at Gordion, not too surpris

ingly, to form a group of eleven vessels (19-29). These are 

the earliest of the terracotta types imported to Gordion in 

this catalogue, but by no means constitute the earliest 

Greek objects at Gordion (see Sams 1979b: 45-53, esp. 47 

for 8th-century Corinthian and Euboean pottery frag

ments) or the earliest East Greek material. Pottery im

ports from East Greek centers are fairly steady from Late 

Geometric times into the 6th century B.C. (ibid.: 47-49; 

DeVries, forthcoming). The molded vessels, unlike the 

other categories of terracottas in the corpus, were prob

ably imported to Gordion more for their contents than 
for the containers. 

The first purely terracotta figurines to be imported to 

Gordion belong to the 5th century B.C. (e.g., 77 and 85). 

It is in the Late Phrygian/Hellenistic period at Gordion 

that the number of imported Greek figurines increases 

and that a pattern emerges in the popularity or presence 

of certain types. Representations of females, especially 

standing and draped types, outnumber all other catego

ries. Mostly imports from Greek regions, these females 

can largely be associated with religious functions, prob

ably as votives at private shrines. 

The group which follows the females and bust-flower 

thymiateria in frequency is that of Kybele. Her popular

ity in the Hellenistic period in mainland and eastern 

Greek regions and in Phrygia is well attested by the 

shrines dedicated to her (e.g., at Mamurtkale near 

Pergamon [Conze and Schazmann 1911], and at Pessinus 

in Phrygia, where literary and epigraphical sources 

confirm the existence of a shrine by the period of the 

Attalids of Pergamon [Strabo 12, 5, 3, C 567; Welles 

1934: nos. 55-61; Virgilio 1981]), and by the small votives 

at many sites (see discussion of Kybele, above, pp. 22-24). 

That Kybele was worshiped at Gordion in the region of 

her purported birthplace (at Mt. Dindymus near Pessi

nus) is not surprising. One temple girl or attendant can 

be connected with the cult of Kybele at Gordion by the 

tympanum, an attribute of Kybele which the girl holds 

(64), and the possible identification of one locally manu

factured statuette as Attis (97) adds additional evidence 

for a thriving local cult devoted to Kybele. 

Eros is also a popular divinity represented among the 

terracottas at Gordion (99-104). In view of a general 

interest in Eros at Greek sites in the Hellenistic period, it 
is not surprising that these Greek figurines turn up as 

imports at Gordion. Other Greek deities represented at 

Gordion include Nike (in a locally manufactured ex

ample, 33); Tyche (34); Artemis (in a locally manufac

tured thymiaterion, 42); Dionysos with Ariadne and satyr 

(105); possibly Herakles (98); and other mythological 

subjects including a possible Medusa (82) and two satyrs 

(32 and 35), one imported and the other locally manufac

tured. 
The identification of imported terracotta figurine types 

and manufacturing centers which are lacking in the 

figurine assemblage at Gordion is, perhaps, as instructive 

as an examination of the types and export centers which 

can be identified. For example, there are no figurines 
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from any period at Gordion yvhich can be specifically 

identified as Carian (Higgins 1954: nos. 301-522) or as 

Cypriote (e.g., J. H. and S. H. Young 1955). Among the 

Greek imports at Gordion there are no nude female 

types, which are very popular elsewhere in mainland 

Greece and Asia Minor in the Hellenistic period and 

occur more frequently at Troy, for example, than do 

draped females (D. B. Thompson 1963a: 87-95). Aphro

dite is not represented at Gordion, although Eros is 

popular. There are at Gordion representations of the 

child-Eros, Eros reclining in a flower and Eros as a young 

boy standing with wings at his side, in addition to two 

chubby Erotes supporting a thymiaterion. There are no 

examples of Eros in flight, very common at Myrina 

(Mollard-Besques 1963: 35-39, pis. 39-47; Burr 1934: 

47-56). A possible rationale for the absence of Aphrodite 

among the figurines may be the special position Kybele 

enjoyed in Phrygia as a mother goddess, the goddess who 

would have usurped the power of Aphrodite in the realm 

of love and fertility. Eros may have enjoyed his popular

ity as a result of a kind of conflation with Attis, the 

handsome shepherd boy born on the banks of the river 

Gallus near Pessinus and devoted to Kybele with an 

almost maniacal fidelity (for the legends of Attis and 

iconography see Vermaseren 1977b: 31, 88-95). There is 

only one possible terracotta representation of Attis at 

Gordion (97). One of the figurines of Eros was found in a 

terracotta deposit with an enthroned Kybele figurine and 

a large statuette which may be Attis (see Terracotta 

Deposit 6) in what may be a group of votives for a shrine 

to Kybele. This connection between Eros and Kybele may 

be purely coincidental, and it may well be that the 

number of representations of Eros at Gordion reflects 

less his local appeal than the numbers of terracotta 

figurines of Eros on the general market in the Hellenistic 

period, when his popularity was very widespread. 

While very popular in Greek regions in the Hellenistic 

period, at Gordion only one possible representation of a 

lone dancer is identifiable among the terracotta figurines 

(75): a mantle dancer (see D. B. Thompson 1963a: 

102-105). In addition, a group composition may be 

reconstructed as a trio of dancing women (76). At other 

sites, in Thrace, Asia Minor, Mesopotamia and Egypt, 

Phrygian dancers (i.e., dancers wearing Oriental cos

tume and a so-called Phrygian cap, which may in fact be 

Persian) of 3d- or 2d-century B.C. date are found (ibid.: 

100-102; 1963c: 312, no. 19, first half of 2d century B.C. 

from Athenian Agora). Because these so-called Phrygian 

dancers are often associated with the cult of Kybele, as 

representations of orgiastic devotees of the Anatolian 

goddess (D. B. Thompson 1963a: 102), it is surprising 

that none have been found at Gordion, where the cult of 

Kybele is very well attested in the Late Phrygian/ 

Hellenistic period. Similarly, mantle dancers are linked 

to Kybele at Troy (ibid.: 104) and at Mamurtkale near 

Pergamon (Conze and Schazmann 1911: pi. 12|6-8); 

Topperwein-Hoffmann 1978: 84, 89, pi. 37 (MK 27}), 

and to Demeter elsewhere (see D. B. Thompson 1963a: 

59 ff., 104; Topperwein-Hoffmann 1978: nos. 161, 164). 

Since the one example from Gordion has no more 

specific context than its trench designation, we cannot be 

certain that it was used there in the cult of Kybele. 

Absent from Gordion are imported terracotta figurines 

with signatures of coroplasts. This can, clearly, be ex

plained through an examination of the site's chronology. 

From her study of the Myrina figurines, Dorothy Burr 

[Thompson] (1934: 7-16) concluded that the practice of 

signing figurines is not manifested in Asia Minor until 

toward the end of the 2d century B.C.; and the earliest 

signature of a coroplast that can be identified at Per

gamon is dated to the third quarter of the 2d century B.C. 

(Topperwein 1976: 166-168). The terminus ante quern for 

the settlement at Gordion helps to reinforce a date after 

189 B.C. for the introduction of coroplasts' signatures. 

ORIGINS 

Groups of imported Greek figurines of the Late Phryg

ian/Hellenistic period can be isolated according to the 

composition of the clay, the painting technique and style, 

and assigned to probable manufacturing sites or work

shops on the basis of these criteria. Two such groups have 

been defined and, in the absence of technical analyses, it 

is only possible to suggest a specific manufacturing site 

for one of the two groups, and a general region for the 

second. Together these two groups account for the most 

ambitious figurines and stylistically and technically the 

highest in quality of the imports to Gordion in the Late 

Phrygian/Hellenistic period. 

GROUP I 

57 Kybele Riding Lion 

58 Enthroned Kybele 

59 Enthroned Kybele 

66 Standing Female with Wreath 

67 Standing Female 

68 Standing Female 

Included in this first group are standing females and 

Kybele types, all of which, with the exception of 58, were 

recovered from a single household deposit (see Terra

cotta Deposit 3). 58, an enthroned Kybele, was found in 

another household deposit (see Terracotta Deposit 6). It 

is likely that all are votives from small Kybele shrines (see 

pp. 66-67 and pp. 69-70 for Terracotta Deposits 3 and 6). 

All date to the late 3d or early 2d century B.C. 

The composition of the clay of all the figurines in this 

group is uniformly fine with a few lime inclusions and no 

micaceous particles, fired to a tan-orange (Munsell: 

7.SYR 7/6 [reddish yellow]) and sometimes gray at the 
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core. Heavy, usually well preserved painted decoration is 
applied in all cases over a white groundcoat in pink-red 

or brick-red, blue, black and orange. The miniaturist 

style of the painted decoration of the Kybele figurines, 
e.g., 57-59, link these figurines together as a subgroup, 

and the standing females (66-68) in a solid, full-bodied 

style can be assigned to another subgroup, perhaps 

indicating two different coroplasts or workshops working 

at the same manufacturing site or utilizing the same clay 
source. 

The composition of the clay of the Group I figurines 

closely matches that of terracotta figurines found on the 

acropolis of Pergamon and at the Attalid sanctuary of 

Kybele at Mamurtkale. For descriptions of the clay of the 

Hellenistic terracottas from Pergamon, see D. B. Thomp

son 1963a: 15; Topperwein 1976: 6-7, 10. Although 

Topperwein-Hoffmann identifies the clay of the figu

rines at Mamurtkale as Aeolian, similar to that of 5th- and 

4th-century figurines from Larisa (1978: 80-81), the 

current excavators at Pergamon can, by virtue of sheer 

numbers of figurines, isolate the local products from the 

imports (W. Radt, personal communication, 1981; Radt 

1973: 267-268, fig. 10; 1978: 419-423, Abb. 11-18, 20) 

and match these with figurines at Mamurtkale. 

The Hellenistic figurines at Pergamon are made of 

clays which are finely washed and fired to buff golden-

yellow with no micaceous particles (D. B. Thompson 

1963a: 15), very like the description of the clay of the 

figurines in Group I from Gordion. Additional evidence 

for assigning a Pergamene origin to this group comes 

from an examination of the type of Kybele riding a lion 

(57). The only close parallels for 57 come from Mamurt

kale, and the general sculptural type of Kybele riding a 

lion is thought to be Pergamene in origin (see p. 26). 

This connection between Celtic Gordion and Per

gamon seems at first anomalous in light of our knowl

edge of the adverse relationship of the Pergamenes and 

the Celts in the Hellenistic period. However, there is 

substantial information that the Attalids maintained an 

interest in controlling the Celts through alliances (R. E. 

Allen 1983: 136-144). At least Eumenes II maintained a 

"cooperative" relationship with Celtic tribes in some 

periods of his reign. W e are told by Livy (38, 18) that 

Manlius Vulso, the Roman consul in charge of the 189 

B.C. expedition to bring the Celtic tribes under control, 

sent envoys to Eposognatus, the chief of the Tolistoagii 

who controlled the area around Gordion. Livy describes 

Eposognatus as the only one of the chiefs who had 

remained friendly to Eumenes, and thus one can assume 

that Eumenes II had managed alliances of some kind 

with Eposognatus and other Celtic chiefs earlier in his 

reign. The precise nature of the alliance between Eumenes 

and Eposognatus is not known, but both Gordion, as a 

headquarters of the Tolistoagii, and Pessinus, as the most 

important sanctuary in the region of this tribe (Lam-

brechts et ed. 1972: 156-173), must have enjoyed an 

unusually open relationship with the Pergamenes in 

these times of peace. W e know that the Attalids of 

Pergamon took a great interest in the cult of the Great 

Mother goddess at Pessinus, as is evidenced by the 

introduction of the Romans to that cult by Attalos I 

(Hansen 1971: 50-51) and by a series of letters, copied on 

stone in the 1st century B.C., written by Eumenes II and 

his brother Attalos II between 163 and 156 B.C. to the 

high priest of Pessinus (Virgilio 1981: Welles 1934: nos. 

55-61; Hansen 1971: 126). Some of these letters indicate 

that by the 160s B.C., a Celt was a high priest of that cult at 

Pessinus (Virgilio 1981: 26, letter no. 2; 28, letter no. 4; 
29, letter no. 5; 31, letter no. 7). 

The relationships between Pergamenes and Celts were 

complicated, sometimes duplicitous, but there is no 

mistaking the literary sources as to the side the Attalids 

took in the 189 B.C. campaign of Manlius Vulso to rid 

Asia Minor of the dreaded Celts. It was Eumenes, among 

others from the Greek cities, who urged the Roman 

Senate to undertake the campaign and it was Attalos II, 

Eumenes' younger brother, who accompanied Manlius 

Vulso to Gordion and participated in the victory at Mt. 

Olympus nearby (Hansen 1971: 90). It was in this very 

period of Celtic domination of the Gordion region, 

during the end of the 3d and early 2d century B.C., that 

the large Kybele statuette (52) was manufactured at 

Gordion using a Pergamene model and that the probably 

Pergamene terracotta products of Group I were im

ported to Gordion. The figurines which form this group 

are restricted in type to representations of Kybele and 

standing females; all can be assigned functions as votives, 

probably in a cult of Kybele (see pp. 66-67 and 69-70 for 

Terracotta Deposits 3 and 6). It is interesting to note that 

the imported ceramics, on the other hand, show little if 

any connection with Pergamon (F. A. Winter, forthcom

ing), except in the SET "Level 2 House," where Per

gamene units of measure are inscribed on five pithos 

fragments (see above, Terracotta Deposit 3). The Per

gamene connections with Gordion seen in these figurines 

of Kybele and votives to Kybele can be explained by the 

presence of a community of Greeks at Gordion (see 

above, pp. 74-75) and by the shared interest of the Celts, 
Phrygians and Pergamenes in the cult of the Mother 

Goddess at Pessinus, just sixty kilometers southwest of 

Gordion (see also Burkert 1979: 104-105). It is likely that 

Pessinus was the link between the sometimes rivalrous 

and sometimes friendly Pergamenes and Celts, and that 

it was at least partially through Pessinus and the cult of 

Kybele that Gordion appears to be so Hellenized, despite 

its mixed population of Phrygians, Celts and Greeks, in a 

period of Celtic domination of the region. 

GROUP II 

60 Enthroned Kybele 

61 Enthroned Kybele 
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70 Standing Female 

73 Standing Female 

74 Standing Female 

76 Group Composition: Dancing Females 

99 Eros in Flower 

92 Female Head 

96 Drapery Fragment 

Although there are variations in the clays of the 

figurines in this large group, these variations may be 

accounted for by firing conditions and slightly different 

clay sources. There are enough stylistic cross-links to 

further corroborate that all these figurines probably 

come from the same manufacturing site or region. 

The consistencies in the clay composition of these 

figurines lie in its micaceous character and red-orange 

firing color (Munsell: 5YR 6/4 [light reddish brown]-6/6-

6/8 [reddish yellow] or 2.5YR 5/6 [red]-6/8 [light red]). 

These figurines are mostly very hard-fired, sometimes 

with tiny dark and light inclusions, creating a speckled 

surface effect (e.g., 60). Rarely are the figurines fired gray 

at the core (e.g., 73). 

Stylistically, the features which link this group are the 

precise use of line, as seen in the sharply defined edges of 

the drapery and in the angular facial features of 92, and 

an understanding of the variety of textures and how they 

can be achieved in a coroplastic medium. A sense of the 

dramatic is displayed in the unusual poses of the women 

in the group composition (76) and in the flowing locks of 

golden hair of one of these women. The use of thick 

painted decoration in well-preserved pastel colors, espe

cially pink, is another characteristic of most of the 

figurines in this group. 

The absolute identification of a single manufacturing 

site for the figurines in Group II is not yet possible, but in 

the general region around the Black Sea their possible 

origins may be found. Close stylistic and typological 

parallels for one of the figurines in this group can be 

found at sites in the Black Sea region: the enthroned 

Kybele (60) has parallels from Amisos, on the southwest 

shore of the Black Sea, and from Myrmekion in the 

Crimea. In addition, the rich polychromy of the figurines 

in this group is paralleled by many at Amisos (Mollard-

Besques 1963: 81), although the descriptions of the clays 

used at Amisos for figurines in the Hellenistic period (D. 

B.Thompson 1963a: 15-16; Mollard-Besques 1963: 81) 

are not compatible with the description of the clay of the 

Gordion figurines. A figurine of an enthroned Kybele 

from Histria (Istros) in the Pontic region is identified as 

locally produced and the description of the clay as brick 

red with fine micaceous particles and granules of lime is 

very close to the Group II clay descriptions (Boardman 

1962-63: 39, fig. 13; Coja 1961: 217, figs. 3-4). The clay of 

one group of the locally manufactured figurines and 

molds from Callatis (Mangalia) in the Pontic region is also 

described as brick red (Canarache 1969: 26). Further 

connections between Turkish Thrace and Galatian Gor

dion can be seen in the ceramics from Gordion and in the 

funerary architecture (see F. A. Winter 1984: 216-220). 

Thus, although the general region of the Black Sea can 

be pointed to for the possible origin of this group, it is not 

yet possible to further pinpoint the locale (see Russay-

ayeva 1982; SAI 1970-1974 for summaries of terracottas 

from various sites north of the Black Sea). 

THE GORDION FIGURINES IN THEIR 
CENTRAL ANATOLIAN SETTING 

Due to a dearth of major systematic excavation at sites 

in the vicinity of Gordion and to a lack of publications on 

terracotta figurines and figural vessels from sites in 

Anatolia, it is not yet possible to critically compare the 

terracotta assemblage at Gordion to those of other major 

and minor centers in Central Anatolia in all periods. For 

the Early, Middle and Late Bronze Age, it is difficult 

because of the limits of the archaeological evidence from 

Gordion to assess the relative importance of this site, yet 

it is clear that there was a substantial Hittite-period 

settlement. Hittite centers, especially the capital of Hat-

tusa-Bogazkoy and Alaca Hoyiik, have been well exca

vated and the results and finds amply published. Specific 

comparisons in style and typology can be made between 

the small number of Hittite figurines from Gordion and 

those from Hattusa-Bogazkoy (see esp. 120, 121) and 

general comparisons with the animal figurine types from 

both Bogazkoy and Alaca Hoyiik (Kosay and Akok 1966: 

pis. 25-30). 

For the Early and Middle Phrygian periods, we have 

few comparative data from the region. Major nearby 

centers in these periods were at Ankara to the northeast, 

Dorylaion (Eski§ehir) to the west, Hattu§a (Bogazkoy) to 

the east (Schirmer 1969: 12-14) and sites in the Phrygian 

highlands to the southwest, where the most important of 

the religious centers was Midas City (Yazilikaya). 

The limited excavations of a large tumulus at Dory

laion (Eskisehir) have produced no terracotta figurines 

or figural vessels (for Roman finds see Mellink 1973: 190) 

and the settlement mound has not yet been excavated. At 

Bogazkoy, no figurines of the Middle Phrygian period 

have appeared in the significant publications of the small 

finds (Boehmer 1972, 1979). At Midas City, remains of a 

small Late Phrygian/Hellenistic sanctuary were exca

vated on the Midas Kale and terracotta figurines of the 

2d century B.C. were found in pits (Haspels 1951: 21-22, 

89-90, pi. 37b-c; 1971: 154-155, fig. 495, section U). 

None of the published examples bear any similarities to 

the Gordion figurines, despite the fact that the figurines 

are dedications to Agdistis (Kybele). (For the mythologi

cal relationship between Agdistis and Kybele see Verma

seren 1977b: 90-91.) Yalincak, a Phrygian site in the 

vicinity of Ankara with occupation into the Late Phrygian/ 
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Hellenistic period, has produced at least one terracotta 

figurine (Tezcan 1964: 15: Kybele statuette) and no 

figurines have been published from the soundings and 

excavations on the Phrygian mounds in Ankara (Ozgiic 

and Akok 1947; Bulu? 1979). 
In the Late Phrygian/Hellenistic period, Gordion's 

importance as the Phrygian capital had waned and the 

site had become probably a town of the Tolistoagii, while 

Pessinus, Ancyra (Ankara) and Tavium (beyond the 

Halys River) served as the major strongholds of the three 

Celtic tribes. No terracotta figurines have been published 

from Ankara, Tavium or any other Celtic fortress site in 

Anatolia (e.g., Blucium-Karalar or Peium-Tabanlioglu: 

Arik 1934; Arik and Coupry 1935; Mitchell 1974). The 

"Hellenistic" levels and remains at Bogazkoy have been 

outlined (Kiihne 1969) but no systematic study of the 

terracotta figurines has been carried out. 

W e know from historical sources that the sanctuary of 

Kybele at Pessinus assumed a role of great importance in 

the Late Phrygian/Hellenistic period in Central Anatolia, 

and its proximity to Gordion, its Celtic control, combined 

with the interest in Kybele at Gordion logically makes 

Pessinus a site whose terracotta figurines should be 

comparable to those at Gordion in the Late Phrygian/ 

Hellenistic and Roman periods. The Belgian excavations 

conducted thus far at Pessinus, however, have uncovered 

almost exclusively Roman-period monuments and levels 

(Devreker and Waelkens 1984), while there is almost 

nothing Roman at Gordion with which to make compari

sons. The temple, once identified as the Attalid temple of 

Kybele (Lambrechts et al. 1972: 156), is now recognized 

to be Imperial Roman in date and unrelated to Kybele 

(Devreker and Waelkens 1984: 52; Waelkens 1985; 1986: 

48-60). 

There is, in summary, no published corpus of terra

cotta figurines from any Central Anatolian site which can 

be adequately compared to that from Gordion. Gordion's 

size, long history, changing populations and rich cultural 

transformations from a Bronze Age center to a Phrygian 

capital to a market town and Graeco-Celtic center make it 

unique in the archaeological and historical record. It will 

thus be to Gordion that archaeologists and historians will 

look in the future for comprehensive comparative data 

on Phrygian terracotta figurines and many other catego

ries of archaeological material. 
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Tiirkce Ozet 

Bu kitabin konusu olan 171 terracotta figiirin ve 

resimli kaplar Pennsylvania Universitesi Miizesi 

tarafindan 1950-1973 ytllannda Gordion'da 

yapilmi^olan kazilarda bulunmu§tur. Bu cah§manm 

kapsami, kahp ve elle yapilmis. insan, tanrt, diger 

tabiat iistii yaratiklar ve hayvanlar, minyatfirler, 

maskeler, madalyonlar, figiirin kahplan veya kaplar, 

ayrla, kap olmayan malzeme ile kahp ve elle yapilmis. 

resimli kaplardtr. Kaplara ait parcalar oldugunu 

zannettigimiz bir grup el yaptsi hayvan figtirinleri de 

hayvanh kaplar kategorisi kapsaminda ettid 

edilmi§tir. 

Terracotta figtirinler Gordion'da Eski Tunc 

Cagt'ndan, Gee Frig/Helenistik G a g a kadar 

bulunmustur. Gordion'un 8ci yiizyil oncesi caglartna 

ait bilgimiz cok ktsithdir; ancak, Tunc ve Erken' Frig 

caglanna tarihlenen az sayida figiirin bulunmu§tur. 

M.O. 7. ytizyilda itibaren, Kimmerler tarafindan 

tahrip edildikten sonra, M.O 4. ytizyihn sonlanna 

kadar (Orta Frig Cagi), Biiyiik Iskender'in fethini 

kapsiyan devirde, Gordion'da bulunan toprak 

malzeme sayisinda biiyiik bir artis, gortiltir. En tamam 

arkeolojik verilerin bu caga ait olmasi da rastlantt 

degildir. Orta Frig Cagma ait buluntulartn cogu 

hayvan bic.imli kaplardan (rhyton) veya hayvan 

figurinlerinden olusur, bir de Orta Anadolu malze-

mesi olan carik bicimli kaplar ve kiiciik arabalar 

bulunur. Aynca, bu devre ait cok sayida kahpdan 

cikmis. ithal Grek malt kaplar da vardir. 

Gee Frig/Helenistik Cag'da artis. gosteren malt 

ithal Grek toprak malzeme arasinda cogunlukta 

olanlar Kybele tasvirleri, giysili kadin figiirleri, Eros 

ve tiyatro maskeleridir. Bu devirde ithal figurinlerin 

saytst Orta Anadolfrnun yerli malzemesine esittir. 

Ithal mallanntn cogu Gordion'un terk edilmesinden 

hemen once, M.O. 189 'a tarihlenir. Bu devrin 

"koroplastik" repertuannin en canh ornekleri 

arasinda bust-flower thymiaterion (bk. levha 11-14), 

biiyiik Kybele heykelcikleri ve de Attis vardir. 

Anadolunun surlarla cevrili en onemli 

s.ehirlerinden olan Gordion M. O. 189'da $ehir 

terkedildikten sonra onemini yidrdi. Buradaki seyrek 

R o m a yerles,melerini ancak iki figiirinle 

saptayabiliyoruz. 

Finnlarda bulunan kalip parcalan veya yartda 

btrakdmis. figtirinler ve gelis.mis, comlekciligin 

simgesi olan, kalip ve figiirin parcalarina bakil-

diginda, Gordion'da yapilmis olan terracotta 

figurinlerin Gee Frig/Helenistik Gaga ait oldugu 

gortiltir. Bittiin verilere dayanarak diyebiliriz ki M.O. 

3. ve 2. ytizyilda Yunanhlar ve Frigyahlar terracotta 

sanattm birlikte yaptilar. Yunan malzemesi 

Gordion'da Yunanlilar tarafindan yapilmis. veya 

onlar tarafindan yaptinlmis, olabilir. Kelt halkinm 
Koroplastik atolyelerindeki calis.malan hakkinda 

birs.ey bilmiyoruz. Az sayidaki Kelt stili bezekli 

iirunler Kelt olmayan halk tarafindan yapilmis, 

olabilir. Frigyali terracotta sanatctlan geleneksel 

figiirinleri elle yapmaya devam etmis, veya onlarin 

yapimint etkilemi^ler veya cok ozel eserler gri 

maldan yapilmis, tir (grey ware fabrics). Aym zamanda, 

Orta Anadolu'nun hayvan bicimli kaplannda, bu 

bolgede ya§ami§ olan Anadolulu Iranhlar'in etkisini 

gorebiliyoruz. 

Tiim figiirin ve §ekilli kaplann yaklas.ik yiizde ellisi 

ithal mah figiirinlerden (Frig veya Orta Anadolu malt 

olmayan) olu§ur. Gordion'da 6 yiizyildan itibaren 

batinin ve ozellikle Yunan etkisinin ve ticaretinin 

nedenli genis. capta oldugunu degis,ik tipteki ithal 

mah figiirinlerden olcebiliriz. Altinci ytizyilda Dogu 

Yunan yerle^melerinin tipik buluntulan olan hayvan 

§ekilli kaplar, nar stili kaplar, veftorcler'in Gordionda 

da 11 tane kaptan olu§an bir grup buluntu olarak ele 

gecirilmesine ̂ a^irmamak gerekir. 

Gordion'daki ilk ithal mali terracotta figtirinler 

M.O. 5. ytizytla tarihlenir. Gee Frig/Helenistik 

caglarda ithal mah Yunan figurinlerin Gordionda 

ragbette olus,unu sayilarimn cog almasindan 

anhyoruz. Kadin tasvirleri, ozellikle ayakta duran ve 

giysili tipler, diger kategorilere gore daha fazladir. 

Cogu Yunan bolgelerinden ithal edilen bu figtirinler, 

herhalde adak olarak ozel tapinaklarda kullanil-
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mis.tir. Figtirinler arasinda, kadin ve bust-flower 

thyrniateria'dzn sonra, cogunlugu Kybele figiirin 

gruplan olus.turur. Eros da poptiler bir tanri 

temsilcisi olarak Gordion'daki terracotta malzeme 

arasinda bulunur. Diger Grek tannlan icinde Nike, 

Tyche, Artemis, Dionysos ve Ariadne, ayrica Herakles 

ve diger mitolojik konulan iceren Medusa ve iki satyr 

de bulunur. 
Gee Frig/Helenistik Gag'a ait onemli iki ithal mah 

Yunan figiirin grubunu, hamuru, boya teknigi ve 

uslubu ve yapildiklan atolyelere gore ayirabiliriz. 

Bunlar arasinda, sadece bir tanesinin kesin olarak 

Bergama atolyelerinde, digerinin de Karadeniz 

yoresinde yapiildigi soylenebilir. Bu iki grup, gee 

Frig/Helenistik Cag'da uslup ve teknik actdan 

Gordiona ithal edilen figtirinler arasinda en kaliteli 

ve carpici olanlardir. 

Gordion figtirinlerini Orta Anadolu toprak 

figtirinleri ile kars,ilas. tirmali ettid edebilmek icin 

elimizde bir ne§ riyat yoktur. 

Gordion'un hacmi, uzun tarihi, degis,en ntifusu ve 

zengin ktilttir evreleri ile, —Eski Tunc CagTnda 

merkez, Frig doneminde bas.s,ehir ve pazar yeri, 

Greco/Kelt devrinde yine merkez olarak-, arkeoloji 

ve tarih kayitlannda es,siz bir yeri vardir. Frig 

arkeolojik malzeme ve buna dahil olan toprak 

figtirinler hakkinda ileride yapilacak genis, captaki 

kar^ das. tirmali aras.tirmalar icin sanat tarihcileri, 

arkeolog ve tarih uzmanlan Gordion ne§riyatlanna 

muhakkak ba§vuracaklardir. 

Tesekktir: 

Bu kitabin hazirlanmasi sirasinda bana yardimci olan 

herkese, ozellikle Gordion projesinde cahs.an ve 

as,agida isimleri yazih kisjlere tes.ekktirlerimi 

sunarim: Keith De Vries, Jean Carpenter Efe, Ann 

Gunter, Ellen Kohler, Lynn Roller, G. Kenneth Sams, 

Karen Vellucci, Robert ve Frances Vincent ve 

Frederick A. Winter. Ayrica, 1981 yaz aylannda 

terracotta figtirinlerini Ttirkiyede cah§abilmem icin 

bana destek olan konuksever, asagida isimleri yazih 

Ttirk ve diger meslektaslanma da te^ekktirlerimi 

iletirim: Ekrem Akurgal, Ankara; Nusin Asgari, 

Istanbul Arkeoloji Mtizesi, Kudret Ata, Ayfer Aker ve 

Meral Goztibtiytik, Eski Eserler ve Mtizeler Genel 

Mtidtirltigti; Selahattin Erdemgil, Selcuk; merhum 

Kenan Erim, Aphrodisias; Crawford Greenewalt, 

Sardis; Pontus Heilstrom, Labraunda; Kubilay Nayir 

ve Rafet Dine, Antalya Mtizesi; Wolfgang Radt, 

Bergama; ve Raci Temizer, Anadolu Medeniyetleri 

Mtizesi. 
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KYBELE AND RELATED TYPES PLATE 17 
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PLATE 18 KYBELE AND RELATED TYPES 
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KYBELE AND RELATED TYPES PLATE 19 
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MALES/ UNIDENTIFIABLE HUMANS PLATE 31 
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ANIMALS PLATE 33 
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ANIMALS PLA TE 35 
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PLA TE 36 MISCELLANEOUS: VEHICLES AND WHEELS 
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MISCELLANEOUS: BOOTS AND SHOES PLATE 37 
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COMPARANDA PLATE 39 
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Hedgehog Unguentarium 
from Candarh 
Istanbul Archaeological Museum Inv. 9967 

Goose Unguentarium 
from £andarh 
Istanbul Archaeological Museum Inv. 
No. 10269 

Terracotta Figurine of Kybele 

from Priene 
Istanbul Archaeological Museum Inv. No. 1617 

(Mendel 1908, no. 204) 
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Marble Statuette of Seated Kybele 
from Gordion (Inv. No. S 81) 



COMPARANDA PLATE 41 

Alabaster Statuette of Seated Kybele 
from Gordion (Inv. No. S 103) 

Terracotta Female with Wreath 
from Macedonia 
Istanbul Archaeological Museum 
Inv. No. 1449 (Mendel 1908, no. 
3069) 

Terracotta Female with Wreath 

from Macedonia 
Istanbul Archaeological 

Museum Inv. No. 1450 
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Terracotta Standing Female 

from Myrina 
Istanbul Archaeological 
Museum Inv. No. 354 
(Mendel 1908, no. 2579) 1 _2 
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GORDION EXCAVATIONS: FINAL REPORTS, III 
The Bronze Age 
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